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THESIS ABSTRACT 
This study focuses on courts, constitutionalism, and gender in the Global South. 

The study examines the role of the judiciary in constitution making. The judicial 

implementation of the constitutionalised gender quota (two-thirds gender 

principle) in Kenya’s 2010 Constitution is used as a case study. There are two 

interlocking themes that run throughout the study. The first is the story of the two-

thirds gender principle as a tool to transform gender relations both in the public 

and private sphere – how did it end up in Kenya’s constitution framework? What 

purpose was it meant to achieve? What has been its implementation journey? The 

second is Rule of Law and constitutionalism in postcolonial states – there have 

been a proliferation of studies on decolonised perspectives of constitutionalism in 

the Global South. The argument made in the study is two-fold: that firstly, 

postcolonial studies on decolonised perspectives on constitutionalism have lacked 

a gender lens. Secondly, studies on gender equality in postcolonial states focus on 

the limitations of law in societies with legal pluralism – very few of these studies 

have examined the role that constitutions have played perpetuating gender 

inequalities, and the use of constitution reforms by women’s rights activists as a 

tool to transform gender relations. This study attempts to address both gaps by 

exploring parameters of a gendered constitutionalism in the Global South. This is 

achieved through an empirical study involving interviews and focus group 

discussions with judges, public interest litigators, constitution review experts and 

civil society stakeholders, and analysis of government reports and court judgments 

on the two-thirds gender principle. The main finding of the study is that 

constitutionalism is hampered by a general ‘rule by politics’, which has an impact 

on a gendered constitutionalism. The two-thirds gender principle has not 

fundamentally transformed gender relations in the public sphere.
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1.0 THE ROLE OF THE JUDICIARY IN 

CONSTITUTION MAKING: THE TWO-THIRDS 

GENDER PRINCIPLE IN KENYA 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This study involves a critical qualitative inquiry into the extent to which courts in 

postcolonial states play a role in constitution making. The main theme is Rule of 

Law and constitutionalism in postcolonial states from a gender lens. The judicial 

implementation of the gender quota in the 2010 Constitution of Kenya – the two-

thirds gender principle - is used as a case study. The two-thirds gender principle 

has been the most difficult provision to implement in the 2010 Constitution and 

has been the subject of feminist activism. An element of the critical inquiry in this 

study is therefore women’s civil activism in engaging with the courts to implement 

constitutional women’s rights.  

 The Constitution reads at Article 26(6) and (7) that ‘the State shall take legislative 

and other measures, including affirmative action programmes and policies 

designed to redress any disadvantage suffered by individuals or groups because of 

past discrimination’, and that ‘the State shall take legislative and other measures, 

including affirmative action programmes and policies designed to redress any 

disadvantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination’. 

These two provisions on affirmative action are followed by the two-thirds gender 

principle in Article 27(8): ‘In addition to the measures contemplated in clause (6), 

the State shall take legislative and other measures to implement the principle that 

not more than two-thirds of the members of elective or appointive bodies shall be 

of the same gender’. The principle is repeated in Article 81(b) as part of the 

principles of electoral fairness: ‘not more than two-thirds of the members of 

elective public bodies shall be of the same gender’. The quota also applies to 

devolved regional county assemblies and is repeated in Article 177(1)(b): ‘A 

county assembly consists of - […] the number of special seat members necessary 

to ensure that not more than two-thirds of the membership of the assembly are of 

the same gender’.  

In the Constitution of Kenya at Article 97 and 98, the gender composition of the 

National Assembly and Senate is fixed - these numbers are far below the minimum 
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one-third for women. In the National Assembly, only 47 seats reserved for women 

are guaranteed, against a possible 311 number for male parliamentarians. For the 

Senate, eighteen seats are guaranteed for women, against a possible number of 49 

male senators. How is the two-thirds gender principle to be achieved in Parliament 

if the gender composition is so fixed already? This has been the bone of contention 

in the battle to implement the two-thirds gender principle in Parliament. 

The study is set against the backdrop that there has been worldwide attention and 

increasing global expansion of judicial power1 through constitution reforms 

particularly from the 1990s, a concept that has come to be known as 

‘juristocracy’.2 This judicial empowerment is characterised by a 

constitutionalisation of minority rights and an entrenchment of judicial review in 

constitutions to enforce these rights. This has to an ever-increasing role in policy 

making for courts, what has come to be known as ‘judicialisation of politics’.3 

There was also a simultaneous neo-liberal influence of constitution reform 

projects from the 1990s to ‘lock-in’ neoliberal agendas and policies aimed at 

liberalising global market economies, what has come to be known as ‘new 

constitutionalism’.4 There is also the increasing assertion of independence among 

postcolonial states in the Global South on a constitutional national identity 

separate from the Anglo-American influence of liberal democratic 

constitutionalism, particularly around the question of judicial activism.5  

 
1 Tate NC and Vallinder Tỏ, The global expansion of judicial power (New York University Press 
1990) 
2 Ewing KD, 'The Bill of Rights debate: Democracy or juristocracy in Britain?' in Keith E and others 
(eds), Human rights and labour law: Essays for Paul O'Higgins (Mansell 1994) 
3 Hirschl R, 'The judicialization of mega-politics and the rise of political courts' (2008) 11 Annual 
Review of Political Science 93 
4 See Gill S, New Constitutionalism, Democratisation and Global Political Economy, 10 Pacifica 
Review 23; Hirschl R, Towards juristocracy: The origins and consequences of the new 
constitutionalism (Harvard University Press 2004); Hirschl R, 'The New constitutionalism and the 
judicialisation of pure politics worldwide' (2006) 75 Fordahm Law Review 721 
5 See for instance Maldonado D, Constitutionalism of the Global South: the activist tribunals of 
India, South Africa and Colombia (Cambridge University Press 2013); Vilhena O, Baxi U and Viljoen 
F, Transformative constitutionalism: Comparing the apex courts of Brazil, India and South Africa 
(Pretoria University Law Press 2013); Baxi U, 'The avatars of judicial activism: Exploration in the 
geographies of [in]justice' in Kasum SV (ed) Fifty Years of the Supreme Court of India: Its grasp 
and reach (Oxford University Press 2000); Baxi U, 'Demosprudence versus jurisprudence: The 
Indian judicial experience in the context of comparative constitutional studies' (2014) 14 
Macquarie Law Journal 3; Dann P, Riegner M and Bỏnnemann M, The Global South and 
Comparative Constitutional Law (Oxford University Press 2020) 
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Kenya is no exception to all these developments. The 2010 Constitution has an 

expansive Bill of Right, including for marginalised groups, and an empowered 

judiciary to enforce these rights, both of which are a result of a decade long civic 

struggle. Kenyan courts are now required to ‘develop rich jurisprudence that 

respects Kenya’s history and traditions and facilitates its social, economic and 

political growth’,6 and  

enable important constitutional and other legal matters, including matters 

relating to the transition from the former to the present constitutional 

dispensation, to be determined having due regard to the circumstances, 

history and cultures of the people of Kenya. 7  

These sections read together have been theorised as an indigenous jurisprudence 

of constitutionalism for Kenya.8 

This backdrop raises some fundamental questions whose answers I attempt to 

explore in this study. To what extent is an empowered judiciary to enforce robust 

constitutionalised rights effective for access to justice for the masses? More 

specifically, to what extent would the two-thirds gender principle be an 

emancipatory tool for grassroots masses? To what extent can postcolonial states 

such as Kenya really break away from their Anglo-American liberal democratic 

influence? In other words, to what extent can the making of the 2010 Constitution 

be theorized as a decolonial process?9  

I attempt to answer these questions using decolonial and subaltern approaches to 

constitutionalism in the Global South, with a particular focus on Africa. Before 

 
 
 
 
6 Supreme Court of Kenya Act No. 7 of 2011, section 3(c), available at Microsoft Word - 
Paged_Supreme Court Act _No. 7 of 2011_.doc (kenyalaw.org), last accessed April 04, 2021 
7 ibid, at section 3(d) 
8 Mutunga W, 'Kenya: a new constitution: Willy Mutunga on the culmination of almost five 
decades of struggles' (2013) 65 Socialist Lawyer 20 
Mutunga W, 'The 2010 Constitution: Decolonizing Kenya's jurisprudence' (2013) 65 Socialist 
Lawyer: Magazine of the Haldane Society 20 
Mutunga W, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its interpretation: Reflections from the 
Supreme Court (University of Fort Hare Inaugural Distinguished Lecture Series 2014) 
Mutunga W, Pan-African jurisprudence for the liberation of Africa (University of Ghana, Institute 
of African Studies, JH Khetia Conference Room 2018) 
9 See Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the 
Supreme Court  

http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Acts/SupremeCourtAct_No7of2011.pdf
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Acts/SupremeCourtAct_No7of2011.pdf
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moving on to more detailed presentation of the history of constitution making in 

the specific Kenyan context, and the historical development of the two-thirds 

gender quota within that framework, I will first define what is meant by 

‘decolonial’ in the next section. A related term is addressed in the study – 

subalternity in so far as it relates to the extent to which a decolonial conception of 

constitutionalism will lead to the emancipation of grassroots masses. 

1.2 THE COLONIALITY OF CONSTITUTIONALISM IN 

POSTCOLONIAL AFRICA 

By decolonisation, this study adopts a stance that contributes to resistances to 

coloniality that have always existed. Coloniality has been defined very distinctly 

from colonialism or the process and event of colonisation, but rather a process that 

is still ongoing even after the event of colonisation. For instance, Sabelo Ndlovu-

Gatsheni defines coloniality as the ‘invisible power structure that sustains colonial 

relations of exploitation and domination long after the end of direct 

colonialism”.10 Sylvia Tamale defines coloniality as  

a concept related to colonialism but goes beyond the mere acquisition and 

political control of another country. As an ideological system, it explains 

the long-standing patterns of power that resulted from European 

colonialism, including knowledge production and the establishment of 

social orders.11  

This is the approach that is adopted in this study to understand the ongoing 

Western dominant/liberal imperialism of utilising rights-based approaches to 

development. The two-thirds gender quota is typical of a rights-based approach to 

development (Women in Development)12 rooted in the UN Decades for Women 

that saw law as a solution to women’s lack of access to women’s leadership at the 

Beijing Platform for Action in 1995.13 This is the dominant approach of liberal 

 
10 Ndlovu-Gatsheni, S, Coloniality of power in development studies and the impact of global 
imperial designs on Africa, Department of Development Studies University of South Africa, 
Inaugural Lecture delivered at the University of South Africa, Senate Hall, Pretoria, 16th October 
2012 
11 Tamale, S, Decolonisation and Afro-feminism (Daraja Press 2020), at xiii 
12 See Rai S, ‘Gender and development: Theoretical perspectives’, in Moghadam V et al (eds) 
Women, gender and development reader (Zed Books 2011) 
13 United Nations, Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, The Fourth World Conference on 
Women, adopted at the 16th plenary meeting on September 15, 1995, available at 
Beijing_Declaration_and_Platform_for_Action.pdf (un.org), last accessed April 04, 2021 

https://www.un.org/en/events/pastevents/pdfs/Beijing_Declaration_and_Platform_for_Action.pdf
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inclusion that has been the subject of long-standing criticism by third world 

feminists.14  

An aspect of decolonisation is concerned with a resistance to dominant/liberal 

conceptions of human rights, which places it at the centre of an (alternative) 

epistemic reconceptualisation of human rights language. Western enlightenment 

thought has [...] posited itself as the wellspring of universal learning, of Science 

and Philosophy [...], it has regarded the non-West - variously known as the 

ancient, the orient, the primitive world, the third world, the underdeveloped world, 

the developing world, and now the global south - primarily as a place of parochial 

wisdom, of antiquarian traditions, of exotic ways and means.15 

Africa as an epistemic site that experienced not only colonial genocides but also 

“theft of history”,16 ‘epistemicides and linguicides.17 This took the form of ‘the 

invasion of the mental universe of the colonised world’,18 through such injustices 

such as cultural imperialism,19 epistemicides, and linguicides, what Sabelo 

Ndlovu-Gatsheni refers to as a ‘metaphysical empire’.20 Both epistemicide and 

linguicide involves the killing of indigenous people’s knowledges and 

languages.21  

All these epistemic injustices point to the coloniality of knowledge, to which 

Sabelo Ndlovu-Gatsheni warrants a decolonial perspective that directly addresses 

the problem of this ‘coloniality of knowledge’.22 A term that has gained recent 

considerable attention is ‘epistemic decolonisation’. Epistemic decolonisation is 

 
14 See for instance Engle, K, ‘International human rights law and feminism’, in D. Buss and A. 
Manji (eds) International law modern feminist approaches (Hart Publishing 2005), at 47-66 
15 Comaroff and Comaroff, Theory from the South or, How Euro-America Is evolving toward 
Africa, at 1 
16 Goody J, The Theft of history (Cambridge university Press 2006) 
17 Ndlovu-Gatsheni, The dynamics of epistemic decolonisation in the 21st century: Towards 
epistemic freedom, at 17 
18 Ngugi wa Thiong’o (1986) Decolonising the mind: The politics of language in African literature 
(James Currey 1986); Quijano, A ,‘Coloniality and modernity/rationality’ (2007) 21 (2-3) Cultural 
Studies 168 
19 Said, EE, Culture and imperialism (Vintage 1993) 
20 Ndlovu-Gatsheni, The dynamics of epistemic decolonisation in the 21st century: Towards 
epistemic freedom, at 19 
21 Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Re-Membering Africa (East African Educational Publishers 2009a); Ngugi 
wa Thiong’o, Something torn and new: An African Renaissance (Basic Civitas Books 2009b) 
22 Ndlovu-Gatsheni, The dynamics of epistemic decolonisation in the 21st century: Towards 
epistemic freedom, at 19 
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defined in different ways, some of which are explored for application in the 

specific African context. Sabelo Ndlovu-Gatsheni sees epistemic decolonisation 

as ‘epistemic freedom’ involving a double task of ‘provincialising Europe’ and 

‘deprovincialising Africa’.23 Sabelo Ndlovu-Gatsheni writes that  

the processes of ‘provincialising’ and ‘deprovincialising’ are inextricably 

linked as they speak to how what appears on a global scale as European 

thought could be claimed as human heritage rather than a thought from 

one geographical centre. […] ‘Provincialising Europe’ is meant to 

confront the problem of overrepresentation of European thought in 

knowledge, social theory and education […] To ‘provincialise Europe’ is 

fundamentally to ‘de-Europeanise the world’. […] ‘deimperialisation’, 

defined as movement that demanded (ex)imperial powers to genuinely 

reflect on “their imperial histories and the harmful impacts those have had 

on the world.24 

Thus, ‘deprovincialising Africa’ is this process of ‘de-Europeanising’ 

an intellectual and academic process of centring Africa as a legitimate 

historical unit of analysis and epistemic site from which to interpret the 

world while at the same time globalising knowledge from Africa. Such a 

move constitutes epistemic freedom as that essential pre-requisite for 

political, cultural, economic and other freedoms.25 

Thus, the double task of provincialising and deprovincializing calls for ‘epistemic 

freedom’ whose task is 

that of organizing in Africa an autonomous debate that will no longer be a 

far-flung appendix to European debates, but which will directly pit African 

philosophers against one another”. 26 

What is also necessary for the success of epistemic freedom is the “change of 

audience” by African researchers “to consider his or her African public as his or 

 
23 Ndlovu-Gatsheni, SJ, ‘The dynamics of epistemic decolonisation in the 21st century: Towards 
epistemic freedom’ (2018) 40(1) Strategic Review for Southern Africa 16, at 17 
24 ibid, at 18 
25 ibid 
26 ibid 
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her prime target.27 Ngugi wa Thiong’o sees epistemic freedom as 

‘demythologising both the idea of Europe as a teacher of the world and the idea 

of Africa as a pupil’.28 Jean and John L Comaroff29 see epistemic freedom a 

‘decentring the Global North as the centre of knowledge and re-centring the 

Global South’.30  

To sum up and for purposes of this study, the idea of decolonisation in this is to 

decentre the Global North (Europe and America) as the centre of knowledge and 

debate on constitutionalism, and to centre the Global South in constitutional 

debates. Thus this study relies Global South to South knowledges and exchanges 

on the extent of courts’ judicial review powers, which has taken a more activists 

stance in Global South debates31 than in Global North debates that have 

historically adopted a more tempered role of the courts.32 Secondly, I am 

interested in exploring subaltern perspectives on constitutionalism in postcolonial 

Global South contexts, which points to Issa Shivji’s exhortation that an African 

conception of human rights (the two-thirds gender quota) must be concerned with 

the needs of the masses.33  

Issa Shivji contends that one can hardly talk of an African philosophy of human 

rights because of the unquestioned acceptance of Western liberal conceptions of 

human rights that is quite removed from the historical development of human 

rights as class struggles, the role of imperialism, and the struggles of the masses 

of the African peoples as active subjects.34 This dominant liberal conception of 

human rights suffers from five main deficiencies.35 According to Issa Shivji, 

 
27 Houtondji, PJ, The Struggle for meaning: Reflections in philosophy, culture, and democracy in 
Africa (Ohio University Research in International Studies Africa Series No 78, 2002), at 139 
28 Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Decolonising the mind: The politics of language in African literature 
29Comaroff J and Comaroff JL, Theory From the South Or, How Euro-America Is Evolving Toward 
Africa (Paradigm Publishers 2012) 
30Ndlovu-Gatsheni, The dynamics of epistemic decolonisation in the 21st century: Towards 
epistemic freedom, at 19  
31 Maldonado, Constitutionalism of the Global South: the activist tribunals of India, South Africa 
and Colombia; Vilhena, Baxi and Viljoen, Transformative constitutionalism:Comparing the apex 
courts of Brazil, India and South Africa; Dann, Riegner and B ỏnnemann, The Global South and 
Comparative Constitutional Law 
32 See a discussion of this history in Gearty C, 'Courting Trouble. The role of the courts in 
contemporary democracy' in Bogg A and others (eds), The constitution of social democracy: 
Essays in honour of Keith Ewing (Hart Publishing 2020) 
33 Shivji, I. The concept of human rights in Africa (COSIDERA 1989) 
34 ibid, at 69 
35 ibid, at 15 
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human rights language is devoid of considerations of social history and concrete 

material conditions, and is quite divorced from the history of human rights as 

closely linked with class struggles that were crucial in shaping them.36 

Individualist and ahistorical deficiencies in human rights language allows for a 

focus on discrete episodes of human rights violations but blind to structural 

inequalities that cause these episodes of violations in the first place.37 There is also 

the unresolved political debate about the privileging of civil and political rights 

over social and economic rights.38 These deficiencies altogether contribute to ‘the 

production and reproduction of a human rights ideology which objectively 

buttresses the imperialist oppression of Africa on the one hand, and the 

authoritarian/military domination of its people on the other’.39 

To correct this, Issa Shivi recommends not an abandonment of human rights 

language, but a reconceptualisation involving ‘constant interaction between the 

struggles of the African peoples and activists’.40 This reconceptualisation would 

involve three key elements namely that first, any account or theory of human 

rights must be historically situated, and must emphasise imperialist domination in 

the context of Africa.41 In that sense, a new theory of human rights ‘must be 

thoroughly anti-imperialist, thoroughly democratic and unreservedly in the 

interest of the people’.42 Secondly, a reconceptualisation of human rights for the 

African context must emphasise the centrality of class struggle in shaping human 

rights: 

the human rights ideology has to be appropriated in the interest of the 

people to play a mobilising role in their struggle against imperialism and 

compradial classes and their state. Therefore, the new perspective must 

distance itself openly from imperialist ideology of human rights at the 

international level and cultural chauvinist/developmentalist ideology of 

the compradial classes, at the national level.43 

 
36 ibid 
37 ibid 
38 ibid 
39 ibid, at 53 
40 ibid, at 69 
41 Ibid, at 69-70 
42 ibid 
43 ibid, at 70 
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Thirdly, Issa Shivji writes that the ‘new conceptualisation must break from the 

metaphysics of natura law. Natural rights were originally successfully deployed 

by the rising European bourgeois against oppressive feudal lords, but then 

subsequently demobilised by the same European bourgeoius to consolidate their 

power and shield themselves from proletariat resistance.44 Reconceptualised 

human rights must be rooted in the perspectives of the class struggles”.45 These 

are not the same as individual rights or legal entitlements but as collective rights 

of people.46 

To the extent that liberal rights are usually codified in written constitutions, this 

study links the call for a reconceptualisation of human rights for the African 

peoples with subaltern perspective of constitutionalism, which are explored 

further in the next section.  

1.2.1 CONSTITUTIONALISM AND THE STRUGGLE OF THE MASSES 

Subaltern perspectives of constitutionalism are explored in this study within the 

wider postcolonial critiques of modern constitutionalism.47 The term ‘subaltern’ 

gained influence from Antonio Gramsci, who defined the subaltern as the 

‘subjected underclass in a society on whom the dominant power exerts its 

hegemonic influence’.48 The term has been used by historians ‘to expand their 

language, to recognise the historically subordinate position of the lives of various 

groups of people, but in recognising their “subalternity”, giving them a voice and 

an agency’.49 The Subaltern Studies Series challenged the ‘histories of the elites 

and the Eurocentric bias of current imperial history’.50 These Indian scholars focus 

on “otherness” in terms of class, caste, gender, race, language and culture’.51 

 
44 ibid, at 50-53 
45 ibid 
46 ibid 
47 Maldonado, Constitutionalism of the Global South: the activist tribunals of India, South Africa 
and Colombia; Vilhena, Baxi and Viljoen, Transformative constitutionalism:Comparing the apex 
courts of Brazil, India and South Africa; Dann, Riegner and B ỏnnemann, The Global South and 
Comparative Constitutional Law 
48 ibid. See also Gramsci A, Selections from the Prison Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci 
(International Publishers 1971) 
49 See ‘Subaltern Studies’, available at 
http://web.csulb.edu/~ssayeghc/theory/subalternstudies.htm , last accessed November 05 
2020 
50 See ‘Subaltern Studies’, available at 
http://web.csulb.edu/~ssayeghc/theory/subalternstudies.htm , last accessed November 05 
2020 
51 ibid 

http://web.csulb.edu/~ssayeghc/theory/subalternstudies.htm
http://web.csulb.edu/~ssayeghc/theory/subalternstudies.htm
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There are of course critics who ask the question: ‘is it really possible to fully break 

away from the western narrative?’52 Still, conceptions of “subalternity” have 

influenced studies on constitutionalism in the Global South to challenge 

Eurocentrism. Relating subalternity to this study, the central question is, ‘to what 

extent is the two-thirds gender quota a principle that would lead to the 

emancipation of ‘subaltern’ women in Kenya? To what extent would grassroots 

feminists identify with the emancipatory promise of the two-thirds gender quota? 

1.3 RULE OF LAW AND CONSTITUTIONALISM IN 

POSTCOLONIAL AFRICA 

The sustained battle to address gender inequality through constitutional processes 

and legal challenges in court raises important and profound questions relating to 

Rule of Law and constitutionalism in postcolonial states. The study assesses and 

develops the contribution and approaches of postcolonial critical legal scholars.  

African postcolonial critical legal scholars adopt a ‘reactionary’ critique of public 

law, arguing that colonial authorities and the postcolonial state used Rule by Law, 

and not Rule of Law.53 Such a ‘Rule by Law’ was used to legitimate an otherwise 

illegitimate political system, in which the judicial role was reduced to an 

appendage of the state.54 African legal scholars call for a critique of law in Africa 

that takes into account the ‘legacy of history of law and legalism in Africa’, which  

is twofold -  colonial inequality and suppression, and the immediate postcolonial 

experience of “fascist” hegemony and oppression.55  [Public] law and 

constitutions played a marginal role, and were in fact referred to as ‘constitutions 

without constitutionalism’.56 The postcolonial state was referred to as a ‘state in 

crisis’, as all the independence constitutional safeguards were dismantled for 

 
52 ibid. See also Chakrabrarty D, 'Postcoloniality and the artifice of history: Who speaks for 
"Indian" pasts?' (1992) 37 Representations 1 
53 Shivji IG, 'The Changing State: From an Extra-Legal to an Intra-Legal State in Tanzania' in Mtaki 
CK and Okema M (eds), Constitutional Reforms and Democratic Governance in Tanzania 
(Freidrich Naumann Foundation and University of Dar es Salaam 1993) 
54 Mutunga W, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the 
Supreme Court (2014). See also Ghai Y, 'The Rule of Law, Legitimacy and Governance' in Ghai Y 
and others (eds), The Political Economy of Law: A Third World Reader (Oxford University Press 
1987) 
55 On a discussion of this ‘immediate postcolonial experience of fascist hegemony and 
oppression, see generally Ghai, 'The Rule of Law, Legitimacy and Governance' 
56 Okoth-Ogendo HWO, '"Constitutions Without Constitutionalism": Reflections on an African 
paradox' in Shivji I (ed) State and constitutionalism: An African debate on democracy (SAPES 
Books 1991) 
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authoritarian regimes.57 In Kenya, this culminated in an attempted military coup 

in 1982, and a retaliatory amendment to the constitution to include the infamous 

section 2A that made Kenya a one-party state.58 

This study adopts a decolonial critique of a human rights-based approach to 

explore an understanding of the role of the judiciary in a postcolonial context. The 

colonial subject is constituted as “Other”, and that the ‘Subject as West’ of 

international law conceals itself by pretending that it has no ‘geopolitical 

determinations”.59 Postcolonial feminist scholars assert that  

in fact, black, white and other third world women have very different 

histories with respect to the particular inheritance of post-fifteenth-century 

Euro-American hegemony: the inheritance of slavery, enforced migration, 

plantation and indentured labor (sic), colonialism, imperial conquest, and 

genocide. Thus, third world feminists have argued for the rewriting of 

history based on the specific locations and histories of struggle of people 

of color (sic) and postcolonial peoples, and on the day-to-day struggles of 

survival utilised by such peoples.60                  

International human rights law has been critiqued as based on liberalism rooted in 

an atomised, individualised identity.61 This exposes the  limitations of a rights 

based approach for Africa, which is  rooted in a communitarian and collective 

identity as the ‘index of the African cultural fingerprint’.62 The impact of 

colonialism on the creation of legal pluralist legal systems as the site of women’s 

oppression cannot be ignored, thus exposing the limitation of a unitary conception 

 
57Adelman S and Paliwala A (eds), Law and Crisis in the Third World (Hans Zell 1993). See also 
Ghai YP, 'Constitutions and Governance in Africa: A Prolegomenon' in Adelman S and Paliwala A 
(eds), Law and Crisis in the Third World (Hans Zell 1993); Ghai, 'Constitutions and Governance in 
Africa: A Prolegomenon'   
58 Maingi G, 'The Kenyan Constitutional Process: A Case Study of the Work of FIDA Kenya in 
Securing Women's Rights' 15 Feminist Africa 63 , at 64-65 
59 Spivak GC, '"Can the Subaltern Speak?"' in Nelson C and Grossberg L (eds), Marxism and the 
Interpretation of Culture (University of Illinois Press 1991) 
60 Mohanty CT, 'Cartographies of Struggle: Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism' in 
Mohanty CT and others (eds), Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism (Indiana 
University Press 1991), at 10 
61 Tamale S, Decolonization and Afro-feminism (Daraja Press 2020), at 11-12 
62 Mutua M, Human rights: A political and cultural critique (University of Pennsylvania Press 
2002), at 77 
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of law.63 Policies of gender equality and gender mainstreaming in an age of 

neoliberal globalisation and humanitarianism are seen as ‘symbolic gestures of 

inclusion’ at best.64 The African state is not benign or able to provide social goods 

in a neo-liberal era of social adjustment programmes.65 Thus, while African states 

have adopted rights-based gender mainstreaming frameworks, they lack the policy 

mechanisms to achieve those frameworks.66 This has been referred to as 

‘femocracy’.67  

1.4 CONSTITUTION MAKING HISTORY IN KENYA 

The 1990s are an important historical period for constitutionalism in Kenya, as 

there was agitation for multiparty democratic reforms combined with agitation for 

gender mainstreaming. Civil society had also become increasingly discontented 

with the state and wanted a change of regime. Opposition parties, the women’s 

movement and the wider civil society were all important allies. 68  

Constitution and institutional reform processes in Kenya were a decade-long 

struggle, with important historical milestones. The first is the Saba Saba Riots of 

1991 and the repeal of section 2A that re-introduced multiparty democracy.69 1997 

was also an important year, as President Moi reluctantly bowed to both local and 

international pressure for reforms, and agreed to what was termed minimum 

reforms – this culminated in the 1997 Constitution of Kenya Review Act (CKRA)  

that formalised a constitutional reform process to be spearheaded by politicians – 

the inter-parties Parliamentary Group (IPPG).70 The IPPG process  eventually 

 
63 See Manji S. A, 'Imagining Women's Legal World: Towards a Theory of Legal Pluralism in Africa' 
(1999) 8 Social and Legal Studies 435; Obiora LA, 'Reconsidering Customary Law' (1993) 17 Legal 
Studies Forum 217 
64 Tamale, Sylvia, Decolonisation and Afro-Feminism (Daraja Press 2020), at 9 
65 Oloka-Onyango J and Tamale S, '"The Personal is Political", or Why Women's Rights are Indeed 
Human Rights: An African Perspective of International Feminism' (1995) 17 Human Rights 
Quarterly 691 
66 Mama A, Feminism and the State in Africa:  Towards an Analysis of the National Machinery for 
Women in Africa (Third World Network 2000) 
67 Mama A, 'Feminism or Femocracy? State Feminism and Democratisation in Nigeria' (1995b) 20 
Africa Development CODESRIA  
68 Mati JM, 'Social Movements and Socio-Political Change in Africa: The Ufungamano Initiative 
and Kenyan Constitutional Reform Struggles (1999-2005)' (2012) 23 Voluntas 63; Mutunga, 
Constitution Making from the Middle: Civil Society and Transition Politics in Kenya, 1992-1997 ; 
Mati JM, 'Social Movements and Socio-Political Change in Africa: The Ufungamano Initiative and 
Kenyan Constitutional Reform Struggles (1999-2005)' (2012) 23 Voluntas 63; 
69 Mutua, Kenya's Quest for Democracy: Taming Leviathan  
70 ibid. See also Mutunga, Constitution Making from the Middle: Civil Society and Transition 
Politics in Kenya, 1992-1997  
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failed due to political differences.71 The proposed IPPG framework for 

constitutional reforms betrayed the wider civil society, as they were hoping for a 

people-driven constitution review process, rather than a political parliamentary-

led process.72 

Civil society and religious leaders decided to form their own parallel constitution 

review process known as the Ufungamano Initiative through a newly formed 

People’s Commission of Kenya (PCK).73 The Ufungamano Initiative was a loose 

conglomeration of 54 civil society organisations, religious organisations and 

opposition political parties.74 The Ufungamano Initiative met at Ufungamano 

House in Nairobi on December 15 1999 and launched their own parallel 

constitutional review process.75  

Alarmed, the Government then amended the 1998 CKRA further to start an 

‘official’ process.76 Several negotiations took place between June and October 

1998 to identify an acceptable procedure for the review process at Safari Park 

Hotel in Nairobi, commonly known as Safari Park I, II and III. The 1997 CKRA 

was amended again to reflect these negotiations.77 Political parties were unable to 

agree on the nominations of the members of the CKRC, leading to a boycott that 

halted the process altogether.78 The constitution review process got underway 

mainly due to the efforts of Prof. Yash Pal Ghai, who accepted an invitation to 

chair the CKRC on condition that he could merge the CKRC and the PCK.79 The 

CKRC produced the first constitutional draft in 2002, ‘the CKRC Draft’, which 

was then submitted to the National Constitutional Conference (NCC) at Bomas 

between 2004 and 2005.  

 
71 Mati, 'Social Movements and Socio-Political Change in Africa: The Ufungamano Initiative and 
Kenyan Constitutional Reform Struggles (1999-2005)', at 71; Cotrell and Ghai, 'Constitution 
Making and Democratisation in Kenya (2000-2005)', at 4 
72 Mati, 'Social Movements and Socio-Political Change in Africa: The Ufungamano Initiative and 
Kenyan Constitutional Reform Struggles (1999-2005)', at 71 
73 For a detailed account on the formation and work of the Ufungamano Initiative, see generally 
ibid 
74 ibid at 71-72 
75 ibid 
76 ibid    
77 Cotrell and Ghai, 'Constitution Making and Democratisation in Kenya (2000-2005)', at 5 
78 ibid 
79 Mutua, 'Gender Equality and Women's Solidarity Across Religious, Ethnic and Class Differences 
in the Kenyan Constitutional Review Processes'  ,at 5  
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Particularly disruptive politics dominated the NCC, because MPs formed a third 

of the NCC.80 President Moi initially frustrated the efforts of the CKRC before he 

was voted out of power in the 2002 general elections.81 The politics of the 2002 

general elections played out in the NCC as well. MPs in the subsequent Kibaki 

government disagreed about several provisions of the CKRC Draft such as the 

proposed parliamentary system of governance, and devolution. In relation to the 

judiciary, the issue of the Kadhi Courts82 and the Constitutional Court were also 

divisive, leading to a removal of the proposal for a Constitutional Court 

altogether.83 The new government of 2002 led by President Mwai Kibaki 

interfered with the NCC so much that MPs from the ruling party boycotted the last 

session in which the Chairperson of the CKRC was to hand over the final report 

to the AG.84  

The National Constitution Conference failed to produce a draft for referendum – 

according to Jill Cottrell, the conference was marred by political wrangles 

particularly from the then President Mwai Kibaki and MPs who had made up a 

third of the National Constitutional Conference.85 The conference was boycotted 

by MPs in the last ceremony to hand over the Draft to the Government for a 

referendum. They walked out in protest, as they favoured a presidential system of 

government, and not the system that had been proposed in the Bomas Draft.   

The government then proceeded to negotiate in Parliament an entirely different 

draft (commonly known as the Wako Draft) for referendum on November 21 

2005. The Bomas Draft was replaced by the ‘Wako Draft’, named after the then 

Attorney General (AG) Amos Wako who was instructed by the Government to 

 
80 See Cotrell and Ghai, 'Constitution Making and Democratisation in Kenya (2000-2005)' 
81 For a detailed discussion of the National Constitutional Conference and the politics that rocked 
the Conference, see generally ibid 
82 Kadhi courts deal with the resolution of disputes relating to personal matters such as marriage, 
divorce, inheritance and custody of children for persons of the Muslim faith. They are usually 
presided by a Muslim judge with authority in the Islamic faith, such as an Imam or a Sheikh. For 
a conceptual understanding of the courts and their contention in the constitution review 
processes, see Cussaac, A ‘Muslims and politics in Kenya: The issue of the Kadhis’ Courts in the 
constitutional review process’ (2008) 28 Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs 289 
83 ibid. See also Mutua, 'Gender Equality and Women's Solidarity Across Religious, Ethnic and 
Class Differences in the Kenyan Constitutional Review Processes'  
84 As discussed infra 
85 Cotrell J and Ghai Y, 'Constitution Making and Democratisation in Kenya (2000-2005)' (2007) 
14 Democratisation 1 
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draft it.86 The government and political class had a heavy hand in this draft, as the 

contents were simply dictated to the AG.87 The wako Draft was overwhelmingly 

rejected by Kenyans.88 President Kibaki responded by restructuring his Cabinet 

immediately after the referendum to remove  all Ministers that voted against The 

Wako Draft Constitution.89  

A Government-appointed committee of eminent persons proposed the “Kiplagat 

Report” (after the Chairperson of the Committee, Ambassador Bethuel 

Kiplagat)90, which recommended the revival of the constitution review process. 

President Kibaki delayed it until the 2007 general elections -   the government did 

not want a change to the electoral rules that favoured them at the time.91 The 2007 

general elections led to the post-election violence in which more than 1300 

Kenyans lost their lives, and a further 100,000 were displaced.92  

The constitutional review process was revived in 2008 when a new Committee of 

Experts on Constitutional Review (CoE) was tasked with harmonising all the 

previous three drafts (CKRC, Bomas and Wako Drafts) to be subjected to another 

referendum. 93 The CoE produced two drafts in 2009 – the Harmonised Draft, and 

the Revised Harmonised Draft. 

 
86 See Chitere, Preston et al, Kenya Constitutional Documents: A comparative analysis (Christian 
Michelsen Institute 2006), available at https://www.cmi.no/publications/2367-kenya-
constitutional-documents, last accessed August 24 2020 
87 ibid 
88 Cotrell and Ghai, 'Constitution Making and Democratisation in Kenya (2000-2005)', at 16 
89 Murray C, 'Kenya's 2010 Constitution' (2013) 61 Neue Folge Band Jahrbuch des offentlichen 
Rechts 747, at 1 
90 Republic of Kenya, Report of the Committee of Eminent Persons on the Constitution Review 
Process dated 30th May 2006, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/CommissionReports/Report-of-the-Committee-of-Eminent-
Persons-on-the-Constitution-Review-Process.pdf, last accessed August 24 2020 
91 Murray, 'Kenya's 2010 Constitution'  
92 See Final Report on the Reviewed Harmonised Draft Constitution of Kenya 
93 See Final Report on the Reviewed Harmonised Draft Constitution of Kenya dated 8th January 

2010, available at http://constitutionnet.org/vl/item/final-report-reviewed-harmonized-
draft-constitution-kenya, last accessed August 24 2020; Harmonised Draft Constitution 
of Kenya dated 17th November 2009, available at 
http://constitutionnet.org/sites/default/files/draft%20constitution%20kenya%2017no
v09.pdf, last accessed August 24 2020; Revised Harmonised Draft, Constitution of 
Kenya, available at 
http://constitutionnet.org/sites/default/files/draft_from_the_parliamentary_select_c
ommittee_to_the_coe.pdf, last accessed August 24 2020 

https://www.cmi.no/publications/2367-kenya-constitutional-documents
https://www.cmi.no/publications/2367-kenya-constitutional-documents
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/CommissionReports/Report-of-the-Committee-of-Eminent-Persons-on-the-Constitution-Review-Process.pdf
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/CommissionReports/Report-of-the-Committee-of-Eminent-Persons-on-the-Constitution-Review-Process.pdf
http://constitutionnet.org/vl/item/final-report-reviewed-harmonized-draft-constitution-kenya
http://constitutionnet.org/vl/item/final-report-reviewed-harmonized-draft-constitution-kenya
http://constitutionnet.org/sites/default/files/draft%20constitution%20kenya%2017nov09.pdf
http://constitutionnet.org/sites/default/files/draft%20constitution%20kenya%2017nov09.pdf
http://constitutionnet.org/sites/default/files/draft_from_the_parliamentary_select_committee_to_the_coe.pdf
http://constitutionnet.org/sites/default/files/draft_from_the_parliamentary_select_committee_to_the_coe.pdf
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A reconciliation team of the African Union Panel of Eminent Persons 

recommended a revival of the constitution review process to effect long term 

reforms in the National Accord and Reconciliation Framework.94  This led to the 

2008 Constitution of Kenya Review Act95 to restart a constitution review process 

by a Committee of Experts (CoE). 

In the final leg of the constitution review process, the State ensured that the 

National Assembly through a Parliamentary Select Committee (PSC) and the 

whole House had to approve the final draft of the CoE.96 So much so that the final 

draft that was submitted to the PSC underwent substantial amendments that went 

to the core of the structure of government, the electoral system and public 

finance.97 The CoE had proposed a hybrid system of government that was 

modelled on a Westminster parliamentary system of governance which vested 

executive power in the Prime Minister and the Cabinet, but in which the President 

had more powers than a traditional parliamentary system. The PSC did away with 

this and replaced it with a presidential system of government based on the US 

model. The PSC warned the CoE that there was to be no meddling with the 

presidential system of government.98 The CoE tried to salvage some key 

provisions on devolution and public finance but not much could be done about the 

system of government and the electoral system.99  

Thus, one can see the various political interventions by politicians in all the 

constitution making processes. Politicians wanted the constitutional review 

process to be driven by MPs, while civil society activists wanted a people-driven 

 
94See the National Accord and Reconciliation Act 2008, Laws of Kenya, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Acts/NationalAccordandReconciliationAct_No
4of2008.pdf, last accessed August 24 2020.  For a comprehensive discussion of the reconciliation 
process after the 2007 general elections, see generally E. Nzioki Wamai, “Mediating Kenya’s post-
election violence: from a peace-making to a constitutional moment”, in Murunga, Gordon R., 
Okello Duncan and Sjorgen Anders, Kenya: the struggle for a new constitutional order Zed Books, 
London 2014), at 66-78; and Kathina MJ, 'African Medication of the Kenyan Post-2007 Election 
Crisis' (2009) 27 Journal of Contemporary African Studies .  
95 Laws of Kenya, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Constitution%20of%20Kenya%20(Repealed).p
df, last accessed August 24 2020 
96 For a comprehensive review of the constitution review process by the Committee of Experts 
between 2009 and 2010, see Murray, 'Kenya's 2010 Constitution' 
97 ibid at 8-10 
98 Ibid at 10 
99 ibid 

http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Acts/NationalAccordandReconciliationAct_No4of2008.pdf
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Acts/NationalAccordandReconciliationAct_No4of2008.pdf
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Constitution%20of%20Kenya%20(Repealed).pdf
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Constitution%20of%20Kenya%20(Repealed).pdf
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constitution review process. Political interventions ranged from the domination of 

review bodies (MPs made up a third of the National Constitutional Conference), 

a dictatorial-style alteration of contents of proposed drafts, and the requirement 

for final approval.  

1.4.1 THE TWO-THIRDS GENDER PRINCIPLE 

The following chronology details firstly, the origin of the two-thirds gender 

principle – where did it come from, and how did it find its way into Kenya’s 

discourse on political and constitutional reforms?  

The second section explains the ways through which the principle was deployed 

by the women’s movement in the constitution drafting processes. First, it was 

applied to ensure that at least a third of all constitution review bodies consisted of 

women. Secondly, the women’s movement ensured that the principle was 

entrenched in the Bill of Rights, and the principles of electoral fairness. It is 

through this participation that the women’s movement was also able to influence 

the framework of gender equality in the Constitution.  

The third section details post-2010 implementation (or lack thereof) of the 

principle to date. The greatest resistance to the implementation of the principle 

has been in relation to the composition of the national Parliament (Senate and 

National Assembly), Cabinet and the Judiciary. The number of women MPs in the 

National Assembly and the Executive (Cabinet Secretaries) still falls short at 

21.8%, and 23.8% respectively as of 2017.100  What this means is that the inclusion 

of a gender quota in constitutional provisions has not fundamentally changed the 

political landscape for women to participate effectively in politics.101 Yolande 

Bouka, Marie Berry and Muthoni Kamuru have argued that ‘Kenya’s failure to 

comply with its own constitutionally mandated gender principle, and the disregard 

of court orders and of the role of the court generally signals a ‘deteriorating rule 

of law environment, which has consequences beyond women’s inclusion’.102   

Constitutional ‘reforms have not fundamentally changed the power of political 

 
100 Mitullah WV, 'Gender mainstreaming and the campaign for equality' in Cheeseman N and 
others (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Kenyan Politics (Oxford University Press 2020), at 172-173 
101 Bouka Y, Berry ME and Kamuru MM, 'Women's Political Inclusion in Kenya's devolved political 
system' (2019) 13 Journal of Eastern African Studies 313; Mitullah, 'Gender mainstreaming and 
the campaign for equality' 
102 Bouka, Berry and Kamuru, 'Women's Political Inclusion in Kenya's devolved political system' 
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parties, the way campaigns are financed, cultural ideas about women, and the 

pervasiveness of (often gendered) violence in Kenyan elections’,103 where 

‘women’s rights and representation are not a priority for the political elite where, 

ethnic and regional contestation remains an important part of the landscape, 

despite the letter of the law’.104 Very importantly, they  observe that ‘the state’s 

refusal to accept the role of the judiciary as an instrument to limit state authority 

or of social and legal change has significant implications for democracy and 

women’s rights’.105   

1.4.1.1 THE ORIGIN OF THE TWO-THIRDS GENDER PRINCIPLE 

The origin of the two-thirds gender principle is attributed directly to influence 

from the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (the 

Women’s Rights Convention). The ideal of gender equality is based on 

international human rights but developed partly in response to the limitations of 

the human rights regime’s applicability to women’s lives.106 Feminist 

international lawyers such as Hilary Charlesworth and Christine Chinkin107 

identified these limitations and attributed the cause to the fact that men were the 

primary creators of the human rights regime, hence reflecting men’s historical 

control over most social institutions, and male perspectives. Hillary Charlesworth 

and Christine Chinkin argue that ‘the absence of women in the development of 

international law has produced a narrow and inadequate jurisprudence that has 

[…] legitimated the unequal position of women around the world rather than 

challenged it’.108  

These limitations of the human rights regimes to their applicability to women’s 

rights brought about slogans such as ‘women’s rights are human rights’,109 and 

 
103 ibid 
104 ibid, at 327-28 
105 ibid, at 327. 
106 Mutua A, 'Gender Equality and Women's Solidarity Across Religious, Ethnic and Class 
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107 Charlesworth H, Chinkin C and Wright S, 'Feminist approaches to international law' (1991) 85 
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‘the personal is political’ in discourses leading up to the 1993 Vienna Convention 

on Human Rights.110 African feminists such as Sylvia Tamale also questioned the 

applicability of human rights to African women.111 Thus, international law 

feminists such as Doris Buss and Ambreena Manji call for a reflection on what it 

means to bring feminist approaches to international law, and also what it means 

to bring “the international” into feminist discourses.112 

The shift to the gender equality regime first appeared in the Convention on the 

Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).113  CEDAW 

recognised for the first time that inequality and disadvantage stem from within 

social orderings, and provided mechanisms that addressed the substance of 

women’s lives.114 Article 2 requires States to include the principle of equality 

between men and women in national constitutions and legislation, and to abolish 

any laws and policies that discriminate against women. Article 5 addresses 

structures and social orderings: State parties are required to ‘modify the social and 

cultural patterns of conduct of men and women, with a view to achieving the 

elimination of cultural prejudices and practices  and all other practices which are 

based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on 

stereotyped roles for men and women’.115 Article 5 also requires State parties to 

carry out family education to recognise maternity as a social function that requires 

‘the common responsibility of men and women in the upbringing and 

development of their children’.116 Under the ideal of substantive equality, 

CEDAW therefore justifies a focus on the outcomes of specific government 

decisions, policies and programs on women’s lives.117  

Gender mainstreaming as an ideal emerged earlier in the discussions at the 1985 

Third World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women, and then again 
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https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/ProfessionalInterest/cedaw.pdf, last accessed September 
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in the 1995 Fourth World Conference of the United Nations Decade for on 

Women in Beijing. The conference was titled ‘The Fourth World Conference on 

Women: Action for Equality, Development and Peace’, and took place from 4th to 

15th September 1995 in Beijing, China. Therefore, gender mainstreaming and 

affirmative action is a rights (law) and development strategy and framework for 

the empowerment of women. The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action 

was a result of the 1995 Fourth World Conference of the United Nations Decade 

for Women in Beijing.118 In that Platform for Action, ‘women in power and 

decision making’ was identified as one of the strategic objectives and actions. 

Under Strategic Objective G1, Governments agreed to  

commit themselves to establishing the goal of gender balance in 

governmental bodies and committees, as well as in public administrative 

entities, and in the judiciary, including, inter alia, setting specific targets 

and implementing measures to substantially increase the number of women 

with a view to achieving equal representation of women and men, if 

necessary, through positive action, in all governmental and public 

administration positions.119 

As a result of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, the Southern 

African Development Community (SADC) enacted the SADC Protocol on 

Gender and Development 2008.120 The 2008 SADC Protocol requires that ‘States 

Parties shall endeavor (sic) that, by 2015, at least fifty percent of decision-making 

positions in the public and private sectors are held by women including the use of 

affirmative action measures as provided for in Article 5’.121  Article 5 on 

affirmative action provides that ‘State parties shall put in place affirmative action 

measures with particular reference to women in order to eliminate all barriers 

which prevent them from participating meaningfully in all spheres of life and 

 
118 Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, the Fourth World Conference on Women. 
Adopted at the 16th plenary meeting, on 15 September 1995, available at 
https://beijing20.unwomen.org/~/media/headquarters/attachments/sections/csw/pfa_e_final
_web.pdf#page=125, last accessed September 15 2020 
119 ibid 
120 See SADC Protocol on Gender and Development 2008 at Article 12, available at 
https://www.sadc.int/files/8713/5292/8364/Protocol_on_Gender_and_Development_2008.pd
f, last accessed October 3 2020 
121 ibid, at Article 12 
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create a conducive environment for such participation’. Uganda constitutionalised 

reserved seats for women in Parliament in 1995.122 Rwanda constitutional gender 

quotas in 2003 at 30% for women in Parliament, complemented by voluntary party 

lists.123Women parliamentarians in Rwanda made up the highest number of 

women legislators worldwide, at 50% in 2003, 56% in 2008, and 64% in 2013.124 

The constitution making processes in the Kenya and the constitutionalising of 

women’s rights are set within this international and regional framework. 

These international law and development frameworks provided a conducive 

external environment for the articulation of women’s concerns in Kenya. Women 

in Kenya participated actively in both the 1985 Third World Conference in 

Nairobi, and the 1995 Fourth World Conference in Beijing. Thereafter, they then 

convened their own National Women’s Convention in February 1992 under the 

umbrella of the National Council for Women, and the Africa Women’s 

Development and Communication Network (FEMNET).125 The theme for the 

Convention was accessing political power.126 The 1985 Third World Women’s 

Conference and the 1992 Women’s National Convention that both took place in 

Nairobi saw a proliferation of women’s rights non-governmental organisations 

(NGOs) in the 1990s, such as ABANTU, FEMNET, the Federation of Women 

Lawyers - FIDA (Kenya Chapter), League of Kenya Women Voters among 

others, aimed at strategizing an institutional framework for gender mainstreaming 

for the next 20 years.127 FIDA (Kenya Chapter) was formed during the third UN 

World Conference in Nairobi. These NGOs employed a rights-based approach to 

 
122 See Tamale S, When Hens Begin to Crow: Gender and Parliamentary Politics in Uganda 
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gender mainstreaming and development and coincided with the agitation for 

multiparty democratic reforms that was starting to gain steam at the time.128 

The one-third gender target was first introduced as a Motion in Parliament on 23rd 

April 1997, known as The Asiyo Motion129 after its proposer, MP Phoebe Asiyo.130 

This Motion was opposed vehemently by the male-dominated Parliament, and 

resoundingly rejected.131 At the time, there were only sixteen women 

parliamentarians (four elected and twelve nominated) out of 210 MPs.132 A 

popular argument against the Motion was that women belong to the 

domestic/private sphere:  

We know the roles of women. They are doing a wonderful job to bring up 

the children in this country […]. We are moving forward and we are 

coming to that situation which is referred to as international culturalization. 

But you cannot push us to an area where we have not reached. We have to 

move slowly and practically. […] if a woman who has a seven-month-old 

“child” suddenly gives birth, the “child” cannot survive the outside 

environment. It will die […]. What I am stressing at this juncture is that 

 
128 See Mutunga W, Constitution Making from the Middle: Civil Society and Transition Politics in 
Kenya, 1992-1997 (MWENGO 1999); Mutua M, Kenya's Quest for Democracy: Taming Leviathan 
(Lynne Rienner Publishers 2008) 
129 The Motion read as follows: 
“That in view of the fact that women play a very significant role in the social, economic and 
political development of [Kenya]…; noting that women comprise 52 per cent of the population; 
bearing in mind that the Government of Kenya is a signatory to the Beijing Platform of Action and 
other United Nations Declarations on fundamental women’s rights and appreciating its (GoK) 
commitment to the implementation of the Beijing resolutions on the need to correct the present 
imbalance on the participation of women in the political life of this country, this House 
recommends that: 
(i) the Government introduced legislation to require all registered political parties to nominate 
at least one-third women candidates to participate in the Presidential, National Assembly and 
Local Authorities elections; 
(ii) the Government introduces an amendment to the Constitution of Kenya to provide two 
Parliamentary constituencies exclusively for women candidates in each administrative Province 
of the republic, and; 
(iii) the Government introduces appropriate legislation to provide funding for all registered 
political parties, and wherever public funding is possible, the amount of funding be linked to the 
percentage of women candidates put forward by each party”. 
130 Chesoni, Atsango, Bado Mapambano: Kenyan women demand their rights, at 52 
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we have got to leave some of these things to natural forces […]. Why do 

you want to force them (women) to come to Parliament?133 

The second and third arguments were that having women in parliament is against 

culture, and that affirmative action for women is discriminatory against men.: 

‘[…] I am saying that this particular Motion is radical in its nature. It has not taken 

into account our culture at all. It should be rejected because it has no basis at 

all’.134 Male members argued that ‘it is discriminatory because it is asking that 

women be treated separately and specially. One would ask: Why not the disabled? 

[…] Why do we not have special seats for the very young? Why do we not have 

special seats for the very aged? If we open the door, we must open it fully. We 

cannot open it for only a section of the population’.135  

On the day of the debate of the Motion in Parliament, a large delegation of the 

women’s movement attended Parliament. When the Motion was defeated, this 

delegation congregated and formed the Kenya Women’s Political Caucus 

(KWPC) to fight for women’s political participation.136  

These parliamentary processes for an Affirmative Action Policy coincided with a 

forthcoming wider civil society conference for constitution reforms organized by 

the National Convention Executive Council (NCEC). The NCEC was a 

conglomeration of the civil society organisations agitating for radical reforms of 

the constitution, under the leadership of Prof. Kivutha Kibwana. In August 1997, 

the KWPC presented a document at the second National Convention Executive 

Council conference titled ‘Women’s Reform Initiative – A Document of the 

Kenya Women’s Political Caucus’.137 The Initiative detailed how women wanted 

to be included in the constitution review processes. Specifically, the KWPC 

demanded: ‘that women make up half of anybody charged with constitutional 

reforms; that under a new constitution, women make up thirty percent of the seats 

 
133 Member of Parliament Martin Shikuku, see Chesoni Atsango,Bado Mapambano: Kenyan 
women demand their rights, at 52 
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in Parliament; that, the government enacts legislation to implement the Beijing 

Platform and ratify Article 13 of CEDAW to provide Kenyan women equal access 

to socio-economic benefits; and that the constitution establishes a gender 

commission’.138 The then President Daniel Arap Moi acquiesced to some of the 

demands of the Initiative, and section 82(3)(f) of the Constitution  was amended 

to include prohibition of discrimination on the basis of sex for the first time.139  

The Affirmative Action Motion was tabled a second time by MP Beth Mugo on 

April 12 2001, seeking permission to table an Affirmative Action Bill requiring 

30% representation of women in Parliament.140 The Motion was first shelved due 

to political differences among parliamentarians and later re-tabled in November 

2001, this time seeking affirmative action for all marginalised groups, including 

women.141 The Attorney General (AG) amended this Motion to require that the 

contents of the proposed Affirmative Action Bill be considered by the newly 

formed Constitution of Kenya Review Commission (CKRC).142 Thus, the second 

Affirmative Action Motion found its way into the constitutional review process in 

2001.  

1.4.1.2 THE WOMEN’S MOVEMENT AND CONSTITUTION REFORM 

PROCESSES  

This section details the crucial and active role played by the women’s movement 

in the constitution making history already discussed to tease out the gendered 

elements and implications of that process. As already alluded to, the two-thirds 

gender principle was actively deployed by the women’s movement to entrench 

women’s concerns in the constitution. The Women’s movement ensured that they 

took part in a series of negotiations for the constitutional review framework,143 

and entrenched the one-third quota in the Constitution of Kenya Review Act, 2001. 

The Women’s movement successfully negotiated five demands: ‘that affirmative 

action be embedded in the Act and in all the constitutional review processes and 

bodies; that women’s rights organisations would nominate members to various 

constitution review organs; that 30% [of the 25%] civil society representation in 
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the constitution review organs would be  reserved for women; that 30% of the 

commissioners in the CKRC would be women; and that 30% of all the delegates 

from the districts in the National Constitutional Conference would be reserved for 

women’.144 In this way,  the women’s movement ensured that in all constitution 

drafting committees, women made up a third.145  

Two interlinked issues emerged relating to the treatment of the principle during 

negotiations at the National Constitutional Conference: whether the principle was 

for women only, and whether the principle was to be a temporary affirmative 

action or a permanent principle. These two issues are important because they have 

continued to shape the discourse around the implementation of the principle to 

date. While many Kenyans saw the principle as an affirmative action tool solely 

for women, the women’s movement lobbied for it to be entrenched permanently 

as a constitutional principle applicable to both men and women.146 Throughout 

constitution drafting processes, the women’s movement found themselves trying 

to distinguish temporary affirmative action measures from the one third gender 

principle as a permanent principle.147  

The women’s movement viewed any immediate mechanisms for implementing 

the principle as potentially temporary affirmative action policies that the State 

could do away with once parity had been achieved. They found it difficult to 

communicate this distinction to the delegates at Bomas.148 What this has meant is 

that Kenyans still see the implementation of the principle as a women’s problem, 

and not an issue for both men and women. In other words, if the tables were ever 

to turn so that there are more women than men in decision-making bodies, then 

men can benefit from the principle too. Secondly, a principle means that it is a 

legal requirement that must be implemented immediately, while affirmative action 

is more commonly understood as a policy measure to be implemented over a 

period. 
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As I will demonstrate in chapters five and six which explore constitutional 

adjudication, the fact that the Supreme Court chose to rely on Article 100 (which 

relates to general affirmative action measures for marginalized groups and 

communities) has led to the delay in implementing the principle. Instead of 

interpreting Article 81(b) as they were asked, they chose to focus on long-term 

affirmative action measures instead in a completely different constitutional 

provision.  To what extent would the outcome have been different if the Supreme 

Court had based their judgment solely on Article 81(b)? 

Another important issue in the negotiations at the National Constitutional 

Conference was the treatment of the notion of gender equality, and its relationship 

with affirmative action. According to Athena Mutua, the women’s movement 

defined gender equality as the ‘equal valuing by society of women and men– 

including equality under law, equality of opportunities, and equality of 

outcomes’.149 As such, it embraced substantive equality through such mechanisms 

as affirmative action and the creation of other enabling conditions necessary to 

achieve it. The women’s movement embraced the idea of a recognition of the 

differing needs, interests and  requirements of women and men, and therefore 

urged a ‘result-oriented contextual view of equality’150 that would require ‘both 

facially neutral and (gender) specific laws to be questioned for their impact on 

individuals or groups of women (and to) deliver de facto equality’.151 The 

women’s movement sought to entrench the idea of gender equality as one of the 

national values and principles, and also in the Bill of Rights.152 Affirmative action 

was articulated as an issue of social justice and justified as a measure contributing 

to the creation of just and fair social arrangements.  

Although all constitutional drafts contained the one-third gender target, not all of 

them had mechanisms to guarantee its achievement in Parliament. Thus, the first 

draft of the Constitution of Kenya Review Commission (‘CKRC Draft’)153 had a 
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mixed member proportional representation system whereby 210 members would 

be elected on a first-past-the-post basis, while 90 would be based on proportional 

representation party lists. The party lists would have to be alternated between a 

man and a woman, thus ensuring that there would be at least 45 women (but far 

less than a third) in Parliament. The CKRC Draft was proposed and debated at the 

National Constitutional Conference in 2005 at Bomas (popularly known as the 

‘Bomas Draft’).154 74 seats were reserved in the Bomas Draft for women like the 

Ugandan system. The total number of first-past-the-post seats to represent 

constituencies was however unspecified, hence hard to predict if a third of women 

would have been achieved. Fourteen seats were reserved for marginalised groups, 

but it was unclear how many would have been allocated to women.  

The Wako Draft also guaranteed nothing in terms of women’s representation – it 

only provided for special constituency seats for women to be created by law, 

which were largely undefined and unspecified. It was overwhelmingly defeated 

in a referendum in December 2005.  

Only the Revised Harmonised Draft produced by the Committee of Experts  

guaranteed that the two-thirds gender principle would be achieved.155 The Revised 

Harmonised Draft had robust provisions on the composition of the National 

Assembly that ensured compliance with the two-thirds gender principle.156 These 

 
154 See Draft Constitution of Kenya (“Bomas Draft”), 15th March 2004, Constitution of Kenya 
Review Commission, available at https://www.theelephant.info/documents/draft-constitution-
of-kenya-bomas-draft-15-march-2004/, last accessed August 24 2020 
155 See sections 125 and 126 of the Harmonised Draft Constitution of Kenya, available at 
http://constitutionnet.org/sites/default/files/draft%20constitution%20kenya%2017nov09.pdf, 
last accessed August 24 2020 
156 121. (1) The National Assembly shall consist of— 

(a) members elected one each by the constituencies as may be 
provided by legislation; 

(b) women elected one each by the counties, each county 
comprising a single member constituency; 

(c) members elected on the basis of proportional representation 
in accordance with Article 108 to represent- 

(i) women;   
(ii) persons with disabilities;  and 
(iii) marginalized communities, marginalized groups, the youth and workers; and  

(d) the Speaker, who shall be an ex officio member. 
(2) The members elected under clause (1) (c) shall comprise such number of persons as shall be 
required to result in the following proportions in the total membership of the National 
Assembly- 

(a) at least one third being women; 
(b) at least five percent being persons with disabilities; and 
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provisions were similar to those under Article 177 relating to county assemblies, 

where the shortfall would be met through nominations to meet the one-third 

minimum threshold for either gender. This also meant that the actual numbers of 

MPs would not be known until after elections, which would determine how many 

men or women would need to be nominated. This gave rise to the argument that 

the two-thirds gender principle would lead to many MPs and constrain the national 

budget. This argument has been used to date by politicians who have been 

agitating for a constitutional referendum to remove the principle altogether.   

A political element was added to the process, as the political class (through a 

Parliamentary Select Committee - PSC) was obliged to approve the final draft 

before it was to be subjected to a referendum.157  

The Revised Harmonised Draft was in this political process watered down heavily 

by Parliament and MPs in a meeting in Naivasha. The PSC in Naivasha 

substantially altered the provisions in the Revised Harmonised Draft and produced 

what has come to be known as ‘the PSC Naivasha Draft.’ In this draft, the 47 seats 

reserved for women MPs would cease to exist after four election cycles. There 

was a new category of twelve members to be nominated by political parties based 

on proportional representation, to represent special interests including the youth, 

persons with disabilities and workers. There was no indication or guarantee that 

all or some of these twelve members would be women. The provision that neither 

would constitute more than two-thirds was removed altogether. The principle was 

however retained in other parts of the draft, what is now the present Article 81(b) 

and Article 27(8) in the 2010 Constitution. This has meant that while the 

provisions relating to Parliament don’t meet the two-thirds principle, the principle 

is part of the constitutional framework.   – an anomaly that is a current issue before 

the courts. 

 
(c) at least five percent being persons falling in the category of 

marginalized communities, marginalized groups, the youth or 
workers. 

 (3) Nothing in this Article shall be construed as excluding any person from contesting an 
election under clause (1) (a). 
 (4) Not more than two thirds of the members referred to in clause (1) (c) (ii) and (iii) shall be of 
the same gender. 
157 See Final Report on the Reviewed Harmonised Draft Constitution of Kenya, available at 
http://constitutionnet.org/vl/item/final-report-reviewed-harmonized-draft-constitution-kenya, 
last accessed August 24 2020 
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The Kenyan project of constitutionalising women’s rights reveals that first, the 

KWPC and their allies positioned themselves as a political entity to achieve a 

political purpose of accessing political power, through the various women’s rights 

organisations registered as political NGOs.158 As already indicated the KWPC was 

a significant actor. Other actors included the League of Kenya Women Voters, 

and the Kenya Women’s Political Alliance (KWPA). The KWPC and KWPA 

were fighting among themselves along ethnic lines (both were led by leaders from 

the two major ethnic communities in Kenya whose ethnic political ambitions 

stood in the way of the goals of the women’s movement).159 KWPC and KWPA 

also had an antagonist relationship with the Maendeleo ya Wanawake. Maendeleo 

ya Wanawake had always been perceived to be co-opted by the State as it had 

historically been used to mobilise the women’s vote for the ruling party,160 and 

was at the time being used to disrupt the efforts of these ‘new’ politically driven 

women’s NGOs.161 These infightings within the women’s movement were well 

documented by Athena Mutua,162 who cautions against any notions of a unified 

women’s movement with a congruence of goals. 

1.4.1.3 POST-2010 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TWO-THIRDS GENDER 

PRINCIPLE 

The National Women’s Steering Committee (NWSC) was formed as a 

conglomeration of women’s rights organisations to implement constitutional 

provisions on gender equality. As soon as the Constitution was promulgated on 

August 27 2010, the NWSC set out to work on a formula to implement the two-

thirds gender principle.163 It at first proposed a rotation of women-only 

constituencies every four election cycles.164 This proposal received little support, 

leading to the second proposal to amend Article 97 and 98 of the Constitution to 

 
158 I have already narrated how the Kenya Women’s Political Caucus came to be. Subsequent 
ones were the Kenya Women’s Political Alliance 
159 Mutua, 'Gender Equality and Women's Solidarity Across Religious, Ethnic and Class 
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Publishers 2001) 
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Differences in the Kenyan Constitutional Review Processes'  
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require nominations similar to those for county assemblies in Article 177.165 This 

proposal was accepted by Cabinet, and the Minister for Justice and Constitutional 

Affairs proposed the first amendment to the constitution – the  Constitution of 

Kenya (Amendment) Bill 2011 (commonly known as Mutula Bill after the late 

Minister for Justice Mutula Kilonzo). It however was never debated in Parliament.  

Around this time, a series of public appointments were made to set up the new 

organs in the new constitution, or to revamp existing ones. In these public 

appointments, the President disregarded the two-thirds gender principle, leading 

to the first wave of litigation. The first case was filed by Centre for Rights 

Education and Awareness (CREAW) and seven other women’s rights 

organisations166 – the case successfully challenged the nominations by the 

President to four public appointments (Chief Justice, AG, Director of Public 

Prosecutions, and Controller of Budget), as none of the four nominated candidates 

was a woman. The second case was filed in the same year 2011 by FIDA.  FIDA 

challenged the nomination of five persons to be judges of the Supreme Court, on 

the basis that the list of nominations did not meet the one third quota.167 The case 

was unsuccessful as the judges ruled that it was brought to the courts prematurely. 

The third case was filed yet again by CREAW and six other women’s rights 

organisations,168 and successfully challenged the nominations of county 

commissioners, as the list of candidates had less than a third women.  

Subsequently, the failure of Parliament to debate the Mutula Bill led the AG to 

seek an advisory opinion on whether the principle was to be applied immediately 

for election to Parliament in the forthcoming general elections in March 2013. The 

Supreme Court ruled in 2013 that the quota was to be applied progressively and 

to come into force five years after the promulgation of the Constitution. In essence 

therefore, policy and legislative mechanisms were to be put in place by 27th 

August 2015. This Supreme Court ruling which adopted the principle of 
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168 Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & 6 Others vs the Attorney General, Constitutional 
Petition No. 208 of 2012 (consolidated with 207 of 2012) 
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‘progressive realization’ was widely perceived to be a means of delaying the 

implementation of the principle for five years.169  

The Supreme Court ruling led to post-litigation lobbying strategies to put in place 

measures to implement the principle in Parliament – mainly spearheaded by the 

Technical Working Group set up by the AG in 2014. The TWG proposed nine 

different policy measures in its May 2015 report – none of these proposals 

involved constitutional amendments.170 While the TWG was proceeding with its 

work, CREAW and CRAWN Trust filed a case in the High Court for orders 

against the AG and Commission for the Implementation of the Constitution (CIC) 

to draft the necessary legislation for tabling in Parliament.171 Justice Mumbi Ngugi 

granted the order on 26th June 2015, requiring the CIC and AG to table the 

legislation in Parliament in 40 days. The judge was cognisant that the Supreme 

Court deadline of 27th August 2015 was only 60 days away, and therefore granted 

the possibility for an extension of the deadline to 27th August 2016.172 As a direct 

consequence of this Ruling, various legislative proposals were tabled in 

Parliament, all proposing constitutional amendment.173  

At this point, the women’s movement was divided on the best formula or approach 

for implementing the principle, and the best Bill to support. This led to two 

different campaigns: Thuluthi Mbili za Mama Campaign was vehemently opposed 

to an amendment of the Constitution, while the Green Amendment Campaign was 

 
169Baraza N, 'Supreme Court of Kenya Advisory Opinion on the Two-Thirds Gender Principle: A 
Critique through Dworkin's Constructive Interpretation' (2018) 150 East African Law Journal 150  
; Ochiel D, Ghai "Gender rights and wrongs: Critique of the Supreme Court Decision on the one 
third gender principle (2013);  
170 Report of the Technical Working Group on the Implementation of the Two-Thirds Gender 
Principle, May 30, 2015. 
171 Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & Another v Attorney General & Another, 
Constitutional Petition No. 182 of 2015 
172 Article 261(2) of the Constitution provided for an extension for a year for all the legislation 
required to implement the Constitution by 27th August 2015 
173These Bills were Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) Bill 2015, National Assembly – 
commonly known as ‘Chepkonga Bill’ as the mover was MP Samuel Chepkonga; Two-Thirds 
Gender Rule Laws (Amendment) Bill 2015, National Assembly; Constitution of Kenya 
(Amendment) Bill, Senate – commonly known as ‘Sijeny Bill’ after the mover Senator Judith 
Sijeny; Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) (No.4) Bill 2015 (commonly known as Duale Bill 
after mover Aden Duale), National Assembly; and Election Laws (Amendment)(No.2) Bill 2015, 
National Assembly.  
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a much more radical group supporting the Duale Bill.174 This is a reminder that 

the women’s movement cannot be treated as a homogenous group, even while 

working towards the same goal. It can result in a lack of a concerted effort and 

commitment to one strategy. Around this time, a third digital social media 

campaign was started, known as #WeAre52percent, focusing on litigation to 

achieve the principle in Cabinet. 

The Supreme Court deadline of 27th August 2015 came and went. Although the 

High Court extended the deadline for another year (up to 27th August 2016) in 

Constitutional Petition No. 182 of 2015, Parliament still did not put in place the 

legislative mechanisms.  

A third wave of litigation ensued between 2015 and 2017.  The first case related 

to the composition of Cabinet on 8th January 2016 – Marilyn Muthoni Kamuru of 

the digital twitter campaign #Weare52percent, Community Rights Awareness and 

Advocacy Trust (CRAWN Trust) and CREAW took issue with the President’s 

reconstitution of his Cabinet to eighteen men and five women in 2015.175 The 

petition was successful, and judgment was delivered on 20th December 2016. The 

judge suspended the invalidity of Cabinet’s composition for eight months because 

the next general elections were in eight months – on 7th August 2017.  

The second case related to Parliament - the case was filed in September 2016 by 

CREAW, CRAWN Trust and the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights 

(KNCHR).176 CREAW, CRAWN Trust and KNCHR sought to enforce the orders 

granted by the High Court in June 2015 to compel Parliament to enact the 

necessary legislation to implement the principle. Justice John Mativo granted an 

order of mandamus to compel Parliament to enact the necessary legislation within 

60 days, and to report the progress to the Chief Justice. Judgment was delivered 

on 29th March 2017, roughly five months before the general elections in August. 

Parliament appealed against the Mativo judgment to the Court of Appeal, which 

 
174 See Odada, Kerigo, A united front for the not more than two-thirds gender principle in Kenya 
(FEMNET 2015), available at  https://femnet.org/2015/08/a-united-front-for-the-not-more-
than-two-thirds-gender-principle-in-kenya/ , last accessed August 18 2020 
175 Marilyn Muthoni Kamuru & 2 Others vs The Attorney General & Another, Constitutional 
Petition No. 566 of 2012 
176 Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & 2 Others vs The Speaker of the National 
Assembly & 2 Others, Constitutional Petition No.371 of 2016 
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dismissed the appeal in 2019.177 Parliament was dissolved 120 days after the 

judgment without having enacted the legislation.  

The third case related to the composition of the Supreme Court. The National 

Gender and Equality Commission (NGEC) unsuccessfully challenged the 

composition of the Supreme Court.178  

The fourth case was filed on 25th January 2017 by Katiba Institute against the 

Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC).179 Katiba Institute 

sought a court order to compel the IEBC to ensure that nomination lists of political 

parties complied with the two-thirds gender quota. Justice Chacha Mwita granted 

the orders on April 20, 2017 but postponed the requirement for political parties’ 

nomination lists to comply with the principle to the 2022 general elections – in 

essence, the judge ruled that parties wouldn’t have to comply for the 2017 general 

elections “in order to avoid disruption”.180  

All these court orders have been either disregarded or disobeyed.181 This led to the 

last two pending court cases to dissolve Parliament. These are Federation of 

Women Lawyers in Kenya v Speaker of the National Assembly & 4 others,182 and 

Centre for Rights Education & Awareness (CREAW) & another v Speaker of the 

National Assembly & 2 others.183 The basis of both petitions is that Parliament is 

wrongly constituted, and that all the available legal remedies have been exhausted, 

leading to their consolidation on 6th February 2018 as Petition No. 401 of 2017. 

What this means therefore is that FIDA and CREAW are now currently the two 

organisations still pursuing the matter of the implementation of the principle in 

court.184 

 
177 Speaker of the National Assembly v Centre for Rights Education & Awareness & 7 others 
[2019] eKLR, Civil Appeal No. 148 of 2017, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/175626, last accessed August 18 2020 
178 National Gender & Equality Commission & Another vs Judicial Service Commission & 2 
Others, Constitutional Petition No. 446 of 2016 
179 Katiba Institute vs Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission, Constitutional Petition 
No. 19 of 2017 
180 ibid, at paragraph 85 
181 Bouka, Berry and Kamuru, 'Women's Political Inclusion in Kenya's devolved political system' 
182 Constitutional Petition No. 401 of 2017 
183 Constitutional Petition No. 397 of 2017 
184 See Consolidation Ruling at  
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/147164#:~:text=397%20and%20401%20both%20of,al
l%20matters%20arising%20in%20both, last accessed September 16 2020 
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Six petitions have been served on the Chief Justice to advise the President to 

dissolve the 11th Parliament since 2017 for being unconstitutionally constituted, 

and for failing to enact the necessary legislation for the two-thirds gender 

principle. These petitions are allowed under Article 261(5) to (7) of the 

Constitution if Parliament fails to comply with a court order to enact any 

legislation under the Constitution. The first petition was served by 

#Weare52percent on November 27, 2017.185 The second was served in April 2019 

by an individual activist, Margaret Toili. The third was served by the Law Society 

of Kenya on July 27, 2020.186  

By August 2020, the Chief Justice had not advised the President to dissolve the 

11th Parliament. This led to a ‘two-thirds rule’ conference on August 14, 2020 

hosted by the Law Society and led by women’s rights activists to put pressure on 

the Chief Justice and the President to dissolve Parliament. This strategy worked, 

as the Chief Justice formally advised the President to dissolve Parliament in a 

letter dated 21st September 2020 – see Appendix A. As a result of this advisory 

letter, the women’s movement wrote an open letter to the Chief Justice in support 

of the advisory to dissolve Parliament.187 Five constitutional petitions have been 

filed in the High Court from Members of Parliament to oppose the Chief Justice’s 

advisory to dissolve Parliament.188 The High Court has therefore suspended the 

application of the Chief’ Justice’s advisory letter.189  

1.5 CONSTITUTION MAKING AS A NEOLIBERAL PROJECT 

From this narrative on how the two-thirds gender principle found its way into the 

2010 constitution, a conclusion that can be drawn out is that constitution making 

is a political process, as it involves making political compromises and concessions 

that neutralise hard positions among various warring divisions and interests. I base 

the argument that constitution making is a political process on Ran Hirschl’s 

 
185 See Appendix 1 attached 
186 Wasuna, Brian, “LSK wants Parliament dissolved for failure to implement gender rule” Daily 
Nation, July 27, 2020 
187 See https://citizentv.co.ke/blogs/open-letter-from-women-of-kenya-to-chief-justice-david-
maraga-345900/, last accessed October 7 2020 
188 See Wangui, Joseph, “Petitions blocking CJ’s call to dissolve House rise to five”, Daily Nation, 
October 6 2020, available at https://nation.africa/kenya/news/petitions-blocking-maraga-call-
dissolve-parliament-2458318, last accessed October 7 2020 
189 Dzuya, Walter, “High Court suspends CJ Maraga’s advisory to President Kenyatta”, The Daily 
Nation, September 24 2020, available at https://citizentv.co.ke/news/high-court-suspends-cj-
maragas-advisory-to-president-kenyatta-346001/, last accessed October 7 2020 
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hegemonic preservation thesis.190 Constitutions worldwide are increasingly 

empowering judiciaries n judicial review (what has been conceptualised as 

judicial review191). Ran Hirschl however makes the case for ‘a realist strategic 

approach to judicial empowerment’192 that focuses on ‘various power-holders 

self-interested incentives for deference to the judiciary’: 

[…] because constitutions and judicial review hold no purse strings and 

have no independent enforcement power but nonetheless limit the 

institutional flexibility of political decision makers […], unless proven 

otherwise, the most plausible explanation for voluntary, self-imposed 

judicial empowerment is therefore that political, economic, and legal 

power-holders who either initiate or refrain from blocking such reforms 

estimate that it will serve their interests to abide by the limits imposed by 

increased judicial intervention in the political sphere. 193          

Ran Hirschl explains politicians’ ironic voluntary and self-imposed judicial 

empowerment by political and economic oligarchies as that  

[…] when they regard public disputes in majoritarian decision-making 

arenas as likely to put their own policy preferences at risk, diverting 

responsibility to the courts may become an attractive option. Accordingly, 

a strategic, political-power-oriented explanation for voluntary, self-

imposed judicial empowerment through the constitutionalization (sic) of 

rights and the establishment of judicial review suggests that political 

power-holders who either initiate or refrain from blocking such reforms 

estimate that it enhances their absolute or relative political power vis-à-vis 

rival political actors.194 

Ran Hirschl’s hegemonic preservation thesis does not exclude neoliberal 

economic oligarchies’ interests as well, both local and international.  

 
190 Hirschl, R, Towards Juristocracy: The origins and consequences of the new constitutionalism 
(Harvard University Press 2004), at 38-49 
191Ewing KD, 'The Bill of Rights debate: Democracy or juristocracy in Britain?' in Keith E and 
others (eds), Human rights and labour law: Essays for Paul O'Higgins (Mansell 1994)  
192 Hirschl, Towards juristocracy: The origins and consequences of the new constitutionalism, at 
38 
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On the influence of international financial institutions for instance, Stephen Gill 

theory of new constitutionalism is instructive. Stephen Gill argues that 

constitutional revision was, firstly, a feature of the 1990s, and secondly, it 

involved "initiatives to politically 'lock in' neoliberal reforms', whose purpose is 

to "secure investor freedoms and property rights for transnational enterprises’.195 

Stephen Gill described this form of new constitutionalism 'disciplinary neo-

liberalism’, carried forth by global international financial institutions, and 

associated with the ‘neoliberal restructuring of the global political economy in 

order to allow dominant economic forces to be increasingly insulated from 

democratic rule and popular accountability’.196 Stephen Gill relies on 19th century 

neoliberal thinkers such as Friedrich August von Hayek’s ‘The Road to Serfdom’197 and 

Milton Friedman’s ‘Capitalism and Freedom’198 who both made the point that ‘private 

forms of power and authority in a capitalist society are only fully stabilised when 

questions of economic rule (e.g. workplace organisation, the right of investors) are 

removed from politics (that is from democracy)’.199 Stephen Gill also relies on Karl 

Polanyi's conceptualisation of the 'double movement'200 to stress that the disciplinary neo-

liberalism or new constitutionalism of the 1990s is designed to prevent a second 'double-

movement' of the twentieth century, which was ‘a political mobilisation of both left and 

right against economic liberalism as took place in the 1930s’.201 

According to Stephen Gill, there are three processes involved in new constitutionalism, 

the first being a reconfiguring state apparatus to ‘make governments operate as facilitators 

of, and also operate, within the context of, market values and market discipline’,202 

measures to construct markets involving developing policies to extend fictitious 

commodities of land, labour and capital and adopting liberal macroeconomic and 

regulatory policies,203 and measures to deal with the mass dislocations associated with the 

fictitious commodities of land, labour and capital, which is a ‘double movement’ of the 

twentieth century similar to that of the 1930s economic liberalism.204 This in turn leads 
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to a suppression of the subaltern masses, what Antonio Gramsci terms as 

‘transformismo’,205 a process involving both the coersive and consensual ‘co-optation of 

opposition’ of civil society to offset limitations imposed by mass democracy in the 

economic realm ‘by restricting democratic participation to safely channelled areas’.206 

Stephen Gill attempts to prove the point that international financial institutions are 

locking-in neoliberal policies and restraining any departure or resistance to them 

using the World Bank's World Development Report of 1997207 International 

financial institutions do this through two tenets of constitutionalism: judicial 

independence and effectiveness, and separation of powers (both horizontal 

between the judiciary, executive and legislature, and vertical in terms of 

decentralisation and federalism).208 The 1997 World Bank Report notes for 

instance that  

The broader the separation of powers, the greater will be the number of 

veto points to be navigated to change any rule-based commitments. Thus, 

the separation of powers increases confidence in the stability of rules. 

Multiple veto-points can be a double-edged sword, however: they make it 

just as hard to change harmful rules as to change the beneficial ones.209 

Therefore, one can see the trend of constitutional reforms that led to an increasing 

empowerment of judiciaries coupled with constitutionalisation of rights and 

classic safeguards such as horizontal and vertical separation of powers evident in 

the Kenyan constitutional reform project that began in the 1990s. When one 

considers Stephen Gill’s ‘disciplinary neoliberalism’ and Ran Hirschl’s 

‘hegemonic preservation thesis’, it is no wonder that scepticism has been raised 

on the potential of constitution reforms for the liberation of the subaltern masses. 

For whom are constitutional reforms, and what potential is there even in subaltern 

forms of constitutionalism? Subaltern movements such as social action litigation 

in India in the 1980s was immediately followed by a period of the liberalisation 

and the promotion of a free market economy, while South Africa’s project pf 
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transformative constitutionalism contends with the tensions and effects of 

globalisation of a free market economy.210 Upendra Baxi writes that  

the intersection of globalization and constitutionalism manifests itself in 

interesting ways in South African constitutionalism, […] the dilemma of 

the globalizing logic of property rights and the aspiration of reconstruction 

in a post-apartheid South Africa. This is a constitutional ordering that has 

to combine and recombine the reversal of racial injustices with the need to 

satisfy the land-hungry global corporations. For the corporations, land 

symbolizes a factor of production that is an aspect of heavily transfer-

priced global capital transactions and related corporate practices of 

creative accounting […]. Through its rights provision, the South African 

Constitution offers challenges to some of the rights-negating 

consequences of contemporary economic globalization. […]. At the same 

time, forces of globalization would seem to press or call for systematic 

underenforcement of social and economic rights, including civil and 

political rights […].211 

For purposes of this chapter, the focus of the forces of neoliberal influence is on 

the history and processes of constitution reform from the 1990s until the 

Constitution was promulgated in 2010. Not only did international financial 

institutions, but generally the international community also have an influence on 

Kenya’s constitution reform project. The CoE was made up of nine members. Two 

of these were international foreign experts on constitution making to revive the 

constitution making process after the 2007/08 post-elections violence.  

Katrin Seidel’s study titled ‘the promotion of Rule of Law in translation’ focusing 

on South Sudan is instructive on the role of foreign experts and the international 

community generally.212 Katrin Seidel argues that ‘at the heart of the Rule of Law 

battle, there are manifold international actors with their virtual toolboxes filled 

with modules and guidelines that […] actors are supposed to assemble into a so-
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called ‘permanent’ constitution under international guidance’.213 Seidel goes on 

to state that  

competing international RoL [Rule of Law] actors are eager to support 

war-torn countries’ transition to modern democratic states, a process in 

which constitution-making plays a key role. International constitution-

making assistance, guided by model constitutional frameworks, is 

primarily provided to governmental actors in the form of technical support, 

legal expertise and advisory services […]. Studies have shown that the 

more constitution-making in war-torn settings relies on international 

funding, the greater are the inherent tensions between the different agendas 

and interests of external actors and the objectives of national actors. These 

tensions are accompanied by a mix of normative orders and political 

imperatives that have serious processual and substantive implications.214 

Elizabeth O’Loughlin writes on the role of international law and international 

actors in constitution reform projects that  

There has been a proliferation of foreign involvement in national 

constitutional reform efforts, ranging from interventions by other nation 

states, to direct and indirect support from international or multilateral legal 

institutions. Constitution making and design has therefore increasingly 

come under the purview of international law through the explosion of 

international actors’ involvement in the national exercise of state 

reformation. The institutional structures of international law now include 

in their gaze constitution drafting in post-conflict situations. Such 

international assistance tackles not just the symptoms of violent political 

upheaval, but also structurally supports rule of law and constitutional 

reform.215   
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Although the extent to which the international community was involved in 

Kenya’s constitution-making process may have been at a substantially reduced 

level compared to South Sudan, international actors played a significant role 

particularly in reviving the constitution reform project after the post-election 

violence of 2008-2009.216 The peace and reconciliation process after the post-

election violence was mediated by the former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan 

under the umbrella of the African Union. From the narrative on the constitution 

reform process already discussed, this process led to the last leg of the constitution 

making process by the CoE being made up of two-foreign experts, and with a 

transformational blueprint known as Agenda Four. There was also international 

funding and support from international development organisations and major 

embassies in Nairobi, all with competing interests and goals that may not mirror 

those with local national interests. For instance, a report by the Centre for Strategic 

and International Studies in the US reported after the 2010 constitution 

referendum that 

Visible, high-level diplomatic outreach has been a cornerstone of the U.S. 

strategy of support for Kenya’s constitutional review process […]. 

Already, some observers, both in Kenya and the United States, suggest 

that the Obama administration had too loud a voice in the reform process, 

inappropriately seeking to influence Kenya’s internal politics by 

supporting individuals and weighing in in favor of the constitution itself 

rather than focusing solely on the credibility and fairness of the process. 

Some Kenyans were bemused by Secretary Clinton’s boast to the African 

Chiefs of Mission Conference about how the administration kept 

“hammering” Kenyan leadership. Administration officials emphasize that 

their efforts were focused on the reform process itself, but these critiques 

do point to the need to be sensitive to perceptions of overweening 

influence or condescension.217 
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I have already demonstrated how the international community was instrumental 

in entrenching normative principles on gender equality and gender 

mainstreaming. On the point of gender equality specifically, Katrin Seidel writes 

that  

well-intentioned international offers can sometimes give local actors space 

to choose the one over the other. Even though gender equality is 

considered vital for shaping an institutional framework for a fair society, 

such moments of choice can perpetuate existing power relations. 

Patriarchal social structures and forms of authority are reproduced during 

the translation process.218  

Aili Tripp’s study on constitution making in post-conflict Kenya and Somalia 

demonstrates that the women’s movement of both countries took advantage of the 

reconciliation processes to entrench gender equality provisions in the 

Constitution, with help from the international women’s rights movement.219 

Thus, constitution reform committees such as the CKRC and CoE find themselves 

‘in the potentially difficult situation of having to balance and manage competing 

international actors and their well-intended offers’.220 In the Kenyan context, I 

would add that the CKRC and CoE had to balance the interests of different local 

actors as well, and competing interests of international actors against local actors, 

as 

Political negotiations were prominent throughout the constitution-making 

process, as politicians jockeyed to secure the best possible arrangement for 

themselves and their constituents. These tendencies are likely to be 

repeated in the implementation stage as well. If the status quo is to change, 

individual politicians must not be allowed to co-opt the substantive 

demands of the Kenyan people. Broad-based civil society has a role to play 

in this regard.221 
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Thus, the constitution becomes a site of all these tensions between the 

internationally ‘translated’ Rule of Law project of liberal constitutionalism, and 

local goals of assertions of independence from former colonially imposed 

constitutions based on modern liberal constitutionalism. The two-thirds gender 

principle itself was one of the contested issues, hence the final political process 

involving political concessions and compromises led to the watering down of the 

mechanism for its implementation. These tensions and competing interests are 

important to reflect on in thinking about the positioning and role of an empowered 

judiciary in constitution post-1990s in a postcolonial context. The question of 

constitution making as a neoliberal exercise is a central one in this study. I suggest 

that it might explain the failure of the Government to implement the two-thirds 

gender principle through various ways. This point is revisited in the findings and 

conclusions of the study. 

1.6 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This study concerns the nature of gender representation as part of a transformative 

constitutional process. Simply put, the core of the study is transformative 

constitutionalism in a postcolonial context through a gender lens. Writing on the 

Indian, Brazilian and South African Constitutions Upendra Baxi writes that  

all three countries chose to depart from the past – a past of colonialism, 

apartheid or military regimes – through a constitutional process. These 

processes resulted in bold constitutional documents that not only aim at 

regulating the distribution of power, the organization of a system of 

representation, and the definition of individual rights, but which also 

aspire to a new political and moral foundation for each society.222  

Although there is not a single account of the ways in which each country ‘departs’ 

from its past, the debate around transformative constitutionalism has centred on 

two understandings of constitutionalism: liberal constitutionalism (albeit an 

evolving one), whose main protagonists are Heinz Klug223 and Theunis Roux;224 
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and a post-liberal understanding of constitutionalism.225 Protagonists of post-

liberal constitutionalism are skeptical of the transformative potential of liberal-

democratic constitutions, and propose a conceptual break from Western 

individualist approaches to human rights – Roux critiques this approach as “an 

aversion to all things Western”.226 Both paradigms of transformative 

constitutionalism – liberal democratic constitutionalism and post-liberal 

constitutionalism have immense impact on the transformative potential of a 

gendered constitutionalism, which is discussed further in chapter two.  

The preferred paradigm adopted in this study is a post-liberal reading of the 2010 

Constitution to seek a transformation of gender relations, both in the public sphere 

and the private sphere. Post-liberal constitutionalism provides a building block for 

the development of a gendered constitutionalism in the Global South, while an 

understanding of indigeneity offers a conceptual break from Western 

individualistic approaches in liberal constitutionalism. 

These Global South perspectives on constitutional law lack a gendered 

postcolonial critique of law. Similarly, Global South feminist/gender legal 

scholarship particularly in relation to Africa has addressed the nature of law in 

plural contexts and the limits of a rights-based framework but it is not engaged as 

substantially with the role that constitutionalism plays in transforming gender 

relations in post-1990s constitutional orders in Africa. This study which focuses 

on the battles over the judicial implementation of the two-thirds gender principle, 

set out in this chapter, contributes a gendered post-colonial critique of law to 

Global South perspectives on constitutionalism.  

As we have seen in this chapter, women’s movement activism focused upon 

judicial involvement within the context of a wider battle to establish a postcolonial 

constitution.  This study applies existing feminist literature on Africa within such 

 
225 Baxi, Upendra, “Preliminary notes on transformative constitutionalism”, in O. Vilhena, U. Baxi 
and F. Viljoen, Transformative constitutionalism: Comparing the apex courts of Braxil, India and 
South Africa (Pretoria University Law Press 2013); Klare KE, 'Legal Culture and transformative 
Constitutionalism' (1998) 14 South African Journal on Human Rights 146; Hirschl R, Towards 
Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New Constitutionalism (Harvard University 
Press 2004) 
226 Roux, Theunis, “A brief response to Professor Baxi”, in O. Vilhena, U. Baxi and F. Viljoen, 
Transformative constitutionalism: Comparing the apex courts of Brazil, India and South Africa 
(Pretoria University Law Press 2013) 
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emerging Global South perspectives on constitutionalism. Specifically, the two-

thirds gender principle has been understood as a tool of transformation of gender 

relations, particularly in the public sphere where decisions are made about 

women’s personal lives. 

This study  is based on the premise that constitutionalising gender mainstreaming 

strategies is a ‘struggle to belong’, a phrase adopted in Helen Irving’s research on 

constitutions and gender.227 She concludes that it is crucial for women to feel that 

they have a sense of belonging in the constitutional community.228 That sense of 

belonging can be achieved in  three ways229: first, if women  take part in the 

constitution drafting processes. Secondly, they must feel that they can take claims 

to the courts based on the constitutional provisions. Finally, they must feel that 

their claims in the constitutional courts will be taken seriously. She refers to this 

as ‘constitutional agency.230 The two-thirds gender principle therefore is part of 

the ‘struggle to belong’ in the public space, and is a tool for the wider 

transformation of gender relations in society (including in the private sphere). The 

judiciary becomes a key actor in upholding such a ‘constitutional agency’. It is 

therefore crucial that such gender perspectives are integrated within scholarship 

on postcolonial transformative constitutionalism(s) in the Global South. The 

research questions in the study are: 

1. How is the two-thirds gender principle situated within Kenya’s 2010 wider 

constitutional framework?  

2. What role have the courts played in implementing the two-thirds gender 

principle?  

3. What role has the women’s movement in Kenya played in implementing 

the two-thirds gender principle? 

Further subordinate questions that arise from these three questions are addressed 

in in the study: 

a) How did the two-thirds gender principle find its way into the 2010 

constitution? 

 
227 Irving, Gender and the Constitution 
228 Ibid, at 1 
229 Ibid, at 1-3 
230 ibid, at 3 
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b) What purpose was the two-thirds gender principle understood to 

achieve by constitutional drafters? 

c) To what extent has that understanding trickled down to the 

implementation stage of the constitution post-2010? 

d) To what extent can the Kenyan 2010 Constitution be said to be 

transformative? 

e) What constitutional judicial approaches have the courts taken in 

the judicial deliberations on the two-thirds gender principle?  

f) To what extent have these approaches contributed to a 

transformation of gender relations in Kenya? 

g) What strategies has the women’s movement employed in 

implementing the two-thirds gender principle? 

h) To what extent has the women’s movement engaged with the 

courts to implement the two-thirds gender principle?  

i) What challenges has the women’s movement faced in 

implementing the two-thirds gender principle? 

j) What insights do these challenges shed on the limits of 

constitutions as a site for transforming gender relations? 

1.7 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

The thesis is divided into eight chapters, each addressing aspects of the research 

questions. 

This introductory chapter covered the first research question and sub-questions 

(a), (b) and (c), namely the historical events leading up to the constitutionalising 

of the principle, and the purpose the principle was understood to serve. The 

chapter has also addressed the role of the women’s movement in 

constitutionalising the principle, and the strategies that they have employed to 

implement the principle after 2010. The chapter has also introduced the challenges 

the women’s movement faced in implementing the principle outside the courts, 

leading to the judicialisation of the politics231 of the principle. This chapter so far 

has demonstrated that Kenyan women have succeeded in constitutionalising the 

 
231 The term is adopted in line with studies on the global expansion of judicial power, what has 
also been termed as ‘juristocracy’ – see Tate NC and Vallinder Tỏ, The global expansion of 
judicial power (New York University Press 1990) 
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principle, and they have judicialized the politics of the implementation of the 

principle through public interest litigation.  

Chapter two develops the conceptual framework adopted for this study of a 

gendered constitutionalism in the Global South. The chapter concerns women’s 

constitutional agency - whether women’s constitutional claims will be taken 

seriously by the courts to transform gender relations. The chapter addresses the 

second research question on the role of the courts. The chapter also addresses 

some elements of the first research question on the situatedness of the two-thirds 

gender principle within the wider constitutional framework. The chapter develops 

the application of transformative constitutionalism to an indigenous gendered 

constitutionalism in the Global South.  

The chapter then moves on to discuss post-liberal constitutionalism as the 

paradigm of transformative constitutionalism adopted in the study. This focus on 

post-liberal constitutionalism first begins with a discussion on the ways in which 

the understanding of constitutionalism has many forms, depending on the 

historical and geopolitical context of a particular constitutional project. 

Comparative constitutional studies suggest four ways of studying (transformative) 

constitutionalism: historical, empirical, structural (institutional design), and 

normative (ideological core) readings of the specific constitutional framework in 

question.232 Upendra Baxi’s 3 C’s (the constitutional text, mode of constitutional 

adjudication, and constitutionalism) of understanding constitutions  are  

particularly valuable in  locating the wider constitutional framework and state 

formation within which the two-thirds gender principle is based.233  

The Kenyan 2010 Constitution adopted a postcolonial normative 

constitutionalism as its ideological core, aimed at breaking away from a colonially 

imposed constitutional and legal system,234 with its own mode of constitutional 

interpretation of the text of the constitution (the Bill of Rights). The Kenyan 

Constitution has its own theory of interpretation aimed at decolonising the judicial 

 
232 Baxi U, 'Preliminary Notes on Transformative Constitutionalism' in Vilhena O and others (eds), 
Transformative constiututionalism: comparing the apex courts of Brazil, India and South Africa  
(Pretoria University Law Press 2013), at 24 
233 Baxi U, ‘Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices’ (1999‐2000) 21 Cardozo 
Law Review 1183 
234 Baxi, 'Preliminary Notes on Transformative Constitutionalism', at 26 
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and legal system, and that considers Kenya’s historical, political, social, cultural 

and economic context.235 In locating thus the three Cs of Kenya’s constitutional 

framework, the transformative potential of Kenya’s constitution is traced in its 

wider historical, structural and normative context, which is developed further in 

chapter four.  

Chapter three discusses the ontological and epistemological paradigms in the 

study, and the methodology and methods used to conduct the study. This is a 

constructivist study which accepts that there is not a universal form of 

constitutionalism. Rather, ideals of constitutionalism are constructed to suit 

historical, political and normative purposes. Epistemologically therefore, the 

study interrogates historical, political and normative foundations of different 

ideals of constitutionalism in exploring an indigenous perspective of 

constitutionalism in Kenya. The chapter addresses the issues associated with 

researching elites – the rationale, strengths and opportunities it offers, the 

challenges and the pitfalls, and how these have been overcome in the study.  

The rationale for a focus on researching elites is that constitution making is an 

elite extercise (albeit with mechanisms to ensure participation of the masses as it 

happened with the constitution review process in Kenya). The two-thirds gender 

principle was and remains a tool employed by elite feminist groups, and questions 

abound as to whether it can indeed lead to the emancipation of grassroots masses, 

which is addressed further in the findings on the role of the women’s movement. 

It is for this this reason that many of the study participants chosen are elites - many 

interviewees including the representatives of women’s organisations were 

members of constitution drafting committees, politicians or (mostly) prominent 

city and international lawyers.  

Methodological triangulation is used in the study to collate data from three data 

collection methods, namely elite interviews, focus group discussions (again 

involving elites), and document analysis. The key documents relied upon are 

official government reports, some of which have already been discussed in this 

chapter that have set out the journey of the two-thirds gender principle to date. 

 
235 The constitutional theory of interpretation is espoused in Article 259 of the Constitution, and 
section 3 of the Supreme Court Act. Laws of Kenya 
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More documents relating to judicial reforms are discussed in chapter four. Data 

from elite interviews and focus group discussions is presented in chapters five and 

six specifically on the implementation of the principle, both outside and inside the 

courts.  

The triangulation of these three research methods is augmented with a discussion 

of judgments relating to the two-thirds gender principle which assesses the extent 

to which the courts have adopted the decolonised theory of interpretation under 

Article 259 of the Constitution, and section 3 of the Supreme Court Act. The 

following diagram illustrates the triangulation of the three data collection 

methods, and their application in the different chapters: 

 

FIGURE 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter four provides the specific context for this study of building a decolonised 

constitutionalism, and a postcolonial judiciary. Its focus therefore is on Kenya.  It 

has three purposes. First, the chapter discusses the basis upon which attempts to 

decolonise the constitution are made. The second purpose is on efforts to build a 

postcolonial judiciary with institutional resilience and legitimacy to achieve 

transformation and tackle corruption and judicial inefficiency. The third purpose 

is to describe the gender composition of the judiciary, which will then form the 
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and social action litigators: 

chapters five and six. 

Analysis of documents on 

constitution and judicial 

reforms, and implementation of 

the two-thirds gender principle: 

chapters one and four 

Focus group discussions 

with public interest litigators: 

chapters five and six 
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basis of a discussion on the extent to which women judges are important in a 

gendered constitutionalism, later in the study. There is finally a discussion of the 

little existing literature on the extent to which enacting a postcolonial and 

decolonial constitution to achieve these purposes has really brought about change, 

including the constitutionalising of the two-thirds gender quota. 

Chapter five and six present the findings on the implementation of the two-thirds 

gender principle, which form the basis for a discussion of gendered 

constitutionalism in the Global South in chapter seven. 

Chapters five and six use data from focus groups and interviews to establish the 

application of normative postcolonial constitutionalism aimed at promoting 

equality and liberty, the extent to which the courts have adopted the decolonisation 

goals of the constitution, and the situation of the two-thirds gender principle 

within that application.  Thus, interview data is used to analyse the role of the 

courts in terms of the extent to which judges have applied the theory of 

constitutional interpretation inherent in the constitution. A fundamental question 

addressed in these chapters is the judicial and constitutional interpretation 

approaches to the implementation of the two-thirds gender principle – which is a 

key element in answering research question two on the role that the courts have 

played in implementing the principle. 

Chapters five and six also address research question two - the technical role of the 

courts in judicial review, and the extent of that role within the wider judicial and 

constitutional framework, and wider political context. Specifically, the chapters 

contain findings on orders granted in the various cases on the two-thirds gender 

principle as discussed by participants, and their effectiveness. A central theme is 

whether the constitution gives the courts power to exercise supervisory 

jurisdiction over the executive and parliament. Thus, the applicability of some 

supervisory orders in other jurisdictions, such as structural interdicts (borrowed 

from South Africa), continuous mandamus from India, and suspension of 

invalidity orders, are presented as debated by participants.  

The court structure is also discussed in the chapter, and the impact that the absence 

of a Constitutional Court with the final say in constitutional matters will have an 

impact on the transformative potential of the constitution. Lastly, the chapter 
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highlights the way in which disobedience of court orders is understood   by 

participants, and the extent to which it signals a wider political landscape that is 

still unchanged by the constitution. Thus, the chapter concludes with a discussion 

on the extent to which this signals a legal culture of ‘a constitution without 

constitutionalism’ still, even after the promulgation of a radical document like the 

2010 Constitution. There is also a discussion on the limits of a reliance of legal 

reform strategies (such as public interest litigation) embedded within the 

constitution to bring about feminist reform. This discussion takes the discussion 

back to the limits of human rights and constitutions to bring about change, which 

addresses sub-question (j).  

Chapter seven applies the findings to the research questions to examine the extent 

to which the judicial implementation of the two-thirds gender principle provides 

lessons for a gendered constitutionalism in the Global South, and therefore 

provides a gender perspective to emerging studies on decolonised 

constitutionalism in the Global South. The chapter also assesses the extent to 

which the judicial implementation provides lessons for the use of constitutions to 

advance women’s rights in postcolonial states, which also addresses sub question 

(j).  

Table 1 is a graphic representation of the distribution of research questions and 

sub-questions in the various chapters. 
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TABLE 1 

 

Research Questions Chapters 

1. How is the two-thirds gender principle 

situated within Kenya’s 2010 wider 

constitutional framework? 

(a) How did the two-thirds gender principle find 

its way into the 2010 constitution? 

b) What purpose was the two-thirds gender 

principle understood to achieve by 

constitutional drafters? 

c) To what extent has that understanding 

trickled down to the implementation stage of the 

constitution post-2010? 

d) To what extent can the Kenyan 2010 

Constitution be said to be transformative?  

Chapters 1, 2, 4 and 7 

2. What role have the courts played in 

implementing the two-thirds gender principle? 

e) What constitutional judicial approaches have 

the courts taken in the judicial deliberations on 

the two-thirds gender principle?  

f) To what extent have these approaches 

contributed to a transformation of gender 

relations in Kenya? 

 

Chapters 2, 5, 6 and 7 

3. What role has the women’s movement in 

Kenya played in implementing the two-thirds 

gender principle?  

g) What strategies has the women’s movement 

employed in implementing the two-thirds 

gender principle? 

h) To what extent has the women’s movement 

engaged with the courts to implement the two-

thirds gender principle?  

i) What challenges has the women’s movement 

faced in implementing the two-thirds gender 

principle? 

 

Chapter 1 and 7 
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2.0 GENDERING GLOBAL SOUTH 

CONSTITUTIONALISM 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This study of the judicial implementation of the two-thirds gender principle draws 

on these postcolonial critiques of the [rule of] law, and a decolonial Global South 

perspective of constitutionalism. As discussed in chapter one, constitutionalism 

means different things in different geo-political, historical, and cultural contexts. 

The 1990s decade is an important historical period in which there was worldwide 

expansion of judicial power through constitutional reforms,1 what has also been 

termed as juristocracy,2 or the judicialisation of politics.3 It is within this historical 

period that I explore a more activist role for the courts in postcolonial Africa 

within the Global South,4 which may not necessarily serve the same geo-political 

or socio-economic purposes as in the Global North.5  

Although much of the focus has been on Global North contexts, there has been a 

growing body of scholarship that focuses on the Global South.6 Upendra Baxi’s 

study on constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices7 is key to locating 

a gendered constitutionalism in the Global South.   

This study on the litigation around the two-thirds gender principle in Kenya 

addresses the wider tensions and debates between liberal forms of 

constitutionalism and postcolonial (postliberal) transformative forms of 

constitutionalism, and the specific ways that they have played out in the South 

African and subsequent East Africa contexts.  

 
1 Tate and Vallinder, The global expansion of judicial power 
2 Ewing KD, 'The Bill of Rights debate: Democracy or juristocracy in Britain?' in Keith E and others 
(eds), Human rights and labour law: Essays for Paul O'Higgins (Mansell 1994); Hirschl, Towards 
Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New Constitutionalism 
3 Tate and Vallinder, The global expansion of judicial power; Hirschl R, 'The Judicialization of 
Mega-Politics and the Rise of Political Courts' (2008) 11 Annual Review of Political Science 93 
4 Maldonado, Constitutionalism of the Global South: the activist tribunals of India, South Africa 
and Colombia 
5 I use this term loosely to refer to refer to the Anglo-American and continental Europe context. 
6 See for instance Maldonado, Constitutionalism of the Global South: the activist tribunals of 
India, South Africa and Colombia; Dann, Riegner and B ỏnnemann, The Global South and 
Comparative Constitutional Law 
7 Baxi U, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices' (1999) 21 Cardozo Law Review 
1183 
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In this study, I therefore locate subaltern perspectives of constitutionalism in a that 

are in contradistinction with modern liberal ideals of constitutionalism. These 

involve the transformation of the legal culture to embrace the politics of judging 

and the transformation of legal methodologies, to achieve the [egalitarian] goals 

and aspirations of the Constitution.  

South Africa’s constitutional transformation project provides the most developed 

attempt to reimagine and reframe a colonially imposed constitution, common law 

and customary law from a postcolonial Global South perspective – what Upendra 

Baxi refers to as subaltern perspectives. In contrast, the East African debate is still 

in the early stages of development and focuses much more specifically on public 

interest litigation8 and judicial review9 as an indigenous jurisprudence of 

constitutionalism. The courts are obviously important for such a reconstruction 

project. The literature on the South African transformation shows an emerging 

jurisprudence on judicial review remedies,10 and a reconceptualization of a ‘living’ 

as opposed to ‘static’ version of customary law.11 The re-imaging of common law 

in South Africa has produced mixed results, as the courts oscillate between a 

liberal application of the constitution and a post-liberal understanding of the 

constitution.12  

It is important to note that in general South African feminist scholarship is situated 

outside this paradigm of a reimaged common law and customary law. While these 

 
8 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa  
9 Gathii JT, 'The Incomplete Transformation of Judicial Review' (Annual Judges Conference Kenya 
, 2014); Gathii JT, The contested empowerment of Kenya's judiciary, 2010-2015: A historical 
institutional analysis (Sheria Publishing House 2016) 
10 Christiansen E, 'Transformative Constitutionalism in South Africa: Creative Uses of the 
Constitutional Court Authority to Advance Substantive Justice' (2010) 13 The Journal of Gender, 
Race and Justice 575 
11 Claassens A and Budlender G, 'Transformative constitutionalism and and customary law' (2013) 
6 Constitutional Court Review 75; Ozoemena R, 'Living customary law: A truly transformative 
tool' (2013) 6 Constitutional Court Review 147; Khunou S, 'Traditional Leadership and 
Independent Bantustans of South Africa: Some Milestones of Transformative Constitutionalism 
Beyond Apartheid' (2009) 12 Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal 80 
12 See Klare K and Davis DM, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Common and Customary 
Law' (2010) 26 South African Journal on Human Rights 403; Moseneke D, 'Transformative 
Constitutionalism: ItsImplications for the Law of Contract' (2009) 20 Stellenbosch Law Review 3; 
Roederer C, 'The transformation of South African private law after ten years of democracy: The 
role of torts (delict) in the consolidation of democracy' (2005) 37 Columbia Human Rights Law 
Journal 447 
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studies address intersectional impact of race and class for South African women,13 

they tend to be located within a liberalist paradigm, and do not embrace the 

postliberal reimaging of common and customary law. .14 Cathi Albertyn’s and 

Beth Goldblatt’s proposed ‘indigenous jurisprudence of equality’15 for instance 

are still located within Western liberal feminism’s conceptions of substantive 

equality that do not really speak to the wider South Africa’s postcolonial 

reimaging of common law and customary law, thus begging the question of the 

extent to which such a proposed ‘indigenous jurisprudence of equality’ is indeed 

indigenous, or even decolonial at all. Feminist scholarship in South Africa, and 

indeed academia in South Africa in general is dominated by elites who are still 

bound to the colonial metropole in some ways, and hence still rooted in Western 

liberalism. 

Nonetheless, the South African transformation project has relevance for the 

Kenyan context, as Kenya borrowed heavily from the South African constitutional 

reform project. The provisions of the 2010 Constitution mirror those of South 

Africa’s 1995 Constitution, particularly the Bill of Rights. Although Kenya and 

South Africa share a (British) colonial past, South Africa’s transformative 

constitutionalism project is much more advanced because it began a decade before 

that of Kenya. It was also forged within the oppression of apartheid.  

 
13 See for instance Jagwanth, ' and Murray, 'Ten Years of Transformation: How has Gender 
Equality in South Africa Fared' ; Jagwanth and Murray, '"No Nation Can Be Free When Half of It 
Is Enslaved": Constitutional Equality for Women in South Africa'   
14 See for instance Albertyn C and Goldblatt B, 'Facing the Challenge of Transformation: 
Difficulties in the Development of an Indigenous Jurisprudence of Equality' (1998) 14 South 
African Journal on Human Rights 248 ; Albertyn C, 'Substantive Equality and Transformation in 
South Africa' (2007) 23 South African Journal on Human Rights 253 ; Albertyn C, 'Gendered 
Transformation in South African Jurisprudence: Poor Women and the Constitutional Court' 
(2011) 22 Stellenbosch Law Review 591 ; Jagwanth S, ' and Murray C, 'Ten Years of 
Transformation: How has Gender Equality in South Africa Fared' (2002) 14 Canadian Journal of 
Women and the Law 255 ; Jagwanth S and Murray C, '"No Nation Can Be Free When Half of It Is 
Enslaved": Constitutional Equality for Women in South Africa' in Baines B and Rubio-Marin R 
(eds), The Gender of Constitutional Jurisprudence (Cambridge University Press 2005); Fredman S, 
'Providing Equality: Substantive Equality and the Positive Duty to Provide' (2005) 21 South African 
Journal on Human Rights 163; Fredman S, 'Gender and Transformation in the South African 
Constitutional Court' in Vilhena O and others (eds), Transformative Constitutionalism: comparing 
the apex courts of brazil, India and South Africa (Pretoria University Law Press 2013) 
15 Albertyn C and Goldblatt B, Facing the challenge of transformation: Difficulties in the 
development of an indigenous jurisprudence of equality 
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I must say something about the different constitutional and legal traditions of 

Kenya and South Africa that are important to distinguish, as I do not wish to 

“compare the incomparable”.16  

South Africa is essentially considered a merger of two legal systems, that is 

Roman-Dutch law and English law, with Roman-Dutch law still considered as the 

common law of South Africa.17 The historical merger of the two legal systems in 

South Africa is well documented, from the arrival of the Dutch East India 

Company at the Cape of Good Hope in 1652, to the arrival of the British at the 

Cape in 1795, to the English annexation of Natal in 1843 and the birth the two 

independent Boer Republics (South African Republic, and the Republic of the 

Free Orange State), to the Anglo-Boer War of 1899 to 1902 and the eventual loss 

of independence of the Boer Republics and the Union of South Africa of 1910.18 

Roman-Dutch law increasingly gave way to English law as the more dominant 

legal system in that merger over time in the four former territories (the Cape 

Colony, the Natal Colony, the South African Republic, and the Orange Free 

State),19 through the ‘gradual infiltration of English legal principles of English 

legal principles into the Common Law of South Africa’.20  

Kenya’s legal system on the other hand is based purely on English law (both 

common law and statutes of general application), inherited from Britain through 

’reception clauses’ and ‘repugnancy clauses’21 involving a parallel legal system 

for Africans in native tribunals, and proper judicial courts for immigrant 

communities or those involving serious criminal conduct by Africans.22 

Reference to common law in South Africa does not mean the same thing as 

common law in Kenya, for instance. Customary law in the two jurisdictions has 

 
16 Baxi, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices' , at 1184 
17 Bergh R, ‘The remarkable survival of Roman-Dutch law in nineteenth century South Africa’ 
(2012) 18 Fundamina 71, at 90 
18 ibid, at 71-73 
19 ibid, at 73-81 
20 Price TW, ‘The future of Roman-Dutch law in South Africa’ (1947) 64 South African Law 
Journal 494, at 497. See also Botha CG, ‘The early influence of the English law upon the Roman-
Dutch law in South Africa (1923) 40 South African Law Journal 396;  
21 See generally Wabwile MN, ‘The place of English law in Kenya’ (2003) 3 Oxford University 
Commonwealth Law Journal 51 
22 Shadle B, ‘White settlers and the law in early colonial Kenya’ (2009) 4 Journal of Eastern 
African Studies 510, at 512 
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vast comparable similarities, but also some differences unique to each political 

and constitutional history. It is important to make these distinctions even when 

comparing the indigenous development and application of common law and 

customary law between the two countries. 

I explore three elements of the South Africa’s transformation project that can be 

applied and adapted to the Kenyan constitutional reform project. These are first, 

the postliberal normative values of South Africa’s constitution replicated in 

Kenya’s constitution that seek to pull away from some aspects of modern liberal 

constitutionalism; secondly, embracing politics in constitutional adjudication, and 

thirdly, transformation and decolonisation of legal methodologies based on liberal 

legalism to achieve postliberal normative values inherent in the constitution. 

However as indicated above, feminist literature on gendered transformation in 

South Africa’s constitution largely remains within a liberalist framework, thereby 

missing these three important tenets that have the potential for transforming 

gender relations. 

Kenya has been borrowing heavily from the South African jurisprudence to 

develop and enrich common law judicial review remedies beyond those associated 

with Global North jurisdictions. One such remedy is suspension of invalidity, 

borrowed from the South African case of Teddy Bear Clinic for Abused Children 

v Minister for Justice and Constitutional Development and National Director of 

Public Prosecutions.23 The Teddy Bear case involved consensual sex with 

children between the ages of twelve and sixteen. The Court declared sections 15 

and 16 of the Criminal Law (Sexual Offenses and Related Matters) Amendment 

Act invalid because they imposed criminal liability on children below the age of 

sixteen years. The court further ordered the suspension of the invalidity of the said 

sections for eighteen months to allow Parliament to correct the defect in the law. 

Another remedy is structural interdicts24 as a mechanism of exercising 

supervisory jurisdiction over the Executive, particularly in socio-economic rights.  

 
23 Case CCT 12/13 [2013] ZACC 35 
24 See Pheko and Others v Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality and Others (No 3) [2016] ZACC 
20 

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=%5b2013%5d%20ZACC%2035
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On socio-economic rights cases specifically, the Grootbom25 case is one in point, 

where the Constitutional Court found that the Government had neglected its duty 

to provide alternative accommodation to residents living in deplorable conditions 

in informal squatter settlements in Wallacedene of the Cape Metro. Many had 

applied for subsidised formal housing from the municipality but had been on 

waiting lists for as long as seven years. They then attempted to occupy informal 

settlements on somebody else’s private land earmarked for low-cost formal 

housing and were rendered homeless. The Constitutional Court ordered the State  

to devise and implement within its available resources a comprehensive 

and coordinated programme progressively to realise the right of access to 

adequate housing (…) (b) The programme must include reasonable 

measures such as, but not necessarily limited to, those contemplated in the 

Accelerated Managed Land Settlement Programme, to provide relief for 

people who have no access to land, no roof over their heads, and who are 

living in intolerable conditions or crisis situations (…) As at the date of 

the launch of this application, the state housing programme in the area of 

the Cape Metropolitan Council fell short of compliance with the 

requirements in paragraph (b), in that it failed to make reasonable 

provision within its available resources for people in the Cape 

Metropolitan area with no access to land, no roof over their heads, and 

who were living in intolerable conditions or crisis situations.26 

It must be mentioned that although the orders of the Constitutional Court had 

directives to the Government on the measures to be taken on the petitioners’ right 

to housing, there were no specific dates that were made for the Government to 

report to the court on the progress of those measures. It is for this reason that 

Grootbom was criticised as ineffective, as Mrs Grootbom and other residents were 

not in fact allocated alternative housing in the end.27 Kameshni Pillay writes that 

 
25 Government of the Republic of South Africa v Grootbom (CCT11/00) [2000] ZACC 19; 2001 
(1) SA 46; 2000 (11) BCLR 1169 (4 October 2000), available at Government of the Republic of 
South Africa and Others v Grootboom and Others (CCT11/00) [2000] ZACC 19; 2001 (1) SA 46; 
2000 (11) BCLR 1169 (4 October 2000) (saflii.org), last accessed April 04, 2021 
26 Ibid, paragraph 99 
27 See Pillay K, ‘Implementing Grootbom: Supervision needed’ (2002) 3 ESR Review: Economic 
and Social Rights in South Africa 13 

http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZACC/2000/19.html
http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZACC/2000/19.html
http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZACC/2000/19.html
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A key problem lies with the nature of the orders handed down by the 

Constitutional Court […] This general order is far weaker than the order 

handed down by the High Court because it is merely a declaratory order 

and does not compel the State to take steps to ensure that its programme 

complies with the Constitutional requirements. A further problem with the 

Constitutional Court order, which also stems from the declaratory nature 

of the order, is that the order does not contain any time frames within 

which the State has to act. The result is that, more than a year after the 

Grootboom judgment was handed down, there has been little tangible or 

visible change in housing policy so as to cater for people who find 

themselves in desperate and crisis situations […] With both the interim 

and general order the Constitutional Court has declined to play any role in 

supervising or overseeing the implementation of the various orders […].28 

In the case of Pheko and Others v Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality29 on the 

forced evictions of occupiers of Bapsfontein informal settlement, the 

Constitutional Court had directed much more inbuilt accountability measures 

against Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality: 

[T]he Municipality must identify land in the immediate vicinity of 

Bapsfontein for the relocation of the applicants and engage meaningfully 

with them on the identification of the land […] The Municipality must 

ensure that the amenities provided to the applicants and people resettled in 

terms of this order are no less than the amenities and basic services 

provided to them as a result of the relocation of March 2011 […] The 

Municipality must file a report in this Court confirmed on affidavit by no 

later than 1 December 2012 regarding steps taken in compliance with 

paragraph 6 of this order to provide access to adequate housing for the 

applicants […] The applicants may, within 15 days of the filing of the 

Municipality’s report, lodge affidavits in response to the report.30 

 
28 ibid, at 13-14 
29 (CCT 19/11) [2011] ZACC 34; 2012 (2) SA 598 (CC); 2012 (4) BCLR 388 (CC) (6 December 2011) 
30 ibid, paragraph 53 
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The Socio-Economic Rights Institute of South Africa acted as amicus curiae in 

the public interest. 

In Kenya, this has been applied in cases relating to forceful evictions from 

informal settlements.31 It is important to assess the potential of decolonised 

conceptions of judicial review to contribute towards a gendered constitutionalism. 

The study of the implementation of the two-thirds gender principle provides an 

example.  

2.2 CONSTITUTIONALISM IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH 

Subaltern perspectives of constitutionalism are important factors to consider in a 

gendered constitutionalism. The question of what constitutes a constitution is 

central. Upendra Baxi provides a framework for conceptualising a constitution 

through “three interlocking planes”: C1, C2 and C3.32 C1 is the historic text of a 

constitution, C2 is the constitutional hermeneutics, that is, the theory of 

interpretation that should underpin any constitutional document, while C3 

signifies constitutionalism – ‘a set of ideological sites that provide the 

justification/mystification for constitutional theory and practice’.33  

Constitutionalism means different things in different contexts, and a constitution 

responds to historical, normative and structural (such as institutional frameworks) 

concerns.34 Upendra Baxi warns that constitutionalism is multitudinous, largely 

dependent on context35. Most constitutions are modelled on ideas of modern 

liberal constitutionalism.36 Modern constitutionalism seeks to universalize, both 

through processes of sustained cultural diffusion and coercive imposition’.37 The 

Indian Constitution is a post-World War II and post-holocaust document,38 written 

around the same time that the Universal Declaration on Human Rights was being 

 
31 Such as in the case of Mitu-Bell Welfare Society v Kenya Ports Authority; Initiative for 
Strategic Litigation in Africa (Amicus Curiae)& 2 others [2021] eKLR, Supreme Court of Kenya,  
Petition Number 3 of 2018, available atPetition 3 of 2018 - Kenya Law , last accessed April 
16,2021; and Satrose Ayuma & 11 others v Registered Trustees of the Kenya Railways Staff 
Retirement Benefits Scheme & 3 others, Petition 65 of 2010, High Court of Kenya at Nairobi, 
available at Petition 65 of 2010 - Kenya Law, last accessed April 16, 2021 
32 Baxi, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices' , at 1188 
33 ibid 
34 Baxi, 'Preliminary Notes on Transformative Constitutionalism'  , at 24 
35 ibid, at 1185 
36 ibid, at  
37 ibid 
38 Jaising, 'Gender Justice and the Indian Supreme Court: The Postcolonial Project', at 230 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/205900/
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/90359/
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scripted […]’39, and hence ‘inaugurated the classical liberal model of human rights 

in addressing the logic of aspiration of human rights to civil society’.40  

On the other hand, colonialism is an example of ‘coercive imposition’ of modern 

liberal constitutionalism. Law was imposed ‘as a unitary, universal object’,41 as 

modern notions of constitutionalism were “perfected” in metropolitan societies, 

‘while at the same time constituting a complete denial of its tenets in the juristic 

and juridical terra nullius constituted by colonies […]’.42 Thus, ‘the colonial form 

of constitutionalism  celebrated a divine Right to Empire – forms of globally 

affirmed constituent and constituted power abjectly dominating the non-Euro-

American others’.43 Peter Fitzpatrick refers to this imperial colonial 

constitutionalism as “epistemic legal racism”,44 ‘combined with cruel felicity, 

establishes the patterns of perfection for fractured growth of liberal rule of law 

notions in the metropolis with a reign of terror elsewhere’.45  

Thus, Peter Fitzpatrick writes that ‘there were and had to be similarities between 

the metropolitan and the colonial laws to make them the same’,46 but that ‘despite 

the necessary similarity between the law of Europe and the law of the colonies, 

there was a large and telling difference between them. A legal order structured 

around the self-determining subject of Europe was, in its terms, the opposite of 

the authoritarian legal regime necessary for imperial modes of exploitation’47 […] 

‘”the African” may have “had a right to law”, but not “a right to self-determination 

[…] because the African had not yet found a self to determine”.48 Upendra Baxi 

writes that “foundational violence of law”49 ‘accompanies grand narratives 

concerning […] the rule of law, separation of powers, independent constitutional 

 
39 ibid, at 1204 
40 ibid 
41 Fitzpatrick P, The Mythology of Modern Law (Routledge 1992), at 105 
42 ibid 
43 Baxi, 'Preliminary Notes on Transformative Constitutionalism'  , at 26 
44 Fitzpatrick, The mythology of modern law (Routledge 2002), at 13-43 
45 Baxi, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices' Mamdani M, Citizen and subject: 
Contemporary Africa and the legacy of late colonialism (Princeton University Press 1996); Mehta 
US, Liberalism and empire: India in British liberal thought (Oxford University Press 1999), at 77-
152 
46 Fitzpatrick, The Mythology of Modern Law , at 107 
47 ibid, at 108 
48 ibid, at 109 
49Derrida J, 'Force of law: The "mystical foundation of authority"' in Cornell D and others (eds), 
Deconstruction and the possibility of justice (Routledge 1992), at 29-67 
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review, and guarantees of basic human rights’.50 For Peter Fitzpatrick and 

Upendra Baxi, the influence from Jacques Derrida is obvious, who defined 

‘foundational violence of law’ to mean that ‘law is always an authorised force, a 

force that justifies itself or is justified in applying itself, even if this justification 

may be judged from elsewhere to be unjust and unjustifiable’.51 

Upendra Baxi argues that ‘these notions still appear tainted to […] postcolonial 

peoples in many parts of the world today; this is because they experience in and 

through constitutional development the replication of the foundational violence’,52 

which must be ‘traced from distinctly subaltern perspectives […]’.53 Indeed, this 

is supported by Jacques Derrida’s assertion that ‘in many countries, in the past 

and in the present, one founding violence of the law or of the imposition of state 

law has consisted in imposing a language on national or ethnic minorities 

regrouped by the state’.54 

Even contemporary forms of constitutionalism inherit the foundational violence 

of modern constitutionalism, such that subaltern perspectives of constitutionalism 

still see the content of disempowerment in place.55 Through colonialism for 

instance, law was imposed through reception and repugnancy clauses to regulate 

via the use of native courts for African ‘natives,  and later the imposition of 

independent constitutions on colonies from the ‘mother countries’.56 For 

postcolonial states, subaltern forms of constitutionalism is a work of 

deconstructing colonially-imposed constitutionalism(s), which Jacques Derrida 

defines as ‘the task of recalling the history, the origin and subsequent direction, 

thus the limits of concepts of justice, the law and right, of values, norms, 

prescriptions that have been imposed and sedimented there, from then on 

remaining more or less readable or presupposed’.57 

 
50 Baxi, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices' , at 1185 
51 Derrida, 'Force of law: The "mystical foundation of authority"', at 5 
52 ibid 
53 ibid 
54 Derrida, 'Force of law: The "mystical foundation of authority"', at 21 
55 ibid 
56 See a discussion of this in Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: 
Reflections from the Supreme Court ; Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law 
and Litigation in East Africa  
57 Derrida, 'Force of law: The "mystical foundation of authority"', at 19 
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However, and despite the influences of modern constitutionalism even in more 

‘contemporary’ constitutional projects, some decolonised perspectives of 

constitutionalism are emerging from the Global South. One such concept relates 

to the common law principle of locus standi or legal standing, which means the 

right to approach the court based on a sufficient interest in the matter in dispute.58  

Litigation in the public interest (PIL) is associated originally with the Indian 

Supreme Court which established its application in relation to social and 

economic rights59 in the pioneering decision of SP Gupta v President of India.60 

Although most studies attribute the success of PIL to an initiative within the 

Supreme Court itself, some attribute its success to the work of advocates filing 

cases on socio-economic rights in the public interest.61 The Supreme Court of 

India has been heralded as activist in so far as it democratised access to justice 

for disadvantaged, dispossessed and deprived classes through a social action 

litigation jurisprudence.62 This had  been achieved by transforming the concept 

of locus standi (standing), which allowed social interest groups and 

nongovernmental organisations to file cases in the interest of underprivileged 

classes of society.63 Thus, the Supreme Court of India  created a flourishing 

environment for public interest litigation, even though  it was neither provided 

for in the Constitution, and litigants must comply with modified locus standi 

requirements . This has especially been evident in socio-economic rights, where 

the Supreme Court is said to have been “taking suffering seriously”,64 particularly 

in employment cases on bonded labour, and labour remunerated below the 

 
58 O'Loughlin EA, 'Decolonising jurisprudence: Public interest standing in new constitutional 
orders' The unity of public law? Doctrinal, theoretical and comparative perspectives (Hart 
Publishing 2018) 
59 Baxi U, 'Taking Suffering Seriously: Social Action Litigation in the Supreme Court of India' (1985) 
Third World Legal Studies 107; Jaising, 'Gender Justice and the Indian Supreme Court: The 
Postcolonial Project'  
60 All India Reporter 1982 149 
61 Hingorani A, 'PIL: A misunderstood jurisprudence' (LiveLaw.in, 2020) 
<https://www.livelaw.in/top-stories/misunderstood-jurisprudence-158639?infinitescroll=1>, 
last accessed 30/06/2020 
62 ibid, at 1205 
63 Jaising, 'Gender Justice and the Indian Supreme Court: The Postcolonial Project', at 23 
64 Baxi, 'Taking Suffering Seriously: Social Action Litigation in the Supreme Court of India'  
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minimum wage.65 In Khatri (I) v State of Bihar66, the Supreme Court went as far 

as to rely on newspaper reports that police had blinded prisoners and ordered 

compensation of the victims.  

India’s jurisprudence of social action litigation embraced issues relating to gender 

justice. The Supreme Court entertained cases filed by women’s groups on sexual 

violence such as in the Mathura Case involving the rape of a sixteen-year-old girl 

in a police cell,67 dowry death,68 and sexual harassment, such as in Rupan Deol 

Bajaj v KP Singh Gil69. In more recent times this jurisprudence which focused on 

the disadvantaged has been influenced by the development of economic liberalism 

within India.70 This influence can be seen in relation to the development of 

jurisprudence relating to gender as well. Thus, while the Supreme Court remained 

activist regarding women’s right to work as illustrated by the landmark case of 

Vishakha in 1997,71 it remained conservative in family law and the economic 

rights of women in marriage.72  

Constitutional gender justice in India has been described as a postcolonial project 

that has taken three phases.73 The first was characterised by the denial of the 

Supreme Court in its early years to look into the private sphere to address women’s 

discrimination in family, marriage, divorce, inheritance and guardianship.74 This 

was followed by an activist jurisprudence on social action litigation in the 1980s, 

and then to a jurisprudence upholding the liberalised and privatised economy, such 

as through the right to work, while simultaneously upholding the liberal notion of 

a public-private distinction in family matters. The tension between the classical 

liberal values of a post-World War II modern constitutionalism, and a 

democratised access to justice is evident. The postcolonial project of gender 

 
65 Jaising, 'Gender Justice and the Indian Supreme Court: The Postcolonial Project', at 235-236. 
See for instance in Bandhua Mukti Morcha v Union of India 1991 SCR (3) 524; and Peoples' Union 
for Democratic Rights v Union of India AIR 1982 SC 1473 
66 (1981) 1 SCC 623 
67 Tukaram v State of Maharshtra AIR 1979 SC 185;  
68State v Subhash FIR No 2034 of 1981.  
69(1995) 6 SCC 194  
70 See Jaising, 'Gender Justice and the Indian Supreme Court: The Postcolonial Project', at 237-
239 
71Vishaka v State of Rajasthan (1997) 6 SCC 241.  
72 Jaising, 'Gender Justice and the Indian Supreme Court: The Postcolonial Project', at 239 
73 ibid 
74 Jaising, 'Gender Justice and the Indian Supreme Court: The Postcolonial Project' 
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justice in India can be described as the one-step-forward, two-steps-back 

jurisprudence. 

This can be seen also in relation to the South African constitutional project. The 

South African constitution has been heralded as a postcolonial and post-apartheid 

transformative constitutionalism that calls for a radical reimaging of common law 

and customary law. There are however tensions between what is reviewed as a 

liberal versus postliberal approach, which has implications for contemporary 

postcolonial gender justice. Just like in the Indian third phase of liberalisation and 

privatisation of the free market economy, the South African constitution contends 

with the contemporary forces of globalisation.75  

2.3 TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM AND A 

GENDERED CONSTITUTIONALISM IN SOUTH AFRICA 

This section presents the chronological developments of theories and debates on 

transformative constitutionalism, and the protagonists and tensions therein within 

the South African context. As previously discussed, South Africa’s constitutional 

project has relevance in the Kenyan context. The purpose of this section is to draw 

lessons for a gendered constitutionalism that are applicable to the Kenyan context.  

It is evident from the discussion in the previous section that transformative 

constitutionalism has been understood differently in two major camps: a liberal 

constitutionalism, and a postliberal constitutionalism. The liberal camp argues for 

the potential of liberalism and has warned against dismissing the transformative 

potential of liberal values for modern constitutionalism in South Africa’s 

constitutional reform project. The latter camp advocates a move away from 

liberalism as a precondition for transformation through the constitution. Both 

approaches have had implications for a gendered constitutionalism in South Africa 

and for any review of the Kenyan context.  

Karl Klare’s 1998 essay on Legal Culture and Transformative Constitutionalism 

was the first and most influential in describing South Africa’s constitutional 

transformation project.76 Karl Klare makes normative claims about the society 

envisaged under the South African Constitution, and the methods of legal 

 
75 Baxi, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices' , at 1206 
76 Klare, 'Legal Culture and transformative Constitutionalism'  
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reasoning (legal culture) required of lawyers (advocates, judges and legal 

academics) in order to achieve such a society.77 It is this ‘collective project of 

legally-driven social change’78 that Karl Klare refers to as transformative 

constitutionalism.79 To support this project, Karl Klare made a number of 

propositions. The first is  that this legally-driven change will require a postliberal 

reading of the constitution as the plausible convention of legal reasoning.80 Karl 

Klare defines postliberalism as ‘a not fully defined but nonetheless unmistakable 

departure from liberalism […] toward an “empowered” model of democracy’.81 

According to Karl Klare,  a postliberal reading of the constitution finds support in 

‘the essential features of the South African experiment […] multiculturalism, 

close attention to gender and sexual identity, emphasis on participation and 

governmental transparency, environmentalism and the extension of democratic 

credentials into the “private sphere”’.82 

Karl Klare then sets out the theory of constitutional adjudication as a shift from a 

legal culture of classical legalist methods.83 A transformative adjudication would 

require ‘a politically engaged, transparent method that is similar in ethos to the 

essential features of the Constitution identified in a postliberal reading’,84 to which 

liberal legalism offends because of its strict law/politics distinction.85 

Transformative constitutionalism is conceptualised in line with the political 

commitments of the Critical Legal Studies movement in the United States (Karl 

Klare being an American critical legal scholar).86 It is proposed that 

transformative constitutionalism can be pursued strategically, in accordance with 

Duncan Kennedy’s notion of judges as political actors who write their ideological 

ideas of liberalism and conservatism into law.87 This obviously has influence from 

 
77 ibid 
78 Roux, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Best Interpretation of the South African 
Constitution:Distinction without a Difference', at 260 
79 Klare, 'Legal Culture and transformative Constitutionalism' , at 150 
80 Ibid, at 152 
81 ibid 
82 ibid, at 151 
83 ibid, at 156 
84 Roux, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Best Interpretation of the South African 
Constitution:Distinction without a Difference', at 266 
85 ibid, at 266 
86 ibid, at 258 and 266 
87 Kennedy D, A critique of adjudication (Fin de Siẻgel) (Harvard University Press 1997) 
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the American context, where judges are politically appointed (from the 

Republican and Democratic parties).88  

Two years later, Heinz Klug published ‘Constituting democracy: Law, globalism 

and South Africa's political reconstruction’.89 Heinz Klug argued that South 

Africa’s Constitution is modelled upon a liberal democratic constitutionalism – 

that ‘by adopting an internationally recognised form of constitutionalism – a 

justiciable constitution with a Bill of Rights – constitutional politics and 

jurisprudence in South Africa would merely incorporate the core principles of a 

limited constitutional democracy’.90 Klug quoted mainstream liberals such as 

John Hart Ely and Jủrgen Habermas to argue that the tension of the public/private 

autonomy can reinforce democracy, and can provide the state with discursive 

sources for converting democracy into the formal institutions necessary for the 

rule of law.91 

Despite Klug’s obvious tilting of the debate to liberalism, Karl Klare’s Legal 

Culture and Transformative Constitutionalism seems to have been the more 

influential, as most South African critical legal scholars quoted it extensively 

when writing on South Africa’s constitutional transformation project.92 So much 

so that a conference was organised at the University of Stellenbosch to celebrate 

the tenth anniversary of the essay on August 08, 2008. It is at that conference that 

the most trenchant critique of the essay was launched by Theunis Roux.93 

Theunis Roux’s critique of Legal Culture and Transformative Constitutionalism 

is centred on the argument that a liberal reading of the constitution could just 

 
88 Roux, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Best Interpretation of the South African 
Constitution:Distinction without a Difference', at 278 
89 Klug, Constituting democracy: Law, globalism and South Africa's political reconstruction 
90 ibid, at 21 
91 Ibid, at 22 
92 See for instance Langa P, 'Transformative Constitutionalism' (2006) 17 Stellenbosch Law 
Review 351; Botha H, 'Metaphoric Reasoning and Transformative Constitutionalism (Part 1)' 
(2002) South African Journal on Human Rights 612; Botha H, 'Metaphoric Reasoning and 
Transformative Constitutionalism (Part 2)' (2003) 1 South African Journal on Human Rights 20; 
Christiansen, 'Transformative Constitutionalism in South Africa: Creative Uses of the 
Constitutional Court Authority to Advance Substantive Justice'; Marle Kv, 'Transformative 
Constitutionalism as/and Critique' (2009) 20 Stellenbosch Law Review 286; Rapatsa M, 'The Right 
to Equality under South Africa's Transformative Constitutionalism: A Myth or Reality' (2015) 11 
Acta Universitatis Danubius Juridica 18 ;  
93 Roux, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Best Interpretation of the South African 
Constitution:Distinction without a Difference', at 258 and 285 
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arrive at the same legally driven social change.94 Theunis Roux suggests Ronald 

Dworkin’s interpretivist approach, which is about ‘defending one’s interpretation 

of the Constitution on the basis of the political theory that justifies the constitution 

as a whole’.95 In defending liberal legalism, Theunis Roux argues that  

          there is something valuable about the project of transformative 

constitutionalism, and suitably reconceptualised, this project is something to 

which all South African lawyers should contribute. But the project needs all 

the help it can get, and making the abandonment of liberal legalist 

commitments a precondition for participation, is unnecessary and therefore 

unwise.96 

Perhaps Theunis Roux’s greatest critique of Legal Culture and Transformative 

Constitutionalism is that Karl Klare implies that liberalism has a “conceptual 

terminal point”,97 meaning that liberalism ends and is replaced by postliberalism. 

According to Theunis Roux, the South African constitution contains liberal values, 

and to impose a postliberal reading to the exclusion of liberalism itself is to Roux 

a fundamental flaw. Theunis Roux writes: 

If pressed, I would say that the Constitution is a liberal constitution of a 

particular type – certainly not a classical liberal constitution, but one that 

reflects the more statist and communitarian tradition within liberalism and 

connects it with the indigenous African philosophy of ubuntu.98 

Karl Klare’s and Davis’ essay titled Transformative Constitutionalism and the 

Common and Customary Law99 was published a year later. In this essay, Karl 

Klare and Dennis Davis re-emphasises the political nature of constitutional 

adjudication required under South Africa’s constitutional transformative project. 

They make specific mention of ubuntu as part of the constitution’s normative 

underpinnings and call for transformation of legal methodologies to reimage 

common law and customary law to reflect ubuntu: ‘The Nguni word ubuntu 

 
94 ibid, at 259 and 267 
95 Ibid, at 259 and 268. See also Dworkin R, Taking rights seriosuly (Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd 
1977), at 106 
96 ibid, at 267 
97 ibid, at 262 and 280 
98 ibid, at 280 
99 Klare and Davis, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Common and Customary Law'  
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represents notions of universal human interdependence, solidarity and 

communalism which can be traced to small-scale communities in pre-colonial 

Africa, and which underlie virtually every indigenous African culture’.100 In S v 

Makwanyane, Justice Langa defined ubuntu as:  

a culture which places some emphasis on communality and on the 

interdependence of the members of a community. It recognises a person’s 

status as a human being, entitled to unconditional respect, dignity, value 

and acceptance from the members of the community such a person happens 

to be part of. It also entails the converse, however. The person has a 

corresponding duty to give the same respect, dignity, value and acceptance 

to each member of that community. More importantly, it regulates the 

exercise of rights by the emphasis it lays on sharing and co-responsibility 

and the mutual enjoyment of rights by all [ . . .].101 

                   It is in this reimaging of common law and customary law through constitutionalism 

that I find greater potential for a gendered transformative constitutionalism. Thus 

this 2010 essay provides some basis for developing a gendered transformation 

through reimaging common law and customary law within a postliberal 

understanding of the constitution.   

Karl Klare’s postliberal reading of a transformative constitution has influenced 

emerging decolonised scholarship on constitutionalism in the Global South. This 

is evident in a  2013 volume on transformative constitutionalism dedicated to the 

study of the transformation projects of the Brazilian, Indian and South African 

constitutions.102 The liberal/postliberal debates and tensions are on display in this 

volume,103 with some case studies on a gendered transformation falling within a 

liberalist paradigm,104 while others view a gendered transformative 

constitutionalism as a postcolonial project requiring more structural changes to 

 
100 Pieterse M, 'Traditional African jurisprudence' (2004) 442 Jurisprudence 438, at 441 
101  (1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) 
102 Vilhena, Baxi and Viljoen, Transformative constitutionalism:Comparing the apex courts of 
Brazil, India and South Africa 
103 See the contrasting views on a postliberal and liberal paradigms of transformative 
constitutionalism in Baxi, 'Preliminary Notes on Transformative Constitutionalism'  ; and Roux T, 
'A Brief Response to Professor Baxi' in Vilhena O and others (eds), Transformative 
Constitutionalism: Comparing the apex courts of Brazil, India and South Africa (Pretoria University 
Law Press 2013) 
104 Fredman, 'Gender and Transformation in the South African Constitutional Court'   
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discriminatory personal laws, and challenge a deference to the liberalised market-

friendly economy.105 Another volume in the same year examined the activist 

courts of India, South Africa and Colombia, confirming the view that the courts 

have to take a political stance to judicial adjudication.106 Both link contemporary  

Global South perspectives with ‘subaltern perspectives’ of constitutionalism 

referred to by Upendra Baxi. 

Thus, transformative constitutionalism is a decolonial jurisprudence through the 

values and aspirations of constitutionalism that are either in addition to or distinct 

from modern liberal ideals of constitutionalism. South Africa’s Bill of Rights and 

the Constitution are not limited to negative conceptions of liberty and freedom 

from intervention, but also substantive equality and dignity. This entails the 

positive duty of the State to alleviate inequality and discrimination in a system 

marked by an apartheid past.107 The Bill of Rights not only contains traditional 

liberal civil and political rights, it also contains economic, social and cultural 

rights, and is based on values such as dignity.108 The South African Constitution 

has been referred to as a redistributive, egalitarian and caring form of 

constitutionalism.109 The South African constitution embraces good 

neighbourliness and co-operation in the political community. It was stated in the 

interim constitution that 

South Africa’s legacy of “gross violations of human rights, the 

transgression of humanitarian principles in violent conflicts and [. . .] 

hatred, fear, guilt and revenge” could now be addressed “on the basis that 

there is a need for understanding but not for vengeance, a need for 

reparation but not for retaliation, a need for ubuntu but not for 

victimisation”.110 

 
105 Jaising, 'Gender Justice and the Indian Supreme Court: The Postcolonial Project' 
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108 Roederer, 'The transformation of South African private law after ten years of democracy: The 
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109 Klare, 'Legal Culture and transformative Constitutionalism' , at 146,151 and 153 
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Other than decolonial values and aspirations, Karl Klare and Dennis Davis 

theorise the second tenet of transformative constitutionalism as requiring the 

transformation of the legal culture, specifically the myth that judges do not do 

politics.111 Prior to the 1996 constitutional order, the legal culture was said to be 

positivist112, and formalistic,113 as ‘legal interpretation […] tends to be more literal 

and rule-bound, more devoted to stare decisis, and less contextual and purposive 

[...] Put another way, South African lawyers tend to have somewhat greater faith 

that that legal reasoning can be hermetically sealed off from politics’.114  A 

redistributive egalitarianism will necessitate the situation where the courts must 

look into the affairs of the executive and legislature.115 Transformation of the legal 

culture would have to acknowledge the politics of constitutional adjudication This 

has been likened to US legal realism,116 and requires a purposive interpretation of 

the Constitution to achieve the redistributive egalitarian goals of the 

Constitution.117 

According to Dennis Davis and Karl Klare,118 the third tenet of transformative 

constitutionalism is the transformation of legal methodologies in order to achieve 

transformation. The courts are charged with the responsibility of transforming 

common law and customary law to conform to the intentions and aims of the 

Constitution.119 This is derived from Sections 39(2) and 8(3) of the Constitution, 

which in broad terms mandates the courts to apply and develop the common law 

‘to promote the spirit, purpose and objects of the Bill of Rights”. Dennis Davis 

and Karl Klare write that  

[…] a basic assumption underlying the Constitution is that South Africa 

cannot progress towards social justice with a legal system that rigs a 

 
111 Klare, 'Legal Culture and transformative Constitutionalism'  
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transformative constitutional superstructure onto a common law base 

inherited from the past and indelibly stained by apartheid. Whatever 

attractive submoralities it may encapsulate, the common law as it stands 

today largely reflects, constitutes and sustains existing social relationships, 

power structures and inequalities. The common-law cherished value of 

individual autonomy remains meaningless and unfulfilled in a society as 

radically unequal as South Africa, where millions live in conditions of 

absolute deprivation. Untransformed, the common law supports and 

shields this distributional status quo. Unless their legal foundations are 

transformed, social arrangements constituted [in part] by the common law 

will exercise a permanent inhibiting effect on the Constitution’s 

transformative project, possibly subverting it altogether.120 

Karl Klare and Dennis Davis believe that ‘the Constitution and common law will 

someday be heralded as one of the great legal innovations to merge from South 

Africa’s transition to democracy”.121 They refer to Du Pleiss v Klerk 122,  in which 

it was held that “the common law cannot be trapped within the limitations of its 

past [...]. it needs to be revisited and revitalised with the spirit of the constitutional 

values defined in [...] and with full regard to the purport and objects of [the Bill of 

Rights]’.123  

Development of the common law pursuant to section 39(2) connotes a long-term 

project of refashioning common law foundations for a just and egalitarian society. 

The mandate of section 39(2) is to re-imagine all law in the spirit of ubuntu, 

‘which suffuces (sic) the whole constitutional order’.124 –What this means is that 

common law cannot be interpreted to promote principles and goals of individual 

autonomy in a society that is riddled with inequality. To this end, there have been 

studies on transforming private law to conform with South African constitutional 

values of egalitarian redistribution and ubuntu – namely contract law125, and the 
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law of torts/delict.126 There have also been studies to revitalise and re-democratise 

traditional dispute resolution mechanisms disrupted by apartheid.127 These studies 

have focused on the extent to which common/private law has been developed and 

decolonised,128 and customary law has been developed beyond its indigenous and 

colonial character to suit contemporary circumstances.129 These are discussed in 

detail in the next two sections. 

In the context of South Africa, Cathi Albertyn and Beth Goldblatt have argued 

that an indigenous jurisprudence of transformative jurisprudence of equality 

would be one that rejects key assumptions of traditional legal liberalism – 

particularly the notion of abstract individualism that feminist critical theorists 

have taken issue with.130 According to feminist critical theorists, abstract 

individualism focuses on “rights-bearing human beings devoid of social 

relationships and outside of contextual reality.”131 A real commitment to 

transformative jurisprudence of equality would therefore tackle the notions of 

abstract individuality and legal neutrality that “mask a complex reality of 

inequality in which people have unequal access to resources and many do not have 

sufficient power to control or value their own lives”.132 Cathi Albertyn and Beth 

Goldblatt rely on Robin West’s ‘connection thesis’ that explains an understanding 

of self in relationship or connection with others, as opposed to a separation from 

each other.133  
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A transformative jurisprudence of equality must therefore not only expose gender 

bias in legal reasoning in which women are absent134, but also recognise the 

complexity and contextual detail that produces gender inequalities.135 Such 

complexity and contextual detail would look at the symbiotic relationship between 

the individual and the collective136, and focus on the lived experiences of women 

compared to men, and their actual conditions of life rather than an abstract 

identical treatment between individuals.137 Actual conditions of life would 

necessitate a focus on deeply embedded structural prejudice or stereotypes – a 

result of which feminist theories have focused on the notions of disadvantage and 

difference as key characteristics of a substantive conception of equality that goes 

beyond a formal identical treatment of individuals.138 

An indigenous jurisprudence of equality is therefore theorised by Cathi Albertyn 

and Beth Goldblatt as one that places the right to substantive equality at the centre. 

Substantive equality challenges the notion of the relationship between equality, 

dignity and freedom, which are intricately intertwined.139 They therefore took 

issue with the interpretation of the Constitutional Court’s interpretation of the 

right to equality that focuses on dignity in order to interpret equality, rather than 

a right to substantive equality – at the time in the cases of President of the Republic 

of South Africa v Hugo140, Harksen v Lane NO141, and The City Council of 

Pretoria v Walker142. 

The question of gender and transformative constitutionalism in the South African 

Constitutional Court is also discussed by Sandra Fredman.143 According to Sandra 

 
134 See a discussion of gender bias in legal reasoning in Finley LM, 'Breaking Women's Silence in 
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138 See explanations of a substantive equality that takes into account disadvantage and difference 
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Fredman, a number of factors come into play that determine whether the court can 

apply and develop a gendered transformative jurisprudence, namely: the nature of 

the constitutional text in the equality provisions, and whether the court can adopt 

a substantive or formal interpretation of the text; the nature of the court: do 

different judges employ different approaches to gender justice, and to what extent 

is that affected by gender or race?; the nature of the claim before the court: to what 

extent is a court prepared to go beyond the case before it and propose a general 

principle for subsequent equality cases?; the nature of the claimant: how 

restrictive are the rules of locus standi, and how easily can women ‘make it to the 

courts’?; the need to respect the separation of powers and/or to maintain comity 

with the legislative arm of government, and the kind of remedies the court can 

provide.144  

Substantive equality is proposed again by Sandra Fredman as a central tenet of a 

gendered transformative constitutionalism. Sandra Fredman discusses the extent 

to which the South African Constitutional Court has applied a substantive 

understanding of equality in family law cases namely, Brink v Kitsshoff145, Bhe v 

Magistrate, Khayelitsha (Commission for Gender Equality as Amicus Curiae)146, 

Shilubana v Nwamitwa147, Gumede v President of the Republic of South Africa148, 

Van der Merwe v Road Accident Fund (Women’s Legal Centre as amicus 

curiae)149; Volks NO v Robinson150, President of the Republic of South Africa v 

Hugo151, S v Jordan152. According to Fredman, the South African Constitutional 

Court also applied the right of women to human dignity, rather than the right to 

substantive equality in some of these family law cases, such as in Bhe v 

Magistrate, Khayelistsha, in which the court held that the rule of primogeniture in 

customary law not only violated the right to discrimination under section 9(3), but 
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also reduced women to a state of perpetual minority and denied them the 

opportunity to own and control property. 

The centrality of the right to substantive equality in a gendered indigenous 

jurisprudence of equality in the South African context was also discussed by Saras 

Jagwanth and Christina Murray153, who argue that  

in the interpretation and application of the equality guarantee, the 

Constitutional Court has highlighted the central place of equality in the 

new South African order. Early in its equality jurisprudence, the Court 

stressed the substantive nature of the right to equality. This was an 

important achievement for advocates of gender equality, since the pitfalls 

inherent in the formal equality approach have been a major obstacle to 

litigation on sex and gender discrimination in other parts of the world.154  

Jagwanth and Murray support the claim of the Constitutional Court’s application 

of substantive equality in their analysis of Brink v Kitschoff, Harksen v Lane, 

Frase v Children’s Court, Pretoria North155, President of the Republic of South 

Africa v Hugo, and  S v Jordan.  

In conclusion and in relation to the equality jurisprudence of South Africa, the 

equality test has oscillated between an application of the right to substantive 

equality, and the right to human dignity. It therefore seems to be an enduring 

equality versus dignity debate that has played itself out particularly in relation to 

socio-economic rights, such as the right to housing.156  

2.3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF CUSTOMARY LAW 

There is potential for a transformative gendered constitutionalism in a living 

customary law that can address the historical gender injustices caused by 

application of static forms of customary law. Progressive development of 

customary law requires the replacement of static forms within dynamic ‘living’ 

versions of customary law. Living customary law is ‘derived from customary law 
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observed before the colonial period but developed and adapted to current 

circumstances’.157 Customary law was said to have been ‘fossilised and 

stonewalled through codification, thereby subverting its nature and processes’.158 

Inherited ‘official’ and codified versions of customary ‘depict a past distorted by 

authoritarian values’159 Ambreena Manji and other scholars have theorised the 

particularly devastating effects of this codified customary law on women in the 

private sphere.160 Thus, the caution is to  

interrogate the 'official' versions of customary law […] inherited - the 

cases decided by the courts under colonialism and apartheid, the 

legislation imposed by successive governments, and the writings in the 

textbooks on which the courts rely. We have to ask: what is the social and 

political function of these versions, and to what extent do they reflect the 

true customary law?161 

The nature, content and ‘versions’ of customary law to be recognised by the court 

has been the difficult question before the South African Constitutional Court,162 

alongside the nature and extent of traditional customary authority.163 The 

Constitutional Court determined these questions in Alexkor Ltd and Another v 

The Richtersield Community and Others164; Bhe and Others v Magistrate, 

Khayelitsha (Commission for Gender Equality as Amicus Curiae)165; Shilubana 

and Others v Nwamitwa166; Pilane and Another v Pilane and Others167; Sigcau 

v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others168, and Mayelane v 
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Ngwenyama and Another.169 These cases represent a paradigm shift from a 

reliance on a static and ‘set-in-stone judge-made customary law, to a living  

customary law [which emerges] from what people do, or – more 

accurately, from what people believe they ought to do […]. In this sense 

therefore, living customary law is participatory, and democratic. The 

ultimate test is not, ‘what does the judge say?’ but rather, ‘what do the 

participants in the law regard as the rights and duties that apply to 

them’?170  

The Alexkor Case addressed customary land rights, while the Bhe case concerned 

customary rights of succession and inheritance rights for women and children. In 

Bhe, the Constitutional Court dealt with the question of the customary rule of 

primogeniture. The majority took the approach of replacing the rule of 

primogeniture with the Intestate Succession Act, as they were wary of the 

indeterminate nature of the notion of living law.171 The dissenting judge Ngcobo 

J was of the view that customary law is part of the law, and needs to be developed, 

rather than importing common law values and principles to customary law 

matters.172  

Alexkor and Bhe laid down five principles to be applied in developing customary 

law. First, customary law must be interpreted purposively in accordance with the 

goals, purposes and provisions of the Constitution.173 Secondly, common law and 

customary law are two distinct forms of law – the validity of customary law must 

not be determined by reference to common law, but rather the Constitution.174 

Thirdly, customary law evolves and adapts to the changing needs of the society, 

hence it is living law.175 Fourth, caution must be exercised on textbooks and old 

authorities on customary law as  
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they often distorted the true customary law. This distortion goes beyond 

the tendency to view indigenous law through the prism of legal 

conceptions that were foreign to it. The distortion also arose from political 

assumptions and purposes which were dominant under colonialism and 

apartheid, from a failure to understand the true nature of the phenomenon 

which was being observed, and from a failure to appreciate the changing 

nature of customary law.176  

Fifth is a contextual approach to the realisation of rights, which considers poverty 

and inequality, and its real-life effect.177  

Subsequent cases have applied these five principles.178 The Shilubana case 

concerned traditional customary authority, namely chiefly succession in the 

Valoyi traditional community in Limpopo.179 The Constitutional Court held that 

the Valoyi customary leadership were developing customary law when they 

installed a woman (Ms Shilubana) as hosi (chief) in line with the provisions of the 

Constitution, particularly section 39(2) of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights 

(on gender equality).180 The Constitutional Court held that this contemporary 

should be respected, including the right of the Valoyi customary leadership to do 

so in the future in relation to their wishes to keep the chieftaincy within the Valoyi 

royal bloodline, regardless of the gender of the potential candidates.181  . Mayelane 

dealt with equality in customary marriage, specifically the extent to which the 

consent or lack thereof of the first wife to her husband’s subsequent polygamous 

customary marriage affects the validity of the second marriage.182 The court 

accepted representations from the parties and amici, individuals in polygamous 

marriages under Xistonga customary law, and an advisor to the traditional leader 

regarding Xitsonga customary law regarding a first wife’s consent to her 

husband’s subsequent polygamous marriage .183 The court held that  
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There is no doubt that the exercise to determine the content of Xitsonga 

customary law has shown that it displays a generous spirit that is rooted in 

accommodating the concerns of the first wife and her family when the 

husband seeks to enter into another marriage. But it remains his choice to 

marry again. She does not have that choice. It requires little imagination 

or analysis to recognise that polygynous marriages differentiate between 

men and women. Men may marry more than one wife; women may not 

marry more than one husband. Nevertheless, the validity of polygynous 

marriages as a legal institution has not been challenged before us and, for 

present purposes, we must work within a framework that assumes its 

existence and validity […] In accordance with this Court’s jurisprudence 

requiring the determination of living customary law that is consistent with 

the Constitution, we thus conclude that Xitsonga customary law must be 

developed, to the extent that it does not yet do so, to include a requirement 

that the consent of the first wife is necessary for the validity of a 

subsequent customary marriage. This conclusion is in accordance with the 

demands of human dignity and equality. These demands are evident from 

the terms of the Recognition Act, which we shall now consider.184 

 

Three cases decided by the Constitutional Court after Shilubana highlighted the 

tension between participatory and democratic living law, and legislation 

purporting to protect citizens’ interests, but at variance with people’s wishes as 

to what constitutes the true customary law. Two of these dealt with traditional 

leadership: Pilane, and Sigcau. What was really at issue is the tension created by 

traditional authorities and official ‘traditional’ community boundaries set and 

imposed by the apartheid-era legislation.185 Persons within these boundaries may 

ascribe to self-defined communities, and self-identified community leadership 

that is often in conflict with the legislation.186 This has the potential for 

catastrophic consequences (including violence), especially where the sharing of 
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[mineral] revenues is in issue, as was the case in Pilane.187 Concern has been 

raised about  

repeated legislative efforts to reverse the democratisation project […] a 

desire to place greater power in the hands of traditional authorities, to 

reinforce their power, and to make them the holders or the owners of land 

and assets to which ordinary people have indigenous entitlements.188  

This discussion of a development of living customary law is important for a 

gendered constitutionalism. Customary law has historically been a site of 

oppression for women in a colonially constructed private sphere, as colonially-

imposed codified static versions of customary law disempowered African women 

in favour of men’s status through a ‘patriarchal coalition’ of traditional authority 

and colonial authorities.189 Ambreena Manji has problematised legal-centric 

approaches, specifically the limits of law for women’s emancipation in legal 

pluralist contexts.190 It is therefore crucial for a gendered constitutionalism to pay 

attention to the plural normative orders that govern women’s lives. 

2.3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF COMMON LAW 

There is potential for a gendered constitutionalism in the Global South through 

the development of common law that challenge the inequalities created by 

seemingly neutral legal principles in the law of obligations (contract and tort). The 

South African cases clearly show where a challenge to those rules had some 

transformative outcomes. Women and children are disproportionately affected by 

eviction from homes, poverty and other forms of inequalities. This would require 

creativity from the courts on a socio-economic jurisprudence that challenge the 

inequalities created and sustained by law.  

There have been studies that have evaluated the development of common law and 

private law over both the first ten years191, and the first fifteen years of 
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democracy.192 Roederer’s 2005 study on the development of the law of delict 

found that there have been few cases where the Constitutional Court developed 

the common law on delict. For instance, remedies have been extended beyond 

financial damages to amede honourable (public apology) in defamation cases.193 

In N. K. v. Minister of Safety & Security,194  vicarious liability was extended to the 

State for the rape of a stranded woman by three policemen who promised to take 

her home. This was transformative because the public-private distinction has 

historically removed the State from culpability for harms suffered in the hands of 

private individuals.  

The Carmichele case in 2001 was a watershed moment signalling a move to a 

transformative jurisprudence.195 The case was instrumental for the affirmation of 

the State’s duty to protect women and children from third party violence. In this 

case, the applicant Carmichele was sexually assaulted by a man who was awaiting 

trial for the attempted rape of another woman. Despite the seriousness of the 

previous (rape) offense, the police and the prosecutor had recommended the 

release of the offender pending trial, to which Carmichele sued for damages 

against the Minister of Security and Security. Carmichele claimed that the State 

owed her a duty of care to take steps to prevent the man from harming her. The 

Constitutional Court agreed and stated that the State had an obligation under the 

Constitution and international law to protect the dignity and security of women, 

and that the recommendation for the release of the assailant amounted to wrongful 

conduct giving rise to liability. The State was therefore held vicariously liable in 

a case involving a private offender, thus blurring the public-private distinction that 

has historically been applied to prevent the State’s responsibility in crimes 

involving private citizens. 

Although Carmichele was “followed by a remarkable series of judgments in the 

mid-2000s that rethought basic common law building blocks such as property, 

duty and family”,196  Carmichele was also followed by a series of cases that 
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defended the common law principle of freedom of contract,197 such as in Brisley 

v Drotsky,198 Afrox Healthcare BPK v Strydom,199 Wagner v Pharmacare Ltd; 

Cuttings v Phamacare Ltd,200 and Bharkuizen v Napier.201 These ‘freedom of 

contract’ cases received considerable criticism from South African critical legal 

scholars.202 This criticism is levelled at the incompatibility of freedom of contract 

with the redistributive egalitarian goals of transformative constitutionalism 

inherent in some of its assumptions. One such assumption is the notion of 

contractual autonomy inherent in the law of contract as a ‘thinly updated version 

of ideas rooted in classical liberal philosophy. The ethos is individualist and 

libertarian’.203 Freedom of contract does not pay attention to social context, 

namely apartheid in the South African context, which would lead to an 

appreciation of bargaining power: ‘very few contracts concerning the distribution 

of welfare in modern societies – wage bargains, rental housing leases, waivers of 

liability, are either ‘free’ or ‘coerced’ in anything like a pure sense’.204  

This led Dennis Davis and Karl Klare  to conclude that the Constitutional Court’s 

application of section 8(3) and 39(2) has been marked by two approaches that run 

parallel to each other, and not necessarily in a chronological order: either the 

‘traditional approach’ committed to common law fundamentalism, or a 

transformative approach.205 Karl Klare’s and Dennis Davis’ study concluded that 

some progress had been made by 2010, but that there is still a reliance on the 

formalistic tradition of common law, and a lack of a well-developed tradition of 

critical jurisprudence.206 Thus, Klare and Davis found that initially the 

Constitutional Court stayed within the common law formalistic tradition, and 

failed to acknowledge their constitutional responsibility to develop common 
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law.207  Examples of such cases are Du Plessis v De Klerk,208, Zuma v S,209 

Mthembu v Letsela,210 and Ellis v Viljoen.211 In Du Plessis, Ackerman J held that 

the interim Constitution did not extend to private relationships between private 

actors. Zuma v S was an example where the court placed the common law in the 

same status as the Constitution. It was held that the common law with its principle 

of presumption of innocence and right of silence would have resulted to the same 

outcome as that of the Constitution. In Ellis v Viljoen, the Constitutional Court 

concluded that the constitutional prohibition against unjust and arbitrary evictions 

had no implications on common law: 

[T]he right of ownership as recognised before the Constitution has not 

been affected by the Constitution […] No necessity arises to restrict rights 

of an owner against an illegal occupier to ‘promote the values that 

underlie the Constitution or to promote the spirit, purposes and object of 

the Bill of Rights […] If the Legislature in the Constitution or elsewhere 

intended a change in law or in equity, it should have made itself clear.212 

A reimaged common law system is crucial for a gendered constitutionalism. As 

I will demonstrate in the next section, reimaged and enhanced common law 

remedies are particularly useful in public interest litigation for an activist role of 

the court to oversee the implementation of constitutional provisions by the 

executive and parliament. Reimaged and enhanced common law remedies are 

therefore part of subaltern perspectives of constitutionalism in the Global South 

that advocate for an activist role of the court. 

2.4 APPLICATION OF TRANSFORMATIVE JURISPRUDENCE TO 

KENYA 

The last section explored the ways in which constitutional developments in South 

Africa have been analysed in the context of transformative constitutionalism. This 

section now turns to explore any lessons from the South African context that may 

be applicable to Kenya. Some recent studies in East Africa have reviewed 

 
207 Ibid, at 413 
208 1996 (3) SA 850 (CC); 1996 (5) BCLR 658 (CC) 
209 (1995) (2) SA 642 (CC); 1995 (4) BCLR 401 
210 2000 (3) SA 867 
211 2001 (4) SA 795 (C); 2001 (5) BCLR 487 (C) 
212 Ellis, paragraph 10.1 
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principles of transformative constitutionalism in relation to constitution reform 

projects within the region. Three studies are  relied upon particularly in this study 

of the East African context: the first concerns indigenous jurisprudence of 

constitutionalism as explored by Willy Mutunga;213 the second assesses public 

interest litigation as a decolonising jurisprudence of access to justice, particularly 

Elizabeth O’Loughlin’s study, and Oloka-Onyango’s 2017 study on East African 

courts and politics;214 and the third examines studies on judicial review in Kenya’s 

new constitutional order, particularly by James Thuo Gathii.215  

Willy Mutunga argues that an indigenous jurisprudence  

requires the judge to develop the law in a way that responds to the needs 

of the people, and to the national interest […], a robust (rich), indigenous, 

and patriotic jurisprudence as decreed by the constitution and also by the 

Supreme Court Act of Kenya. Above all, it requires a commitment to the 

constitution and to the achievement of its values and vision.216  

Willy Mutunga theorises common law as a ‘flawed inheritance […] shorn of its 

many positive elements’ and a “tool of imperialism”, a “mechanical 

jurisprudence” that ‘substantively entrenched the illegitimate political system in 

power at the time’.217 After independence, ‘colonial mindsets persisted […] and 

we continued to yearn for the rule of law’.218 An indigenous jurisprudence would 

therefore take stock of common law in order to ‘carry out reforms tailored to 

Kenya’s needs, and aimed at doing away with these colonial and neo-colonial 

 
213 Mutunga W, The 2010 'Constitution: Decolonizing Kenya's Jurisprudence' (2013) 65 Socialist 
Lawyer: Magazine of the Haldane Society 20 ; Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its 
Interpretation: Reflections from the Supreme Court (University of Fort Hare Inaugural 
Distinguished Lecture Series) ; Mutunga W, Pan-African Jurisprudence for the Liberation of Africa 
(University of Ghana, Institute of African Studies, JH Khetia Conference Room 2018); Mutunga 
W, 'Kenya: a new constitution: Willy Mutunga on the culmination of almost five decades of 
struggles' (2013) 65 Socialist Lawyer 20 
214 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa ; 
O'Loughlin EA, 'Decolonising jurisprudence: Public interest standing in new constitutional orders' 
The unity of public law? doctrinal, theoretical and comparative perspectives (Hart Publishing 
2018) 
215 Gathii, 'The Incomplete Transformation of Judicial Review' 
216 Mutunga, Kenya: a new constitution: Willy Mutunga on the culmination of almost five decades 
of struggles , at 21; Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections 
from the Supreme Court , at 5 
217 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the Supreme 
Court , at 2-3 
218 ibid, at 3 
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inefficiencies and injustices’.219 Willy Mutunga maintains that the Kenyan 

Constitution is a decolonising document that moves away from the common law 

tradition of judicial restraint: 

Few people now maintain the myth that judges in the common law system 

do not make law. Our Constitution tears away the last shreds of that 

perhaps comforting illusion; especially in the context of human rights, 

when it provides in Article 20(3)(a) that when applying a provision of the 

Bill of Rights, “a court shall develop the law to the extent that it does not 

give effect to a right or fundamental freedom”. As I read it, it means that if 

an existing rule of common law does not adequately comply with the 

objectives of the Bill of Rights, the court has the obligation to develop the 

rule so that it does comply.220 

Willy Mutunga also focuses on alternative and traditional dispute resolution 

mechanisms that now form part of the judicial system,221 unlike before where their 

application was subject to repugnancy clauses based on British standards of justice 

and morality.222 Willy Mutunga writes that Article 159 of Kenya’s Constitution is  

a pathway to a decolonized judicial system, Article 159(2) of the 

Constitution has restored “traditional dispute resolution mechanisms with 

constitutional limitations. Under Article 159(3) of the Constitution 

traditional dispute resolution mechanisms shall not be used in a way that 

(a) contravenes the Bill of Rights; (b) is not repugnant to justice and 

morality or results to outcomes that are repugnant to justice and morality; 

or (c) is inconsistent with this Constitution or any written law. The colonial 

repugnant clause finds its way back but in a decolonized constitution. 

Justice and morality cannot any more refer to British injustice and morality 

and immorality that was part of our colonial history.223 

There is a direct link here with the ‘development clauses’ in sections 8(3) and 

39(2) of South Africa’s Constitution. There is also a linkage in the redevelopment 

 
219 ibid, at 5 
220 ibid 
221 See Article 159 of the Constitution of Kenya 
222 Mutunga, Pan-African Jurisprudence for the Liberation of Africa , at 11 
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of alternative and traditional dispute resolution mechanisms with the re-

enactment of traditional leadership in South Africa as already discussed.224 

Although this is not the direct focus of the present study, Kenyan courts have 

been applying a living version of customary law in a few cases. A good example 

is the Monica Katam Case on woman-to-woman marriages225. The court upheld 

the inheritance rights of the younger woman, even when the heirs of the older 

woman in the marriage claimed that in custom the younger woman and her 

children had no claim to the property of the older woman. Another case in point 

is the Kenya Blood Money Case.226 In this criminal law case, two persons were 

accused of murder. The kin of the two accused persons and the deceased entered 

an amicable settlement in accordance with Kamba customary law. The counsel 

for the accused tendered a signed agreement and minutes of inter-clan 

discussions in which it was agreed that the accused persons would pay blood 

money in the form of cows and bulls. Obviously, this case goes against principles 

of punishment in criminal law that do not include compensation of relatives of 

victims. The judge observed: 

I am also not aware of any written law or International Convention that 

prohibits the amicable settlement proposed. The victim is already dead, 

and close relatives agree to the settlement. I have not been told that there 

is any objection from the community or the public. I will therefore accord 

the clan settlement consideration in this matter.227 

Studies on public interest litigation as a decolonising jurisprudence point to the 

incompatibility of the locus standi doctrine to the pursuit of social justice. For 

the two-thirds gender principle, I demonstrate in chapters five and six that the 

embedding of public interest litigation has been an instrumental factor for the 

judicialization of the two-thirds gender principle. I therefore see public interest 

 
224 See Khunou, 'Traditional Leadership and Independent Bantustans of South Africa: Some 
Milestones of Transformative Constitutionalism Beyond Apartheid' 
225 Monica Jesang Katam V Jackson Chepkwony & another [2011] eKLR, Succession Cause No.10 
of 2012, available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/75868, last accessed September 
15 2020  
226 Republic v Musili Ivia & Another, Criminal Case No. 2 of 2016, in the High Court of Kenya at 
Garissa.  
227 ibid 
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litigation as a central feature of a gendered constitutionalism in the Global South 

for access to justice for women and other marginalised groups.  

It is important to recognise that the Kenyan Constitution is unusual in the sense 

that public interest litigation is inherently embedded in it, particularly in relation 

to the Bill of Rights, but also within the constitution.228. This contrasts with the 

way in which public interest litigation in India was developed gradually over the 

years by social action litigators.229  One can begin to see the ways in which the 

common law rules of procedure such as locus standi, and constitutional law 

principles such as separation of powers may have stood in the way of an 

uninhibited access to justice. Indeed, Joseph Oloka-Onyango devotes substantial 

time in the 2017 book ‘When Courts do Politics’ to demonstrate how the 

relaxation of common law rules of locus standi, alongside the relaxation of the 

principle of separation of powers, has led to a flourishing judicialisation of 

politics and public interest litigation in East Africa.  

Another element of the common law system that has been raised as an important 

factor for an indigenous jurisprudence is that of judicial review. The approach 

adopted by the courts in the litigation on the two-thirds gender principle signals a 

tension between the common law judicial review system, and the 2010 

constitution’s judicial review system on the extent to which the courts can 

supervise the executive and parliament to enact the necessary policy and 

legislation for the two-thirds gender principle. 

It has been argued in the Kenyan context that judicial review in the Constitution 

is a more robust remedy than the common law judicial review system because it 

is already embedded in the Constitution. As such the courts are obliged to break 

away from the common law judicial review system.230 This is again in line with 

sections 8(3) and 39(2) under the South African Constitution to develop the 

common law [judicial review remedies] to achieve the goals of the Constitution.  

 
228 See Articles 22(2) in relation to the Bill of Rights, and Article 258(2) in relation to the entire 
constitution in which anyone can go to the courts to litigate on a matter of public interest. 
229 See an account of this in Hingorani, 'PIL: A misunderstood jurisprudence' 
230 Gathii, 'The Incomplete Transformation of Judicial Review'; Gathii, The contested 
empowerment of Kenya's judiciary, 2010-2015: A historical institutional analysis  
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According to James Thuo Gathii, a deference to common law judicial review is 

selling the citizens short of the more robust remedies provided by the 

Constitution.231 Gathii argues that  that the common law judicial review system is 

substantially different from that provided for in the Kenyan Constitution.232 

Historically, the common law judicial review system had barriers that prevented 

a challenge to the colonial political system, which remained in place even post-

independence and remained a barrier to an effective challenge to the post-

independence tyrannical regimes. Gathii points to some of these being that the 

common law judicial review system contained barriers in procedural rules 

requiring one to seek leave to file for judicial review of government (in)action 

before they could file the application itself.233 The remedies were mostly confined 

to those of mandamus, prohibition and certiorari, which arguably have little use 

for one seeking a corrective remedy such as compensation.234  

James Thuo Gathii writes that the common law judicial review system was  

               very deferential, - statutes were presumed to be constitutionally valid […] 

one of the justifications for the old judicial review was influenced by 

respect of the expertise of the co-ordinate branches of government in the 

performance of their constitutional and legal roles – and a refusal to 

second guess them […]. The problem with this standard of judicial review 

was that it almost invariably immunized challenged conduct/legislation 

from a finding of unconstitutionality. These cases involved minimal 

scrutiny of government conduct. Such deferential review was premised 

on the view that courts legislate and courts adjudicate – that adjudication 

and legislation are two separate spheres. 235 

Restrictive common law rules of procedure meant that cases were often thrown 

out on the basis of procedural technicalities – what Willy Mutunga refers to as 

 
231 Gathii, 'The Incomplete Transformation of Judicial Review' 
232 ibid 
233 ibid. See also Gathii JT, The Contested Empowerment of Kenya’s Judiciary, Sheria Publishing 
house, 2016 
234 ibid 
235 Gathii, 'The Incomplete Transformation of Judicial Review', at 3 
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‘mechanical jurisprudence’236 Such ‘apparent adherence to the rule of law’237 was 

used to legitimise an already illegitimate political system both during colonial rule 

(such as in the trial of Jomo Kenyatta238 and in the Kapenguria Trials239), and in 

the postcolonial state, particularly in election petitions where procedural 

technicalities such as the failure to serve court papers on respondents in person 

justified such cases being thrown out, and a potentially illegitimate political 

ascension to continue.240 Issa Shivji referred to this ‘apparent adherence to the rule 

of law’ as ruling ‘through law but not within it’, and that such states are ‘extra-

legal’ as opposed to ‘intra-legal’,241  “the rule BY law and not the rule OF law”.242 

James Thuo Gathii’s exhortation of judges at the annual judges conference of 2014 

was that ‘the Kenyan judiciary must guard against the development of a two-

tracked system of judicial review. One that looks like the old cases influenced by 

the common law, and cases that are decided under the principles of judicial review 

as required by the 2010 Constitution’.243 James Thuo Gathii argues that the new 

judicial review is broader than that formulated by the US Supreme Court in 

Marbury v Madison in which the court pronounced itself the power to exercise 

judicial review over the other branches of government, but at the same time to 

refrain from ordering anyone to do anything, what has been termed as the Marbury 

manoevre.244  

By contrast, the High Court is empowered by the Constitution to grant any 

appropriate relief including judicial review, compensation (in other words, it is 

not an exhaustive list).245 The High Court is also empowered to exercise 

 
236 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the 
Supreme Court , at 3 
237 ibid 
238 ibid 
239 See Jomo Kenyatta & 5 Others v Regina [1954] eKLR, Criminal Appeal Nos. 
276,277,278,279,280 and 281, Supreme Court of Kenya at Kitale, arising from Criminal Case No. 
1 of 1952, available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/86188/, last accessed 
September 15 2020 
240 An example is Kibaki,Moi & 2 Others, Election Petition No. 1 of 1998, (No 2) (2008) 2 KLR (EP) 
308 
241 Shivji, 'The Changing State: From an Extra-Legal to an Intra-Legal State in Tanzania', at 80-83 
242 ibid. see also Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections 
from the Supreme Court , at 3 
243 Gathii, 'The Incomplete Transformation of Judicial Review', 
244 Alstyne Van W. William, ‘A Critical Guide to Marbury v Madison’ (1969) 1 Duke Law Journal 
20  
245 Constitution of Kenya, Article 165(6) 
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supervisory jurisdiction over  “any person or authority exercising a judicial or 

quasi-judicial function.”246 James Thuo Gathii argued  that judicial review under 

the 2010 Constitution is distinct,  and the new judicial review includes a remedy 

of what has been known as a ‘structural injunction’ (also known as structural 

interdicts in South Africa247) as a corrective remedy for government inaction. 

James Thuo Gathii contrasts Kenya’s hesitant application of the robust judicial 

review mechanism in the Constitution in Kenya’s courts for the two-thirds gender 

principle with the response of the South African Constitutional Court when 

confronted with a dilemma of constitutional invalid laws relating to gender justice. 

The Supreme Court simply stated that the implementation of the two-thirds gender 

principle was not intended to be immediate but progressive over five years until 

the next general elections of 2017. No other orders were given to ensure that the 

two-thirds gender principle would in fact be adhered to in 2017. In contrast, the 

South African Constitutional Court gave Parliament one year to remove the 

unconstitutional legal provisions and the common law. In other words, the court 

simply suspended the invalidity of that law for a year. This remedy has come to 

be known as ‘suspension of invalidity’, and as indicated in chapter one has been 

adopted in Kenya in some cases on the two-thirds gender principle. The 

Constitutional Court included language that would implement its own decision 

should Parliament have failed to effect the changes within that year. In the 2016 

lecture, James Thuo Gathii concluded that  

The upshot of this is simply that declarations of unconstitutionality for 

example are insufficient particularly in the Supreme Court’s exercise of 

its very critical and unique advisory opinion jurisdiction and its power as 

the final court on any question touching on the Constitution. The 

transformative nature of the 2010 Constitution requires the Supreme 

Court to be more affirmative than it has been.248 

 
246 ibid 
247 See the Teddy Bear Case - Teddy Bear Clinic for Abused Children v Minister for Justice and 
Constitutional Development and National Director of Public Prosecutions, Case CCT 12/13 
[2013] ZACC 35  
248 Gathii, 'The Incomplete Transformation of Judicial Review', at 9 
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2.5 CONCLUSION 

Constitutionalism is understood differently depending on the historical and 

geopolitical context underpinning a constitution. Upendra Baxi’s study on 

constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices provides a useful 

framework for understanding constitutions through three interlocking planes: the 

constitutional text, the theory of constitutional adjudication, and constitutionalism. 

All three are important in exploring a gendered constitutionalism in the Global 

South. Upendra Baxi emphasises the influence of ideals of modern liberal 

constitutionalism and calls for ‘subaltern’ perspectives of constitutionalism in 

postcolonial states. It is these ‘subaltern’ perspectives that I explore through 

indigeneity in a gendered constitutionalism in the Global South. The subaltern 

perspective to constitutionalism explored in the study is transformative 

constitutionalism. I apply lessons on transformative constitutionalism from India 

(social action litigation) and South Africa to the Kenyan context to the greatest 

extent applicable. 

The jurisprudence of social action litigation developed by the Supreme Court of 

India has had a significant influence on the decolonisation of locus standi in the 

Kenyan constitution. This is important for a gendered constitutionalism. As I 

demonstrated in chapter one, women’s groups in Kenya have relied on relaxed 

legal standing rules to file cases on the two-thirds gender principle in the public 

interest. 

I have demonstrated in the chapter the tensions and debates between a liberal and 

postliberal reading of postcolonial transformative constitutions. There are three 

elements of a postliberal reading of transformative constitutionalism in South 

Africa that have real potential for [gender] transformation in the Kenyan context. 

As I already indicated, this is not a task of “comparing the incomparable”. Rather 

it is acknowledging that the South African Constitution is closest to the Kenyan 

context in terms of a ‘contemporary subaltern’ form of constitutionalism.  

Kenya’s 2010 constitution is a ‘contemporary’ form of constitutionalism modelled 

on that of South Africa. Both tackle the underlying structural inequalities inherent 

in liberal legalism, common law and a colonially imposed and static form of 

customary law, and a ‘laissez faire detached’ judiciary operating under the guise 

of judicial restraint. These three elements are: indigenous normative values that 
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are simply incompatible with liberal legalism, such as communitarian identities 

(ubuntu); the transformation of the legal culture to acknowledge the role of politics 

in constitutional adjudication; and transformation of legal methodologies that 

require a reimaging of common law and customary law. I argue that these three 

tenets tackle the historical “foundational violence of law” in postcolonial 

constitutionalism(s) such as Kenya’s.249 I have argued that feminist scholarship on 

a gendered transformative constitutionalism in South Africa has remained largely 

within a liberalist paradigm.  

The expansion of judicial review beyond common law remedies poses a serious 

challenge to the Anglo-American debate on the extent to which the courts can 

delve into the affairs of the political branch. South Africa has clearly moved 

towards a supervisory role, as evidenced from the more robust judicial review 

remedies beyond those of common law. Kenya has been attempting to borrow the 

South African jurisprudence, particularly structural interdicts, and suspension of 

invalidity orders. This is not to suggest however, that such a supervisory role is 

without challenge, and its effectiveness is the subject of this study. It is in the 

revamped judicial review orders that I see a more robust mechanism for a gendered 

constitutionalism beyond declarations of unconstitutionality of laws or 

government in(action). In other words, the robustness of judicial review will have 

implications for a gendered constitutionalism. This issue is examined further in 

chapters five and six on the judicial implementation of the two-thirds gender 

principle. 
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3.0 RESEARCHING ELITES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This study is a critical qualitative inquiry on the role that courts can play in 

constitution making in Kenya. I explore the extent to which the Kenyan courts 

have fostered a gendered constitutionalism through the implementation of the two-

thirds gender principle. I undertake this exploration through addressing three 

research questions: 

1. How is the two-thirds gender principle situated within Kenya’s 2010 wider 

constitutional framework?  

2. What role have the courts played in implementing the two-thirds gender 

principle?  

3. What role has the women’s movement in Kenya played in implementing 

the two-thirds gender principle? 

This chapter presents the methodology adopted to answer these questions, namely 

a constructivist grounded theory methodology. This methodology offers strategies 

for asking probing and emergent questions in the empirical study, and also 

provides critical tools to conduct the qualitative inquiry. Constructivist grounded 

theory is useful for conducting social justice research that studies processes, 

meanings and actions critically by asking probing questions throughout the study 

that seek to answer the ‘why’ questions ‘without the type of generalising impulse 

of objectivist grounded theory that erases variation and difference’,1 in already 

established theories and meanings, what has been termed as “theoretical 

agnostism’.2 

The empirical study is designed in such a way as to allow a multiplicity of 

perspectives3 derived from methodological triangulation of three research 

methods: focus groups; elite interviews; and documentary analysis. Other than 

offering a multiplicity of perspectives, the methodological triangulation will be 

 
1 Charmaz K, 'The Power of Constructivist Grounded Theory for Critical Inquiry' (2017) 23 
Qualitative Inquiry 34, at 40 
2 Henwood K and Pidgeon N, 'Grounded theory in psychological research' in Camic PM and others 
(eds), Qualitative research in psychology: Expanding perspectives in methodology and design 
(2003) 
3 See Charmaz K, 'The legacy of Anselm Strauss for constructivist grounded theory.' in Denzin N 
(ed) Studies in Symbolic Interaction, vol 32 (Emerald Group 2008) 
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useful for to validating the data from the three sources.4 In analysing data, I 

employ an inductive thematic analysis to allow for meanings, actions and 

processes to emerge organically, and continually to seek to ask probing questions 

around the emergent meanings, actions and processes. This will not only answer 

the ‘why’ questions in the Kenyan context in which the data is situated, but also 

allow me to interrogate existing dominant theories on constitutionalism and the 

role of the courts. 

3.2 METHODOLOGY: CONSTRUCTIVIST GROUNDED THEORY 

The inspiration for a constructivist grounded theory methodology is drawn from 

Kathy Charmaz5, a sociologist who traced the developments of grounded theory 

from its origin in 1967.6 She argues that a constructivist grounded theory 

‘complements the goals of critical qualitative inquiry because its pragmatic 

heritage includes commitment to social justice’.7 Kathy Charmaz observes that 

pragmatists such as John Dewey, George Herbert Mead and Charles S Peirce have 

influenced Anselm’s Strauss’ sociological and methodological works on 

grounded theory.8 Charmaz argues that Strauss’ followers ‘remain anchored in the 

pragmatist tradition’,9 while those that follow Barney Glaser’s objectivist 

grounded theory approach  ‘rarely acknowledge or claim it’.10  

 
4 See Denzin NK, The Research Act: A Theoretical Introduction to Sociological Methods 
(Routledge 1978) 
5 Charmaz K, 'Constructivist and objectivist grounded theory' in Denzin NK and Lincoln Y (eds), 
Handbook of qualitative research (2nd edition edn, SAGE 2000); Charmaz K, 'Grounded theory in 
the 21st Century: A qualitative method for advancing social justice research' in Denzin N and 
Lincoln Y (eds), Handbook of qualitative research (3rd edition edn, SAGE 2005); Charmaz, 'The 
legacy of Anselm Strauss for constructivist grounded theory.';  Charmaz K, 'Shifting the grounds: 
Constructivist grounded theory methods for the twenty-first century' in Morse J and others (eds), 
Developing grounded theory: the second generation (Left Coast Press 2009); Charmaz K, 
Constructing grounded theory (SAGE 2014); Charmaz, 'The Power of Constructivist Grounded 
Theory for Critical Inquiry'  
6 Glaser B and Strauss A, The discovery of grounded theory (Aldine Transaction 1967) 
7 Charmaz, 'The Power of Constructivist Grounded Theory for Critical Inquiry' , at 37 
8 Strauss A, Mirrors and masks (Sociology Press 1959); Strauss A, Images of the American City 
(Free Press 1961); Strauss A and Fisher B, 'George Herbert Mead and the Chicago Tradition of 
Sociology, Part 1' (1979a) 2 Symbolic Interaction 9; Strauss A and Fisher B, 'George Herbert Mead 
and the Chicago Tradition of Sociology, Part 2' (1979b) 2 Symbolic Interaction 9; Strauss A, 
Qualitative analysis for social scientists (Cambridge University Press 1987); Strauss A and Corbyn 
J, Basics of qualitative research: Grounded theory procedures and techniques (SAGE 1990); 
Strauss A, Continual permutations of action (Aldine de Gruyter 1993); Strauss AC, J., Basics of 
qualitative research: Grounded theory, procedures and techniques (2nd edn, SAGE 1998)   
9Charmaz, 'The Power of Constructivist Grounded Theory for Critical Inquiry' , 37 
10 ibid, at 37 
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Kathy Charmaz observes that ‘in the past, what many researchers have done in the 

name of grounded theory has not been critical. Rather, like other products of 

qualitative inquiry, it celebrates conventionality,11 as ‘the heavy hand of 

positivism in earlier forms of grounded theory led to concentrating on “what is 

happening” […] in the research setting […] without examining how social, 

historical, temporal and situational contexts of research affected their definitions 

and explanations’.12 For this reason, Kathy Charmaz argues that constructivist 

grounded theory and critical qualitative inquiry both reject positivist 

epistemologies and objectivist social science.13 They are both compatible with and 

have roots in pragmatist philosophy’s commitment to a reformist social justice. 14 

Both constructivist grounded theory and critical qualitative inquiry have a reach 

across disciplines.15 Finally, constructivist grounded theory offers strategies for 

exposing and addressing structural inequalities and power. A good example 

discussed by Charmaz is Sheila Katz’s study on survival narratives of mothers on 

welfare who attempt to obtain an education.16  In their analysis of interviews and 

field notes, Katz shifted their struggles beyond the women’s individual concerns, 

and connected them with institutionalised policies and processes, in terms of the 

welfare system that systematically imposes obstacles on women trying to gain 

skills to support themselves and their children.17  

Constructivist grounded theory’s strategy of analysis that goes beyond 

methodological individualism to institutional or structural systems and processes 

that create these structural systems is important for this study. Constructivist 

grounded theory require a reflexivity and methodological self-consciousness18 

involving ‘strong reflexivity’19 and an acknowledgment of positionality20 - 

‘detecting and dissecting our worldviews, language and meanings, and revealing 

 
11 ibid, at 39 
12 ibid, at 39 
13 ibid, at 39-40 
14 ibid, at 37 
15 ibid 
16 Katz S, ‘Give us a chance to get an education: Single mothers’ survival narratives and 
strategies for pursuing higher education on welfare’ (2013) 17 Journal of Poverty 273 
17 ibid, at 299-300 
18 Charmaz, 'The Power of Constructivist Grounded Theory for Critical Inquiry' , at 40 
19 Harding S, Whose science? Whose lives? Thinking from women's lives (Cornell University Press 
1991) 
20 Clarke AE, Situational analysis: grounded theory after the postmodern turn (SAGE 2005) 
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how they enter our research in ways we had not previously realized’.21 

Methodological consciousness means examining ourselves in the research 

process, the meanings we make and the actions we take each step along the way. 

Methodological consciousness also means becoming aware of our unearned 

privileges as well as taken-for-granted privileges accompanying our positions and 

roles’.22 Strong reflexivity requires placing participants in their social and cultural 

context and rethinking and redirecting our research process to shape the next steps 

in the research process.23  Positionality reminds us to examine our social location 

as researchers.24 

As an international researcher educated and ‘brought up’ in the Anglo-American 

tradition of liberal constitutionalism, I harbour an inward tension between 

individualism and collective notions of the self – collective, communal and 

relational – rooted in an African identity. I attempt to ask probing questions that 

take a critical stance on taken-for-granted meanings attached to Anglo-American 

liberalist and individualist notions of equality, liberty and freedom. This involves 

asking, ‘freedom from what? Freedom from whom? Freedom to what? Equality 

with whom? How do I connect these ideals in the quest for a gendered 

constitutionalism? A study that takes a critical qualitative inquiry’s pragmatist 

approach of structural inequalities must avoid pitting individual women’s rights 

and welfare against individual men as the villains. A constructivist grounded 

theory therefore provides an avenue to design the study in a way that places it in 

its social, cultural and historical context, while paying attention to structural 

inequalities created by these institutions and processes. 

I have designed the study around processes [constitution making processes, 

constitutional reforms and constitutional implementation) and institutions (courts, 

women’s rights non-governmental organisations) that have either created or 

contributed to the creation of structural gender inequalities, or are seeking to 

address these structural gender inequalities. I selected and categorised research 

participants in relation to their institutional affiliation, or the processes that they 

 
21 Charmaz, 'The Power of Constructivist Grounded Theory for Critical Inquiry' , at 37 
22 ibid, at 36 
23 Harding, Whose science? Whose lives? Thinking from women's lives 
24 Clarke, Situational analysis: grounded theory after the postmodern turn 
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represent (for example judges, women’s rights NGOs, women’s rights activists, 

constitution reformers, public interest litigators), so that the participants’ 

responses represent institutional contexts and processes rather than the participant 

as an individual. For instance, judges are categorised in relation to the court that 

they represent [Supreme Court Justice #1, Court of Appeal Justice #1, High Court 

Justice #1]. Public interest litigators are categorised as such to represent the 

processes of public interest litigation and constitutional implementation.  

Both critical qualitative inquiry and constructivist grounded theory see human 

beings as agentic actors25 I see my study participants as agentic actors who inform 

actions and processes (around constitution making for purposes of this study). In 

employing this methodological consciousness, I have designed the interview 

questions in a semi-structured style to allow participants to define taken-for-

granted terms and meanings in their own terms.  

The focus group discussions are more open ended, following a very broad 

programme. During the analysis of the data, I employed a strong reflexive stand 

in immersing myself in the data not only to allow the data to speak for itself in the 

Kenyan context in which it is situated, but also to ask probing questions in relation 

to established theories and meanings. In this way I adopt “theoretical agnostism’26 

by continually and indeterminately expressing doubt and asking questions in the 

emergent themes and meanings around established constitutional theories. I now 

turn to a detailed discussion of the empirical study in the next section. 

3.3. RESEARCH METHODS 

I triangulated three research methods in this research; namely semi structured 

interviews, focus group discussions, and documentary analysis of reports from the 

Government and Judiciary of Kenya. These three research methods are augmented 

with a discussion of legislation and judgments related to the two-thirds gender 

principle. The key legislation has already been discussed in chapter one. Appendix 

L provides the list of legislative Bills proposed to Parliament to implement the 

two-thirds gender principle. Court cases relating to the two-thirds gender principle 

have already been discussed in chapter one, and are listed in Appendix M. 

 
25 Charmaz, 'The legacy of Anselm Strauss for constructivist grounded theory.'   
26 Henwood and Pidgeon, 'Grounded theory in psychological research' 
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3.4 METHODOLOGICAL TRIANGULATION 

Originally used in survey research in the literal metaphorical sense, triangulation 

in social science was first introduced by Webb et al.27  It was further developed 

by Denzin,28  who originally understood triangulation as a strategy for data 

validation. Denzin distinguished between four forms of triangulation, namely 

investigator triangulation (the use of different observers or interviewers), 

triangulation of theories (using multiple perspectives and hypotheses in 

approaching the data); data triangulation (the combination of data from different 

sources, at different times, from different people, and at different places); and 

methodological triangulation (using more than one research method to examine 

the same phenomenon or question). In its basic use in social science research, the 

term ‘triangulation is used to refer to the observation of the research from (at least 

two different points). This is most often realised by means of applying different 

methodological approaches’.29  

I have been persuaded using methodological triangulation as a validation strategy 

to eliminate data bias and deficiencies of using any one method, and capitalise on 

the individual strengths of each method: 

By using only one method, for example, interviewing with closed 

questions, the data is limited to responses to the given questions and 

especially the categories provided. Other, possibly more important, 

categories not included will not be detected and, therefore, the results will 

be biased towards the preconceived categories provided. In addition, and 

depending on the issue at hand, many respondents might not be able to 

recall correctly what they did … or, in other cases, might not want to 

disclose information that they feel is sensitive or politically incorrect. 

Another method such as observation might provide a more accurate 

picture.30   

 
27 J. WE and others, Unobstrusive Measures: Nonreactive Research in the Social Sciences (Rand 
McNally 1966) 
28 Denzin, The Research Act: A Theoretical Introduction to Sociological Methods 
29 ibid 
30 Blaikie N, 'A critique of the use of triangulation in social science research: Quality and 
quantity' (1991) 25 International Journal of Methodology 115, at 115 
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3.4.1 DOCUMENTARY ANALYSIS 

The documents analysed were Government reports relating to the two-thirds 

gender principle, constitution making generally, and judicial reforms. These 

reports are listed in Appendix N. 

3.4.2 ELITE INTERVIEWS 

Elite interviews have received little attention as a research method, and even less 

attention in law compared to political science. One of the few political scientists 

who has addressed elite interviewing is Lewis Anthony Dexter in Elite and 

Specialised Interviewing.31 Dexter did not however provide a definition to an elite 

interviewee, distinguishable from an ordinary interviewee. In 1996, David 

Richards defined elites as ‘a group of individuals, who hoId, or have held, a 

privileged position in society and, as such […] are likely to have had more 

influence on political outcomes than general members of the public’.32 The 

interviewees in this study fall into this category – judges, constitution review 

experts, and civil society leaders, many of whom were also politicians prior to 

taking these positions. 

The main reason for conducting elite interviews in this study with judges and 

constitution review experts was four-fold. First, constitution making and judging 

are both elite exercises involving elites. All the constitution review experts and 

members of the women’s movement are elites and to a great extent represent elite 

interests. As already alluded to in chapter one, questions abound as to whether the 

women’s movement and indeed the two-thirds gender principle can be deployed 

as a tool of emancipation for grassroots women as well. The tensions and divide 

between elite feminists and grassroots interests is discussed at length in Athena 

Mutua’s study on the women’s movement and constitution reforms in Kenya.33 

Reports of the Constitution Review Commission reveal that there was extensive 

public participation in the review process.34 However, the process was led largely 

by elite members of the society. Judges themselves are also elites involved in an 

 
31Dexter LA, Elite and Specialised Interviewing (Northwestern University Press 1970), at 5 
32 Richards D, 'Elite Interviewing: Approaches and Pitfalls' (1996) 16 Politics 199, at 199 
33 Mutua A, 'Gender Equality and Women's Solidarity Across Religious, Ethnic and Class 
Differences in the Kenyan Constitutional Review Processes' (2006) 13 William & Mary Journal of 
Women and the Law 1 
34 See also Kabira W, Time for Harvest: Women and Constitution Making in Kenya (University of 
Nairobi Press 2012) 
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elite exercise of judging competing elite interests, and between elite and the 

interests of the masses.35 It is for these reasons that elite interviewing was the most 

appropriate method to engage the participants, and to gauge their responses 

against the interests of the subaltern masses congruent with the aim of the study. 

Secondly, I wanted to gain insight into their philosophical orientations and 

ideologies. For judges, I wanted to examine the extent to which these ideologies 

shaped the judicial outcomes of cases on the two-thirds gender principle. For 

constitution review experts, I wanted to gain an insight into the way their world 

views and ideologies shaped the outcome of the constitution reform processes that 

led to the 2010 Constitution. This information is hard to obtain from the analysis 

of court judgments and documents on constitution reform processes in Kenya.  

I was particularly aware that these elites were likely to provide their subjective 

positions on the purpose or implementation of the two-thirds gender principle.  

My objective therefore was mostly to gain a multiplicity of perspectives on the 

two-thirds gender principle not only from elite judges and constitution review 

experts, but also from public interest litigators. David Richards is particularly 

insightful on this purpose of elite interviews:  

One of the most important functions of an elite interview is to try to assist 

the political scientist in understanding the theoretical position/s of the 

interviewee; his/her perceptions, beliefs and ideologies. Such information 

can rarely be gleaned from examining books, documents or records. By 

their very nature, elite interviewees provide a subjective account of an 

event or issue. Thus, elite interviewing should not be conducted with a 

view to establishing ‘the truth’, in a crude, positivist manner. Its function 

is to provide the political scientist with an insight into the mind-set of the 

actors who have played a role in shaping the society in which we live and 

an interviewee’s subjective analysis of a particular episode or situation.36  

The third purpose was to establish a network to gain access to other participants 

who I would not have otherwise gained access to – what has been known as the 

 
35 See a discussion of judges as elites in Paterson AA, ‘Judges: A political élite? (1974) 1 British 
Journal of Law and Society 118 
36 ibid, at 199-200 
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‘snowballing effect’37. This proved particularly useful for judges and constitution 

review experts. I would not have gained access if it were not from the assistance 

of other judges that I had already interviewed. 

I was aware of the pitfalls of elite interviewing. By their very definition, elites are 

less accessible and hard to reach. According to Richards, elite interview samples 

tend to be a lot smaller.38 They are therefore rarely a representative sample of the 

research subjects.39 These limitations are reflected in my experience of the 

recruitment process, detailed below. 

Fourthly, there are issues of validity and reliability of data from elite responses, a 

point discussed by Jeffrey M. Berry in ‘Validity and Reliability Issues in Elite 

Interviewing’40. According to Berry, validity and reliability issues stem from 

elites’ subjective positions and responses, exaggerated responses to favour their 

own contributions and relevance to a political process – these issues point also to 

the limitations of open-ended questioning.41 David Richards, Jeffrey Berry and 

other political scientists provide insights and tactics on how to overcome these 

pitfalls, which I sought to employ. These are detailed in the sections below on 

recruitment and selection, and how I conducted the interviews. Some of these are 

mailing the questions to be discussed beforehand and employing more open-ended 

questions at the beginning and then narrowing down to specifics as I gauged the 

interest of the interviewee in a specific question. 

3.4.2.1 CATEGORIES OF INTERVIEWEES 

Interviewees were made up of ten judges, seven constitutional review experts, five 

civil society participants, and two academics with expertise in family law and 

gender studies. 

Three of the judges were Justices of the Supreme Court (currently the highest 

court in Kenya), four Justices of the Court of Appeal (which was the highest court 

until 2010 when the Supreme Court was created), and three judges of the High 

Court. All the judges were superior court judges who have passed decisions on the 

 
37 ibid, at 200 
38 ibid 
39 ibid 
40 Berry JM, 'Validity and Reliability Issues in Elite Interviewing' (2002) 35 Political Science and 
Politics 679 
41 ibid 
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two-thirds gender principle. Three of the judges are members of the Kenya 

Women Judges Association. In the following chapters, these judges are designated 

as Supreme Court Justice #1, #2, and #3; Court of Appeal Justice #1, #2, #3, and 

#4; and High Court Justice #1’ #2, and #3.  

Civil society participants were selected based on those who have instituted or 

taken part in PIL cases on constitutional interpretation of the two-thirds gender 

principle. In the following chapters, these are designated as Civil Society 

Participant #1, #2, #3, #4, and #5. 

Constitutional review experts were seven in total, and cut across the other 

categories of judges, civil society members and academics. In other words, 

constitutional review experts wore many hats – some of them went on to become 

judges after 2010, others were in civil society prior to taking up their role as 

constitutional reviewers, and continued in this role after 2010, or formed NGOs 

to assist in the implementation of the constitution through PIL. Some of them 

joined academia or were in academia before the constitutional review processes. 

Thus, there is not a distinct category of constitutional review experts, but it is 

important to identify them as such in this study to differentiate their responses 

relating to constitutional review processes and their association with the two-

thirds gender principle. 

3.4.2.2 RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION 

Judges were recruited through the office of the Chief Justice by way of a formal 

invitation letter to request for permission to interview all the judges in the 

Supreme Court, Court of Appeal and High Court that had taken part in passing 

decisions on the implementation of the two-thirds gender principle, KWJA 

members and the Chief Registrar. The Chief Justice granted permission to 

interview these judges through the office of the Chief of Staff of the Judiciary. 

The Chief of Staff provided advice on the addresses and judicial stations of each 

of the judges – this was extremely important as judicial officers in Kenya are 

transferred frequently.  

With the advice and support of the office of the Chief of Staff, I reached out to 

individual judicial officers with another set of formal invitation letters addressed 

directly to their judicial stations across the country. Three of the judges had been 
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transferred to Malindi, Kericho and Kisumu. Only one judge responded by way 

of email promptly to accept the invitation and arranged a meeting in Kisumu. 

Upon arrival in Nairobi on 5th October 2018, I visited each of the judges’ offices 

in Nairobi to follow up on the letters. I also made phone calls to the three judicial 

stations outside Nairobi to follow up on the invitation of the remaining two judges 

outside Nairobi. Seven judges in Nairobi confirmed that they received the letters, 

and I was able to secure four interview appointments immediately. I had to keep 

following up on the rest throughout the fieldwork period and setting up interview 

appointments as and when these judicial officers were available. Two of the 

judges of the Supreme Court were retired, and I was able to secure an appointment 

with one of them through personal informants. 

In the end, I was able to interview seven out of the original thirteen judicial 

officers I had planned for. The three extra judges I interviewed were by way of 

personal recommendations from other judges by virtue of their work and 

membership to the KWJA. The judges who recommended them followed up on 

these judges themselves and provided me with their contact information. I was 

therefore able to interview ten judges in total. 

Constitution review experts and civil society participants were recruited by way 

of formal letters directly, or through the executive leadership of their 

organisations. These individual letters cannot be appended as they contain names 

of the interview participants. There are also focus group participants who agreed 

for me to interview them in-depth before the focus groups – these were personal 

recommendations from judges.  

In preparing participants for the interviews, I followed the required ethical 

procedures.   I sent a summary of the research project, and the list of questions to 

be addressed in the interview. In this way, participants were able to make an 

informed choice as to whether to take part in the interview. This was particularly 

important given the fact that most of these participants were judges who may not 

have wanted to discuss matters that they would have perceived to be directly 

political.  
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I therefore followed advice drawn from the political science literature on 

interviewing political elites, such as Kenneth Goldstein42 and Darren Lilleker43, 

who advise that it is important to explain the project fully to target participants, 

the purpose of the interview [why the interview necessary to the research], and the 

topics and questions that will be covered. I sent three different sets of interview 

topic guides to Supreme Court judges, Court of Appeal and High Court judges, 

and constitution review experts. These appear as appendix G and comprise of 

questions that generally cut across constitutional drafting and constitutional 

implementation, but with a focus on the two-thirds gender principle. 

3.4.2.3 CONDUCTING THE INTERVIEWS 

Interviews were conducted in the participants’ own offices, except for four that 

took place in public restaurants, and usually lasted an hour. I employed the 

‘funnel’ approach proposed by Geoffrey Pridham44 where I started with general 

questions first, and then I moved to more specific questions depending on the way 

I gauged the willingness of the interviewee to discuss the specific questions in 

issue. Sometimes this movement from general to specific questions was subtle, 

and sometimes the participant themselves introduced the specific issue. It 

therefore varied between interviewees, and the nature of the discussions.  

I also followed Beth Leech’s advice of starting with ‘non-threatening’ and then 

moving to ‘threatening’ questions.45 In the case of judges for instance, I took 

‘threatening’ questions in my study to mean those that a judge might find 

uncomfortable or would rather not discuss. For some judges, these were issues of 

feminist judging, the relationship between the judiciary and the Executive or 

Parliament, the relationship between judges and the Judicial Service Commission, 

and such related matters. For constitutional review experts, some would rather not 

discuss more specific issues of the politics of constitution drafting in Kenya that 

are not generally known to the public. In that sense, it was up to me to gauge the 

mood and willingness of the participant to be open to these issues. Where I sensed 

 
42 Goldstein K, 'Getting in the Door: : Sampling and Completing Interviews' (2002) 35 Political 
Science and Politics 669 
43 Lilleker DG, 'Interviewing the Political Elite: Navigating a Potential Minefield' (2003) 23 
Politics 207 
44 Pridham G, 'Interviewing Party-Political Elites in Italy' in Moyser G and Wagstaffe M (eds), 
Research Methods for Elite Studies (Allen & Unwin 1987) 
45 Leech BL, 'Interview Methods in Political Science' (2002) 35 Political Science and Politics 665 
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that the participant gave a ‘green light’, either by bringing up the matters 

themselves or was generally more open than other participants as we moved 

further and further into specifics, I probed more pointedly.  

3.4.2.4 CHALLENGES 

I have already alluded to challenges relating to recruitment and selection of 

participants, especially judges. What really helped in the end was that I have 

experience in working for the Government of Kenya for seven years. I therefore 

understand the Kenya Government’s communication protocols. For instance, one 

cannot communicate with the employees of a Government body without seeking 

permission from the head of that body, in this case, the Chief Justice. I also knew 

that I had to follow their advice and protocol in engaging with the judges, so for 

instance, I relied solely on the advice and support of the office of the Chief of Staff 

on how to contact the judges in terms of the channels to use. One thing however I 

did learn was that Supreme Court and Court of Appeal judges preferred that I 

arranged everything with their personal assistants, while High Court Judges were 

willing to be contacted directly via email and phone.  

The second challenge was about the fact that the implementation of the two-thirds 

gender principle is one of the most contentious issues relating to the constitution. 

Constitution review reports revealed that it was one of the contested issues in the 

constitution review process. It is also one of the most litigated issue within the 

Constitution. Additionally, Kenya had had a general election in the year before 

and was still recovering from the tensions that had arisen. I found that participants 

(judges and constitution drafting experts in particular) were generally unwilling 

to engage too deeply into the politics of the drafting of the two-thirds gender 

principle into the constitution, and the implementation of it either in Parliament or 

via the courts. There were a few discussions ‘off the record’, as participants did 

not want them to be included in the study.  

3.4.3 FOCUS GROUPS 

Focus groups as a research method have been defined as  

a form of group interview that capitalises on communication between 

research participants in order to generate data […], focus groups explicitly 

use group interaction as part of the method. This means that instead of the 

researcher asking each person to respond to a question in turn, people are 
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encouraged to talk to one another: asking questions, exchanging 

anecdotes, and commenting on each other’s experiences and points of 

view.46  

David Morgan defines focus groups as ‘a research technique that collects data 

through group interaction on a topic determined by the researcher’.47 Group 

interaction is therefore the main tenet of focus groups.  

The greatest advantage with focus groups is that it is ‘a quick and convenient way 

to collect data from several people simultaneously’.48 Secondly, focus groups 

provide participants with a leeway to discuss issues of importance to them in their 

own vocabulary, while prioritising and generating further questions for their own 

discussions. All the researcher does is to provide a list of open-ended questions to 

the focus groups,49 although s/he can sometimes play a steering role to carry on 

the conversations if they stall.  

While I may be a Kenyan lawyer, I have been out of touch with the courts as a 

non-practising advocate. I therefore knew that I may leave out important 

considerations in formulating the questions for discussion. Indeed, I would never 

have thought of some of the questions that came up for discussion. These public 

interest litigators were all peers, practising in the same courts, and therefore all 

appreciate the dynamics of practising in those courts. They shared their 

experiences, sought clarifications, asked questions, and learned from each other. 

They brainstormed on difficult questions.  

Another advantage with focus groups is the range of forms of communication 

during group interactions which include jokes, anecdotes, arguing and teasing.50 I 

witnessed all these during the focus groups. Participants joked freely with each 

other and discussed numerous examples among themselves to illustrate their 

points and arguments. There was certainly a great deal of laughter, even as 

participants were discussing serious matters. There were a few jokes and 

anecdotes on certain issues such as corruption among politicians and the politics 

 
46 Kitzinger J, 'Introducing Focus Groups' (1995) 311 British Medical Journal 299 
47 Morgan DL, 'Focus Groups' (1996) 22 Annual Review of Sociology 129,at 130 
48 Kitzinger, 'Introducing Focus Groups', at 299 
49 ibid 
50 ibid 
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of judging and judges’ appointments. As a Kenyan, I understood the nuances that 

the ‘jokes’ were signifying, which is a general frustration that comes with 

knowing that there is very little agency that citizens – even lawyers – have on 

these issues.  They are superseded by ‘political’ workings beyond their control, in 

what Okoth Ogendo generally termed as a culture of ‘constitutions without 

constitutionalism’.51 The mood of citizens at the time can be summarised in the 

Swahili joke ‘bora uhai’ (as long as we are alive). Jokes were coded together as a 

separate theme to convey the underlying collective frustration with the system. 

Finally, an advantage of focus groups is that it allows for a free discussion of more 

sensitive or ‘taboo’ topics than would be possible in individual interviews.52  I 

found this to be the case. Participants discussed difficult issues around the politics 

of the courts and politicisation of the two-thirds gender principle in the courts 

much more freely than would have been possible within individual interviews. 

The disadvantage with focus groups is that it may silence individual voices of 

dissent.53 I paid particular attention to participants that were raising different 

opinions from others and tried to understand why in the analysis of data. There 

was one participant who seemed to be at odds with the views of other participants 

in Focus Group B. As the focus group progressed, her views tended to blend with 

those of her peers. I attributed that to the fact that the participant was the least 

experienced (being the youngest) and may have adjusted her answers as she 

became more persuaded by the views of her peers, or that she was indeed being 

‘silenced’. In the analysis of the data, I made sure to bring out her divergent views. 

The reason I used focus groups was mainly to elicit data that would not otherwise 

have been possible to obtain from judges, and interviewing judges only – such as 

the politics involved in judging. Public interest litigators who interact with judges 

and the court system would have been much freer to discuss political issues of 

judging on the two-thirds gender principle without concerns of the consequences 

of that on their career. The second focus group on Supreme Court Advisory 

Opinion No. 2 proved this point well because public interest litigators offered 

 
51 Okoth-Ogendo HWO, "Constitutions Without Constitutionalism". The State and 
Constitutionalism: An African Debate on Democracy (1991) 
52 ibid, at 300 
53 ibid 
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much more insight into the politics behind the adjudication of the two-thirds 

gender principle, both in the Supreme Court and in the other two superior courts 

(High Court and Court of Appeal). 

Secondly, I wanted to compare and validate the results of interviews with that 

obtained through focus groups. This was particularly important to compare 

answers between public interest litigators that were interviewed alone, and then 

subsequently took part in focus group discussions. This is not to say that 

interviewees were less ‘honest’ or truthful when interviewed alone, rather it was 

the free interaction among participants in the focus group that helped to reveal 

much more political or nuanced data that would not have been discussed in depth 

in individual interviews. I drew on Wight’s study on boys’ talk about sex in a 

working class locality of Glasgow.54 Wight concluded that the greatest 

discrepancy in the data was between boys who had taken part in individual 

interviews first before participation in a focus group.55  While validating Wight’s 

findings, Kitzinger called for more attention on the general effect of groups on 

conformity, and called for more attention on the processes of groups’ composition, 

the topic of discussion, the relationship of the researcher to the group and the 

general context,56 and concluded that it is not about whether interview and focus 

group participants are comparably more honest, or the validity of the data from 

the two sources, but more on the relative behaviour of participants and the manner 

in which they discuss some topics than  in focus groups than individual 

interviews57  

In this study, there was generally homogeneity among focus group participants as 

public interest litigators working with NGOs, but whose socio-political 

characteristics differed sharply from those of judges for instance in terms of class.  

While they are all lawyers engaging in judicial and constitutional adjudication 

 
54 Wight D, 'Boys' thoughts and talk about sex in a working class locality of Glasgow' (1994) 42 
Social Review 702 
55 ibid 
56 Kitzinger J, 'The methodology of focus groups: the importance of interaction between 
research participants' (1994a) 16 Health Policy 103; Kitzinger J, 'Focus groups: method or 
madness' in Boulton M (ed) Challenges and Innovation: Methodological Advances in Social 
Research on HIV/AIDS (Taylor & Francis 1994b) 
57 Kitzinger, 'The methodology of focus groups: the importance of interaction between research 
participants'  
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processes, there was bound to be more discussion on the politics of judging among 

public interest litigators in focus groups than in interviews with individual public 

interest litigators and judges.  

3.4.3.1 SAMPLING, RECRUITMENT AND GROUP COMPOSITION 

The first focus group [hereinafter referred to as ‘Group A’], was made up of public 

interest litigators working with NGOs involved in the implementation of the two-

thirds gender principle within the women’s movement. The second focus group 

[hereinafter referred to as ‘Group B’], was made up of public interest litigators in 

the specific matter on the two thirds gender principle in the highest court, namely 

Supreme Court Advisory Reference No.2 of 2012.  

3.4.3.2 FOCUS GROUP A 

Initially, this focus group was to be made up of participants from members of the 

G10, a network of NGOs mainly working on women’s rights in Kenya. The reason 

was that the network was active in instituting cases on the two-thirds gender 

principle in the High Court, as the analysis of the cases showed. My desktop 

research established that the G10 was made up of 10 NGOs, namely the Centre 

for Rights Education and Awareness (CREAW), the Federation of Women 

Lawyers (FIDA Kenya), the Caucus for Women’s Leadership (formerly known as 

the Kenya Women’s Political Caucus), the Coalition on Violence Against Women 

(COVAW), Young Women’s Leadership Institute (YWLI), African Woman’s 

Child and Feature Service, Development through Media (DTM), Maendeleo ya 

Wanawake, National Council of Women of Kenya, Tomorrow’s Child Initiative, 

and Women in Law and Development (WiLDAF). 

I therefore sent a formal invitation letter in July 2018 to all ten organisations, 

attached as Appendix E. I then spent the rest of the summer (August and 

September 2018) following up individually with each organisation through phone 

calls and emails, for which I was able to obtain four email confirmations. Upon 

arrival in Nairobi on 5th October, I spent the first and second week visiting the 

organisations to follow up on the invitation letters or confirmations. I could not 

locate the physical offices of five of the organisations. Upon inquiry from 

informants, I gathered that three organisations had either moved to an unknown 

location, or wound up altogether. One organisation was still in operation but 

operating from home. My efforts to obtain one of the two officers working from 
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home to attend the meeting via phone calls was futile. The details of one 

organisation were simply non-existent – in other words, I reached a ‘dead end’.  

I gathered further from informants that the reason organisations had either moved 

to unknown locations, wound up or were working from home was largely due to 

funding problems. Most NGOs in Kenya are funded by international donors, who 

set the agenda and priority for these organisations, which then determines who 

obtains funding. I gathered further that some donor partners working on women’s 

political empowerment in Kenya provide funding to these organisations according 

to election cycles. This results in a situation where NGOs obtain funding during 

an election year, or the year before an election year. 2018 was outside an election 

cycle as the last general election was in 2017. These organisations therefore lack 

funding for even operational expenses to keep their offices running, and therefore 

have to work from home, move to unknown locations or ‘go under’ temporarily 

until the next election cycle. In conclusion, these organisations hardly have 

autonomy for setting their priorities and agendas in relation to women’s 

empowerment for political participation. This posed a considerable challenge for 

the recruitment of G10 organisations for this study. 

Of the five organisations for whom I was able to locate the physical locations, all 

confirmed that a representative would attend the focus group, but only two 

attended in the end. I obtained four other participants from three other 

organisations who were not members of the G10 but took an active role in public 

interest litigation generally on the 2010 Constitution. These were the Kenya 

National Human Rights Commission, Katiba Institute, and the International 

Budget Partnership. These representatives were personal recommendations from 

informants. 

In the end therefore, the composition of Focus Group A did not follow the original 

research plan. The significant recruitment challenge affected the number of 

participants originally planned for, as the group was reduced by four participants. 

However, this did not affect the final outcome, as the objective of the FGD was 

generally met. The six participants were extremely knowledgeable not only on the 

substantive litigation around the two-thirds gender principle, but also of the 

politics bedevilling the women’s movement in Kenya. Some of these are the 
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fragmentation of the women’s movement (can we even talk of a women’s 

movement in Kenya now?), the politics and tension between elite women’s 

activism, and grassroots activism, the extent to which elected women 

representatives represent women’s concerns in legislative assemblies. 

An assumption was made of the existence of a vibrant women’s movement, 

derived from existing literature on the collective efforts of a vibrant women’s 

movement during the decade-long constitutional reform processes from early 

2000s to 2010.58 This vibrant women’s movement was assumed to be the case 

post-2010. A member of the G10 spoke of the difficulty of synchronising the 

divergent mandates, goals and strategies of each organisation that led to the 

disintegration of the G10 in its early stages. Some members of the movement of 

the 2000s indeed expressed disappointment that there is no longer a vibrant 

women’s movement post-2010.  

There was however a discernible difference between those who had been part of 

those campaigns and younger and upcoming women’s rights activists.  In their 

view it was a matter of tactics: that their tact has changed from street protests and 

similar confrontational strategies, to dialogue, diplomacy, online platforms, and 

litigation. These new strategies are not always visible, but in their view were/are 

just as effective. One participant who employs digital platforms and litigation 

categorically stated that they are not part of a collective effort to implement the 

principle. They preferred to be referred to as an ‘activist’ rather than as part of a 

collective [women’s] movement. 

While the assumption on a vibrant women’s movement brought about a 

considerable amount of difficulty in the first weeks of the fieldwork study, a 

change of focus from collective (the women’s movement) to an individualist focus 

on women’s rights organisations and activists was fruitful. I was able to obtain 

interview participants from individual women’s rights organisations and allies 

involved in implementing the principle. Through this tactic, I was able to obtain 

new participants for (focus) group discussions.  

 
58 Such as Mutua, 'Gender Equality and Women's Solidarity Across Religious, Ethnic and Class 
Differences in the Kenyan Constitutional Review Processes' ; Kabira, Time for Harvest: Women 
and Constitution Making in Kenya 
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3.4.3.3 FOCUS GROUP B 

Public interest litigators involved as interested parties and friends of the court in 

Supreme Court Advisory Reference No. 2 were the National Gender and Equality 

Commission (NGEC), the Commission on Administrative Justice (Ombudsman), 

the Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC), the Centre for 

Multiparty Democracy (CMD), Katiba Institute, Centre for Rights Education and 

Awareness (CREAW), Kenya Human Rights Commission, and the Federation of 

Women Lawyers (FIDA). An invitation letter to these organisations was sent in 

July 2018, attached as Appendix C. 

The composition of Focus Group B also did not go to plan, just like Focus Group 

A. Of the eight organisations, I was able to obtain four representatives from four 

organisations. The others had confirmed during the first week of my arrival in 

Nairobi but did not attend. By way of recommendations from informants, I was 

able to obtain two representatives from the Kenya National Commission on 

Human Rights, and the International Budget Partnership. 

3.4.3.4 RUNNING THE FOCUS GROUPS 

Focus groups were conducted on 8th November 2018 in Nairobi. These were made 

of two groups of six public interest litigators. The purpose of both focus groups 

was to examine the strategies, gains and challenges faced in the implementation 

of the two-thirds gender principle through the courts.  

I employed structured broad questionnaires for the focus groups, which I 

summarised and sent to participants in the form of a programme beforehand. 

These can be found in Appendix H for Focus Group A, and Appendix I for Focus 

Group B. As indicated above FGDs involve minimal input from the researcher 

during the actual discussions. After I set out a broad summary of the research, and 

the research ethics involved in both the project and the focus, participants were 

encouraged to have a free-flowing discussion, which involved adding on what 

another has said as well as seeking clarifications. I interjected only if I wanted a 

clarification or further explanation for something I did not understand, and not 

already raised by another participant. 

I used a research assistant for both focus groups. The research assistant was a 

lawyer by profession, with some experience in research. Their role was mainly 

administrative – to register participants at the beginning of the focus group, to 
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oversee house-keeping matters and time keeping. In Focus Group A, the research 

assistant ran the session on the SWOT matrix for the different strategies on 

constitutional implementation of the two-thirds gender principle.  This included 

writing on the board the responses of participants on the Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats for each of the strategies identified. The research 

assistant also helped in the follow up of organisations invited for the focus groups 

prior to my arrival and during the first week of arrival for fieldwork in Nairobi. 

The research assistant did not take part in the focus groups as an active facilitator 

and therefore had little effect on the group dynamics. 

3.5 DATA ANALYSIS AND WRITING UP 

To analyse the data, I employed thematic analysis as it has been proposed for use 

in social science qualitative research by Boyatzis and others.59 I have chosen an 

inductive thematic analysis60 because it was important that the voice of the 

participants is preserved. I have presented their responses in an inductive manner. 

I therefore analysed data that ensured that I preserved entire conversations, instead 

of disjointed quotes. I have followed Braun’s and Clarke’s six steps for the 

analysis of the data but with some modifications.61 

First, I familiarised myself with the data. I listened to audio transcripts and I 

transcribed interviews and focus group discussions ad verbatim. The second step 

involved generating initial codes in the data to the research questions. This I did 

using the NVivo computer software where I uploaded entire transcripts and 

reports (files as are known in Nvivo), assigned them to their respective 

participants (called Cases in Nvivo), and then going through each transcript and 

generating new codes (called Nodes in Nvivo) each time a participant was talking 

about a new idea, or adding content to already existing ones, where applicable. I 

posted entire conversations or quotes to the nodes, to preserve the data in its 

context, and to preserve the voice of the respondent.  

 
59 Boyatzis RE, Transforming Qualitative Information: Thematic Analysis and Code Development 
(SAGE 1998); Aronson J, 'A pragmatic view of thematic analysis' (1994) 2 The Qualitative Report 
; Attride-Stirling J, 'Thematic networks: Analytic tool for qualitative research' (2001) 1 
Qualitative Research 385; Braun V and Clarke V, 'Thematic Analysis' in Cooper HE and others 
(eds), APA Handbook of Research Methods in Psychology, vol Volume 2, Research Designs 
(American Psychological Association 2012) 
60 Braun and Clarke, 'Thematic Analysis', at 58 
61 ibid, at 60-69 
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In step three on potential themes, I reviewed the coded data (nodes) in Nvivo and 

making separate notes outside Nvivo to see the themes emerging from the coded 

data and gave names to those themes. In step four on reviewing potential themes, 

I went back to Nvivo and reviewed the nodes considering the defined themes. 

Nvivo has features that allow for nodes (themes) to be combined, collapsed, or 

deleted altogether, and for coded data to be moved from one node to another. 

Therefore, what were originally codes as is commonly understood in data coding 

ended up being the themes after the revision of the nodes. 

In the fifth stage on defining and naming themes, I produced a framework matrix 

of the nodes (themes) in columns assigned to participants (in rows) so that the 

extracts of quotes and conversations within the nodes are matched with the 

participant who said them. Nvivo has this feature that allows one to produce a 

framework matrix that assigns extracts of quotes or conversations to their 

participants, all in one spreadsheet. I had to define and rename the themes so that 

they captured the essence of the extracts under one node/theme or column in the 

spreadsheet without being too wordy. 

3.5 PRESENTATION OF KEY THEMES AND DATA 

In producing the write up, I produced an outline of all the themes in the framework 

matrix in a word processor, starting with the most dominant theme to the 

subordinate themes. I then copied the extracts or conversation assigned to a 

particular node and corresponding participant, and pasted it in the word processor, 

while also mentioning and anonymising the participant who said it. In the end, I 

had a very rough draft of all the themes emerging from the data that answered the 

research questions. What is discussed in the following chapters therefore are the 

themes that emerged from the corpus of the data, and not a premeditated list of 

themes, as I wanted the themes to emerge inductively from the data itself. 

3.6 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

I obtained departmental ethical approval to conduct the fieldwork study from the 

University of Warwick School of Law in June 2018. I also obtained permission 

from the Kenyan government – specifically a research licence from the National 

Commission on Science, Technology and Innovation. All the research participants 

in the study have been anonymised, due to the potentially political nature of the 
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study. The fieldwork findings have been stored securely in the University servers 

and will be deleted ten years after the completion of the study. I sought the study 

participants’ informed consent prior to undertaking the study in two ways: first, I 

sent a Participant Information Sheet to every participant containing a summary of 

the research project, accompanied by a list of broad topics for discussion. 

Secondly, each participant signed a consent form prior to the interview or focus 

group discussions, which are still available. 

Most of the interview participants were high-end political elites – judges, 

constitution review experts, and prominent lawyers as already discussed. I was 

aware of the effect this could have on the interview process. In my view, it 

however did not influence the interviews themselves. I made sure that I oversaw 

the interview process by sending a list of questions to the participants beforehand, 

so that I could take charge of the flow of the interview. Focus group participants 

were peers and colleagues in the legal profession, with similar amounts of 

experience. As indicated the focus groups had much more free flowing discussions 

in a relaxed manner. 

Language was not a problem as the interviews and focus groups were conducted 

in English. Participants however switched to Swahili whenever they felt a point 

would be more poignantly made in Swahili. This did not pose a problem during 

the discussions, as I can speak Swahili fluently. The problem was more with 

translation.  Some Swahili words simply do not have English equivalents; where 

they could be translated, the contextual meaning would get lost. In other words, 

some of the meanings of some Swahili words and jokes can only be appreciated 

by a native speaker. In these cases, I wrote the Swahili words verbatim, with an 

added footnote to explain the meaning the best way I can. 

3.7 CONCLUSION 

A constructivist grounded theory methodology has complemented the critical 

qualitative inquiry into the role of the courts in fostering a gendered 

constitutionalism. This is because it has provided the tools to examine processes 

and institutions that have created and perpetuated structural gender inequalities in 

the Kenyan context. Colonialism, constitution making processes, and judging are 

some of the processes of focus of this study. The courts are the main institution of 
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study, in particular the extent to which they have perpetuated or alleviated 

structural gender inequalities. A constructivist grounded theory methodology 

complements the goals of social justice, which in this study is the extent to which 

social action litigation and courts can bring about social change. 

I carefully designed and triangulated the three research techniques of document 

analysis, interviews and focus groups, to capitalise on the strengths of each of 

these methods in order to obtain and validate a variety of responses and 

perspectives. The study does not seek to establish an objective stance on truth. 

Each participant gave their views according to their ideological positions and 

perspectives. I employed a thematic coding structure to analyse the data, using 

Nvivo software to analyse these different perspectives. 

This was not an easy study to conduct, due to the elite positions of most of the 

participants. Plans did not go as they were laid out. Some participants confirmed 

their participation, and then declined. Others simply did not respond, and some 

flatly refused. New participants had to be sought whilst in the field from other 

informants. In the end however, I was able to obtain the information needed to 

meet the goals of this study. 
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4.0 THE KENYAN JUDICIARY IN CONTEXT 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter addresses the three elements identified by Baxi in chapter two on 

constitutiinalism in a postcolonial context. This chapters focuses on the 

postcolonial Kenyan context:– the postcolonial normative framework of the 2010 

Constitution; the theory of constitutional adjudication underpinning that 

postcolonial normative framework; and the judicial implementation of the Bill of 

Rights where the principle of equality and the two-thirds gender principle are 

located.  

The chapter addresses  the question of the extent to which the Kenyan constitution 

has brought about change, and the extent to which judicial reforms (among other 

institutional reforms) have embraced that change to foster a gendered 

constitutionalism.  It also focuses on an  element of the first research question – 

the location of the two-thirds gender principle within the wider postcolonial 

constitutional framework, and the wider political context. The chapter is divided 

into five separate sections.  

The first section of the chapter narrates the historical elements underpinning 

Kenya’s constitutionalism and rule of law (or lack thereof), and its impact on a 

gendered constitutionalism. Historically, the colonial [common law] legal system 

was used to ‘legitimise an already illegitimate political system’1 that was focused 

on an extractive state with zero obligations to the people. The legal and justice 

system discriminated along racial and gendered lines, as common law was 

imported into the colony without the democratic elements developed over time in 

the colonial metropole.2 This was the state and legal system that was inherited at 

independence, along with a colonially-imposed independence constitution.  

The second section describes the postcolonial normative framework of the 2010 

Constitution. The 2010 Constititution is a culmination of efforts to decolonise a 

colonially-imposed constitutional and legal framework.3 The Bill of Rights is 

important in such a decolonised postcolonial constitutionalism, within which 

 
1 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the Supreme 
Court , at 2 
2 See generally Fitzpatrick, The mythology of modern law  
3 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution: Decolonizing Kenya's Jurisprudence  
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gender equality and gender mainstreaming lies. The 2010 Constitution provides 

a framework for structural institutional reforms. The purpose of these structural 

institutional reforms are two-fold: first is to legitimise the state in the eyes of the 

citizenry. Technically, a state that excludes 52% of its female population, and is 

dominated by one or two major ethnic communities in its state machinery cannot 

be said to be a legitimate state. The second purpose is to build institutional 

resilience to provide a conducive environment for implementing the normative 

postcolonial  constitutionalism. This can have a number of elements, such as 

resourcing (hence the focus on public finance and devolution), and fighting 

corruption and mismanagement.  

The third section details the  judicial reforms to build a robust postcolonial 

judiciary with institutional resilience and legitimacy. This section provides a 

detailed discussion of the structural  reforms of the judiciary from 2002 when 

President Mwai Kibaki initiated the first reforms,  to the present reforms initiated 

by Chief Justice Willy Mutunga in 2011 after the promulgation of the new 

Constitution. Four months after his June 2011 appointment, Chief Justice Willy 

Mutunga stated:  

‘We found an institution so frail in its structures; so thin on resources; so 

low on its confidence; so deficient in integrity; so weak in its public 

support that to have expected it to deliver justice was to be wildly 

optimistic’.4   

The focus is on building a postcolonial judiciary that is robust enough to 

implement the normative postcolonial constitutional framework under the 2010 

Constituton for a post-liberal redistributive egalitarianism. Historically, the 

judiciary lacked institutional resilience to challenge government (in)action, 

lacked legitimacy due to its unrepresentative [gender and ethnic] composition, 

lacked proper resourcing, and was plagued by corruption and mismanagement. 

Maya Gainer writes that  

[i]n 2011, Kenya had only 53 judges and 330 magistrates for a population 

of 41.4 million. There was a massive backlog of almost 1 million cases. 

 
4 ibid 
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Litigants often bribed staff to get earlier court dates or to “lose” case files 

and prevent hearings altogether. In 2010, 43 percent of Kenyans who 

sought services from the judiciary reported paying bribes, according to 

Transparency International. Few of the judges responsible for managing 

court stations had any training or experience in administration, and many 

received no on-the-job guidance. With little knowledge of how the court 

system worked, the public was unable to demand higher-quality services, 

and the judiciary itself lacked systems to track cases or to hold judges and 

magistrates accountable for delays.5 

Kenya’s judiciary does not have a Constitutional Court like South Africa and 

India.  To what extent is this  important? The discussion of this question in the 

chapter sets the context for the finding on the extent to which this affects a 

gendered constititutionalism in the following chapters. 

The fourth section reviews recent literature that examines the extent to which 

Kenya’s constitution has brought about change in the political landscape in which 

Kenya’s judiciary operates. This section begins to review the existing (limited) 

literature on the extent to which Kenya has indeed changed after the 2010 

Constitution. There are few specifically Kenyan empirical studies on the extent to 

which the constitution has brought about a transformation.  

The fifth section examines the limited literature on the extent to which the two-

thirds gender principle has produced the changes necessary to bring about better 

representation of women in politics and decision making. In this section, I make 

the point that the political landscape influences the environment in which the 

judiciary operates, sometimes much more strongly than legal frameworks (that is, 

the 2010 Constitution). This discussion is important in order to place the findings 

in the following chapters in their wider political context. As I already discussed in 

chapter one, this literature paints a bleak picture, and forms the basis and context 

for the discussions in the following chapters. 

 
5 Gainer, M, “How Kenya cleaned up its courts”, Foreign Policy, July 9 2016, available at 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2016/07/09/how-kenya-cleaned-up-its-courts/, last accessed June 28 
2020 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2016/07/09/how-kenya-cleaned-up-its-courts/
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As demonstrated in chapter two, a purposive interpretation requires an 

acknowledgement of the role of politics in constitutional adjudication. Law does 

not operate in a vacuum. Literature on the 2013 and 2017 presidential election 

disputes provide excellent examples of the politics of the day that influence the 

work of the judiciary post-2010, which has affected the adjudication of the two-

thirds gender principle as well.  

4.2 THE JUDICIAL AND LEGAL SYSTEM IN HISTORY 

Pre-colonial Africa was characterised by legal pluralities designed to deliver 

justice for the community.6 Law in the pre-colonial era reflected the socio-

economic, political and cultural activities of the communities.7 These were diverse 

and complex,8 ranging from property, criminal justice, succession and inheritance, 

to governance.9  In pre-colonial Africa, ‘there was not a single customary authority 

but several’,10 […] ‘there were age-groups, chiefs, religious groups’,11 with each 

of them defining their own custom in their own domain.12  

African societies employed an egalitarian form of access to dispute resolution 

mechanisms - at the family, clan, community and state-level – each group was 

afforded full access to arenas of dispute resolution that were specific to their 

circumstances.13 One only needed to prove membership to that particular age 

group to gain access, regardless of status.14 In this sense therefore, access to justice 

in pre-colonial Africa was democratised.15 Access to justice was not uniform, but 

depended on the specific issue in dispute.16 Right of access to land for instance 

was understood as a multiple phenomenon that depended on the nature and content 

 
6 Mojola AO, 'Democracy in pre-colonial Africa and the search for appropriate models in 
contemporary African society' in Oloka-Onyango J and others (eds), Law and the struggle for 
democracy in East Africa (Claripress 1996) 
7 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 25 
8 Mutua, Human rights: A political and cultural critique  
9 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 25 
10 Mamdani M, 'The politics of naming: Genocide, Civil War, Insurgency' (2007) 29 London Review 
of Books 5 , at 6 
11 ibid 
12 ibid 
13 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 
23 
14 ibid, at 25 
15 ibid, at 23 
16 ibid, at 25-26 
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of land use activity in which the parties to the dispute were involved.17 As 

Ambreena Manji, Okoth Ogendo and others have demonstrated, land relations in 

precolonial Africa were based on a communal land system.18 Rules of access to 

justice in any specific issue were therefore adjusted depending on the nature of 

the dispute at hand.19  

There were no stringent rules of procedure in these dispute resolution arenas - the 

process was representative and inclusive.20 Testimony and evidence was direct 

and was not mediated by third party lawyers, mediators, and interpreters in 

contemporary forms of justice.21 As Maureen Owor writes on the clan courts of 

the Jopadhola in Uganda for instance, 

[t]he community fully engaged in deliberations in a seemingly “casual” 

manner, particularly in the giving of evidence […]. At the opening of the 

case some elders would permit people to speak on the issues in dispute 

between the parties. This “elasticity” of the procedure did not degenerate 

into a free-for-all, but was orderly, following the rigidity of custom. The 

wide latitude given by the judge or elders was intended to show absolute 

impartiality during the hearing. The verdict was normally pronounced by 

the most senior of the elders and not based on theories, but on moral 

assumptions implicit in norms known to the entire community. The 

judgments were therefore a “pragmatic” approach to societal justice, of 

which the adjudicators and other parties were part. Verdicts were arrived 

at after all the elders had given their opinions on the issues freely. 

Decisions could be deferred until all members of that community were 

present.22 

 
17 Okoth-Ogendo H, 'Property systems and social organisation in Africa: An essay on the relative 
position of women under indigenous and received law' in Takirambudde PN (ed) The individual 
under African law (University of Swaziland 1982).  
18 Manji A, The politics of land reform in Africa: From communal tenure to free markets (Zed 
Books 2006), at 2. See also ibid. 
19 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 
26 
20 ibid, at 24 
21 ibid 
22 Owor M, 'Making international sentencing relevant in the domestic context: Lessons from 
Uganda' (University of Bristol 2009), at 178. See also Owor M, 'Creating an independent 
traditional court: a study of Jopadhola Clan Courts in Uganda' (2012) 56 Journal of African Law 
215 
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The adjudicating body did not monopolise the law, as they did not have the 

specialist legal language as lawyers in contemporary forms of justice – their role 

was only to adjudicate it.23 There was a jury system in some communities, with 

participants chosen according to age, status and other relevant qualifiers.24 The 

purpose of the jury was to ensure that justice was based on the ideals and norms 

of society.25 Judicial remedy focused on reconciliation of individuals in the 

dispute, ranging from restorative to punitive.26 

This should not however paint the picture that indigenous dispute resolution 

mechanisms were necessarily inclusive of women. There is abundant literature 

that points to an African patriarchal system even before colonialism.27 

The version of English common law that was transported to African colonies was 

a limited version that lacked the democratic components left behind in Britain.28 

The exported English common law lacked its democratic components such as the 

Rule of Law, in what we have seen Peter Fitzpatrick refer to as an ‘epistemic legal 

racism’ as the law was applied differently in the colonies and in the ‘mother 

country’.29 Administrative and judicial authorities applied transplanted English 

law rigidly and uniformly in accordance with English authorities, without regard 

to the peculiar circumstances of African colonies.30 The imposed colonial legal 

system contained rules of procedure that aimed at limiting access to justice for 

native Africans, who were not even regarded as citizens or human.31 The common 

law rules of procedure were reminiscent of long-abandoned English medieval law 

 
23 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 
24 
24 Grande E, 'Alternative dispute resolution, Africa and the structure of law and power: The horn 
in context' (1999) 43 Journal of African Law 63, at 63 
25 Oloka-Onyango, at 25 
26 Mutua M, 'The Banjul Charter and the African Cultural Fingerprint: An Evaluation of the 
Language of Duties' (1995) 35 Virginia Journal of International Law 339, at 360; Okoth-Ogendo 
HWO, 'Human and People's rights: What point is Africa making?' in Cohen R and others (eds), 
Human rights and governance in Africa (University Press of Florida 1993) 
27 See discussions of these generally in Manji S., 'Imagining Women's Legal World: Towards a 
Theory of Legal Pluralism in Africa'; Lovett M, 'Gender Relations, Class Formation and the 
Colonial State in Africa' in Parpart JL and Staudt KA (eds), Women and the State in Africa (Lynne 
Riener Publishers 1989); Parpart JL and Staudt KA (eds), Women and the State in Africa (Lynne 
Riener Publishers 1989) 
28 Seidman R, 'The reception of English law in colonial Africa revisited' (1969) 2 East African Law 
Review 48, at 7 and 78 
29 Fitzpatrick, The Mythology of Modern Law , at 105 
30 Seidman, 'The reception of English law in colonial Africa revisited', at 56 
31 Mutunga, Pan-African Jurisprudence for the Liberation of Africa , at 15-16 
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rules of legal standing and the writ system originally designed to limit access to 

the English Crown Courts depending on one’s gender, class and status in terms of 

property holdings.32 Although the writ system had since been reformed through 

various constitutional revolutions,33 such as the Magna Carta and the Glorious 

Revolution,34 arguably these rules of procedure were transplanted to African 

colonies as they applied prior to these reforms. This has had the effect of limiting 

access to justice for native Africans in a similar way with peasants in English 

medieval times. 

The colonial judicial system embedded institutionalised discrimination and 

inequality, as it was divided into courts for colonial native ‘subjects’ (native 

courts), and courts for ‘citizens’ or ‘immigrants’.35 The English Monarch had 

absolute immunity in relation to the colonies, with prerogative powers that could 

not be questioned in a court of law36. There was a bar against issuing injunctions 

against the State, so the State could act with impunity, hence no Rule of Law.37 

An example of cases in which resisting native leaders in Kenya were simply 

denied justice in the colonial courts were the case of The Kapenguria Six,38 in 

which ‘the trial of Jomo Kenyatta  - a masterful display of juristic theatre in which 

the apparent adherence to the rule of law substantively entrenched the illegitimate 

political system in power at the time’.39  

Former Chief Justice Willy Mutunga described English common law as ‘a flawed 

inheritance’ and a ‘tool of imperialism’:40 He argues that this this is a flawed 

inheritance because it came to us via the colonial route:  

 
32 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 
29 
33 ibid, at 29 
34 ibid 
35 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 
31 
36 ibid, at 30 
37 ibid, at 31 
38 Jomo Kenyatta & 5 Others v Regina [1954]eKLR, In Her Majesty’s in the Supreme Court of 
Kenya, at Kitale Appellate Side, Criminal Appeal Nos. 276,277,278,279,280 & 281 of 1953 [From 
original convictions and sentences in Criminal Case No.1 of 1952, of the Acting Resident 
Magistrate’s Court at Kapenguria). Available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/86188/, last accessed June 25 2020 
39 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the Supreme 
Court , at 2-3 
40 ibid, at 2-3 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/86188/
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we are the heirs, albeit by what you might think of as a bastard (sic) route, 

to a tradition that gives a very powerful place to the judiciary: the common 

law system. The common law as applied in Kenya, at least to the 

indigenous inhabitants, as in the colonies generally, was shorn of many of 

its positive elements. During the colonial era, we were not allowed 

freedom of speech, assembly or association.41  

In particular Mutunga highlights the positioning of the colonial judiciary:   

Our judiciary was not independent, but was essentially a civil service, 

beholden to the colonial administration and very rarely minded to stand up 

to it. Indeed, administrative officers took many judicial decisions. There 

was no separation of powers. And institutions of people that they trusted 

were undermined or even destroyed. Indeed, the common law was a tool 

of imperialism.42 

Colonial structures did little to support or reinforce existing indigenous forms of 

law and justice.43 Pre-colonial forms of dispute settlement were relegated to an 

inferior status in the wider corpus of law in the colony.44 This was done in two 

ways. Through ‘reception clauses’ and repugnancy clauses’, the British imported 

English statutes of general application and common law, and recognised 

customary law ‘as long as it was not repugnant to justice and morality’.45 

Principles of justice and morality were however not based on African values, but 

on British values, thus disrupting the moral fabric of African natives.46 This had 

the effect of neutralising, destroying and transforming indigenous socio-political 

arrangements, legal and dispute resolution mechanisms. The pluralist character of 

indigenous law was changed into a single, static customary law.47 Only the chief 

‘was sanctified as a native authority under indirect-rule colonialism, and only its 

 
41 ibid 
42 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the Supreme 
Court , at 2 
43Elias TO, The nature of African customary law (Manchester University Press 1956) 
44 Lamba S, A postcolonial theory of justice: towards the new constitution of Kenya (Mazingira 
Institute 2001) 
45 Seidman, 'The reception of English law in colonial Africa revisited' 
46 Mutunga, Pan-African Jurisprudence for the Liberation of Africa , at 22 
47 Mamdani, Citizen and subject: Contemporary Africa and the legacy of late colonialism , at 21-
23 
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version of custom was declared “genuine”’.48 The rest were officially silenced.49 

In sanctifying the authoritarian version of custom as “genuine”, colonial power 

sought constructed native customs as static and singular.50  

The colonial legal system had a particularly devastating, and a general disdain 

and disregard for the status and rights of women. The ‘gains’ made through 

capitalism for women in England were not reflected in the laws that were 

transported to the colonies, and they linked up with local African patriarchy.51  

The context in which customary law was applied was highly contested, which 

had a disproportionately negative impact on women. Notions of marriage, 

divorce and inheritance introduced during colonialism reinforced patriarchal 

family relations rather than reformed them. This left women with few choices 

and undermined their capacity for self-empowerment.52 Women were denied 

access to land as colonial authorities legislated men’s right to private title – 

completely transforming indigenous land relations that were based on communal 

access to land,53 as  

these colonial structures allowed those in power to provide poor, 

disempowered men with a sphere in which they [could] assert their 

dominance and exert control without threatening the broader societal 

power structures and those who [had] authority.54  

This colonial legacy on Kenya’s judicial and legal system cannot be ignored, as 

it continued past independence in 1963. At independence, the colonial legal 

system was largely retained and enforced by the independent constitution. The 

independence constitution was based on a Westminster model of parliamentary 
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50 Mamdani M, 'Political identity, citizenship and ethnicity in post-colonial Africa' (World Bank 
Conference on new frontiers of social policy, December 12-15), at 6 
51 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 
115-116 
52 Todres J, 'Out of Africa: Reading Martin Chanock's scholarship in the Global North' in Ellmann 
S and others (eds), Martin Chanock: Essays on Law and Society (The Federation Press 2010), at 
54 
53 Manji, The politics of land reform in Africa: From communal tenure to free markets; Okoth-
Ogendo H, Tenants of the Crown: Evolution of Agrarian law and institutions in Kenya (ACTS Press 
1991), at 16 
54 Khadiagala L, 'Negotiating law and custom: Judicial doctrine and women's property rights in 
Uganda' (2002) 46 Journal of African Law 1, at 54 
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supremacy, with a regional government (majimboism), and checks and balances 

on executive power.55  

Although the 1963 independence constitution had a Bill of Rights for the 

protection of minorities,56 this Bill of Rights was however severely limited, as it 

was designed to protect the interests of white settler minorities from the whims of 

majoritarian politics.  Britain itself was unwilling to incorporate the provisions of 

the European Convention for a long time, but promoted its incorporation by newly 

independent African states.57 Challenge to discriminatory customs of personal 

matters (adoption, marriage, divorce, burial, devolution of property on death etc) 

was rendered  almost impossible by a blanket clause in the constitution that stated 

that the provision on protection from discrimination is not applicable to such 

personal laws.58 Discrimination on the basis of sex was not one of the various 

grounds under the Bill of Rights, and remained that way until 2003.59  

Early cases in post-independence Kenya were manifestly gendered. For instance, 

in Kimani v Kimani60, a case on division of matrimonial property, the judge 

decided against equal division, but also stated:  

perhaps apart from procreation and occasional cooking, a number of 

important wifely duties, obligations, and responsibilities are increasingly 

being placed on the shoulders of servants, machines, kindergartens, and 

other paid minders. Often the husband pays for these and more.61  

In Ngare v Ogila62, the court stated:  

 
55 Ghai YP and McAuslan JPWB, Public Law and Political Change in Kenya: A Study of the 
Legal Framework from Colonial Times to the Present (Oxford University Press 1970); Ghai YP, 
'Independence and Safeguards in Kenya' (1967) 3 East African Law Journal 177 
56 ibid 
57 Hirschl, Towards Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New Constitutionalism , at 
7 
58 The Kenya Independence Order in Council 1963, section 26(1), (4) and (5). Available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/1963_Constitution.pdf, last accessed June 6 
2020 
59 Mutua, 'Gender Equality and Women's Solidarity Across Religious, Ethnic and Class Differences 
in the Kenyan Constitutional Review Processes'  
60 HCCC No. 1610 of 1999 (unreported) 
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One thing is very clear, that is, the women aforesaid were unmarried. 

According to Luo customary law, a wife may divorce her husband for his 

habitual adultery with a married woman […] The respondent could not 

have committed adultery with unmarried women.63 

Women mounted challenges to discriminatory practices in personal laws despite 

this constitutional provision as illustrated in cases such as the burial dispute in 

Virginia Edith Wambui Otieno v. Joash Ougo & Omolo Siranga.64 The courts 

always acknowledged the discrimination against women, but ruled that their hands 

were tied by the exemption clause rooted in formal legal pluralism.65 Similar to 

the position discussed in relation to South Africa in chapter two, litigation on 

women’s rights produced ‘mixed results’,66 - a one-step-forward, two-steps-back 

kind of jurisprudence.67 The jurisprudence has therefore been ‘inconsistent at best, 

and sexist at worst’.68 

The courts were an exclusively male preserve for a long time.69 It was not until 

1970 that  the first woman magistrate was appointed, followed by two more in 

1974 and 1980.70 There were no women judges in the High Court or Court of 

Appeal until Justice Effie Owuor was appointed to the High Court in 1982, 

followed by Justice Joyce Aluoch in 1983, and Justice Mary Ang’awa in 1993.71 

The Court of Appeal did not have a single woman judge until 2003 when Justice 

Effie Owuor was appointed, followed by Justice Joyce Aluoch in 2008.  

The control of the judiciary by the executive persisted post-independence. One 

of the main ways the presidency exercised political interference and control over 
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the judiciary was through court disputes on general elections.72 After the 1992 

general elections, Kenneth Matiba of Ford Asili rejected the results and filed a 

petition citing anomalies such as stuffing of ballot papers and voter 

intimidation.73 The court dismissed the petition on technical grounds because 

Kenneth Matiba had not personally signed the petition. After the 1997 general 

elections, the court disallowed a petition by Mwai Kibaki74 that had sought to 

challenge President Moi’s victory, again on technical grounds because the 

petition had not been served to President Moi in person. During Mwai Kibaki’s 

presidential tenure from 2002 to 2013, the President began to appoint judges on 

the basis of political considerations due to pressure from political allies who 

wanted to benefit from his presidency.75 This was despite the fact that he began 

his presidential term with a vow to revamp the judiciary and rid it of corrupt 

judges.76 In April 2009, President Kibaki appointed several judges without 

consulting the Minister for Justice and Constitutional Affairs, including judges 

that had previously been removed from office on charges of corruption.77 

Consequently, the then Minister for Justice (Martha Karua) resigned from 

office.78 Kanyinga and Odote write that  

In all these instances, the judges lacked the willingness to make decisions 

against the president who had appointed them. The judiciary lacked 

independence and operated under the Office of the Attorney General and 

control of the Office of the President. Moreover, since 1986, and with the 

aim of ensuring that judges remained loyal to the appointing authority 

(i.e. to the president) and other powerful political elites, the government 

removed the security of tenure for judges. This made them vulnerable 
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and fearful of losing their positions, and thus unlikely to make decisions 

independent of and against the government.79 

4.3 THE 2010 TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTION 

The 2010 Constitution has been theorised as people centred.80 Kenya is declared 

a republic, and the people’s sovereign power is to be exercised in a multiparty 

democracy governed by national values and principles.81  

The first mark of a people-centred constitution is in its aspirations, values, and 

theory of constitutional adjudication. The preamble to the 2010 Constitution 

describes it as  a constitution that recognises ‘the aspirations of all Kenyans for a 

government based on the essential values of human rights, equality, freedom, 

democracy, social justice and the rule of law’.82 The national values and principles 

are patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, the rule of law, 

democracy and participation of the people; human dignity, equity, social justice, 

inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and protection of the 

marginalised; good governance, integrity, transparency and accountability; and 

sustainable development. While these may not be any different from values of 

liberal democracy, their conceptualisation may not carry the same meanings and 

outcomes. 

Equality is conceptualised differently from a liberal conception of equality. There 

is a focus on equality and redress for past wrongs through affirmative action 

programmes and policies, with the potential for redistribution and dispersal of 

power and economic resources.83 The one-third gender quota falls within these 

affirmative action measures to achieve substantive equality, and redress past 

underrepresentation of women in politics, employment, and public life. The State 

has a positive duty to provide socio-economic rights, which are now justiciable 

and have the same status as civil and political rights.84 The State has a positive 

duty to ensure the protection of minorities, marginalised and vulnerable groups, 

 
79 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections' 
80 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution: Decolonizing Kenya's Jurisprudence ; Mutunga, The 2010 
Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the Supreme Court  
81 Article 4 and 10, Constitution of the Republic of Kenya, 2010 
82 Preamble, Constitution of the Republic of Kenya 2010 
83 Article 27(6), (7) and (8) Constitution of the Republic of Kenya 
84 Article 20(5) provides that it is the responsibility of the State to show that it does not have the 
resources to implement the socio-economic rights under article 43 of the Constitution. 
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including women, children, the elderly, the youth, and persons with disabilities.85 

This is therefore a positive conception of equality and other fundamental rights, 

rather than a negative conception of liberty, equality and discrimination as in 

liberalism. 

The Constitution incorporates a  theory of interpretation that moves away from a 

reliance on positivist methodologies of interpretation.86 First, judicial authority is 

derived from the people, emphasising that justice is people-centred as opposed to 

State-centred as it had been historically.87 The interpretation must promote the 

purposes, values and principles of the Constitution, advance the rule of law and 

the Bill of Rights, permit the development of the law, and promote good 

governance.88 The courts are required to develop the law to the fullest extent in 

order to realise the Bill of Rights, and adopt an interpretation that most favours the 

enforcement of a right or fundamental freedom.89  

The Constitution has similar ‘development clauses’ as those contained within the 

Bill of Rights of  the South African Constitution: in applying a provision of the 

Bill of Rights, a court shall develop the law to give utmost effect to a right or 

fundamental freedom.90 Although the clause does not specifically refer to the 

development of common law and customary law, it is inferred that this 

encompasses all forms of law, including common law and customary law. When 

it comes to the family, the Constitution provides that  

Parliament shall enact legislation that recognises marriages concluded 

under any tradition, or system of religious, personal or family law; and any 

system of personal and family law under any tradition, or adhered to by 

persons professing a particular religion, to the extent that any such 

marriages or systems of law are consistent with this Constitution.91  

 
85 Articles 52-57, Constitution of the Republic of Kenya 
86 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the 
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Alternative and traditional dispute resolution mechanisms are part of the judicial 

system to serve the majority of Kenyans who do not have access to the courts.92 

Former Chief Justice Willy Mutunga writes that ‘[…] only 5% of Kenyans have 

access to the formal courts, the other 95% access these other forums for the 

administration of justice’.93 Although such traditional dispute resolution 

mechanisms are not to be used in a manner that is repugnant to justice and 

morality, ‘justice and morality’ no longer refers to British morality and values.94  

The 2010 Constitution has been described as transformative in its robust 

mechanisms on access to justice.95 As discussed in chapter two, full rights of 

standing to the courts has been theorised as a decolonised jurisprudence that 

moves away from common law rules of locus standing.96 Rules of locus standi 

have been substantially relaxed, as any person can file a petition to enforce a 

fundamental right in the public interest.97 Further, rules of procedure to enforce 

the Bill of Rights are to ensure that the rights of standing are fully facilitated.98 

Public interest litigation has therefore been embedded in the constitution, quite 

distinctly from India where as we have seen in chapter two, it was developed 

gradually by the Supreme Court. The Constitution has done away with the need to 

follow strict rules of procedure in filing constitutional petitions. Article 22(3)(b) 

to (d) provides that ‘formalities relating to proceedings, including commencement 

of the proceedings, are kept to the minimum, and that the court shall, if necessary, 

entertain proceedings on the basis of (sic) informal documentation’. Additionally, 

no fees shall be charged for filing a constitutional petition, and that the court ‘shall 

not be unreasonably restricted by procedural technicalities’.  

The 2010 Constitution has been described as transformative in that judicial review 

under the constitution has been revamped. As we have seen in chapter two, it has 

been argued that judicial review under the Constitution is more robust than the 

 
92 See Article 159 (3) Constitution of Kenya 
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common law judicial review system.99 The judiciary has been placed at the centre 

of the enforcement mechanism of the Bill of Rights, and the implementation of 

the Constitution.100  Judicial review is listed as a remedy for violation of the Bill 

of Rights, in addition to orders of compensation, injunction, and conservatory 

orders (that preserve the subject matter of the petition, such as land).101 The High 

Court is also granted supervisory jurisdiction over persons, bodies or authorities 

exercising judicial and quasi-judicial functions.102 It is for this reason that James 

Thuo Gathii argues that constitutional lawyers cannot adopt a twin approach of 

both common law judicial review, and the judicial review under the constitution, 

as the two are substantially different.103 

As mentioned in chapter one, Kenya does not have a Constitutional Court with 

the final say in the constitutional framework. The High Court has unlimited 

original jurisdiction to implement  the Bill of Rights and interpret the 

Constitution, as well as adjudicate civil and criminal matters.104 All decisions of 

the High Court are however subject to appeal to the Court of Appeal and 

Supreme Court.105 The Supreme Court is primarily geared towards a political 

role, as it has unlimited original jurisdiction in disputes relating to presidential 

elections,106 and advising the government.107  The Supreme Court has a very 

limited role in appeals involving the interpretation of the Constitution, and 

matters of general public importance.108 Members of the public cannot approach 

the Supreme Court directly on matters of advising the government regarding any 

constitutional issue – that is reserved to government agencies only.  

Thus, while rules of locus standi are substantially relaxed, the constitutional 

framework has some bottlenecks that have the potential to restrict a gendered 

constitutionalism. Constitutional matters are handled by two divisions of the 
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High Court (Constitutional and Human Rights Division, and the Judicial Review 

Division), which can sometimes be overturned by the Court of Appeal and 

Supreme Court.  

Chapters five and six present the findings on the effect that the absence of a 

Constitutional Court may have on a coherent constitutional jurisprudence. My 

research findings also shed light on the way in which High Court decisions with 

promising constitutional jurisprudence have been overturned by the two higher 

courts. I will demonstrate in these chapters how in practice these bottlenecks 

affect a gendered constitutionalism.  

This point is best demonstrated in the Supreme Court Advisory Reference No. 2 

of 2012, where the matter was filed by the AG. Women’s organisations and their 

allies could only join in as friends of the court or interested parties. Parties to a 

case shape the questions for consideration by the court, to which interested 

parties and friends of the court have little influence. 

4.4 JUDICIAL REFORMS 

One of the goals of constitutional reforms in Kenya was to secure the 

independence and impartiality of the judiciary, and restore the public 

confidence.109 It has been observed that  

the dominance of the executive on the judiciary led to reduced public 

confidence and trust in the courts. Opinion polls carried out in early 2008 

showed that as few as one-third of Kenyans had confidence in this arm 

of the government. In 2007, the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) 

led by Raila Odinga disputed the presidential election results and the 

declaration of President Kibaki’s re-election. However, the opposition 

opted for public protests rather than going to court; widespread violence 

followed in many regions of the country.110  

 
109 Ghai Y and others, 'Constitutional Reforms and Judicial Appointments in Kenya' in Corder H 
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The judiciary was plagued by corruption. It was estimated that 50% of Court of 

Appeal judges and 30% of magistrates had been implicated in corruption.111 A 

popular joke at the time was: ‘Why hire a lawyer when you can buy a judge?’112 

The judiciary was also plagued by other problems such as poor terms of service, 

overload of cases and bad management.113 

4.4.1 ANTI-CORRUPTION AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS 

President Kibaki initiated a ‘radical surgery of the judiciary’ at the beginning of 

his presidential term in 2002.114 The president appointed Justice Aaron Ringeera 

to chair the Integrity and Anticorruption Committee of the Judiciary in Kenya.115 

The Ringeera committee published its report in 2003 (Ringeera Report, 2003).116 

Five out of nine Court of Appeal judges,18 out of 36 High Court judges, and 82 

out of 254 magistrates were implicated with corruption.117 These judicial officers 

were issued a two-weeks ultimatum to resign118. Several of them resigned or 

retired, while a number filed suits to challenge their dismissal. This process led 

to the resignation of the only woman Court of Appeal judge at the time, Lady 

Justice Effie Owuor.119 Tribunals were set up for these cases, resulting in the 

acquittal of Court of Appeal Justice Waki.  

It is speculated that the radical surgery was motivated by President Kibaki’s own 

treatment by the courts in the aftermath of the 1997 general elections when his 

election petition was thrown out in favour of President Moi.120 However, this 
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radical surgery did not last for the entire duration of President Kibaki’s term.121 

The president bowed to pressures from political allies and friends to appoint and 

remove judges based on political considerations.122 

The Task Force on Judicial Reforms was established by the Government on 29th 

May 2009.123 The Task Force was chaired by High Court judge Mr. Justice 

William Ouko.124 The mandate of the Task Force was to make recommendations 

on the independence and appointment of judicial officers, among other things.125  

The Task Force made wide ranging recommendations to Cabinet in its first report 

dated 10th August 2009.126 By this time, the Committee of Experts on the Review 

of the Commission had been appointed to see the country through the last leg of 

the constitutional review process. Cabinet therefore recommended that the 

membership of the Task Force be expanded, with an additional mandate to 

‘examine and consider the initial Report and its recommendations against the 

provisions in the Proposed Constitution of Kenya; and consider any other 

measures or proposals necessary to strengthen and enhance the performance of 

the Judiciary’.127  The Task Force therefore synchronised its recommendations 

with those of the proposed constitution, noting that ‘the judicial structure and 

principles in the Proposed Constitution of Kenya provide an important pathway 

to addressing the constitutional issues relating to the integrity, independence, 

accountability and performance of the Judiciary’.128 The Task Force also made 

recommendations to the Committee of Experts to improve the provisions in the 

draft constitution relating to the judiciary.129 In this way, the Task Force worked 

hand in hand to influence the constitutional provisions and architecture of the 

judiciary.  
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In its final report of July 2010 (Ouko Report, 2010), the Task Force made 

recommendations to the government on the following matters: a new  Judicial 

Service Commission,130 the appointment, discipline and removal of judicial 

officers and staff of the judiciary,131 case back log and management (including 

alternative dispute resolution, rules of procedure, the establishment of small-

claims courts and courts of petty sessions, and research assistants),132 

administration of the courts,133 performance management, including the 

establishment of a new Judiciary Training Institute),134 corruption, ethics and 

integrity in the judiciary (including the vetting of judges and magistrates),135 

human rights and an enhanced access to justice for the citizenry (including the 

establishment of quasi-judicial tribunals, and sentencing policy),136 terms and 

conditions of service (including gender parity),137 and institutional reforms and 

inter-agency co-ordination (including the establishment of Bar-Bench 

Committees, court-users committees, and the National Council on the 

Administration of Justice).138 The Task Force also recommended draft bills to 

reform the judiciary, including the Judicial Service Bill,139 the Small Claims 

Court Bill,140 and guiding principles for the vetting of judges and magistrates.141 

Some of the recommendations of the task force were constitutionalised in the 

2010 Constitution that was promulgated two months later. The first 

constitutionally-mandated reform of the judiciary related to the independence of 

the judiciary. The Judicial Service Commission was established with powers to 

recommend to the president persons for appointment,142 and the removal of 

judges from office.143 Judges have security of tenure, which is capped at 70 
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years.144 There is now a separate Judiciary Fund for the administrative expenses 

of the Judiciary, administered directly by the Chief Registrar of the judiciary as 

opposed to the Exchequer.145 The judicary still has to submit expenditure 

estimates to the National Assembly for approval however.146  

The second constitutionally mandated reform on the vetting of judicial officers 

was the most controversial. The CoE reflected the wish of Kenyans to cleanse 

the judiciary of judicial officers of the old constitutional order who had taken 

part in corruption or ineptitude in their judicial office.147 The 2010 Constitution 

provided that  

within one year after the effective date, Parliament shall enact legislation, 

which shall operate despite Article 160, 167 and 168, establishing 

mechanisms and procedures for vetting, within a timeframe to be 

determined in the legislation, the suitability of all judges and magistrates 

who were in office on the effective date to continue to serve in accordance 

with the values and principles set out in Article 10 and 159 […]. A 

removal, or a process leading to the removal, of a judge, from office by 

virtue of the operation of legislation […] shall not be subject to question 

in, or review by, any court.148 

The Judiciary Transformation Framework was the last leg of judicial reforms. 

This was aimed at wide ranging administrative reforms, resourcing, and public 

relations. The immediate former Chief Justice Willy Mutunga provided leadership 

by assembling a team to assess the judiciary’s challenges and set up a plan for 

reform.149 This team studied previous reports for the reform of the judiciary, 

including the Ringeera Report 2003, and the Ouko Report 2010, and consulted 
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internally with judicial officers and staff of the judiciary.150 The result of this work 

was the four-year blueprint: Judiciary Transformation Framework.151 The plan 

proposed four pillars for reform: a “people-centred” delivery of justice, improving 

organisational culture and professionalism, ensuring adequate infrastructure and 

resources, and a better use of information technology.152  

A look at the Judiciary Transformation Framework shows that the work towards 

a robust postcolonial judiciary continues. Annual reports of the judiciary are aimed 

at achieving this framework, for instance the 2016/17 State of the Judiciary and 

Administration of Justice Report.153  

One of the goals of the Judiciary Transformation Framework is to increase the 

number of women magistrates and judges, and to improve the ethnic diversity of 

the judiciary. The Judicial Service Commission has been instrumental in putting 

in place a transparent recruitment process, using constitutional principles such as 

the two-thirds gender principle.154 There are now more women in the magistracy, 

the High Court, and the Court of Appeal.155 Table 2 below compares the gender 

composition of the courts in 2010 and 2016. The next section narrows down to the 

importance of the Kenya Women Judges Association in Kenya’s journey towards 

a gendered constitutionalism. 

TABLE 2 

Designation/Court Number of Female v 

Male Judges in 2010 

Number of Female vs 

Male Judges in 

2016/17 

Chief Justice/Deputy 

Chief Justice 

0 out of 2 1 out of 2 

Supreme Court Not in existence 2 out of 7 

Court of Appeal 0 out of 11 7 out of 22 

 
150 ibid 
151  ibid 
152 ibid 
153 The Judiciary of Kenya (2019) “State of the Judiciary and Administration of Justice Report 
2016-2017”, Nairobi; available at https://www.judiciary.go.ke/wp-
content/uploads/sojar20172018.pdf, last accessed October 15 2019 
154 Kamau, 'Women Judges and Magistrates in Kenya: Challenges, Opportunities and 
Contributions', at 175-179 
155 Final Report of the Task Force on Judicial Reforms 2010155, and State of the Judiciary and 
Administration of Justice Report 2016-2017 

https://www.judiciary.go.ke/wp-content/uploads/sojar20172018.pdf
https://www.judiciary.go.ke/wp-content/uploads/sojar20172018.pdf
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High Court 18 out of 45 37 out of 85 

Magistrates and Kadhis156 109 out of 294 206 out of 264 

Employment and Labour 

Court 

Not in existence 4 out of 12 

Environment and Land 

Court 

Not in existence 13 out of 34 

All superior courts 18 out of 56 63 out of 159 

Source: Final Report of the Task Force on Judicial Reforms 2010157, and State of 

the Judiciary and Administration of Justice Report 2016-2017.158  

4.4.2 REFORMS SPEARHEADED BY THE KENYA WOMEN JUDGES 

ASSOCIATION 

The importance of women judges in Kenya is best demonstrated through the work of 

the KWJA. By 1993 when the Association was formed, there were only two women 

judges in the High Court, and no women judges in the Court of Appeal.159 Justice 

Effie Owuor and Justice Oluoch were therefore initially the only members of the 

KWJA, joined later by a senior state counsel.160  

Reforms spearheaded by the KWJA ran alongside constitutional reforms and had 

an impact on both the substance of judicial outcomes relating to women,161 and a 

gender-sensitive administration of justice. Besides influencing administrative 

matters of the Judiciary such as setting up a family division of the High Court, the 

Association’s impact has mostly been the establishment of the Jurisprudence of 

Equality Programme162. The two women judges trained members of the Court of 

Appeal and the High Court to apply CEDAW and other international women’s 

 
156 These are magistrates who officiate in courts designated specifically for Islamic personal laws 
relating to marriage, divorce, inheritance and custody of children. 
157 Government of Kenya. "Final Report of the Task Force on Judicial Reforms." (2010). 
158 The Judiciary of Kenya (2019) “State of the Judiciary and Administration of Justice Report 
2016-2017”, Nairobi, pp. 129; available at https://www.judiciary.go.ke/wp-
content/uploads/sojar20172018.pdf, last accessed October 15 2019 
159 Kamau, 'Women Judges and Magistrates in Kenya: Challenges, Opportunities and 
Contributions', at 185 
160 ibid 
161 Particularly in property law outcomes such as in inheritance and matrimonial property 
disputes - see Gayoye, M, “The impact of women judges on property law outcomes in Kenya”, 
Social and Legal Studies (forthcoming) 
162 Kamau, 'Women Judges and Magistrates in Kenya: Challenges, Opportunities and 
Contributions', at 186-189 

https://www.judiciary.go.ke/wp-content/uploads/sojar20172018.pdf
https://www.judiciary.go.ke/wp-content/uploads/sojar20172018.pdf
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rights instruments, even though these had not been domesticated at the time.163 

The Jurisprudence of Equality Programme has seemingly had a particularly 

positive impact in property law outcomes, as male Court of Appeal judges began 

to apply international instruments to matrimonial property and inheritance 

disputes.164 This case law was still inconsistent, however. For instance, the Court 

of Appeal reversed the case law that had begun to recognise equal division of 

matrimonial property by ruling that wives must prove their monetary contribution 

in Echaria v Echaria.165 With time, social forces of change led to jurisprudence 

recognising women’s rights, albeit inconsistently. A good example is recognition 

of inheritance rights, such as In re Wachokire,166 Rono v Rono,167 In Re the Estate 

of Andrew Manunzu Musyoka (Deceased),168and Samson Kiogora Rukunga v 

Ziporah Gaiti Rukunga.169 

The full impact of having a more gender-inclusive judiciary is yet to be studied, 

and ten years is too short a period to provide a comprehensive picture. However, 

the work of the KWJA suggests that the success of a gendered constitutionalism 

would require a mainstreaming of gender issues within the overall transformative 

project. The case of the KWJA has shown that sometimes this is best achieved 

through collegiate efforts of women judges to influence the attitude of the entire 

judicial institution, rather than a focus on the work of individual women judges in 

isolated cases.170 A focus on the work of women judges would be much less 

straightforward in collegiate benches for example, where decisions are made 

either unanimously or by way of voting.171 

 
163 ibid 
164 Gayoye, Martha (2020) “The impact of women judges on property law outcomes in Kenya”, 
Social and Legal Studies (forthcoming). Some cases in which the Court of Appeal ordered equal 
division of matrimonial property are Karanja v Karanja, 1976, Kivuitu v Kivuitu, Civil Appeal No.26 
of 1985164; Nderitu v Nderitu, Civil Appeal No. 203 of 1997164; Essa v Essa164; Kamore v Kamore164; 
Muthembwa v Muthembwa, Civil Appeal No. 74 of 2001164; Mereka v Mereka, Civil Appeal No. 
236 of 2001 (unreported) 
165 Civil Appeal No. 75 of 2001 , [2007] eKLR 
166 Succession Cause No. 192 of 2000, Chief Magistrates’ Court at Thika, August 19 2002 
167 CA 66/02; [2005], EA 363 (CAK) 
168 [2005] eKLR 
169 Succession Cause No. 308 of 1994; 8 CHRLD 274 
170 See a further discussion of this in Gayoye, Martha, “The impact of women judges on property 
law outcomes in Kenya: The Kenya Women Judges Association, Social and Legal Studies 
(forthcoming) 
171 Kenney SJ, Gender and Jusitce: Why Women in the Judiciary Really Matter (Routledge 2013) 
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4.5 HAS THE KENYAN JUDICIARY CHANGED? 

Recent literature focusing on the 2013 and 2017 elections and the two-thirds 

gender principle examines the extent to which constitutional reforms have 

transformed the political landscape in which the judiciary operates. These two 

issues have so far been the most controversial. It has been observed that 

the resolution of the 2017 electoral crisis was rooted not so much in the 

niceties of constitutional reform, but in a long history of elite-level pacts, 

a classic informal […] institution […]. Instead, the 2017 elections in Kenya 

serve as an important reminder of how formal institutions alone cannot 

change political dynamics. Given this, one of the most important lessons 

to take from the recent poll is the extent to which the effects of formal 

institutions are shaped by their informal counterparts.172 

These scholars argue that ‘efforts to understand political institutions and 

democratisation in Africa will be dangerously incomplete unless they address the 

informal foundations of formal institutions’.173 Basing their argument on Douglas 

North’s study174 that concluded that formal institutions are consolidated and 

underpinned by ‘a set of supportive informal norms and practices’,175 Cheeseman 

et al176 argue that informal institutions and practices such as patrimonialism and 

clientelism can  undermine the effectiveness of reforms, but can also have a 

positive and complementary impact on the effectiveness of constitutional 

reforms.177 In the Kenyan context, they discuss the impact of elite cohesiveness 

and informal deal making that have always characterised Kenya’s political 

landscape, such as the handshake between the incumbent President Uhuru 

Kenyatta and opposition leader Raila Odinga after the 2017 general elections.178 

That handshake brought short-term political order at the expense of long-term 

democratic virtues such as accountability.179 Cheeseman et al suggest that ‘while 

 
172 Cheeseman N and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?' (2019) 
13 Journal of Eastern African Studies 1, at 3-4 
173 Cheeseman N, 'Conclusion: Political Institutions and Democracy in Africa' in Cheeseman N (ed) 
Institutions and Democracy in Africa (Cambridge University Press 2018), at 373 
174 North D, 'Institutions' (1991) 5 Journal of Economic Perspectives 97 
175 Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?'  
176 ibid 
177 ibid 
178 Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?' , at 3-4 
179 ibid, at 4 
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there are many reasons to be cautious about the transformative impact of 

constitutional reform […], there is need for careful counter-factual analysis to 

demonstrate the effect of new institutional arrangements’.180 

It has been observed that the lodging of the 2013 presidential election dispute181 

by the opposition leader Raila Odinga to the Supreme Court signalled better trust 

of the judiciary.182 However, the disallowing of  evidence of election irregularities 

on technical grounds was widely criticised as motivated by a desire to maintain 

stability and public order at the expense of the public interest – with Harrington 

and Manji  arguing that the Supreme Court reinforced ‘the power of the Executive 

and the model of a unitary state beyond the reach of law’.183 Others observed that 

it signalled a lack of a coherent and progressive jurisprudence on the interpretation 

of the Constitution.184 The 2013  Supreme Court Ruling brought out in the open 

the ideological and personality divisions in the Court – between those who adopt 

technical and positivist interpretations of the Constitution, and those who adopt 

progressive interpretations of the Constitution that also take into account the 

political context of the petition.185 These ideological divisions have continued to 

play out every time the court makes a decision of national importance, and 

continue to  threaten the unity of the court.186 

The Supreme Court of Kenya is the first African court to annul a general election 

– the 2017 general elections.187 The decision was widely hailed for its affirmation 

of the political independence of the Judiciary and the effectiveness of the judicial 

reforms. This has been attributed to the ‘investment made to secure the 

independence of the Judiciary under the 2010 Constitution’,188 the leadership 

provided by the immediate former Chief Justice Willy Mutunga and his efforts to 

 
180 ibid, at 6-7 
181 Raila Odinga and others vs IEBC and others, Supreme Court of Kenya ruling on election petition 
no. 2,4, and 5 of 2013 
182Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?' , at 6-7  
183 Harrington J and Manji A, 'Restoring Leviathan? The Kenyan Supreme Court, Constitutional 
Transformation, and the Presidential Election of 2013' (2015) 9 Journal of Eastern African Studies 
175, at 175 
184 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections', at 240 
185 ibid 
186 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections', at 241 
187 IEBC versus NASA and others, Court of Appeal Number 224 of 2017(Nairobi).Cheeseman and 
others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?' , at 2 
188 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections', at 245 
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secure judicial independence, and the desire of the Supreme Court to redeem itself 

and learn from the mistakes made in the 2013 presidential election dispute.189   

The crux of the 2017 presidential election dispute was whether an election could 

be nullified due to election irregularities alone, or on both the process and the 

result.190 This question had not been adequately answered in the 2013 presidential 

election dispute.191 A majority of four against two judges ruled that both the 

process and the result matter.192 It was observed however that the same ideological 

divisions that bedevilled the Supreme Court in the 2013 presidential election 

dispute were also evident in the 2017 presidential election dispute – the sum of 

these ideological divisions was the extent to which the courts should engage in 

politics and general policy.193 The two minority judges faulted the majority four 

judges for ‘departing from the judicial decision making process and moving into 

politics’,194 -  that judges should not focus attention ‘upon the workaday motions 

of general policy and politics which devolve to the citizens themselves, and to the 

political agencies of the State’.195 In fact, the question posed by the politics of 

elections in Kenya is whether courts should stick to positivist interpretations of 

the Constitution, or pay attention to the political context. To what extent is 

refusing to engage with politics an avoidance tactic that maintains the status quo? 

It has been observed that the Supreme Court and the judiciary in general lacks the 

legislative power, enforcement capacity and financial resources to cause a real 

impact through its  Rulings outside the courts.196 The Supreme Court decision on 

the 2017 presidential election dispute prompted a backlash from President 

Kenyatta and the Jubilee party – on the same day of the Ruling, President Kenyatta 

insulted and attacked the majority judges and called them ‘wakora’.197 The next 

day, the President threatened to ‘fix’ the courts:  

 
189 ibid 
190 IEBC versus NASA and others, Court of Appeal Number 224 of 2017(Nairobi) 
191 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections', at 244 
192 IEBC versus NASA and others, Court of Appeal Number 224 of 2017(Nairobi) 
193 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections' 
194 IEBC versus NASA and others, Court of Appeal Number 224 of 2017(Nairobi) 
195 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections' 
196 Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?' , at 14 
197 Swahili word meaning crooks and criminals. See Daily Nation, “Stop the Insults, Judiciary 
tells President Kenyatta”, September 3, 2017; Patrick Langat, “Kenya President, Deputy hit Out 
at Supreme Court”, The East African, September 2, 2017 
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             ‘Chief Justice Maraga thinks he can overturn the will of the people? We 

shall show you in 60 days that the will of the people cannot be overturned 

by one or two individuals […]  when we finish, we will revisit this thing. 

Every time we do things, the judiciary puts an injunction […]  who do 

you think elected you? […] there is a problem and we must fix it […] we 

must fix it’.198  

The Jubilee Party’s attacks on judges were very intense, and targeted the four 

majority judges to put pressure on them to resign,199 including writing to the 

Judicial Service Commission to remove them from office.200  High Court judges 

were also targeted for some of the decisions they made in relation to presidential 

election processes. These attacks, criticism and backlash from both the Jubilee 

Party and the opposition were so ferocious that it led to a politicisation of the 

Judiciary, as  

politicians used the courts, but had no hesitation in attacking them when 

they made decisions against them. […] “The courts had certainly turned 

into a laundry for cleaning up ‘wrong’ and ‘unclear’ decisions made by 

other institutions.201  

This in turn made it impossible to implement the much needed reforms for a fair 

and successful fresh poll on October 26 - the confusion and controversy  

eventually led to the boycott of the fresh poll by opposition leader, Raila 

Odinga.202  Uhuru Kenyatta was the only real candidate, voted in with an official 

turnout of only 39% of the voters.203  

The 2017 presidential election dispute therefore did little to sustain electoral 

legitimacy in Kenya, and to implement the much-needed electoral reforms prior 

to the October 26 fresh poll for two reasons. The courts operate within a wider 

political system in which their independence is consistently undermined by 

persistent informal norms – namely patron-client politics and breaches of the rule 

 
198 Waweru Titus, “President Uhuru Kenyatta Threatens to ‘Deal with’ Judiciary if Re-elected”, 
The Standard, September 2, 2017.  
199 Daily Nation, “Jubilee Legislators Plan ‘All Out’ War on Judiciary”, September 17, 2017 
200 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections', at 245 
201 ibid, at 246-247 
202 ibid 
203 Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?' , at 6 
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of law.204 Therefore ‘despite the changes introduced by the 2010 Constitution, the 

executive still wields power to use resources and strengthen patronage 

networks’.205  

This discussion on the 2013 and 2017 election disputes is important in signalling 

the political landscape within which the judiciary operates post-2010, and sets the 

study’s findings on the judicial implementation of the two-thirds gender principle 

in context. The discussion on the ideological divisions of the Supreme Court on 

the interpretation of the Constitution also matters, as will be discussed further 

along in the following chapters. In other words, the role of the courts must be 

placed in its wider political context, and not just on legal (constitutional) 

frameworks. As we saw in chapter two, a purposive interpretation of the 

Constitution requires an acknowledgment of politics in constitutional adjudication 

– the 2013 and 2017 presidential election disputes provide excellent examples to 

this analysis. 

4.6 THE TWO-THIRDS GENDER PRINCIPLE: HAS IT BROUGHT A 

CHANGE? 

In chapter one, we saw that thirteen cases were filed on the two-thirds gender 

principle in a period of six years between 2011 and 2017. These cases reveal how 

controversial the implementation of the principle has been, more than other issues 

in the constitution. The judicial implementation of the two-thirds gender quota 

seems to have been almost entirely the concern of women’s rights organisations 

and activists, 206 apart from one case filed by the Attorney General in what has 

been argued as a move to frustrate and delay the implementation of the quota.207 

The greatest criticism against the courts on the implementation of the two-thirds 

gender principle has been that the Supreme Court chose to hide behind  the 

principle of ‘progressive realization’ to delay the implementation of the principle 

up to August 27 2015.208 Following the Supreme Court Ruling, there has been a 

number of court orders against Parliament, the executive and the IEBC to put in 

 
204 ibid, at 15 
205 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections', at 237 
206 Mitullah, 'Gender mainstreaming and the campaign for equality' 
207 Advisory Reference No. 2 of 2012, Supreme Court of Kenya 
208Baraza, 'Supreme Court of Kenya Advisory Opinion on the Two-Thirds Gender Principle: A 
Critique through Dworkin's Constructive Interpretation' Ochiel, Ghai "Gender rights and wrongs: 
Critique of the Supreme Court Decision on the one third gender principle;  
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place measures to implement the quota – all these court orders have been 

disregarded.209 

It has been argued that ‘Kenya’s failure to comply with its own constitutionally 

mandated gender principle deserves further exploration in the context of its 

broader political system’.210 Constitutional ‘reforms have not fundamentally 

changed the power of political parties, the way campaigns are financed, cultural 

ideas about women, and the pervasiveness of (often gendered) violence in Kenyan 

elections’,211 where ‘women’s rights and representation are not a priority for the 

political elite where, ethnic and regional contestation remains an important part of 

the landscape, despite the letter of the law’.212  

Bouka, Merry and Kamuru observe that the national government has continued to 

disregard various court orders requiring the enactment of a legal mechanism to 

realise the principle, and ‘the state’s refusal to accept the role of the judiciary as 

an instrument to limit state authority or of social and legal change has significant 

implications for democracy and women’s rights’.213 Finally, they conclude that 

the disregard of court orders and of the role of the court generally signals a 

‘deteriorating rule of law environment, which has consequences beyond women’s 

inclusion’.214  

Just like the outcomes of the presidential election disputes in 2013 and 2017, the 

failure to implement the principle suggests that a new constitution has not 

necessarily led to a transformation of the wider political system. While the courts 

were prepared to annul the 2017 general elections, they were not prepared to rule 

for an immediate application of the two thirds principle in the 2013 general 

elections. One may argue that the courts were bold enough to rule for the 

disbandment of Parliament for being unconstitutionally constituted in 

Constitutional Petition No. 317 of 2016. This ruling was however ineffective, for 

reasons that will be discussed further in chapters five and six. This may suggest 

 
209 Bouka, Berry and Kamuru, 'Women's Political Inclusion in Kenya's devolved political system' 
210 ibid, at 314 
211 ibid 
212 ibid, at 327-28 
213 ibid, at 327. 
214 ibid 
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that the disregard of the status of women’s rights continues, especially when one 

considers that the Supreme Court itself is not compliant with the principle.  

4.7 CONCLUSION 

A gendered constitutionalism must consider the legacy of colonialism on the 

status of women in postcolonial states to date. This chapter has examined Kenya’s 

specific context. The colonial legal system legitimised a political system whose 

purpose was primarily to aid an extractive state that had zero obligations to the 

[African] peoples.  While the colonial legal system was a tool of imperialism 

embedded with racial inequalities and discrimination that hindered access to 

justice for natives. The colonial legal system was also a gendered justice system 

that limited the choices of women in the political economy that hindered their 

access to justice in the native courts. In Kenya, the status of women has been 

characterised by a complete disdain and disregard by the colonial courts in the 

erroneous creation and application of a contested customary law regime. The 

customary law regime was essentially a coalition of English patriarchal family 

relations and African male patriarchy to bar women from equal access to justice 

in colonial native courts. The disdain and disregard for women’s status was carried 

on to independence – the independence constitution sanctioned the discrimination 

of women by barring legal action against discriminatory practices in personal 

laws. Post-independent decisions coming from the courts have been manifestly 

gendered and, in many instances, outrightly sexist.  

The independence constitution carried on the colonial legacy of limiting access to 

justice for the citizenry. It was based on a Westminster model of parliamentary 

supremacy with checks and balances to limit government, but no real 

constitutional protection for minorities and marginalised groups. The courts 

continued to act in the interests of the State rather than the citizenry and would 

simply refuse to challenge government action. The post-independent 

constitutional regime was referred to as having a ‘constitution without 

constitutionalism.215  

 
215 Okoth-Ogendo, '"Constitutions Without Constitutionalism": Reflections on an African 
paradox'   
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The wider constitutional reform processes leading to the enactment of the 2010 

Constitution were set out in chapter one. This chapter has focused on judicial 

reforms – both constitutionally mandated and administrative. Judicial reforms 

were going alongside constitutional reform processes, starting with President 

Kibaki’s ‘radical surgery’ in 2003, and culminating in the vetting of judges and 

magistrates after the promulgation of the Constitution. I have described these 

constitutional and judicial reforms in detail here to demonstrate the extent to 

which the Kenyan judiciary is decolonised and inclusive, moving away from a 

colonial model of limiting access to justice for the citizenry, to that of a judicial 

system that places the citizenry at the centre.  

This chapter has assessed the effectiveness of the reforms which were two-fold: 

first, to decolonise and transform the colonially imposed constitutional framework 

to a postcolonial normative (Upendra Baxi’s C3) constitutionalism that is people-

centred, rather than on an extractive State with zero obligations to the people. 

Secondly, the purpose of the constitutional and judicial reforms is to build a 

postcolonial judiciary with the institutional resilience to enforce this new 

decolonised and people-centred constitutionalism, to legitimise the judiciary in 

the eyes of the citizenry, and to ensure that it is properly resourced and equipped, 

including by cleansing it of corruption and mismanagement. 

I have discussed in the chapter that the wider political landscape is important in 

addressing the question of the extent to which Kenya has changed – in other 

words, to what extent have constitutional and judicial reforms changed the 

substantive lives of women in an enhanced Bill of rights, and the political 

landscape for the judiciary to effectively implement these rights? Has Kenya 

moved away from a ‘constitution without constitutionalism’? 

Recent literature examines the question of the extent to which Kenya has changed 

post-2010 in relation to presidential election disputes, and the two-thirds gender 

principle. The 2013 and 2017 presidential election disputes, and the various court 

cases on the two-thirds gender principle have provided the focal points in these 

studies. The sum total of these studies is that these questions must be answered 

taking into account the wider political context, and the extent to which informal 

institutions and practices such as patronage networks among political elites 
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influence the implementation (or not) of judicial decisions.216  Winnie Mitullah’s 

and  Yolande Bouka and Marie Berry and Marilyn Muthoni Kamuru’s studies 

have revealed the fact that cultural ideas about women’s roles, and the lack of 

prioritisation of women’s concerns by both courts and political elites (among other 

factors) are important considerations.217 I would add that the wider constitutional 

framework  is important – to what extent has the lack of a Constitutional Court, 

and a politically-inclined Supreme Court, affected a gendered constitutionalism, 

and the implementation of the two-thirds gender principle? I also discussed in the 

chapter that judicial review in and of itself is an extremely important tenet of 

gendered constitutionalism, as its success will depend on the extent to which 

courts are willing to embrace their enhanced role of judicial review in an era of 

constitutional supremacy, or constitutionalism. These questions and 

considerations are examined in the following chapters. 

 

 
216 Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?'  
217 Bouka, Berry and Kamuru, 'Women's Political Inclusion in Kenya's devolved political system'; 
Mitullah, 'Gender mainstreaming and the campaign for equality' 
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5.0 VOICES OF DISILLUSIONMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter four addressed the history and context of Kenya’s constitution framework 

and the role of the judiciary within this.  It considered the factors that necessitated 

constitutional reforms. The chapter also addressed the normative and structural 

changes introduced by the 2010 Constitution to build a robust postcolonial 

judiciary that would be at the centre of a transformative constitutionalism. This 

chapter moves on to focus on the contribution of the judiciary to ensuring gender 

equality within the Bill of Rights by examining the litigation around the two-thirds 

gender principle. The chapter also addresses the role played by women’s rights 

organisations and activists (as public interest litigators) in implementing the 

principle. The chapter uses interview and focus group data. As discussed in 

chapter three, interviews were conducted with constitution making experts and 

judges of three different categories (Supreme Court, Court of Appeal, and High 

Court). Two focus group discussions were conducted: one with women’s rights 

organisations, and the other with public interest litigators that either filed cases on 

the two-thirds gender principle, or other constitutional matters relating to 

in(equality). 

The findings are presented through discussion of thirteen themes which emerged 

from analysis of the data collected. Two overriding topic run throughout all 

thirteen themes. The first is that the litigation on the two-thirds gender principle 

triggered the supervisory powers of the courts to ensure that the executive and 

parliament fulfil their duty to set up a policy and legislative framework. Litigation 

on  the two-thirds gender principle was necessitated by the failure of both 

Parliament and the Executive to implement the two-thirds gender principle. The 

significance of this supervisory role emerged clearly from both focus group 

discussions and interviews. Both sets of participants devoted a substantial amount 

of time to discussing the court remedies in the various cases, and the extent to 

which these remedies were effective. In general, responses revealed 

disillusionment with the courts and their failure to issue effective remedies to 

ensure that the principle is applied. Focus group participants in particular saw the 

issuance of ineffective court orders as the reason court orders are either 

disregarded or disobeyed.  Their responses can be summarised rhetorically as 
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‘what would be the point of issuing court orders against the political branch if they 

are not going to be obeyed anyway?’ The specific ways in which these responses 

emerged are discussed in more detail in the chapter.   

The second overriding theme in all the thirteen themes is that that failure 

represents what was described in chapter four as the existence of a ‘constitution 

without constitutionalism’. Despite being a radical constitution with potential for 

transformative constitutionalism, the research findings reveal three threats to a 

gendered transformation. The first is the ineffectiveness of court remedies and the 

lack of appreciation by judges of the substantial supervisory powers bestowed on 

the courts through judicial review under the 2010 Constitution. The second threat 

is the absence of a constitutional court mandated by the Constitution (unlike  

countries associated with transformative constitutionalism, such as India and 

South Africa). The final threat is the challenge presented by defiance of 

constitutional provisions, and refusal to implement court orders. Although the 

findings relating to the three threats are presented in this chapter, the topic of a 

‘constitution without constitutionalism’ is analysed further in the following 

chapter six. 

Table 3 below sets out the thirteen themes in two broad categories: the politics of 

the implementation of the principle, and the supervisory jurisdiction of the courts. 

as already mentioned, the broad topic of ‘a constitution without constitutionalism’ 

will be analysed further in the following chapter six, based on the findings on the 

thirteen themes in this chapter. 

TABLE 3 

POLITICS OF THE TWO-THIRDS 

GENDER PRINCIPLE 

SUPERVISORY JURISDICTION 

OF THE COURTS 

Failure from the Executive and 

Parliament to implement the two-

thirds gender principle 

Judicial approach to constitutional 

adjudication: judicial activism versus 

judicial restraint 

the judicialisation of the politics of 

implementation of the principle to the 

courts 

Individual judges’ philosophical 

orientation  

 Have women judges made a 

difference? 

Approach to constitutional 

interpretation 

Political interference from the 

Executive 
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The extent to which the exercise of the 

supervisory jurisdiction of the courts 

has been effectively utilised 

The extent to which the exercise of the 

supervisory jurisdiction of the courts 

has been effectively utilised 

Political interference 

the court structure (the implications of 

the lack of a constitutional court), 

Disobedience of court orders and 

collective abuse of office by 

parliament, judiciary and executive 

The extent to which the courts have 

fostered a transformative 

constitutionalism under the post-2010 

constitutional dispensation 

5.2. FINDINGS 

5.2.1THE POLITICS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TWO-THIRDS 

GENDER PRINCIPLE 

Civil Society Participant #1, Constitution Review Experts #1, 4 and 6, and 

Supreme Court Justice #1 focused on the processes and politics of the early 

interventions to implement the principle before it found its way into the courts. As 

already discussed in chapter one, there was lack of consensus even within the 

women’s collective voice on whether a constitutional amendment was the best 

approach to implementing the principle: 

‘the 2011 Mutula Kilonzo Bill […] people opposed it, including women 

who said ‘don’t break the constitution too early as you will be opening up 

a pandoras box’[…] It was a strategy  which for me I didn’t subscribe to 

[…]. We were not breaking the Constitution. We were just trying to put a 

clause which was dropped [during constitution reform negotiations] 

without much thought going into it – the mechanism was lost. We were 

just trying to put it back! And that was an opportunity that we lost. And at 

that time, the Minister was very much for us – Mutula Kilonzo […] And 

then the thought of honouring the Constitution was there with us. So at that 

time, people still really wanted to honour the Constitution. The fire was 

still hot. The Parliament would sit until midnight passing laws [...]'. 

Constitution Review Expert #6.   
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Civil Society Participant #1 spoke at length about the joint efforts of the National 

Women’s Steering Committee on the Implementation of the Constitution 

(NWSC), Katiba Institute (a public interest litigation NGO), and the State’s  

electoral body (Interim Independent Electoral Commission, IIEC):  

‘the NWSC was born out of the desire to implement the women’s gains in 

the Constitution […] as a collective voice. The convenors were the Caucus 

for Women’s Leadership, Women’s Political Alliance, and Maendeleo ya 

Wanawake’. (Civil Society Participant #1). 

All these three convenors are conglomerations of various women’s political 

leadership organisations. Civil Society Participant #1  revealed that at a time when 

the mechanism for implementing the principle was being worked out by the 

Commission for the Implementation of the Constitution (CIC) and Parliament, the 

NWSC worked with Katiba Institute and IIEC and proposed rotating single gender 

constituencies to Cabinet ‘so the Electoral Commission would draw lots for 

adjacent constituencies and pick one for that election that will field women 

candidates’: 

‘the NWSC pushed and pushed this agenda […] and proposed to CIC […] 

they looked at it, they said okay!”. When the NWSC presented the 

proposal to Cabinet, “it was totally rejected. The Government said ‘Forget 

it! […] Think again, how dare they block constituencies? That is infringing 

on people’s rights to choose their leaders!’’’ (Civil Society Participant #1). 

According to Civil Society Participant #1, the NWSC went on to argue that  

‘there are certain rights which are protected in the Constitution. But those 

are rights that can be limited. And it says very clearly that they can be 

limited for a period in order to reach a democratic end – and that’s what 

we want to do because it’s affirmative action. We stood on Article 27(6) 

of the Constitution. They would hear none of it!’ (Civil Society Participant 

#1). 

Cabinet’s refusal to adopt rotating single gender constituencies as a mechanism to 

implement the principle led the NWSC to adopt a coercive stance:  
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‘So we said […] ‘we are going to make sure that we paralyse Parliament!’” 

And we told them, “‘we will, we will make sure!’’ (Civil Society 

Participant #1). 

In Civil Society Participant #1’s view, this coercive stance worked, as it forced 

the Cabinet to accept the alternative offered by the NWSC:  

‘So we said, ‘the only thing that you guys have to do is to amend the 

Constitution, there is no other way!’ […] So they set up a Cabinet sub-

committee. […] And then we were called to order – we cannot talk at the 

Government through the media and whatever […] ‘Give us the formula 

you want!’ So we got Dr. Linda Musumba who at the time was the Dean 

of Law at Kenyatta University. Dr. Linda Musumba is the one who drafted 

for us the proposed amendment. And it was the first constitutional draft 

amendment, and it was adopted by the Government. Mutula Kilonzo being 

the Minister for Justice crafted it’. (Civil Society Participant #1). 

This proposed constitutional amendment was successfully tabled for debate in 

Parliament as Constitution (Amendment) Bill 2011. In the meantime, a parallel 

process was ongoing in Parliament with the CIC as they proposed a formula that  

‘every political party […] cannot nominate more than two-thirds 

women, so then you would get a lot more elected […] And in fact 

we were saying not just nomination, but the ones that actually get 

elected. And that one by the way political parties were willing to 

consider […]. That was probably the easiest one’. (Constitution 

Review Expert #4).  

Constitution Review Expert #4 explained that the negotiation with political parties 

to cap gender proportions in nomination lists was rejected by Parliament because 

‘Parliament has a complete hostility towards anything that would be by law’.  

Constitution Review Expert #4 revealed that ‘even for us as a Commission, we 

recognised the impossibility or the difficulty of doing this thing through law’, and 

that ‘Parliament proposed constitutional amendments which they knew would be 

defeated […] which was boycotted, and it didn’t pass’. In Civil Society Participant 

#1’s narration, the Minister for Justice  
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‘decided that “all these Bills and all these issues are about amendments to 

the Constitution, let’s put them together!” And I remember CIC […] telling 

us, “separate your issues, insist that your issue is separate! Because they 

can reject yours or accept it, but if you put together with this (election date), 

you guys are done! Remember Parliament cannot amend a Constitutional 

Amendment Bill, you either accept it in total, or you reject it in total once 

it’s tabled in the floor of the House, you cannot amend it”’. So we were 

advised, […], but then there was the wisdom of some of our elders in the 

movement who said "because they are so keen on changing the election 

date, let’s make the two-thirds gender principle a sweetener!”’. 

While Civil Society Participant #1 felt that the failure was caused by technical 

constitutional and parliamentary technicalities - the implementation mechanism of 

the principle was lumped together with other constitutional amendments, such that 

once the amendment for the election date failed, that of the two-thirds gender 

principle automatically failed too, Supreme Court Justice #2 and Constitution 

Review Expert #6 had a different understanding, that is, that ‘women’s issues 

always take the back burner!’ (Constitution Review Expert #6), that  

‘in the same amendment, there were two Bills, the one about changing the 

election date was passed1 but the one on the two-thirds gender principle 

wasn’t”. Again, the lack of prioritization of women’s concerns and issues 

arises’. (Supreme Court Justice #2). 

5.2.2 JUDICIALISATION OF THE POLITICS OF THE TWO-THIRDS 

GENDER PRINCIPLE 

The question of the judicialisation of the politics of the two-thirds gender principle 

was discussed mostly by public interest litigators in Focus Group B.  According 

to participants’ accounts, the politicisation and the hostility on the issue of the 

two-thirds gender principle in Parliament found their way to the courts mainly 

though the advisory reference to the Supreme Court by the Attorney General. 

Focus group participants were divided into two general camps in relation to the 

motives of the AG in filing the reference. The first camp felt that ‘ideally the 

 
1 ibid, see Constitutional (Amendment) Bill 2011 had proposed to change the first election date 
from the second Tuesday in August to the third Monday in December. However, the term of 
the 10th Parliament was going to end in March, so the election date was then pushed to March 
4 2013 
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Government ought to have set the policy’ (PIL #3),  that they were ‘deflecting this 

issue to the court, and not making it their business as they should be, and passing 

the button to someone else, so that it is someone else’s fault’. […]. (PIL #2). Thus,  

‘if they’re already in discussions with the legislature on how to implement, 

then he goes and asks the court on how it should be implemented, and even 

advances the argument that it should be implemented progressively and 

not immediately, shows the lack of good will on the part of the 

Government to implement the principle’. (PIL #2).  

Public interest litigators were of the view that the AG was  

‘[…] buying himself time. And I think if you read through the submissions, 

he was very noncommittal on what he had been advising [as the legal 

advisor of the Government prior to filing the suit]. I don’t think he even 

responded to that question.  And now bringing those issues of unfair tax 

burden…I mean if the AG was really genuine - he would have gone to 

court to ask for the formula of implementation, rather than the time of the 

implementation. How do we achieve this? So, it should have been a 

question of how it should be achieved […] And not when. It’s the how, 

not whether and when. So that for me is the problem in the framing of the 

reference by the AG - it’s what is the difference for me’. (PIL #2). 

Constitution Review Expert #4 also expressed the view that the ‘AG wanted to 

buy time […] and brought that deliberately because he knew that that issue was 

coming up. So, it was a diversionary tactic that worked’. Supreme Court Justice 

#2 was categorical that  

‘the AG evaded his role as the Attorney General of the Republic […]  up 

to today I think the AG could have sorted this thing out as the Attorney 

General of the Republic - by getting us the necessary legal framework for 

realisation of the one-third’. 

In the second camp, PIL #4 was of the view that  

‘[…] there was the question on how exactly in terms of practicality, 

affordability and the general modality of how the Article was going to be 

implemented. Because the constitution is not particular like the county 
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assemblies’ provision which was very explicit. So, I believe that was the 

very first misstep. So I believe the Attorney General’s reference in my 

opinion was an indication that Government itself did not know what it was 

supposed to do or how it was supposed to implement the provision’. [...].  

PIL#4 was supported in this view by PIL #6 and PIL #3:  

‘[…]  when you look at the timelines, the constitution was passed in 2010. 

This is 2012. This is actually the time if you ask me, one of the times when 

Government has been most proactive. They’re forecasting and saying -  

‘Look here (claps), elections are going to be in 2013 March […] we’re not 

going to make this quota [...]. Instead of finding ourselves in that position 

of crisis, how about we let another arm of Government decide what is what 

so that we are either clean when the time comes and we haven’t made the 

quota, or we have a way forward on how to fulfil the requirement’. (PIL 

#6)  

PIL #3 thought that the reference was motivated by the fact that  

‘even in Government there was no consensus on what we should do if we 

do not meet the numbers […] their way of resolving it was - let’s take it 

back to the courts, if they interpret it in a way that is in our favour […], 

well and good! Because at the end of the day, that burden doesn’t come 

back to us. And then if the court tells us this is how you do it, even better! 

Now they’ve given us a roadmap so that if it doesn’t work, we will just 

say - ‘look, it’s the courts that told us to do it. We were simply obeying!’ 

Constitution Review Expert #6 pointed out that ‘politically he had been advised 

that oh women will be costly, and all the things that go with it’. This participant 

believed that the AG in filling the reference was a very clear example of the 

interplay of politics and male bias around the two-thirds gender principle, 

manifested in the way the AG framed the questions for determination. 

5.2.3 JUDICIAL APPROACH: JUDICIAL ACTIVISM VERSUS JUDICIAL 

RESTRAINT 

Supreme Court Justice #2, Supreme Court Justice #3, Court of Appeal Justice #3, 

Court of Appeal Justice #4, High Court Justice #1, and High Court Justice #2 

discussed the extent to which politics had an influence on constitutional 
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adjudication. Their responses fell roughly into three camps: Supreme Court 

Justice #1, Supreme Court Justice #3, and Court of Appeal Justice #4 were of the 

view that politics has nothing to do with constitutional adjudication. Supreme 

Court Justice #2, the sole judicial representative of camp 2 took the opposite view 

but was supported by Constitution Review Expert #3. In the third camp were some 

judges who were of the view that the constitution gives no choice to judges than 

to be activist – in other words, it didn’t matter what the judge thought about the 

question of politics and constitutional adjudication, the constitution gives them no 

choice but to be activist, since the constitution is activist in itself. Judges in camp 

three can be summed up as the ‘no-choice’ group. 

Within the first camp, it was observed that ‘the players out there may be influenced 

[…] but the judges, no!  As far as the parties are concerned, everything is political 

– but not for the court’ (Court of Appeal Justice #3), and that ‘judges should never 

look through the window to see what is happening outside. It shouldn’t matter 

[…] you should never look out there’; (Supreme Court Justice #3). Further that 

‘first of all, a court should really take a neutral position. Because if the court 

becomes activist, it’s now playing the same politics as those people are playing. 

And politics can be a mad game. So, it is not right for judges to get into a mad 

game’. (Supreme Court Justice #1). 

In the second camp was Supreme Court Justice #2 supported by Constitution 

Review Expert #3 who explained that 

‘if it’s the debate that judges are not political, I basically rubbish it and 

show that it’s not the case […] Upendra Baxi did say that judges are either 

active or activist, , that some are to preserve the status quo - so all are 

active but not all are activist’.  

Constitution Review Expert #3 observed that ‘the court can be an agent of 

transformation or can join with the reactionary forces that advocate for the status 

quo’.  

 In the ‘no-choice’ camp, it was observed that ‘[…] judges in Kenya […] have to 

be activist - because of what the Constitution requires them to do. Well, the 

activism for me - the criterion is if they are following the Constitution’. (Supreme 

Court Justice #2), and that  
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         ‘if you’re talking about activism, the constitution is more activist than 

anything else. You don’t even need to go to the streets and say that I belong 

to this argument. Because this document…in fact most of the decisions we 

make are described as activist - because it’s transformative in nature, the 

political landscape shifted. The legal landscape shifted […]. What you notice 

with these transformative constitutions for those who don’t know are 

activist’. (High Court Justice #2). 

Participants in the ‘no-choice’ camp were equating the term ‘activist’ with a 

‘transformative’ court and constitution. Court of Appeal Justice #3 thought that 

‘judicial activism is necessary, because sometimes the judiciary is the only 

institution that can stand up for the people’, and that  

‘judicial activism goes hand in hand with purposiveness and 

transformativism (sic) […] judicial activism is necessary. That is how the 

Supreme Court of India has been that progressive on socio-economic 

rights […]. But people who oppose it - then they remain laid back and 

conservative’ (Court of Appeal Justice #3). 

To what  extent have  judges been delivering justice in line with a transformative 

and activist Constitution?. It was observed that 

in the recent past, the courts are no longer laid back […] In fact, a few 

years ago, the courts were blamed for being activists […] because the 

courts were now going out of the norm’. (High Court Justice #1) 

Another judge similarly observed that 

           ‘there has been a lot of activism by the courts where we find that there are 

areas - and you will see what the Supreme Court did recently in the 

MuruaTetu Case, it declared the mandatory death penalty as 

unconstitutional. And the rest of the courts have followed suit and tried 

to alleviate the difficulties that they’ve had in implementing the 

mandatory death sentence. So yes - the courts have been active, they’ve 

spelt out and continue to spell out the law clearly, so that in its own way 

that is activism that dictates how the constitution should be interpreted. 
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What should be the direction we should be taking on different issues. 

(Court of Appeal Justice #4). 

Civil Society Participant #3 considered that ‘since 2010 [...] the courts have also 

gained some sort of muscle - before it was always dependent on – “are we 

independent, are we anti-government, are we pro-government, we’re trying not to 

ruffle anyone’s feathers”’. Further,  

‘people like Justices A, B, C, D, E, even F and others - people who I think 

have understood that theory of interpretation of the Constitution, and 

people who are also invoking global jurisprudence that are positive - 

whether it’s South African, Indian or Columbian […] they embraced the 

Constitution in a very positive way’ (Supreme Court Justice #2). 

Court of Appeal Justice # 1 revealed thus: 

‘I was branded ‘activist’ and I have no apology for it! I said ‘No! We are 

just administering the law’ […] So, I am saying that judges are not 

necessarily activist - but the Constitution itself as I have indicated requires 

the court to give it a purposive interpretation. And that has caused judges 

to be branded activist wrongly’. 

Focus group participants singled out one High Court judge particularly who had 

been consistently activist: 

‘the judge ‘doesn’t colour within the lines, Justice X just goes to whatever 

direction the judgment is going to take them. Justice X specifically went 

to the left and stayed there! […] If you have a Bench of five and Justice X 

is there, you have a chance - 1 out of 5 that Justice X might go your way 

if you are advancing something that is very radical’ (PIL #3). 

By contrast, Constitution Review Expert #4 and Court of Appeal Justice #3 were 

sceptical that judges have been delivering an activist and transformative 

constitutional justice:  

‘in our case, even where it’s been there, it’s been very limited […] I don’t 

think that you can call the entire judiciary ‘activist’ [..] what you will find 
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is that you have more judges that are more conservative than the opposite’ 

(Constitution Review Expert #4); 

and 

‘the court has not taken advantage to come up with transformative 

jurisdiction […] the courts have been a good partner in some respects - but 

the courts have also detracted from full, faithful implementation of the 

Constitution by blowing hot and cold’. (Court of Appeal Justice #3). 

Interestingly, Constitution Review Expert #5 observed that ‘the bigger group of 

people who don’t like change very much are Court of Appeal judges’. This leads 

to the next section presenting participants’ discussions on individual judges’ 

ideological and philosophical orientations in judging. 

5.2.4 INDIVIDUAL JUDGES’ PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION 

All participants were unanimous that the philosophical orientation of the judge 

matters in constitutional adjudication. Supreme Court Justice #3 observed that 

what matters is ‘the whole philosophical orientation of the judges’. Supreme Court 

Justice #2 observed that  

‘every judge uses their own politics and philosophy to interpret the law 

[…] under common law, judges pretend that they don’t make law; they 

also pretend that their intellectual, ideological and political biases are not 

in their judgments, which I think is not true. We all got biases and so forth. 

[…] That is why I say the Supreme Court of the US put themselves in 

pigeonholes- whether you are conservative, you’re liberal, you’re radical. 

Or depending on your own philosophy. And so, you bring that into a case’.  

Similarly, Constitution Review Expert #4 advised:  

‘Don’t forget that judges are not automatons. Judges have life 

philosophies, and those life philosophies inform their world view, and 

therefore inform the way they see the law and the way they see the 

Constitution. And so, on certain things there will be certain agreement. But 

there are certain areas where you see divergence, and that’s how 

jurisprudence develops because you have diversity of views. […] judicial 

philosophies differ. Some are conservative, and some are a bit more - for 
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lack of a better word, the opposite of conservative. And that would be 

reflected in their decisions’. 

To illustrate the point that judges philosophical orientations influence judging, 

participants made observations about certain judges. Supreme Court Justice #2 

observed that ‘there is an intersection between judges’ philosophies and some 

clear biases. Like somebody coming from a marginalised county will think that 

this devolution has to be protected, it’s got to be my legacy! Justice X is from 

Samburu! Yeah. And Justice Y is a woman with albinism, so you can imagine the 

kind of marginalisation she has had’. Constitution Review Expert #5 observed: 

‘But Justice A is not totally bad, and he’s bright, but he’s fundamentally 

conservative. And of course, he did write at one point in time in support of 

the one-party state […] it tells you something about their certain temperance 

towards the structures or systems of authority. He’s not a person who likes 

to upset the apple cart (laughs). Whereas Justice B was all in the business of 

upsetting the apple cart. And Justice C and D seem to be reasonably 

interested in some degree of change in society. They’re not always coming 

out in their Rulings. But they’re not lacking in some elements of 

progressiveness’. (Constitution Expert #5). 

Supreme Court Justice #2 explained about their own philosophy: 

‘I come from a tradition of radicalism. […] a lean towards what I call 

‘Creative Marxism’ […]. So that’s what prompted me to look at the 

Constitution - I didn’t think that it was Marxist or anything like that, no! I 

thought it was socialist democracy. It was there to mitigate a status quo that 

was terrible […].  And I was also very active in the reform processes [...] in 

terms of changing the Constitution. I was in it for four decades! And that’s 

why I applied for that job. Because I thought - well, I could get in and make 

a contribution in the Supreme Court’. 

These responses also suggest that the philosophical orientation affects the 

approach to constitutional interpretation, for which participants’ responses are 

presented later in the chapter. 
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5.2.5 DO INDIVIDUAL WOMEN JUDGES MATTER? 

Closely related to individual judges’ philosophical orientation was the discussion 

among participants of the role of women judges in cases on the two-thirds gender 

principle. Participants focused mainly on the Supreme Court Advisory Opinion. 

It followed therefore that they discussed the role played by Justice Njoki Ndung’u, 

who was the only woman judge on the Bench. Constitution Expert #3 and Court 

of Appeal Justice #3 revealed thus: 

              ‘[…] very disappointingly, the majority in the Supreme Court, including 

Judge Njoki Ndung’u who was a beneficiary of that system - ruled that it 

should be enacted progressively’. (Constitution Expert #3); 

and Court of Appeal Justice #3 stated: 

             ‘And I have never understood that […] I have never understood why 

Njoki Ndung’u was in that panel […] But I am thinking - the Njoki who 

made that Ruling was not even a member of the civil society, it was Njoki 

the politician. [So her role as a constitutional reformer] …Hmm hmmm 

it didn’t really come out’. 

             A lot more was discussed by these two participants off the record about the woman 

judge that could not be included in the research.  

             Decisions from the High Court on the two-thirds gender principle suggests that it 

may not be accurate to conclude that women judges have made a difference 

because both male and female judges have made favourable judgments on the two-

thirds gender principle. One woman judge in a three judge bench sided with her 

male peers in refusing to affirm the immediate application of the principle.2 it is 

in this case that the three judge bench told the feminist collective litigants to ‘hold 

their feminist horses’ as it was too early to start litigating on the principle in 2011. 

These decisions are summarised in Table 4 below. 

  

 
2 In Federation of Women Lawyers & Others vs Attorney General, Constitutional Petition No. 
102 of 2011 
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TABLE 4 

CASE JUDGE – M/F OUTCOME 

Centre for Rights 

Education and Awareness 

& Another vs Attorney 

General & Another, 

Constitutional Petition No. 

182 of 2015 

Justice Mumbi Ngugi - F Ordered the AG and CIC to 

enact the necessary 

legislation on the 

implementation of the two-

thirds gender principle for 

tabling in Parliament. 

Centre for Rights 

Education and Awareness 

& 2 Others vs The Speaker 

of the National Assembly 

& 2 Others, Constitutional 

Petition No. 371 of 2016 

 

Justice John Mativo - M Declared that Parliament 

was unconstitutionally 

constituted and ruled that 

anyone is free to petition 

the Chief Justice to dissolve 

Parliament.  

Katiba Institute vs 

Independent Electoral and 

Boundaries Commission, 

Constitutional Petition No. 

19 of 2017 

 

Justice Onguto - M Compelled the IEBC to 

ensure that political parties’ 

nomination lists comply 

with the two-thirds gender 

principle for the general 

elections 2020. 

Federation of Women 

Lawyers & Others vs 

Attorney General, 

Constitutional Petition No. 

102 of 2011 

 

3 judge bench: one 

woman judge and two 

male judges. 

Declined to recognise the 

immediate implementation 

of the two-thirds gender 

principle, and in fact told the 

feminist collective to ‘hold 

their feminist horses’. 

National Gender & 

Equality Commission & 

Another vs Judicial 

Service Commission & 2 

Others, Constitutional 

Petition No. 446 of 2016 

[consolidated with 456 of 

2012] 

 

Justice Chacha Mwite - M Ruled that the composition 

of the Supreme Court was in 

compliant with the two-

thirds gender principle – at 2 

women and five men. 

Centre for Rights 

Education & 7 Others vs 

The Attorney General, 

Constitutional Petition No. 

16 of 2011 

Justice Daniel Musinga - 

M 

Upheld the two-thirds 

gender principle. 

Centre for Rights 

Education & 6 Others vs 

The Attorney General, 

Constitutional Petition No. 

208 0f 2012 [consolidated 

with 207 of 2012] 

 

Justice Mumbi Ngugi Upheld the two-thirds 

gender principle. 

Marilyn Muthoni Kamuru 

& 2 Others vs The 

Attorney General & 

Another, Constitutional 

Petition No. 566 of 2012. 

 

Justice Joseph Onguto Upheld the two-thirds 

gender principle but 

suspended the invalidity of 

Cabinet’s gender 

composition until the next 

elections. 
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5.2.6 APPROACH TO CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION 

Several judges explored the theory of interpretation of the Constitution, and the 

extent to which its adoption or not led to different outcomes in cases on the two-

thirds gender principle. Supreme Court Justice #2 explained that  

‘[…] the Constitution was about what we call in Common Law the 

mischief Rule - so we say, when Parliament made this law, what was the 

mischief? And then we identify what it was and then we use that for 

interpretation...I give you an example. The Digital Migration Case. We 

decided it on the basis of (sic) Article 10 - using the values of equity, 

inclusiveness, sustainable development. By arguing that you cannot give 

licences to Chinese and deny domestic investors - that is not inclusiveness, 

that is not equity, that is not sustainable development […]. I used Article 

10, I used Article 20, I used Article 159, then 259 on interpretation.  So 

that is how I created that expression - I nailed that indigenous 

jurisprudence. Because I think that it countenances positivism - where you 

basically say the law is the law. Article 20(3)(a)(b) mandates judges to 

make law so that they align common law or statute law or even foreign 

cases - they align them to the vision of the constitution’. 

On whether judges in Kenya have adopted this theory of constitutional 

interpretation, Supreme Court Justice #3 observed that ‘there are some who are 

transformative- there are some who have captured the spirit of the constitution - 

and that it has given us the mode of interpretation, alright? But there are some 

judges who are conservative in nature […]’, that  

‘the majority judges [in Supreme Court Advisory Reference 2] adopted a 

conservative approach to interpretation - more or less even a positivist 

interpretation - where you go asking, ‘where is the law?’, ignoring that the 

constitution has said - look at the principle, get it? […] Look at the 

philosophy, the principle. But they’re looking at the law, looking at the 

words - what is this word saying? […]. We know the philosophy 

underpinning the one-third gender - so why postpone it? Doesn’t it lose its 

purpose? […] And so, they dwelled on the word ‘shall’ […] and so they 

dwelled. And you see the positivism in them? That is extremely positivistic 
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which in my view is unfortunate, in view of the transformative and value-

laden constitution that we have’. 

Participants discussed at length the extent to which the Supreme Court majority 

relied on extraneous factors that went beyond the purposive interpretation of the 

constitution. Both Supreme Court Justice #2 and Supreme Court Justice #3 took 

issue with the approach of ‘progressive realization’ of the two-thirds gender 

principle: 

‘But I also thought that this pragmatic thing […]  progressive realisation - 

I didn’t think that argument would hold water. Because why did they give 

[the two-thirds gender principle] to the counties and not Parliament? That 

is why I said the Constitution does not subvert itself. You have to look at 

it holistically’. (Supreme Court Justice #2).  

Supreme Court Justice #3 believed that the term “progressive realisation” ‘has to 

do with socio-economic rights - it had never had anything to do with civil and 

political rights - and certainly not women’s representation!’ 

Participants also discussed whether the Supreme Court correctly applied itself to 

the correct law, particularly that relying on Article 100 on affirmative action was 

incorrect. Constitution Review Expert #5 explained: 

‘I asked Christina Murray who was a member of the Committee of Experts 

what she thought about Article 100 […]. And the expert said that she 

understood it to mean things like education and incentives. And I always 

read it to mean that it’s not restricted to women. Thus, meaning that even 

if there was a separate process you were to achieve one-third women, your 

work doesn’t stop there. You’re also supposed to do more things over time 

[…]. But I rather respect the Supreme Court’s ingenuity in taking this 

whole thing on Article 100 […]. It was sort of unfortunate perhaps - the 

way they reasoned. Because Article 27(8) doesn’t say progressively […]’. 

In the same vein, PIL #5 observed:  

‘in my view that was not an issue for Article 100 - the two-thirds gender 

principle is contained in Article 81(b), and Article 27. Why relate it to 

Article 100? That in my view was not right. And if you read Article 27, 
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there is no where it says that to give effect, Parliament shall enact 

legislation to give effect to Article 27 and 81(b)’. 

Another factor applied in the Supreme Court’s majority reasoning was that of 

pragmatism. Supreme Court Justice #1 was adamant that 

‘Supreme Court Opinion 2 of 2012 was based on prudence and 

practicality”, that “the majority opinion reflects the pragmatics of the 

moment […].  The minority opinion was not pragmatic. It was idealistic, 

but not pragmatic at all. It was unrealistic actually’.  

Similarly, High Court Justice #1 argued that  

‘sometimes it is good to be practicable […] you cannot change things 

overnight, otherwise you are going to get a backlash, […] our Parliament 

is still male dominated […]. Two, […] the Constitution just gave the 

principles and didn’t give the mechanisms when it arrived at the two-

thirds. So, you still need Parliament to legislate on the methodology. I 

think the approach initially to not jump into it to allow for progression, in 

the context of our lives in Kenya […] I think that was prudent’. 

Constitution Review Expert #4 was more equivocal on the need for the Supreme 

Court to apply pragmatism, which view was supported by PIL #1: 

‘It was a difficult issue to resolve because the constitution in its design 

made it almost impossible […] What could the Supreme Court have done 

without being prescriptive - if you have already put the maximum number 

of constituencies at 290, if you have then very specifically fixed the 

nomination seats, what are you going to do? And if you say that the 

constitution has been violated and Parliament needs to be disbanded, then 

what? And if you disband it, what is the mechanism for ensuring that the 

next one will comply? So, in a sense I can understand why pragmatically 

the court was going to go the progressive way […]’, and  

PIL #1 similarly observed: 

‘[…] I think they were just being pragmatic and thinking…just looking at 

all the situations in the present Kenya - the context, the environment of the 
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elections, how women are treated, and all that. They just knew this would 

not be achievable if we put immediate realisation […]’. 

Most participants, including judges, were however not sympathetic with the 

approach of pragmatism. High Court Justice #2 observed that  

‘[…] pragmatism is really hurting us- pragmatism means what? That a 

segment of society needs to be kept down? […] it’s actually unfair […]. 

We want to improve our society and you’re leaving half the people behind? 

That is not pragmatic at all!’. 

Academic #1 argued:  

‘you see, the court can’t run away from their role […] so, they can’t go 

back and say - now because we didn’t anticipate this let us make it 

progressive - it’s an excuse when they say that maybe the Kenyan society 

is not yet ready. Ready for what? There has to be a starting from 

somewhere’. 

Focus group participants debated the different ways in which pragmatism was 

applied to delay the implementation of the principle. The first was a lack of 

prioritisation of women’s concerns in the constitution. Public interest litigators 

referred to Constitutional Petition No. 102 of 20113, in which the High Court 

asked women’s rights organisations to “hold their feminist horses” as the case was 

filed too prematurely. Public interest litigators were of the view that  

‘this statement showed there is just no understanding of what feminism is 

such that the person telling you to hold your horses would think is 

derogatory to you, while for you, you see nothing wrong with it. And 

maybe all women’s issues are feminist, while some of them are not 

actually feminist. Or it’s just the perception of feminism that is wrong’. 

(PIL #4).  

Supreme Court Justice #2 reflected that pragmatism is actually a reflection that 

‘women’s issues are never a priority’, that the two-thirds gender principle is ‘not 

urgent! […] there is the dragging of feet when it comes to women’s issues, or 

 
3 Federation of Women Lawyers v Attorney General, Constitutional Petition No. 102 of 2011 
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issues that affect women more than men’. (Constitution Review Expert #6). Court 

of Appeal Justice #3 reflected that   

‘it’s a matter of priority in this country. It’s a matter of what we perceive 

to be more important. It’s a matter of who’s affected by the decision […]; 

it’s about women being placed in the back banner, and our issues are never 

really a priority. That I guess would be the reason why we never 

implemented the two-thirds rule […] Again, if you were to bring in a two-

thirds rule, what would that mean? It would mean that […]  one gender 

would have to cede positions to give way’.  

Public interest litigators gave the example of the latest pending case on two-thirds 

gender principle - Constitutional Petition 401 of 20174: 

‘That is true with […] I could say the current Petition that is before court - 

the one we filed early this year […] where we are telling the court that 

Parliament as it is unconstitutional because it doesn’t meet the two-thirds 

threshold. And again, the court has been just dilly dallying on hearing the 

petition’. (PIL #2). 

The second way pragmatism was applied according to public interest litigators 

was delaying and evasive tactics. Public interest litigators saw delaying tactics of 

judges in cases on the two-thirds gender principle as ‘playing it safe’, and ‘a 

strategy for the judge’ (PIL #3). Public interest litigators saw ‘playing it safe’ that  

‘they advance legitimate reasons for the delay - then they would say it’s the 

backlog. There are other petitions that came before yours, and everything in 

this court is filed under Certificate of Urgency so I cannot just prioritise your 

issue over all the other myriad of petitions filed by other Kenyans’. (PIL 

#2).  

Additionally, PIL #2 reported that 

‘you’ll find some judges are what we call - evasive - that’s the word. 

Sometimes someone evades a matter and it’s overtaken by events - a law is 

 
4 Speaker of the National Assembly v Centre for Rights Education & Awareness & 7 others 
[2019] eKLR, Civil Appeal No. 148 of 2017, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/175626, last accessed August 18 2020 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/175626
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passed, Parliament changes…so if you’re challenging the constitutionality 

of Parliament […] (throws hands in the air)’. (PIL #2). 

5.2.7 POLITICAL INTERFERENCE 

 Public interest litigators in the focus groups spoke of the political interference of 

the courts through appointments, transfers and redeployments of judges, and the 

general work of the judiciary. The responses from participants suggested direct 

interference from the political class. They gave specific examples of judges whose 

transfers and re-deployments from the Constitutional and Human Rights Division, 

and the Judicial Review Division of the High Court were motivated by political 

reasons. For instance, they spoke of Justice X whose transfer from the 

Constitutional and Human Rights Division ‘was a political move” (PIL #2 and 

PIL #4), because in  

‘a stream of cases – one after the other, […] he kept going Left. And the 

Government said] “Take him to Machakos where there is no one 

challenging any Government action […] a sort of station where really there 

is not much, other than the chicken theft!” (chorus laughter)’.  (PIL#3 and 

PIL#5).  

Focus group participants discussed another High Court judge who was transferred 

from the Constitutional and Human Rights Division to the East African Court of 

Justice, and another who was transferred outside Nairobi. They observed that 

‘when they (the transferred judges) were the three of them, it was the most 

effective Division’. (PIL#3). They referred to the two judges with a speciality in 

constitutional law and human rights who were transferred to other roles where 

they wouldn’t use their specialisation at all.  

Constitution Review Expert #1 talked at length on the politics (and political 

interference) of appointments of judges to the Supreme Court:  

             ‘If you look at the Supreme Court, it’s a collegiate institution. So, you can 

have the most progressive Chief Justice in the world, which is what 

happened with the two-thirds gender principle case. But which is why the 

politicians are actually comfortable having the Willy Mutunga. Because 

they know when it comes to judicial decisions, […], it doesn’t matter if 

you have one or two people’. 
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A large part of that conversation with Constitution Review Expert #1 was carried 

out off the record because the participant did not want the comments relating to 

the appointment of Supreme Court judges to be used in the research.  

Supreme Court Justice #1 reported that  

        ‘there have been political attacks […] you may see on the internet all kinds 

of things flying about judges. There are wild allegations […]. And in fact, 

particular judges of the Supreme Court have had serious problems, some 

have been forced out […]. And people see it politically also. Those who do 

not like what you’re doing, they really want to do something to get rid of 

you. That’s the problem that the Supreme Court has had here’.  

Public interest litigators reflected on the ways in which politicians including the 

President have been attacking the judiciary, especially after the Supreme Court 

quashed the 2017 election results: 

‘And when you as the Head of State say that you are going to revisit the 

Judiciary, and they call the Judiciary the Wakora Network, to emasculate 

the Judiciary is to invite a state of anarchy […]. Well they have been 

emasculating the Judiciary’.5 (Civil Society Participant #1). 

Public interest litigators however did not want the particular details of that 

interference in their responses to be included in the research.  

 
5 Here the participant was referring to the President’s statement that ’we shall revisit this’ after 

the announcement of the Elections Results Ruling in 2017 in which the courts declared the 

elections as having been with irregularities and ordered the IEBC to conduct a fresh election. 

See Aljazeera (2017) ” Uhuru Kenyatta to court: 'We shall revisit this': Uhuru Kenyatta says 'we 

clearly have a problem' as he vows to 'fix' judiciary after Supreme Court nullified election”. 

September 2 2017. https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/09/uhuru-kenyatta-court-

revisit-170902130212736.html , last accessed July 7 2019;  Worley, Will (2017) ” Kenyan 

President Uhuru Kenyatta vows to ‘fix’ judiciary after Supreme Court election annulment: 'As a 

Supreme Court, they cannot annul the wishes of the people. And we will revisit this thing'”. The 

Independent. September 2 

2017.https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/kenyan-president-uhuru-

kenyatta-vows-fix-judiciary-supreme-court-election-annulment-a7925586.html , last 

accessed Jul 7 2019; BBC, (2017)  ”Kenya election: Kenyatta vows to 'fix' court as win quashed”, 

Sept 2 2017. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-41136478, last accessed July 4 

2019; Lang’at, Patrick (2017) ”Uhuru, Ruto hit out at Supreme Court”. Sept 2 2017. 

https://www.nation.co.ke/news/Uhuru-meets-governors-MCAs/1056-4080158-

mu9652/index.html , last accessed July7 219. 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/09/uhuru-kenyatta-court-revisit-170902130212736.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/09/uhuru-kenyatta-court-revisit-170902130212736.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/kenyan-president-uhuru-kenyatta-vows-fix-judiciary-supreme-court-election-annulment-a7925586.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/kenyan-president-uhuru-kenyatta-vows-fix-judiciary-supreme-court-election-annulment-a7925586.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-41136478
https://www.nation.co.ke/news/Uhuru-meets-governors-MCAs/1056-4080158-mu9652/index.html
https://www.nation.co.ke/news/Uhuru-meets-governors-MCAs/1056-4080158-mu9652/index.html
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Supreme Court Justice #1 summed up the interference as follows:   

‘a judiciary as disturbed as this has not really been able to thrash out 

fundamental issues about the inner premises of the constitution. So I 

would say that our judiciary at the moment has not spoken clearly; has 

not had a common vision about the most fundamental issues such as the 

question of gender representation as provided for in the constitution’. 

5.2.8 SUPERVISORY ROLE OF THE COURTS 

There were two divergent views on whether the courts in Kenya supervisory 

jurisdiction have to ensure that their decisions are complied with once they have 

delivered their judgement. The first view expressed by PIL #2 was that ‘the court 

does not have supervisory role or jurisdiction per se. […]  the court does not […] 

have those powers or functions after the judgment’. PIL #3 agreed:   

‘according to our laws, once the court has delivered its judgment, that’s it. 

The only thing you can now do is to file another suit to say that they failed 

to comply with court orders. But other than that, the court itself does not 

have a mechanism after it has delivered its judgment […]. I don’t know 

how that will be put in our constitutional cases, because there is no specific 

provision for that. I don’t know whether that will be the court giving itself 

sort of a new supervisory power’. (PIL #3). 

Public interest litigators and judges expressed their unanimous disappointment at 

this perceived lack of supervisory role in the exercise of supervisory role in 

relation to the two-thirds gender principle:  

‘[…] in all those cases judges usually give […] declaratory orders. ‘I 

declare this is unconstitutional!’ […] you’ve declared it unconstitutional, 

but after declaring its unconstitutionality, what next? […]‘. (PIL #1).  

This view was shared by PIL #2: ‘the orders were set for 27th August 2015, but 

there was no follow up mechanism […] ‘, and by  Supreme Court Justice #3:  

‘But going back to the Supreme Court, they gave their advisory, but 

probably they should have thought of a mechanism […] if it is not obeyed, 

what happens? […] And so, it failed to give Kenya direction on that matter. 

And so, we are all in limbo’. 
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Participants seemed to suggest that a declaration of a right can seem like a 

diminished or watered-down version of the right – if it is a mere recommendation 

for which there are no consequences for its noncompliance, what then would be 

the point of going to court? In this regard, Court of Appeal Justice #4 advised that 

‘if it is a recommendation or if it is a suggestion, then […] that particular 

recommendation should be carried forward to bodies like the Law Reform 

Commission, or to Parliament in one way or another so that the law can be 

developed further or amended or whatever the case may be’. 

Two judges and about half of public interest litigators were of the view that follow 

up mechanisms should be included within the judgment: 

             ‘we have done that in the High Court […] the court would say that “I have 

given you three months from this particular date - so when you come on 

this particular date, I want to be given a report of the following issues 

1,2,3!”’ (Court of Appeal Justice #1);  

and 

‘I was telling them “why do you expect the Government to comply? The 

important thing is to give them conditions. You have said it’s 2015 okay, 

so how are you going to monitor that?” [...] we can ask the Gender 

Commission or some other people to follow up and what not’. (Supreme 

Court Justice #2).  

Supreme Court Justice #2 argued that the advisory opinion from the Supreme 

Court should have included an order for a follow up mechanism like “dialogic 

activism”: 

‘You’ve heard of ‘dialogic activism’...That comes from Columbia. In 

India, they call it ‘Continuous Mandamus’, particularly in relation to 

socio-economic rights, ‘You say you don’t have resources – find the 

resources within six months!’ […] And then you use the community – the 

people – to monitor. […] That’s why it’s a dialogue between the court, the 

State and the people. Yes, and dialogic activism means just that – the 

judiciary takes part in pressurising and mitigating the status quo. […]’. 

(Supreme Court Justice #2). 
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 One public interest litigator was particularly enthusiastic about the need for 

supervisory remedies, and referred to cases in which supervisory remedies have 

been issued by the High Court in Kenya in the post-2010 constitutional 

dispensation: 

‘Article 23 [of the Constitution] has been used by the courts to 

considerably increase the types of orders they’re asking for. In the scope 

of socio-economic rights for example, […] courts in Satrose Ayuma6 , 

Mitubell7 […] they gave orders of structural interdicts […] “after 30 days 

come back to us with policies!” They give them time – “you go do 

whatever, come back to us and file an affidavit on what you have done!” 

[…]. Satros Ayuma was first by Justice Lenaola, Mitubell  by Justice 

Mumbi Ngugi, and Ibrahim Sangor8 […]. And in Mitubell and Satros, they 

used Article 23’. (PIL #1). 

Half of public interest litigators were however doubtful that the jurisprudence on 

structural interdicts in socio-economic rights cases can also be applied to civil and 

political rights:  

‘But you see, I have seen it more with socio-economic rights. I have not 

seen it with political cases. But with political cases like these, it’s also 

dependent on separation of powers – how far is too far?’. (PIL #1).  

Public interest litigators discussed with disappointment the argument from the 

Court of Appeal that the Kenyan legal system does not envisage or provide for a 

system of post-judgment follow up mechanism in forms such as structural 

interdicts. For this reason, the developing High Court jurisprudence on structural 

interdicts  was overturned by the Court of Appeal: ‘ 

 
6 Satrose Ayuma & 11 others v Registered Trustees of the Kenya Railways Staff Retirement 
Benefits Scheme & 3 others, Nairobi High Court Constitutional Petition No. 65 of 2010, available 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/90359/, last accessed July 20 2019. 
7 Mitu-Bell Welfare Society v Attorney General & 2 others[2013] eKLR, Nairobi High Court  
Petition 164 of 2011, available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/87948, last accessed 
July 20 2019.  
8 Ibrahim Sangor Osman v Minister of State for Provincial Administration and Internal Security 
& 3 Others [2011]eKLR, Constitutional Petition No. 2 of 2011, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/80291, last accessed September 30 2020 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/90359/
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/87948
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/80291
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‘And Mitubell was unfortunately overturned in the Court of Appeal when 

the court stated that ‘oh, we are a common law country […] you can’t issue 

a judgment and expect the court to come back […] on what basis are we 

coming back to rule?’. (Civil Society Participant #5).  

This view was supported by Court of Appeal Justice #3: ‘the excuse is that we 

don’t have it in our law – we don’t have it in our system’.  

Judges suggested a second way to enforce court orders: to go back to a court that 

issued a court order for a follow up mechanism if there is noncompliance. Asked 

how one would pray for a follow -up mechanism post-judgment, Court of Appeal 

Justice #4 responded:  

‘It will depend very much on the nature of the order. If it is an order that 

can be executed against, then the parties can go back to court - under 

miscellaneous applications […] - and seek to have that order enforced‘.  

Court of Appeal Justice #1 concurred: 

           ‘in the same case! It’s a matter of saying that this matter will be mentioned 

next year on such a date, and it is diarised and put in the Cause List. So 

that the court does not need to be moved again – it has already made an 

order’.   

Civil Society Participant #5 was not convinced: ‘how do you move the court based 

on that advisory opinion? Who then can come to move the court? […] what will 

you go under? […] Contempt of court?’. 

PIL #3 pointed out a third way in which Kenyan courts have tried to pioneer a 

new jurisprudence on the supervisory role of the courts - the suspension of 

invalidity, borrowed from South Africa in the Teddy Bear Case.9 This order was 

applied in two cases on the two-thirds gender principle. The first was in Marilyn 

Muthoni Kamuru & 2 others v The Speaker of the National Assembly & 2 Others 

[2016] eKLR on the unconstitutional composition of Cabinet10, in which the 

 
9 Teddy Bear Clinic for Abused Children and Another v Minister of Justice and Constitutional 
Development and Another (CCT 12/13) [2013] ZACC 35; 2013 (12) BCLR 1429 (CC); 2014 (2) SA 
168 (CC); 2014 (1) SACR 327 (CC) (3 October 2013) 
10 Constitutional Petition No. 566 of 2012, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/129670/index.php, last accessed September 30 2020 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/129670/index.php
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President was given a year to correct the gender composition of Cabinet. The 

second was in Katiba Institute v Independent Electoral and Boundaries 

Commission [2017] eKLR 11 in which the Katiba Institute asked the court to ensure 

that IEBC ensures that party nomination lists for the 2017 general elections 

complied with the two-thirds gender principle.  

5.2.9 THE COURT STRUCTURE 

High Court Justice #2 highlighted the limitations and bottlenecks in the court 

structure and the appeal system in the superior courts:  

           ‘[in the High Court] we have original and appellate [jurisdiction […]. The 

Court of Appeal only hears appeals from the High Court. The Supreme 

Court has slightly wider powers, but in limited cases - presidential 

elections […] and appeals which meet certain criteria from the Court of 

Appeal […]. But to get there is not easy’.  

High Court Justice #2 described this graphically: ‘if you were to draw the 

jurisdiction, somebody would draw a wine glass. In fact, somebody will find that 

the jurisdiction of the High Court is wide’.  

Constitution Review Expert #4 expanded on this image. ‘the High Court is very 

progressive, the Court of Appeal goes down, and then the Supreme Court comes 

up a bit’. Constitution Review Expert #4 considered that the stakes in the Supreme 

Court are higher:  ‘Unlike the High Court which knows there is an appeal if they 

make a mistake; I think the responsibility of the Supreme Court is a bit more 

serious because if they make a mistake, they have to live with the consequences 

of that decision’. 

All public interest litigators viewed the Supreme Court as much more cautious 

and conservative in its approach compared to the High Court:  

‘in many instances the Supreme Court in my view has been a failure […] 

Look at the Land Commission Case12 […] before we thought that it is the 

 
11 Constitutional Petition No. 19 of 2017, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/144567/, last accessed September 30 2020 
12 In the Matter of the National Land Commission [2015] eKLR , Advisory Opinion No. 2 of 2014, 
available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/116512, last accessed July 20 2019. 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/144567/
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/116512
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Land Commission that will be allocating public land. Right now, it is still 

the Ministry. What changed before and after?’. (PIL #5). 

Supreme Court Justice #3 reflected revealingly on the performance of the three 

courts in constitutional adjudication: 

‘I’m quite impressed specifically by the High Court. It has had very 

transformative decisions on socioeconomic rights […].  But the Supreme 

Court has been sort of wobbly. We did pronounce ourselves on the mode 

of interpretation as Supreme Court in Advisory Opinion No. 1 of 201113. 

That’s where we laid our principles of interpretation, I was in that Bench. 

And we said we should be transformative. So, we ruled, and then we eat 

our own words when it comes to the two-thirds gender principle- we did 

not adopt that! So, the Supreme Court has not been consistent, and has not 

been strong in giving that approach. But the High Court has. Court of 

Appeal? Mixed. But the High Court has been very good’. 

This disappointment in the way in which the Supreme Court has limited its own 

jurisdiction was shared by  Constitution Review Expert #4. 

There were also discussions on the extent to which the High Court as the court 

charged with constitutional interpretation is independent from the Court of Appeal 

and Supreme Court: 

‘In South Africa and many other jurisdictions, they have an independent 

Constitutional Court, which is more powerful than the superior courts. 

Even decisions of the superior courts are challenged there. […] this is what 

we needed here. […] Ours is a division of the High Court. […] the High 

Court has wider powers. But a constitutional court like the one in South 

Africa – they entertain fewer cases which raise pure constitutional issues, 

and their decision is final. That is the distinction I wanted to draw’. (High 

Court Justice #2). 

 
13 In Re the matter of Commissioner for the Implementation of the Constitution [2011] eKLR, 
available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/77436/, last accessed July 20 2019. 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/77436/
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5.2.10 DISOBEDIENCE OF COURT ORDERS AND COLLECTIVE ABUSE 

OF OFFICE 

All participants agreed that all three arms of government have violated the two-

thirds gender principle and disobeyed court orders on the principle. Supreme 

Court Justice #3 observed that  

‘disobeying court orders is a threat to the constitution, is a threat to the rule 

of law, it is a threat to the Judiciary. There have been numerous court 

orders on the principle that have simply not been put into effect. The 

Constitution Review Expert #1 referred to this as a ‘collective abuse of 

office’.  

Supreme Court Justice #3 agreed:  

‘all the three arms of Government ganging up to fail to implement the two-

thirds gender rule. […] once people can see that instead of you changing, 

you change the interpretation to suit you, then it brings impunity, and that’s 

where we are!’ Constitution Review Expert #1 highlighted a key issue: 

‘the first violator of the two-thirds gender principle is the Supreme Court‘, 

and that ‘in order to ensure respect for the two-thirds gender principle, you 

would have to actually reconstitute the Supreme Court!’   

PIL #5 agreed that 

‘the Supreme Court […] - the fact that they are not properly constituted in 

terms of two-thirds, they have no locus to speak. In fact it is always like – 

“what are you telling us, and the Supreme Court, the highest court, has not 

complied?”’.  

Constitution Review Expert #4 as a former member of the CIC reported that they 

had written an advisory to the Judicial Service Commission saying that the 

Supreme Court was not meeting the two-thirds gender principle: 

‘And they said we need to look at the Judiciary as a whole. But you see 

again, that was a problem of refusing to recognise the spirit of the law. So, 

by the time even the matter of the two thirds gender principle was going 

to the Supreme Court, we were worried about the language […] that the 

Supreme Court would take because they themselves had a deficiency’. 
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A second violator of the two thirds gender principle has been the Executive: 

‘in the first case on county commissioners […], the court made a 

declaration and really confirmed that the President had acted 

unconstitutionally. But the Executive did not respect or obey the court 

order […] the composition of the county commissioners has never been 

changed to date’. (Academic #1). 

On the composition of Cabinet Civil Society Participant #1 reported thus: 

           ‘We have a court order […] that requires the post-2017 Cabinet must be 

properly composed in terms of the two-thirds gender principle […]. The 

President violated that requirement […] when you have a Parliament that 

allows the Head of State and the Executive to do whatever they want, it’s 

as good as not having a constitution. Then Parliament is just a rubber 

stamp. The Parliament is supposed to be a check and balance’. (Civil 

Society Participant #1).  

In relation to Parliament, the Mativo judgment14 has had the furthest reaching 

effects, as Justice Mativo ordered Parliament to enact the legislation to implement 

the principle within 60 days, otherwise anyone can petition the Chief Justice to 

dissolve Parliament. Civil Society Participant #1 reported that this judgment has 

been openly defied by Parliament, among other judgments: 

‘Parliament categorically stated that they will not implement the Mativo 

Judgment. When we got our order in 2016 on the two-thirds gender 

principle, Aden Duale15 called a press conference on the steps of 

Parliament and said "who the hell do they think they are? […] we’re not 

going to implement!”’.16 (Civil Society Participant #1).  

High Court Justice #1 provided a judicial perspective on defiance of court orders:  

 
14 Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & 2 others v Speaker the National Assembly & 6 
others [2017] eKLR. Constitutional Petition Number 371 of 2016, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/133439/, last accessed July 20 2019  
15 (Aden Duale was the Majority Leader in the National Assembly at the time) 
16 See this story by Too, Jared (2018) ‘Aden Duale and Jakoyo Midiwo slam Two-thirds Gender 
Ruling issued by High Court‘, kenyans.co.uk, August 21, 2018. Available at 
https://www.kenyans.co.ke/news/aden-duale-and-jakoyo-midiwo-slam-two-thirds-gender-
ruling-issued-high-court-17838, last accessed July 20 2019 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/133439/
https://www.kenyans.co.ke/news/aden-duale-and-jakoyo-midiwo-slam-two-thirds-gender-ruling-issued-high-court-17838
https://www.kenyans.co.ke/news/aden-duale-and-jakoyo-midiwo-slam-two-thirds-gender-ruling-issued-high-court-17838
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‘[…] in terms of decisions by the Judiciary, sometimes Parliament defies. 

[…]. And we have disengaged with Parliament, we’ve had lots of fights 

not just on the area of the two-thirds…about socio-economic rights, about 

review orders […] because the Judiciary tries to implement the provisions 

of the Constitution – we try to be progressive and it’s not taken well by 

Parliament. […] And defying the two-thirds is just one of the problems 

that we have... I think it’s unfortunate.  In Parliament, the Executive as 

well […]  but the major hurdle we have is with Parliament and the 

Presidency. Okay, because even when we have appointments that are done 

by the President, there’s no check on the two-thirds requirement. 

Parliament doesn’t check also to see that that is happening’. 

The disobedience of court orders has caused disillusionment, to an extent that one 

study participant stated that  

‘maybe the only thing that the courts can do is refuse to hear any matter 

that the State brings - boycott the State. Because the State is ignoring court 

orders. […]. We have a constitution, but we don’t have a political class 

that are doing anything!’. (Civil Society Participant #1). 

PIL #5 summed up this disregarding the Constitution as a ‘constitution without 

constitutionalism’ echoing Okoth Ogendo’s ‘Constitutions without 

constitutionalism’.17 

5.2.11 COURTS AND TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM 

There were divergent views among study participants on the extent to which 

courts have played a transformative role in the new constitutional dispensation. 

Less than a quarter of participants were positive that courts have been passing 

transformative decisions; more than half of participants were less positive.  About 

a quarter of participants were ambivalent in their responses on whether the courts 

have given effect to the transformative nature of the constitution.  

In the first camp, Academic #1 reported that  

 
17 Okoth-Ogendo HWO, Constitutions without Constitutionalism: reflections on an African 
political paradox, American Council of Learned Societies 1988. See also Okoth-Ogendo HWO, 
‘Constitutions without Constitutionalism‘. The State and Constitutionalism: An African Debate 
on Democracy, Harare 1991 
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‘the majority of (sic) judges are committed to giving effect to the 

constitution, or to whatever law they’re interpreting, that they work with 

whatever interpretation actually facilitates the achievement of the 

objective of the Constitution or the Statute that they’re working with’.  

Constitution Review Expert #6 considered that ‘[i]n the High Court […] there has 

been transformative effect such as in the County Commissioners case18 […]’. 

Constitution Review Expert #6 reflected on Supreme Court Advisory Opinion 

No.2: 

‘the dissenting judgment to me was progressive, and I have seen people 

use the dissenting judgment more than the majority opinion. So, I think it 

has a transformative effect. Because even dissenting has some value.’  

Court of Appeal Justice #1took a positive view as well: 

‘I think the courts have done quite well in interpreting the constitution 

appropriately and ensuring that the constitution is given a purposive 

interpretation that accords the will of the people in the country - when you 

look at the courts through socio-economic rights, gender issues, property 

matters and so forth. In my view, I would think that the courts have a great 

role to play, and they have so far played it effectively’. 

In the second camp were those who did not think that courts have been fostering 

a transformative constitutionalism:  

‘I always felt that Willy Mutunga kept tagging his colleagues along – some 

more willingly than others in that sort of direction. And lawyers are 

conservative creatures […]. So, it’s not surprising that there are some who 

have reservations about changing some things’ (Constitution Review 

Expert #5).  

A majority of study participants expressed disappointment in relation to the  

Supreme Court Advisory Opinion 2 on the two-thirds gender principle, as   

 
18 Centre For Rights Education and Awareness (Creaw) & 8 others v ATTORNEY GENERAL & 
another [2012] eKLR, Petition 208 & 207 of 2012, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/81715/, last accessed July 20 2019. 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/81715/
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‘the court missed an opportunity to stamp its foot as an authority on 

Kenya’s transformation following the enactment of a transformative 

constitution. The court failed Kenya – the majority failed Kenya in that 

decision. And that’s why we have continued having a problem in 

implementing it. It’s like giving a signal you can disregard - and that’s 

what Parliament has been doing – they even tried to craft a Bill to call for 

progressive implementation, yet the Constitution is clear that two-thirds is 

a minimum […]. The journey that we began in 2010 is the journey to 

equality. You cannot implement the journey to equality by failing to first 

give the basic – the very basic minimum. And we’re still at it’. 

(Constitution Review Expert #3). 

In the last camp were the ambivalent participants such as Constitution Review 

Expert #4 and PIL #5, who reported that the courts have been active in ‘closing 

gaps’ and ‘sealing loopholes in the Constitution, and in interpreting the 

constitution in contentious issues, but   

‘on the whole (sic), we have not had a very conservative approach to 

interpreting the constitution. It has been moderate, but moderate 

progressively […].  So, the court has tried – but like I said as a whole, it’s 

a fairly moderate call’. (Constitution Review Expert #4).  

PIL #5 was of the view that ‘there are two types of cases: cases with political 

interests - whenever a case is political in nature, all courts have not been 

transformative [...] all levels. (PIL #5). 

Even with this inconclusive finding, focus group participants observed that it is 

only Justice Mumbi Ngugi’s decision in Constitutional Petition No. 182 of 2015 

that yielded a tangible result because the necessary legislation was enacted by the 

AG and the CIC in 40 days, and was tabled in Parliament for discussion. In the 

words of Public Interest Litigator #5: ‘And I think the only judgment that has been 

positive and that led actually to the publication of the Duale Bill was the one by 

Justice Mumbi Ngugi – Constitutional Petition 182 of 2015’. Justice John 

Mativo’s judgment in Constitutional Petition No. 371 of 2016 against Parliament, 

however bold, was discussed by focus group participants as ineffective because it 

was given too late in the day when Parliament had only 60 days before it would 
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be dissolved for the next general election that was to take place on 7th August 

2017. 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has presented the findings on the politics of the implementation of 

the principle from focus group discussions and interviews. Thirteen themes 

emerged from this data.  These are the politics of the implementation of the two-

thirds gender principle, the manner of the judicialisation of the politics of the 

principle and prosecution of the cases, the extent to which the courts were 

complicit with the other two arms of government in the defiance of the 

constitution and ‘collective abuse of office’ in delaying the implementation of the 

principle, political interference from the Executive and Parliament, ideological 

and philosophical orientation of individual judges, whether women judges made 

a difference in cases on the two-thirds gender principle, judicial approaches – 

judicial activism versus judicial restraint, approaches to constitutional 

interpretation, and the way in which these manifested themselves in the judgments 

delivered by the courts, delaying tactics, and lastly, the extent to which the courts 

have caught on and embraced the transformative potential of the Constitution, 

particularly from a gender perspective. 

There were clear patterns that emerged in constitutional adjudication on the two-

thirds gender principle. Some judges preferred to maintain the status quo, and 

therefore adopted positivist approaches to constitutional interpretation, and 

pragmatism; other judges adopted a purposive interpretation and therefore more 

transformative or post-colonial approach of the constitution. The pragmatist 

approach was adopted in favour of men’s participation in political and public life, 

and not women.  

On the supervisory powers of the courts, participants discussed repeatedly that the 

High Court has to a very large extent taken on a role as the protector of 

constitutional supremacy. Judges were well on their way to establishing a firm 

jurisprudence of exercising oversight over the political branch, particularly in 

socio-economic rights, and were also doing this in relation to civil and political 

cases, including on the two-thirds gender principle through the South African 

remedy of ‘suspension of invalidity’. Unfortunately, this jurisprudence was 

reversed by the Court of Appeal, and is currently under consideration by the 
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Supreme Court. One of the greatest hurdles seems therefore to be that Kenya lacks 

a Constitutional Court with the final say in constitutional matters to provide a firm 

system of constitutional justice. 

The Supreme Court is in the political spotlight. Other than the fact that the 

members are political appointees, the nature of its jurisdiction is severely limited 

to presidential election disputes. Political elites would like to keep it that way, as 

evidenced in their outright opposition to the establishment of a Constitutional 

Court during the national constitutional conference of 2005, favouring instead the 

establishment of the Supreme Court with a political focus. Study participants 

repeatedly expressed disappointment over the inconsistency of the Supreme Court 

in constitutional matters. Participants expressed disappointment at many of its 

decisions, except the 2017 presidential election disputes in which the court 

nullified the election results, and a few others such as the CCK Migration Case19.  

One of the controversies has been with the extent of the jurisdiction of the 

Supreme Court itself. The court has been passing decisions that have been limiting 

its own jurisdiction in matters of advisory opinions and constitutional 

interpretations, when one would expect that they would be enhancing it. The court 

has passed judgments that limit who has locus standi to file for advisory 

references. Participants considered these legal standing restrictions as reminiscent 

of colonial procedural rules of locus standi that limited access to the courts for 

citizens but enhanced the protection of the government.  In their view, the 

Supreme Court seems to prefer unhindered access to the Supreme Court for the 

government and State agencies, but much less so for the general citizenry and 

nonstate actors unless only as interested parties or friends of the court. This 

automatically limits the jurisprudence of the court for matters of public interest as 

interested parties do not determine questions for determination. 

In relation to the two-thirds gender principle specifically, the High Court in two 

decisions issued ultimatums to the AG, CIC and Parliament to enact the necessary 

legislation to enact the principle, or Parliament would be dissolved. These orders 

were either disregarded or openly defied by all three arms of government, in what 

 
19  Communications Commission of Kenya & 5 others v Royal Media Services Limited & 5 others 
[2014] eKLR, Constitutional Petition No. 14, 14A, 14B and 14C of 2014, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/101689/, last accessed September 30 2020 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/101689/
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participants termed as a ‘collective abuse of office’. Participants expressed 

disappointment in the disobedience of these two court orders and others relating 

to the composition of Cabinet and identified it to be a great threat to the 

implementation of the Constitution generally. This point is reflected upon further 

in the next chapter six under the overarching theme of a ‘constitution without 

constitutionalism’. 

Other than those two decisions, participants repeatedly made the point that court 

decisions on the two-thirds gender principle lacked the boldness necessary for a 

firm stand on the immediate application of the principle. Other than declarations 

of noncompliance with the Constitution, there were no firm orders to see to it that 

court orders will be obeyed. In two cases, declarations of noncompliance were 

accompanied with suspension of that invalidity for a year, or until the next general 

elections, thus delaying the two-thirds gender principle. Supreme Court Advisory 

Opinion 2 was the most disappointing to participants, as the court assisted the AG 

(Government) to delay its application for another five years for pragmatic reasons. 

The question begs answering – if the Supreme Court could make a decision as 

bold as to annul a general election, and to be the first court in Africa to do so, what 

prevented them from setting a firm stand on the immediate application of the 

principle? Thus, one sees a selective boldness where matters of gender equality 

are not prioritised, and courts indeed assisted the Government to maintain the 

status quo, except in the two bold High Court decisions. Participants discussed 

that this also signalled a lack of appreciation of the robust powers that courts must 

oversee the other two arms of government through judicial review, a point which 

is belaboured further in the next chapter six. 

Two participants reflected on the question of gender and judging in relation to the 

two-thirds gender principle. These two participants expressed disappointment 

particularly with Justice Njoki Ndun’gu of the Supreme Court, who sided with the 

majority in delaying the application of the principle for five years. The findings 

are inconclusive on whether women judges indeed made a difference or 

contribution in ruling for an immediate application of the principle. As set out in 

Table 4, both male and women judges in the High Court affirmed the principle, 
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while a woman judge sided with her peers to refuse to affirm the principle.20 This 

question of gender and judging is belaboured further in the following chapter. 

 

 
20 Constitutional Petition No. 102 of 2011 
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6.0 A CONSTITUTION WITHOUT 

CONSTITUTIONALISM 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter revisits the concept of ‘a constitution without constitutionalism’. As 

discussed in chapter four, Okoth Ogendo discussed this concept in relation to 

constitutional law in Africa, where constitutions are made, but do not live up to 

their promises to the citizenry.1 This concept is useful in locating the historical 

development of constitutional law in Kenya, where the constitution did not 

necessarily bring about a respect for the Rule of Law.2  

The last chapter discussed the findings from interviews with judges, public interest 

litigators, constitution review experts, academics and civil society stakeholders on 

the role of the courts and the women’s movement in implementing the 

constitution, specifically the two-thirds gender principle. These findings were 

summed up as ‘voices of disillusionment’. The constitution has still failed to live 

up to its promise of having at least a third of the members of elective and 

appointive bodies to represent both genders. The courts have not effectively 

embraced their mandate of exercising supervisory jurisdiction over the executive 

and parliament to ensure that the mechanism to implement the principle is enacted. 

The courts could be seen as complicit in aiding the government to delay the 

implementation of the principle for six years. Where the courts, particularly the 

High Court affirmed the principle and ordered immediate implementation, their 

orders were simply disregarded or disobeyed.  

What does this state of affairs signal in terms of a transformative 

constitutionalism? Is the constitution capable of bringing about gender 

transformation? Have the courts embraced this transformation? Or is this state of 

affairs one of ‘a constitution without constitutionalism’ still? These questions are 

explored in this chapter by analysing and reflecting further on the ‘voices of 

disillusionment set out in chapter five on the implementation of the two-thirds 

gender principle. The reflections in this chapter will provide insights that will be 

 
1 Okoth-Ogendo, '"Constitutions Without Constitutionalism": Reflections on an African paradox'   
2 See Ghai, 'Independence and Safeguards in Kenya' Ghai and McAuslan, Public Law and 
Political Change in Kenya: A Study of the Legal Framework from Colonial Times to the Present ; 
Ghai, 'The Rule of Law, Legitimacy and Governance'  ; Ghai, 'Constitutions and Governance in 
Africa: A Prolegomenon'   
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used to contribute towards a theoretical understanding of a gendered 

constitutionalism in postcolonial contexts in the next chapter.  

6.2 INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 

6.2.1 PROCESSES AND POLITICS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TWO-

THIRDS GENDER PRINCIPLE 

As we saw in chapter one, the women’s movement was instrumental in bringing 

the matter of the two-thirds gender principle in the spotlight in the early days after 

the promulgation of the 2010 Constitution. The National Women’s Steering 

Committee (NSWC) set to work on a mechanism to implement the principle in 

Parliament.  

The findings confirm the lack of a single collective voice within the women’s 

movement discussed in chapter one. As I discussed in chapter one, this 

disagreement was carried on to later campaigns between the Thuluthi Mbili za 

Kina Mama who are opposed to a constitutional amendment, and the Green 

Amendment Group made up of more radical members. Differing strategies among 

both state and non-state actors were evident throughout the litigation phases in the 

various prayers and submissions of different parties. 

6.2.2 JUDICIALISATION OF THE POLITICS OF THE TWO-THIRDS 

GENDER PRINCIPLE 

The findings suggest that the failure of the State to implement the principle led to 

the judicialisation of the politics of the two-thirds gender principle. This happened 

in several ways: 

First, was the way the cases were framed. A pattern emerges in the way the 

questions and issues for determination are framed, and the prayers and remedies 

sought. The cases filed by women’s rights NGOs and their allies were framed in 

such a way that they all asked for an immediate resolution on the implementation 

of the principle. The AG advised a more cautious and staggered approach to the 

implementation of the principle. It is for this reason that public interest litigators 

reflected on the effect of the prosecution of the case on the outcome, particularly 

regarding the AG’s advisory reference to the Supreme Court. Public interest 

litigators were of the view that the AG through his reference misled the Supreme 

Court to delay the implementation of the principle, which was the Government’s 

general position. 
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Secondly, the way the cases were dealt with reflected the political environment on 

the implementation of the principle outside the courts. Some judges employed 

what was seen as evasive tactics to delay the granting of judgments and court 

orders for as long as possible, so that the matter(s) could be overtaken by political 

events outside the courts. This reflected the political lack of prioritisation of the 

two-thirds gender principle by the State (aided by the Attorney General and the 

Supreme Court). The State was much more concerned about the coming 2013 

general elections. They did not want interference through the principle whose 

mechanism for implementation was not clear.  

Bearing in mind that the Supreme Court Advisory Reference set the tone for the 

modalities for the implementation [or lack of implementation] of the principle, 

public interest litigators spent a considerable amount of time discussing the 

motives of the AG in filing the reference, the reasons the AG framed the questions 

for determination the way he did, and the effect on the outcome of the reference.   

Whatever the AG’s motive was, the reference served to delay the implementation 

of the principle for another five years, even though work was already being 

undertaken to implement it in the 2013 elections. The finding on the difference in 

pattern between the manner of the AG’s prosecution of the Supreme Court 

advisory reference, compared to that of those cases filed by the women’s 

movement supports the view that not only does the way the case is prosecuted 

matter, but also who brings the case – what are their interests? What are they trying 

to achieve? A case can be made that women (through public interest litigation and 

other ways) need to file cases directly to influence the framing of questions for 

determination by the court. The advisory reference on the two-thirds gender 

principle is one of many instances where women find themselves in court 

unwillingly.3 It can be inferred that the judicialisation depends on who files the 

case, and who frames the issues for determination.   

A related question discussed by participants was - can a court reframe the issues 

for determination if it feels that the real issues have not been addressed? Common 

law principles of adjudication dictate that parties and judges must respond only to 

 
3 Stewart Ann (1996) “Should Women give up on the State? – The African Experience”, in Shirin 
M. Rai and Geraldine Lievesley, Women and the State: International Perspectives ( Taylor and 
Francis 1996) 
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issues raised for determination in the suit. Would a gendered constitutionalism 

warrant a challenge to the common law principle that judges must stick to the 

issues for determination? This question was not however discussed to a logical 

conclusion by public interest litigators in the focus groups.  

6.2.3 JUDICIAL APPROACH: JUDICIAL ACTIVISM VERSUS JUDICIAL 

RESTRAINT 

The findings on the judicial approach set out in the previous chapter suggest that 

a transformative constitution requires judicial activism, while judicial restraint 

maintains the status quo. 

The views of three judges who expressed their belief that politics has nothing to 

do with judging is in line with the common law ideology that judges do not engage 

in politics, which has been disputed in the Kenyan context.4 Upendra Baxi’s 

distinction of ‘active’ and ‘activist’ judges already raised in chapter five is 

instructive and relevant here. All judges are active in either seeking to change the 

status quo or maintaining the status quo, while not all judges are activist (those 

who seek to change the status quo).5 Understood this way, Baxi is of the view that 

all judges take part in politics, whether they acknowledge it or not.  

The conclusion therefore is that some judges work to preserve the status quo, 

while others are activist and agents of transformation in accordance with the 

purposes of the Constitution. This supports Baxi’s conceptualisation of ‘active’ 

versus ‘activist’ judges,6 which determines the ideological/philosophical 

orientation of the judge, and the mode of constitutional interpretation adopted. I 

develop this point in the next section using cases on the two-thirds gender 

principle specifically. 

 
4 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the Supreme 
Court Mutunga, Pan-African Jurisprudence for the Liberation of Africa , at 11 
5 Baxi U, 'The Avatars of Judicial Activism: Exploration in the Geographies of [In]justice' in Kasum 
SV (ed) Fifty Years of the Supreme Court of India: its Grasp and Reach (Oxford University Press 
2000), at 156-209. See also Baxi, U, ‘Demosprudence Versus Jurisprudence: The Indian Judicial 
Experience in the Context of Comparative Constitutional Studies’, 14 MacQuare Law Journal 3; 
Baxi, U, The Indian Supreme Court and Politics (Eastern Book Company 1980). 
6 See Baxi, U, ‘The Avatars of Indian Judicial Activism: Exploration in the Geographies of 
[In]justice’, in SK Verma Kasum, Fifty Years of the Supreme Court of India: Its Grasp and Reach  
(OUP 2000) 
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6.2.4 INDIVIDUAL JUDGES’ ORIENTATION  

Closely related to the question of judicial activism, all study participants but one 

[Supreme Court Justice #1) agreed that the philosophical orientation of the judge 

matters, as it determines the approach of constitutional interpretation adopted, 

which in turn determines the outcome of the case. Judges who adopt a ‘positivist’ 

approach are likely to focus on pragmatism, and the meaning of words and 

phrases. Those who adopt a purposive interpretation of the Constitution will pay 

less attention on the meaning of words and phrases in the Constitution, but on the 

original interpretation of the drafters of the Constitution. Arguably, those who 

adopt a ‘positivist’ philosophical approach to constitutional interpretation are 

likely to maintain the status quo, while those who seek to challenge the status quo 

will adopt a ‘purposive’ model of constitutional interpretation. Transformative 

constitutionalism requires a purposive interpretation of the constitution. 

Participants recognised that that a few judges have taken on the theory of 

constitutional interpretation under Article 259 in constitutional adjudication but 

expressed disappointment that several judges had not, opting instead for positivist 

interpretations of the Constitution.  

Participants also discussed the role of women judges in exercising agency in cases 

on the two-thirds gender principle. As presented in the previous chapter, 

participants who responded to the question of the impact of women judges focused 

on the only woman judge in Supreme Court Advisory Reference No.2. The 

unanimous disappointment with this woman judge that sided with the majority in 

delaying the application of the principle must be understood in context.  

This woman judge was a civil society women’s rights activist for many years, a 

Member of Parliament and subsequently a member of the Committee of Experts 

on Constitutional Review. In describing the woman judge as a ‘beneficiary of the 

system’, two participants were referring to ‘the hat’ that the woman judge wore in 

the case as that of a political ally to the government, rather than that of a former 

civil society or women’s rights activist. The suggestion was that there was an 

expectation that she would rule in favour of an immediate application of the 

principle because of her history of women’s rights activism. There is also a 

suggestion that her appointment to the Supreme Court was politically motivated, 

hence the reason she passed a judgment that favoured the political position of the 
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government (to delay the principle). These participants therefore took issue with 

the fact that the woman judge decided to take on a more political stance to the 

principle. 

The findings in chapter five were however inconclusive on the question of whether 

women judges made a difference in the adjudication on the two-thirds gender 

principle in the High Court, a question that has occupied feminist legal scholarship 

on gender and judging.7 

This inconclusive finding should not however be interpreted to mean that women 

judges do not matter, or that they do not make a difference, whichever way 

difference may be conceptualised. (Gender) representation matters in decision 

making bodies such as courts for them to have democratic legitimacy8, which is 

what the two-thirds gender principle is all about in the first place. Rather, one way 

to interpret this inconclusive finding is that perhaps the focus should be more on 

feminist judges and feminist methods of judging,9 rather than the gender of the 

judge. This is also because not all women judges are feminist, and not all male 

judges are necessarily biased.  

The point has long been made that law is sexist and reflects masculine values, but 

not necessarily in a way that always benefits men.10 It would therefore seem more 

plausible to focus on feminist judging, rather than the gender of the judge, even 

though (gender) representation in the judiciary still matters. Feminist judging 

provides practical tools that would have placed the two-thirds gender principle in 

its historical context. Surely this is what is asked of judges in interpreting the 

Constitution under Article 259 of the Constitution? Feminist judging would have 

been perfectly compatible with a purposive interpretation of gender equality 

provisions, for which a few male and women judges embraced. Feminist 

 
7 Kenney, Gender and Jusitce: Why Women in the Judiciary Really Matter 
8 See Malleson K, 'Justifying Gender Equality on the Bench: Why Difference Won't Do' (2003) 11 
Feminist Legal Studies 1; Kenney, Gender and Jusitce: Why Women in the Judiciary Really 
Matter 
9 See Hunter R, 'Can Feminist Judges Make a Difference?' (2008) 15 International Journal of the 
Legal Profession 7 
10 Smart C, 'The woman of legal discourse' (1992) 1 Social and Legal Studies 29 
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judgments projects now spanning across many jurisdictions demonstrate what 

feminist judging might look like in different contexts.11 

Another way to interpret the inconclusive finding on the role of women judges is 

that it is complicated by other factors that have nothing to do with the gender of 

the judge. Thus, the lone woman judge in Supreme Court Advisory Reference No. 

2 may have had other priorities unique to her (political elite) class that outweighed 

showing solidarity in a feminist cause in which she was once a part of – that of 

securing political ties and allies for political survival and relevance. Would an 

expectation of solidarity be asking too much of her? Other factors such as class 

may sometimes play a much bigger role than the gender of the judge, which 

reinforces the argument for feminist judging, rather than a focus on gender. 

6.2.5 APPROACH TO CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION 

As the responses of recipients show very clearly, the outcomes of the cases on the 

two-thirds gender principle depended on the approach of constitutional 

interpretation adopted. Participants’ discussions therefore centred around the 

extent to which judges adopted a purposive interpretation of the principle. The 

findings support a link between purposive interpretation and immediate 

application of the principle. Those judges that did not adopt a purposive 

interpretation adopted alternative approaches that involved pragmatism. For 

instance, the Supreme Court majority adopted a literal approach to constitutional 

interpretation that focused on the meaning the word ‘shall’ within Article 81(b) of 

the Constitution – ‘that no more than two-thirds of elective bodies shall be of the 

same gender’. Participants reflected on the ways in which this positivist approach 

failed to take a purposive and contextual understanding of the principle within the 

wider constitutional normative framework. A purposive and contextual approach 

to the interpretation of the two-thirds gender principle would in their view lead to 

an outcome that affirmed the principle, requiring an immediate application of the 

principle. A purposive approach would ask the question – why was the two-thirds 

gender principle included in the constitution?  

 
11 See for instance Majury D, 'Introducing the Women's Court of Canada' (2006) 18 Canadian 
Journal of Women and the Law 1 ; Hunter R, McGlynn C and Rackley E, Feminist Judgments: 
From Theory to Practice (Hart Publishing 2010) 
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In some cases the judges either adopted a formalistic interpretation of particular 

provisions relating to the principle, or simply avoided adopting the constitution’s 

theory of interpretation to affirm the principle.12 For instance in Federation of 

Women Lawyers & Others v Attorney General,13 the High Court ruled that the 

challenge to the nominations of five (all male) judges to the Supreme Court in 

2011 was filed prematurely, adding that the women’s rights activists should ‘hold 

their feminist horses’. In National Gender & Equality Commission & Another vs 

Judicial Service Commission & 2 Others,14 the High Court relied on arithmetic 

formulae to rule that two out of seven women judges complied with the principle, 

[even though technically they are less than a third], because three out of seven 

would surpass the quota, and you cannot have a fraction of a person. As we saw 

from respondents’ discussions, the judge was prepared to justify a shortage of the 

[women] judges through arithmetic considerations rather than add one more 

woman judge.  

Public interest litigators highlighted from their perception that another equally 

important factor that was at play was avoidance or evasive tactics. From their 

standpoint, the majority in Supreme Court Advisory Reference No. 2 did not want 

to commit themselves to a prescriptive timeline. In their view, the Supreme Court 

feared that a prescriptive timeline may fail because of the practical difficulties of 

implementing a highly politicised constitutional provision. That would in turn 

render the Supreme Court a “toothless dog”, as a Supreme Court judge put it, and 

affect the legitimacy of the court. In effect, the Supreme Court helped Parliament 

and the Executive to buy time.  

Whether the political branch would have been able to implement the principle 

before the first elections in 2013 is a different question. The point is that the 

government (through the Attorney General) needed and asked for more time, and 

the Supreme Court gave it to them – five years. Five years came and went. 

Parliament was added another year in Centre for Rights Education and Awareness 

 
12 Under Article 259 as discussed above. 
13Constitution Petition No. 102 of 2011  
14 Constitutional Petition No. 446 of 2016 
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& Another v Attorney General & Another15 (until August 27, 2016). The 

legislative framework was still not in place by August 27, 2016. 

Public interest litigators saw the same problem in the High Court, although as we 

saw in the previous chapter this court was seen as more progressive.  Some High 

Court judges employed a number of those [evasive] tactics so that a case would 

be overtaken by events outside the court. These discussions with public interest 

litigators revealed  how they would realise that sometimes the judge simply did 

not want to proceed with the case, as happened in the case of Centre for Rights 

Education and Awareness & 2 Others vs The Speaker of the National Assembly & 

2 Others16. Here petitioners asked the court to order parliament to enact the 

necessary legislation, or to be dissolved. Public interest litigators asked - which 

judge wants to dissolve Parliament, especially singlehandedly? The case was filed 

in March 2016 but kept on being adjourned by the judge until he died 

unexpectedly. The second judge who took over dispensed with the matter 

efficiently: the judgment for Parliament to be dissolved was delivered three 

months before Parliament had to be dissolved for the 2017 general elections.  

A conclusion from this study is that evasive tactics enables individual judges to 

avoid political matters, even though the Constitution clearly mandates them to 

address issues which raise political considerations. Secondly evasive tactics are a 

way for individual judges to avoid becoming politicised (which is different from 

judicialisation of politics). It did not matter whether judges believed the substance 

of the matter in issue. As we saw in chapter five, most of the judges interviewed 

believed that the principle requires a purposive and contextual approach that 

would have led to an immediate realization. The issue is one of an ideological 

belief in whether courts should concern themselves with political affairs (as 

discussed in chapter five, judges were divided on this point).  

It is quite possible therefore for a judge to adopt an ‘activist’ purposive 

interpretation required by the constitution, even while holding the conflicting view 

that they are not engaging in politics. This point might explain why a judge might 

deliver a purposive judgment, but this judgment turns out to be ‘useless’ because 

 
15 Constitutional Petition No. 182 of 2015 
16 Constitutional Petition No. 371 of 2016 
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it is too late or impractical to enforce. Hence, the problem with Constitutional 

Petition No. 371 of 2016 was that no matter how bold it was, it could not apply to 

the 11th Parliament whose term was coming to an end in three months. The next 

12th Parliament refused to be bound by that order, claiming that it was directed to 

the 11th Parliament. This necessitated a fresh filing of suits, which have still not 

been finalised to date.17 

This reliance on positivist, formalistic, pragmatic and ‘noncommittal’ approaches 

point to two insights. The first as discussed in chapter one is the tension in the 

National Constitutional Conference on the understanding of the principle: is it a 

permanent stand-alone constitutional principle, or is it a principle of affirmative 

action to be achieved over time, as commonly understood by the rest of the 

delegates and the public? The Supreme Court relied on the latter understanding, 

which led to a watering down effect to the principle. The second insight as 

discussed in chapter two is the extent to which positivist liberal approaches to 

transformative constitutionalism deliver the same outcomes as ‘postliberal’ 

purposive approaches to constitutional interpretation that require purposive 

interpretations. The findings suggest a negative answer in the Kenyan context.  

6.2.6 POLITICAL INTERFERENCE 

The politicisation of the appointments, transfers, re-deployment and removal of 

judges is an important theme in this study because the political motivations do 

play out in the outcomes of specific cases. Public interest litigators discussed two 

High Court judges who were transferred or redeployed from the Constitutional 

and Human Rights Division.  In their view this had a huge influence on the 

development of socio-economic rights jurisprudence, particularly in cases where 

they consistently challenged the Government’s forced evictions of poor citizens 

from informal settlements. One of the judges passed a landmark judgment on the 

ill-treatment of mothers at Pumwani Maternity Hospital, where the Government 

was ordered to improve the maternity facility for Nairobi mothers. In relation to 

the two-thirds gender principle, one of the transferred judges’ ruling on the 

 
17 These are Federation of Women Lawyers In Kenya v Speaker The National Assembly & 4 
others, Constitutional Petition No. 401 of 2017; and Centre for Rights Education & Awareness 
(CREAW) & another v Speaker of the National Assembly & 2 others, Constitutional Petition No. 
397 of 2017 
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implementation of the two-thirds gender principle led to the drafting of legislative 

Bills in 2015.  

Constitution review experts’ observations on the Supreme Court’s appointment 

implies that the careful crafting of the composition of the collegiate Supreme 

Court ensures that majority judges will not challenge Government action and will 

dominate those that seek to do so. This happened in the Supreme Court Advisory 

Opinion No. 2, where the Chief Justice’s opinion for immediate implementation 

of the principle was dominated by the majority judges. Political interference 

means that the position of Supreme Court judges is insecure.  Importantly this can 

lead to a lack of focus in crafting a coherent jurisprudence on the constitution.  

6.2.7 SUPERVISORY POWERS OF THE COURTS 

There were divergent views among interviewed judges on the exercise of judicial 

review on the political branch of government. While all judges were unanimous 

that judicial review is part of the constitution’s framework, the pertinent question 

among judges was the extent to which the courts were willing to go to supervise 

the legislature and the executive in implementing the principle. How far is too far? 

How specific or prescriptive should the order be? What should happen once the 

court gives its judgment? Does the court have a role?  

All judges interviewed except one Court of Appeal judge were unanimous that 

declaratory orders and recommendations are not enough. Two Court of Appeal 

judges took the view that the Supreme Court should have included a clause in the 

judgment that would require the AG and Parliament to report to the court 

periodically on the progress made post-judgment. One Supreme Court judge 

discussed different ways in which different courts in the Global South have 

exercised supervisory jurisdiction over the political branch. The first is dialogic 

activism, which has mostly gained prominence in Latin America in enforcing 

socio-economic rights.18 The second is the order of ‘continuous mandamus’ in 

India. The third is structural interdicts from South Africa.  

 
18 Gargarella R, ''We the People' Outside of the Constitution: The dialogic model of 
constitutionalism and the system of checks and balances' (2014) 67 Current Legal Problems 1; 
Rodrỉguez-Garavito C, 'Beyond the courtroom: The impact of judicial activism on socio-economic 
rights in Latin America' (2010) 89 Texas Law Review 1669; Rodrỉguez-Garavito C, 'Constitutions 
in action: The impact of judicial activism on socio-economic rights in Latin America' in Rodrỉguez-
Garavito C (ed) Law and Society in Latin America (Routledge 2014); Yamin AE and Parra-Verra O, 
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All these mechanisms have been borrowed and applied by a few judges in the 

High Court in select cases, particularly in socio-economic rights cases dealing 

with forced evictions as illustrated in the cases of Satrose Ayuma19 , Mitubell20, 

and Ibrahim Sangor21, which all adopted the approach taken in Grootbom22 in 

South Africa. All three cases related to the right to housing, in which the action of 

the Government to evict slum dwellers was challenged successfully. Both judges 

gave the executive 30 days to report back to court on the progress made in 

negotiations between the parties.  

Public interest litigators were similarly of the view that recommendations are a 

watered-down version of rights. Public interest litigators were however divided 

on a post-judgment enforcement mechanism. About half of public interest 

litigators supported the idea of post-judgment supervisory powers, and one 

particularly spoke at length about structural interdicts as borrowed from South 

Africa. According to this public interest litigator, structural interdicts were first 

applied in Kenya in Moi University v Council of Legal Education & Another23, 

and have been applied by the High Court in the cases on forceful evictions 

mentioned above.   

This public interest litigator also spoke of  ‘suspension of invalidity’ orders in 

cases on the two-thirds gender principle.24 The public interest litigator discussed 

‘suspension of invalidity’ orders, again  borrowed from the South African Teddy 

 
'Judicial protection of the right to health in Colombia: From social demands to individual claims 
to public debates' (2010) 33 Hastings International and Comparative Law Review 431; Gargarella 
R, Litigating health rights: Can courts bring more justice to health? (Harvard University Press 
2011); Bateup C, 'The dialogic promise - Assessing the normative potential of theories of 
constitutional dialogue' (2005) 71 Brooklyn Law Review 1109 
19 Satrose Ayuma & 11 others v Registered Trustees of the Kenya Railways Staff Retirement 
Benefits Scheme & 3 others, Nairobi High Court Constitutional Petition No. 65 of 2010, available 
at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/90359/, last accessed July 20 2019. 
20 Mitu-Bell Welfare Society v Attorney General & 2 others[2013] eKLR, Nairobi High Court  
Petition 164 of 2011, available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/87948, last accessed 
July 20 2019.  
21 Ibrahim Sangor Osman v Minister of State for Provincial Administration and Internal Security 
& 3 Others [2011]eKLR, Constitutional Petition No. 2 of 2011, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/80291, last accessed September 30 2020 
22 Government of the Republic of South Africa. & Ors v Grootboom & Ors 2000 (11) BCLR 1169. 
(CC), available at https://www.escr-net.org/caselaw/2006/government-republic-south-africa-
ors-v-grootboom-ors-2000-11-bclr-1169-cc, last accessed July 20 2019. 
23 Constitutional Petition No. 425 of 2015; Judicial Review No.545 of 2016 
24 Marilyn Muthoni Kamuru & 2 Others vs The Attorney General & Another, and Katiba Institute 
v IEBC 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/90359/
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/87948
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/80291
https://www.escr-net.org/caselaw/2006/government-republic-south-africa-ors-v-grootboom-ors-2000-11-bclr-1169-cc
https://www.escr-net.org/caselaw/2006/government-republic-south-africa-ors-v-grootboom-ors-2000-11-bclr-1169-cc
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Bear Case,25 and pointed out that ‘suspension of invalidity’ orders have been 

applied in two cases on the two-thirds gender principle26. Within this view, these 

public interest litigators believed that the Supreme Court majority bench should 

have included a post-judgment supervisory order in their judgment, so that parties 

would not have to file a fresh suit to force Parliament and the Executive to 

implement the principle.   

The difficulty of a post-judgment follow-up mechanism to implement the advisory 

opinion was explored with study participants. Views were divergent, ranging from 

the view that courts have an inherent jurisdiction for supervision which can invoke 

a post-judgment process in which a party need not file a fresh suit to implement a 

judgment, but simply move the original court again. Others were of the view that 

courts do not have an inherent supervisory jurisdiction, and it is up to the parties 

to specifically pray for supervisory orders or file a fresh suit altogether.  

The other half of public interest litigators were of the view that once the court has 

delivered its judgment, it is stripped of any other powers post-judgment. The only 

way in which the courts can be seized of the matter again in case of noncompliance 

is through filing a fresh suit. This is the route that was taken by women’s rights 

activists and their allies.  The result is that more cases are continuing to be filed 

to enforce earlier orders that have been ignored by Parliament or the Executive.  

Public interest litigators were unanimous that even if structural interdicts were 

applicable in Kenya, the question is the extent to which they can be applied beyond 

socio-economic rights to civil and political rights, which is where the two-thirds 

gender principle lies. Public interest litigators also discussed with disapproval that 

the Court of Appeal reversed the decision of the High Court in Mitubell Welfare 

Society, which ruled that there was no framework in the Constitution for 

‘borrowing’ from other jurisdictions.  Public interest litigators pointed out the 

inconsistency of the courts on the matter since the highest (Supreme) Court has 

also issued a structural interdict in Muruatetu. Public interest litigators were not 

 
25 Teddy Bear Clinic for Abused Children and Another v Minister of Justice and Constitutional 
Development and Another (CCT 12/13) [2013] ZACC 35; 2013 (12) BCLR 1429 (CC); 2014 (2) SA 
168 (CC); 2014 (1) SACR 327 (CC) (3 October 2013) 
26 See Marilyn Muthoni Kamuru & 2 others v The Speaker of the National Assembly & 2 Others 
[2016]eKLR, Constitutional Petition No. 566 of 2012, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/129670/index.php, last accessed September 30 2020   

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/129670/index.php
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convinced by the argument advanced by the Court of Appeal in overturning the 

High Court decision in Mitubell: that Kenya is a common law system that does 

not allow a court to entertain a matter again once it has become functus officio, 

and that structural interdicts are not supported in Kenyan law. This seemed to them 

a little surprising given that South Africa’s Constitutional Court  and India’s 

Supreme Court from which the supervisory jurisprudence originated are also 

common law jurisdictions. 

In conclusion, therefore, what emerged from discussions with participants was 

that courts need to find firm and ‘forceful’ ways under Article 23 of the 

Constitution to pass decisions and give court orders that are capable of 

implementation. Declarations of violations of rights or other provisions of the 

Constitution are not enough and may even be diminished or watered-down 

versions of rights that are incapable of enforcement.27 Although some participants 

were doubtful that structural interdicts could be applied for civil and political 

rights, some participants were adamant that they can. For them, it is a matter of 

setting the precedent and building the jurisprudence on this. The issue of structural 

interdicts was then before the Supreme Court. One public interest litigator hoped 

that the Supreme Court would set the direction on this much more clearly, since 

structural interdicts were reversed by the Court of Appeal in the Mitubell28 case.  

The question, then, seems to be one of the extent to which the political branch of 

the Government would have enacted the mechanisms for implementing the two-

thirds gender principle by August 27, 2015, had the language of the Supreme 

Court Advisory Opinion been stronger and firmer.  

Public interest litigators were of the view that the fact that the Supreme Court 

Advisory Opinion had much less ‘forceful’ language led to its being disregarded. 

Public interest litigators also praised Justice Mumbi Ngugi’s order in 

Constitutional Petition No. 182 of 201529 in which the judge ordered the Attorney 

General and CIC to draft and table in Parliament the necessary legislation to 

 
27 Wilson S, Without means, there are no real rights (2014) 
28 Mitu-Bell Welfare Society v Attorney General & 2 others[2013] eKLR, Nairobi High Court  
Petition 164 of 2011, available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/87948, last accessed 
July 20 2019. 
29  

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/87948
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implement the principle in 40 days. Public interest litigators reported that this 

order was more effective in initiating some level of action on the part of the AG 

and CIC to put in place the necessary measures, even though the bills that were 

enacted because of that order have not been debated to completion. Parliament 

was not a party to the case; hence Justice Mumbi Ngugi could not have compelled 

Parliament to report to court on the progress of the debate of the bills. This gap 

was cured by Justice Mativo’s judgment in Centre for Rights Education and 

Awareness & 2 Others v The Speaker of the National Assembly & 2 Others30, in 

which the judge ordered Parliament to enact the necessary legislation in 60 days. 

This order was discredited by public interest litigators as being too late in the day, 

as Parliament was about to be dissolved for the 2017 general elections. Therefore, 

there is no knowing whether the Justice Mativo’s order would have compelled 

Parliament to pass the legislation had it been granted in good time.  

6.2.8 THE COURT STRUCTURE  

It is clear from the responses that the nature of the court matters. The court 

structure and hierarchical jurisdiction of the superior courts, and how they relate 

with each other is also important. The latitude of the discretion available to the 

judges of that court, as provided for in the Constitution and the law is also 

important. The combination of all these components matters. As already discussed 

in chapter four, the court charged with interpreting the Constitution and enforcing 

the Bill of Rights is the High Court. However, the High Court does not have the 

final say in constitutional matters. Its decisions are subject to appeal and possible 

reversal by the Court of Appeal and Supreme Court, where the political stakes are 

higher. 

Participants explained that the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is very limited, 

and access to it is not easy. A court of original jurisdiction has a much wider 

latitude than an appellate court. They can seek more clarification, and reframe 

issues if need be. An appellate court does not have such an opportunity. It is 

restricted to determine questions of law. Thus, the High Court has a much wider 

latitude in interpreting and implementing the Constitution than the Supreme 

Court, whose original jurisdiction is restricted to presiding over presidential 

 
30 Constitutional Petition No.371 of 2016 
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election disputes, and in giving advisory opinions to the Government.31 Its 

appellate jurisdiction is also restricted, as one must seek the leave of the Court of 

Appeal if the appeal is a matter of public interest, before a matter can proceed to 

the Supreme Court.32  

A High Court judge likened the jurisdiction of the three superior courts (High 

Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme Court) to a wine glass, with the High Court 

at the top with the widest discretion. Participants reported that this wine glass 

jurisdiction is reflected in the judicial outcomes from the three courts, which is 

wider and more progressive at the top representing the High Court, narrowing 

down in the middle (representing the Court of Appeal) and then widening again 

slightly at the bottom to represent the Supreme Court. 

It is for this reason that the wine glass analogy adopted by High Court Justice # 2 

referring to Kenya’s superior courts’ structure as a ‘wine glass jurisdiction is 

compelling. It also leads to a wine glass constitutional adjudication system.  

The matter of the advisory jurisdiction of the Supreme Court was also raised as a 

concern among constitution review experts. These experts were of the general 

view that the Supreme Court has restricted its already limited jurisdiction on 

advisory opinions unnecessarily in several cases. In February 2020, the Supreme 

Court subsequently settled the question on its jurisdiction in Advisory Reference 

No. 1 of 2017.33 In a divided bench, the majority ruled that access to the Supreme 

Court is restricted to the national and county governments, and other government 

agencies. Secondly, the Supreme Court would be hesitant to issue an advisory 

opinion that has already been handled by a lower court, unless the lower court 

matter is instituted after an advisory reference has already been filed in the 

Supreme Court. Even then, the court has to be satisfied that it is a matter if public 

importance. Whether a case is a matter of public importance is interpreted on a 

case-by-case approach. 

 
31 See Article 163(4)(a) and (b) Constitution of Kenya 2010 
32 See Article 163(5) 
33 Kenya National Commission on Human Rights v Attorney General, Independent Electoral and 
Boundaries Commission & 16 others (Interested Parties) [2020]eKLR, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/190392/  

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/190392/
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The majority’s leaning towards the restriction of access to the highest court for 

citizens is reminiscent of colonial times. Locus standi is open to the government 

and state agencies, while non-state actors can only be interested parties or friends 

of the court. What this means is that, as interested parties and friends of the court, 

non-state actors cannot frame issues as they like. Their responses will be limited 

to the issues framed by the government or state agency. This is what happened in 

the advisory reference on the two-thirds gender principle, where the issue framed 

by the AG was restricted to whether the principle should be realised immediately, 

and not how the principle was to be realised as interested parties would have 

framed it.  

The restriction of the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction is significantly different to that 

of the High Court. The High Court has taken a much more postliberal approach to 

its jurisdiction and has consistently sought to enhance its jurisdiction in 

constitutional interpretation and enforcement of the Bill of Rights that places 

citizens’ access to the courts at its centre (rather than access for the State). It is 

perhaps not surprising, therefore, that study participants would find the cautious 

approach of the Supreme Court (in nearly all its decisions so far) disappointing. 

In essence therefore, there is no notion of constitutional justice in Kenya, as there 

are in other jurisdictions with Constitutional Courts that have a final say in 

constitutional matters. Constitutional decisions of the High Court can be easily 

overturned, and even politicised in the Court of Appeal and Supreme Court. We 

have seen that the matter of a Constitutional Court was a heavily contested one 

during the constitutional review processes34 and eventually dropped at the 

National Constitutional Conference at Bomas. Delegates at the National 

Constitutional Conference (a third of whom were Members of Parliament) 

preferred a Supreme Court made up of political appointees to decide on 

presidential election disputes.  

This point is extremely important. No matter what sort of progressive 

jurisprudence on the Constitution may come out of the High Court, the risk of 

politicisation of issues in the Court of Appeal and Supreme Court is always there. 

Mitubell was one of the few progressive cases on holding the Government 

 
34 Cotrell and Ghai, 'Constitution Making and Democratisation in Kenya (2000-2005)' 
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accountable for its actions especially towards its poor citizens and it was 

overturned in the Court of Appeal.  

History seems to be repeating itself here, where the Court of Appeal in the 

previous constitutional dispensation overturned lower court decisions for political 

reasons, a phenomenon not unique to Kenya alone within East Africa. The case of 

Mtikila in Tanzania illustrates perfectly how post-colonial East African 

governments used and politicised higher courts for their own purposes, even if it 

meant overturning progressive lower court decisions. In 1993, when Tanzania was 

transitioning from a one-party state to a multi-party state, Reverend Charles 

Mtikila wanted to stand as an independent candidate, and challenged the eighth 

amendment to the Constitution in the High Court in Mtikila 1.35 The High Court 

ruled in his favour. The government passed another law, Eleventh Constitutional 

Amendment Act36 to re-enact the law the High Court had declared illegal. This 

prompted Reverend Mtikila to go back to court in Mtikila 2 in which the court 

ruled in his favour once more.37 The government appealed in the Court of Appeal 

in Mtikila 338, which reversed the High Court decision. Having exhausted all local 

remedies, Reverend Christopher Mtikila took his case to the continental level, in 

the newly established African Court on Human and People’s Rights in Mtikila 4.39 

The African Court ruled in his favour. According to Oloka-Onyango, 

‘the pattern of reversing its subordinate on human rights and constitutional 

matters as exhibited by the Tanzanian Court of Appeal appears to have a 

well-established judicial pedigree, apparently in keeping with the old 

adage: the higher you go, the more conservative you become!’.40 

A Constitutional Court therefore would have strengthened constitutional justice 

in Kenya, as opposed to being left at the mercy of the general court hierarchical 

structure. This would have prevented the Mtikila situation, where there is no 

certainty on whether subordinate decisions can be reaffirmed or reversed in the 

 
35 Christopher Mtikila v The Attorney General, Civil Case No. 5 of 1993. 
36 No. 34 of 1994 
37 Christopher Mtikila v the AG, Misc. Cause No. 10 of 2005 
38 The Attorney General v Rev, Christopher Mtikila, Civil Appeal No. 45 of 2009 
39 Tanganyika Law Society (TLS) and the Legal and Human Rights Centre (LHRC) and Reverend 
Christopher Mtikila  v The United Republic of Tanzania, Applications 009 and 011/2011 
40 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 
75 
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higher courts.41 Public interest litigators, in particular, believed that the High 

Court was on its way to establishing a firm jurisprudence through structural 

interdicts and suspension of invalidity orders. 

6.2.9 DISOBEDIENCE OF COURT ORDERS 

Participants discussed at length the general lack of respect for court orders, which 

are openly defied by the political branch. A culture of disobeying court orders 

emerged as an important factor in examining the role of the courts in constitution-

making. Court orders are meaningless if they will be disregarded anyway. 

According to participants, disobedience of courts orders is a much bigger threat 

to constitutionalism than the language of court orders, the extent to which the 

courts are firm in exercising their supervisory role, or the presence or lack of a 

Constitutional Court or constitutional justice.  

This point has already been made in chapter four, on a historical ‘constitutions 

without constitutionalism’, in which there has been a ‘rule by law’ and not ‘rule 

of law’. History seems to be repeating itself even in a new constitutional 

dispensation. This political environment has a direct relevance to the extent to 

which courts can be transformative where a culture of impunity is rife. In this 

‘general culture of impunity’, it is impossible to examine the role of the courts in 

transformative constitutionalism without having regard to this state of 

‘constitutions without constitutionalism’, and the extent to which the courts have 

enabled or inhibited that kind of situation. 

Participants reflected that the first violators of court orders on the two-thirds 

gender principle was the Supreme Court itself. For the Supreme Court to comply, 

it means that male judges must cede power to female judges through a judgment 

that would restrict their own numbers. A discussion of the High Court judgment42 

on the composition of the Supreme Court revealed that the judge was basically 

preserving male judges’ interests in upholding the composition of the Supreme 

Court, even though it clearly falls short of the principle. 

 
41 Cotrell J and Ghai Y, ‘Constitution Making and Democratisation in Kenya (2000-2005)’ (2007) 
14 Democratisation 1 
42 National Gender & Equality Commission & another v Judicial Service Commission & 2 others 
[2017] eKLR, Nairobi High Court Constitutional Petition No. 446 & 456 of 2012 (consolidated), 
available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/135563/, last accessed July 20 2019. 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/135563/
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The open defiance by Parliament on the implementation of the two-thirds gender 

principle was a major concern in 2017 and 2018 for public interest litigation 

bodies such as Katiba Institute, as evidenced in media sources.43 In Parliament, 

Members of Parliament are reported to have openly defied the Mativo Ruling and 

dismissed it as worthless. Olago said in the House:44 

‘That judgement, without disparaging the judge, is worthless. It is not 

capable of being enforced in law. I ask any lawyer who is in this House to 

go and look at the law and constitution properly and you will find that 

judgement cannot be enforced. Therefore, there is nothing to worry about. 

Do not even talk about Parliament be in dissolved. It cannot. Members, 

rest assured that there is nothing to worry about, because that judgement 

is not worth it’. 

The collective disobedience of court orders in relation to the two-thirds gender 

principle by both the political branch and the judiciary also confirms studies that 

judges are part of an elite class and as such will strive to protect elite interests.  

Wilson writes that ‘It is no good asking an elite judge, through elite lawyers, to do 

something truly egalitarian. His (and it is usually his) class and other social 

prejudices will interfere’.45  

Ran Hirschl argues in the context of new constitutionalism that judicialisation of 

politics should best be understood as a strategic alliance among threatened 

hegemonic interests of political elites, influential economic stakeholders, and 

judicial leaders.46 Social reform litigators in the African context will still have to 

confront this ‘hegemonic consolidation’.47 The political environment at post-

independence, where the judiciary was used to preserve the interests of political 

elites as discussed in chapter four has not changed much. ‘Hegemonic 

 
43 See for instance Shilundu, Alphonce (2017) ‘Open defiance, sabotage killed gender rule 
dream‘, The Standard, April 23 2017, available at 
https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2001237390/open-defiance-sabotage-killed-gender-
rule-dream, last accessed July 20 2019. 
44 ibid 
45 Wilson, Without means, there are no real rights 
46 Hirschl, Towards Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New Constitutionalism  
47 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa  

https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2001237390/open-defiance-sabotage-killed-gender-rule-dream
https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2001237390/open-defiance-sabotage-killed-gender-rule-dream
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consolidation’ is still a reality that confronts public interest litigators keen to 

ensure constitutionalism. 

The two-thirds gender principle is about redistribution of political power between 

the sexes, to mitigate a status quo that has concentrated political power to men. 

As discussed in chapter four, the colonial and postcolonial legal system has served 

to preserve a political economy in which women were disempowered to domestic 

servitude and perpetual dependence on men, which widened the socio-economic 

gap between men and women.48 To disrupt this status quo would mean 

challenging male political elite interests. Social reform litigation focused on 

gender equality has found that this is not just in matters of political participation, 

but other matters such as property (women’s ability to own and inherit property, 

and entitlement to an equal share in matrimonial property), domestic violence, and 

the status of women in marriage.  

The question is perhaps, then, what point can social action litigation play amidst 

such a culture of impunity and hegemonic consolidation? Is it an exercise in vain, 

if court orders will not be obeyed? 

6.2.10 COURTS AND TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM 

There were mixed responses among participants on whether the courts have 

fostered a transformative constitutionalism generally. Some respondents were 

positive, others were negative, a few were ambivalent, and others reported that the 

courts have been blowing hot and cold – meaning that the jurisprudence on 

transformative constitutionalism has not been consistent.  

We can now finally delve into the question of the extent to which public interest 

litigation can bring about a transformative effect. The argument has, perhaps, built 

itself up to the point that there are limits to the reliance on courts to bring about 

social change – in this case, a better participation of women in politics through 

affirmative action.  

Some previous studies have examined the question by asking whether courts 

acting alone can bring about change. Others have simply argued that using the 

courts to achieve transformative goals rather than finding a solution within society 

 
48 Oloka-Onyango (2017) at 112-158 
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is simply asking too much of the courts. The first argument is that court orders are 

purely legal claims, in that 

at best a transformative political claim will be wrung through the legal 

system and emerge as a much diminished legal right. That right will then 

be virtually impossible to enforce, because all the institutions of 

enforcement are operated by the very interests that the judgment is meant 

to curb. Rights also require a stable bureaucracy that respects the rule of 

law, and an independent judiciary. These cannot always be guaranteed.49  

The second argument is that an over-reliance on courts as agents of change is 

narrowly legalistic, without it accompanying the necessary political and societal 

buy-in. In other words, society may not be ready for that change, and litigation 

would be seeking to impose change on a society and political class that will simply 

resist it.50 In the context of public interest litigation in East Africa, Oloka-Onyango 

asks, ‘how much are courts actually reflective of the ‘pulse‘of the people? By 

taking these issues to court, haven’t we abdicated responsibility for addressing the 

hard questions in our societal evolution’?51  

In relation to the two-thirds gender principle in Kenya specifically, the courts’ 

hands were tied in that the constitutional provisions were so vague that it was left 

to political forces to determine how the principle would be realised, as 

Constitution Review Expert #4 discussed. In the exact words of Constitution 

Review Expert #4, ‘what could the courts have done?’ Some study participants 

were adamant that the practicalities of a society that is not yet ready to vote for 

women is what prompted Supreme Court judges to opt for pragmatism, to allow 

the society to be ready to embrace the change that will be brought by the two-

thirds gender principle.  

 
49 Wilson, Without means, there are no real rights 
50 Rosenberg, Gerald N., Ideological Preferences and Hollow Hopes: Responding to Criticisms, 
available at https://press.uchicago.edu/books/rosenberg/index.html , last accessed May 29 
2020 
51 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa , at 
21 

https://press.uchicago.edu/books/rosenberg/index.html
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Perhaps this is what Wilson refers to as ‘a much diminished legal right […] 

virtually impossible to enforce’.52 Pragmatism is one way of maintaining the status 

quo and maintaining ‘hegemonic consolidation’, as Oloka-Onyango writes:  

In most instances, justice transmitted via the courts tends to confirm pre-

existing structures of dominance and marginalization. As a matter of fact, 

in most countries courts of law are much more likely to err in favour of the 

status quo than in support of dramatic social change. In essence, this results 

in a ‘rule by law rather than the ostensibly more desirable ‘rule of law ‘. 

The net result is that justice ends up being dominated by those with the 

political clout, social dominance or political presence. How do we counter 

this process of hegemonic consolidation while still ensuring that courts 

deliver on their original promise of justice for all with neither fear nor 

favour?53 

This brings to the fore pertinent questions of the effectiveness of a reliance on 

legal strategies to achieve change, in this case legislation and litigation.54 Writing 

in the American context, Rosenberg argues that the debate on the ability to bring 

about social change fall into camps: those who believe that courts are unable to 

bring about significant social reform due to structural constraints on the courts, 

and those who believe in the courts’ ability to bring about social change due to 

their dynamic advantages.55 Some structural constraints are the limited nature of 

rights (and the even limiting legal culture), institutional factors such as the limits 

on judicial independence, and the lack of implementation/enforcement 

mechanisms or institutional relations to enforce their own orders.56 A dynamic 

court on the other would bring about social change because of its political, 

institutional and economic independence, and that courts can act as catalysts of 

change, even where the change is not immediately achieved from one litigation 

outcome. This is known as the rippling effect. The dissenting opinion of the 

 
52 Wilson, Without means, there are no real rights 
53 Oloka-Onyango (2017), at 21 
54 Smart C, Feminism and the Power of Law (Sociology of Law and Crime, Routledge 1989); 
Armstrong SM, 'Is Feminist Law Reform Flawed - Abstentionists & (and) Sceptics' (2004) 20 
Australian Feminist Law Journal 43 
55 Rosenberg GN, The hollow hope: Can courts bring about social change? (2nd edition edn, 
University of Chicago Press 2008), at 9-41 
56 ibid, at 10-21 
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Supreme Court in Advisory Reference No.2 of 2012 served such a purpose, and 

was used by the High Court judges in subsequent cases to affirm the principle and 

issue orders for immediate implementation. 

It is for this reason that some conclude that perhaps there might be more value in 

political processes outside the courts, as ‘public interest litigation represents a 

confrontational expression of civic agency that is more limited in scope than 

cooperative interactions (such as advising a policy making process)’.57  

6.3 CONCLUSION 

Recent studies on whether Kenya has changed post-2010 constitutional reforms 

have expressed doubt, as the political landscape is still very much dominated by 

elite-level pacts and a general culture of impunity.58 I argue that this is the greatest 

hurdle in the quest for an gendered constitutionalism. A break away from 

imperialist notions of constitutionalism will be of no use, if there is no supportive 

political landscape of respect for a rule of law, albeit one rooted in post-colonial 

aspirations. As a social reform litigator, the question would be, ‘what would be 

the point of going to court if court orders will not be enforced, or will be disobeyed 

anyway?’  

The collective disobedience of court orders by all three arms of government in 

relation to the two-thirds gender principle illuminates a further challenge: a 

hegemonic consolidation of male elite interests. A gendered constitutionalism will 

have the added dimension of consistently confronting these male interests. In the 

previous chapter, I discussed the way male interests manifest themselves through 

contradictory and outright sexist judicial reasoning, delaying and evasive tactics 

when it comes to issues touching on women’s interests. All these collectively have 

to be addressed in fostering a gendered constitutionalism that not only promotes 

women’s constitutional rights, but also seeks to move away from imperialist 

principles of constitutional law that were originally premised on denying access 

to remedial justice for colonial subjects. 

 
57 Handmaker J, 'Public interest litigation for refugees in South Africa and the potential for 
structural change' (2011) 27 South African Journal of Human Rights 65, at 71 
58 Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?'  
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This points to wider questions of whether courts can really be relied upon to bring 

about transformative constitutionalism in a culture of impunity and hegemonic 

consolidation. Are social reformers better off looking elsewhere? This question 

has been the subject of much debate with prominent voices from the Global South 

questioning whether constitutionalism can be transformative. 
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7.0 A GENDERED CONSTITUTIONALISM: AN 

EVOLVING POSTCOLONIAL DISCOURSE?  

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The study examines the role of the judiciary in constitution making in a 

postcolonial context in the Global South. The judicial implementation of the two-

thirds gender principle in Kenya’s 2010 Constitution provides an excellent case 

study for exploring the evolution of a gendered constitutionalism in a postcolonial 

context. Two themes run throughout the study. The first is the assessment of the 

two-thirds gender principle as a tool of transformation of gender relations through 

constitutionalism, which I refer to as ‘gendered constitutionalism’. The second 

theme is the assessment of the concept of rule of law and constitutionalism in a 

postcolonial context.  A detailed investigation of the first theme serves as an 

excellent lens through which to explore the wider issue of what would constitute 

a transformative gendered constitutionalism. It therefore adds a feminist 

perspective, often missing in existing literature on law and constitutionalism in 

postcolonial contexts. The study addresses two gaps in postcolonial critiques of 

rights-based approaches, rule of law and constitutionalism.  

One is that existing feminist postcolonial critique of rights-based approaches tend 

to focus on the limitations of law in postcolonial contexts with plural normative 

orderings in the private sphere. These studies offer a rich understanding of the 

contribution of legal pluralism and gendered perspectives on law. For instance, 

Anne Griffith’s 2019 study provides a nuanced and detailed understanding of legal 

pluralism in the context of contemporary land relations in Botswana.1 Fareda 

Banda’s 2005 study reflects on the impact of law on gender relations in Africa, 

particularly the experiences of women within the family.2 Fareda Banda discusses 

gender relations  within a debate on cultural relativism – the lives of women in 

Africa are largely within the private sphere where the ‘the right to privacy is used 

to conceal the unequal treatment of women which is justified by invoking 

“custom” and “tradition”.3 She provides a feminist analysis of the linkage between 

constitutional and international human rights norms with local values (pluralist 

 
1 Griffiths AM, Transformations on the ground: Space and the power of land in Botswana 
(Indiana University Press 2019) 
2 Banda F, Women, law and human rights: An African perspective (Bloomsbury Publishing 2005) 
3 ibid, at 1 
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private normative orderings),4 and concludes that the Maputo Protocol to the 

African Charter on Human and People’s Rights5 does the best job of reconciling 

international human rights norms with local values in a way that upholds African 

women’s rights, and at the same time upholding African local values.6  

Ann Stewart has discussed four cases in which women have sought to challenge 

oppressive customs and traditions in the courts using constitutions in four different 

African countries.7 These cases were Virginia Edith Wambui Otieno v Joash 

Ochieng Ougo and Omolo Siranga,8 Bernardo Epharahim v Holalia Pastory and 

Another (PC),9 Katekewe v Muchabaiwa,10 and In re Attorney General v Dow.11 

As discussed in chapter four, Virginia Edith Wambui was a burial dispute in 

Nairobi in which a widow asserted her right to bury her own husband over those 

of the husband’s clan. In the second case, Holalia Pastory was a poor widow in 

Tanzania who asserted her right to sell her land that she had inherited from the 

clan. Under Haya customary law, a woman could not sell her clan land but could 

use it for her lifetime. A male member of the clan could sell clan land with consent 

from clan members. The Court relied international law instruments to rule that this 

was gender discrimination. In Katekewe, a father in Zimbabwe sought 

compensation for the defilement of her daughter under customary law because this 

would have reduced her roora/lobola under customary law. The Court held that 

the father could not make such a claim because her daughter Molly Muchabaiwa 

was 21. Prior to this, African women were regarded as ‘permanent jural minors 

unable to take legal action in their own right’.12  In Dow, Unity Dow in Botswana 

successfully challenged the 1984 Citizenship Act that prevented women married 

to foreign husbands from passing citizenship to their children. 

 
4 ibid 
5 available at 
https://www.un.org/en/africa/osaa/pdf/au/protocol_rights_women_africa_2003.pdf, last 
accessed October 17 2020 
6 ibid 
7 See Stewart A, 'Should Women Give Up on the State? - The African Experience' in Rai S and 
Lievesley G (eds), Women and the State: International Perspectives (Routledge 2013) 
8 High Court Civil Case No. 4872 of 1986 at Nairobi 
9 Civil Appeal no. 70 of 1989 (unreported) 
10 SC 87/84 
11 Court of Appeal, no. 4/91 (Ct App. 1992) (Botswana) 
12 Stewart, 'Should Women Give Up on the State? - The African Experience', at 24 

https://www.un.org/en/africa/osaa/pdf/au/protocol_rights_women_africa_2003.pdf
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Celestine Nyamu Musembi’s 2013 study continues the discussion of  the tension 

between legal pluralism and international human rights, and focuses on the 

treatment of legal pluralism in the Convention on the Elimination of 

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), and the Maputo Protocol.13 Celestine 

Nyamu Musembi demonstrates that CEDAW adopts an abolitionist approach to 

tradition and custom, while the Maputo Protocol takes an integrationist approach 

that ensures women’s rights through abolishing clearly oppressive customs, and 

preserving useful customary practices.14 Celestine Nyamu Musembi goes further 

to show that a number of formerly British colonies in Africa (including Kenya) 

have undergone constitutional reforms that have taken the integrationist approach 

to international human rights.15 Such a focus identifies and works within religious 

and customary laws as sites of oppression for women in order to achieve 

constitutional rights.  

However, other than Fareda Banda’s, Ann Stewart’s and Nyamu Musembi’s 

study, little attention is paid to the role that constitutions play in enhancing the 

status of women in the public sphere. This is not to deny that women’s rights 

advocates have used equality provisions within Bills of Rights within 

Constitutions to seek to secure rights for women in a few areas. For instance, in 

the Ugandan case of Mifumi (U) Ltd and Others vs Attorney and Another,16 

Mifumi, an NGO and women’s rights agency asked the Constitutional Court to 

declare the marriage custom of bride price, and the demand for its return upon 

marriage breakdown unconstitutional. The Constitutional Court declared that 

most of the elements of bride price are constitutional, except the demand for its 

return upon marriage breakdown, as it forced women to stay in abusive marriages.  

This study contributes to this scholarly gap through an examination of 

constitutionalised gender quotas for women to enable them to participate 

effectively in public life. The study has demonstrated through this investigation 

of the Kenyan constitutional reform process that women’s rights movements and 

 
13 Nyamu Musembi, 'Pulling Apart? Treatment of Pluralism in the CEDAW and the Maputo 
Protocol' 
14 ibid 
15 ibid 
16 Constitutional Appeal No 02 of 2014 [2015] UGSC 13 (6 August 2015), available at 
https://ulii.org/ug/judgment/supreme-court/2015/13, last accessed November 9 2020 

https://ulii.org/ug/judgment/supreme-court/2015/13
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activists in Africa are using constitutions to advance gender equality, and 

contributes to debates on gendered constitutionalism.17  

However arguably postcolonial and decolonial critiques of constitutionalism have 

not taken account of these developments. Even when these feminist narratives are 

included, they often read as add-ons or afterthoughts at the end of edited 

collections,18 and not integral to an analytical strategy for achieving a just and 

equal society in a postcolonial context. 

This study addressed these two gaps through its examination of the judicial 

implementation of the two-thirds gender principle in Kenya. Thus, it asked the 

following research questions: 

1. How is the two-thirds gender principle situated within Kenya’s 2010 wider 

constitutional framework?  

2. What role have the courts played in implementing the two-thirds gender 

principle?  

3. What role has the women’s movement in Kenya played in implementing 

the two-thirds gender principle? 

This chapter consolidates the discussions in the previous chapters in order to 

assess whether the two-thirds gender principle and the Kenyan Constitution has 

brought about a transformation of gender relations. 

7.2 FINDINGS 

7.2.1 THE TWO-THIRDS GENDER PRINCIPLE WITHIN KENYA’S 

CONSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

As discussed in chapter one, the two-thirds gender principle is derived from the 

international women’s rights framework as a rights-based approach to 

development. The principle found its way into Kenya’s Constitution from 

international women’s rights instruments on gender equality (CEDAW) and 

gender mainstreaming. Gender mainstreaming emerged as a strategy of the United 

Nation’s Decade for Women that culminated in the Third World Conference on 

 
17 Baines B and Rubio-Marin R, The gender of constitutional jurisprudence (Cambridge University 
Press 2005); Baines B, Barak-Erez and Kahana T, Feminist Constitutionalism: Global Perspectives 
(1st Edition edn, Cambridge University Press 2012); Irving, Gender and the Constitution 
18 See for instance Vilhena, Baxi and Viljoen, Transformative constitutionalism:Comparing the 
apex courts of Brazil, India and South Africa 
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Women of 1985 at Vienna,19 and was confirmed at the Fourth World Conference 

of 1995 at Beijing.20 The 1995 Conference resulted in the Beijing Declaration and 

Platform for Action.21 The Platform for Action included the goal of achieving 

gender balance in representative assemblies and public appointments, requiring 

State Parties to set specific targets to increase the numbers of women.22  

The two-thirds gender principle served as a tool for the women’s movement to 

participate effectively in constitution drafting processes to influence the 

transformation of constitutional provisions on gender equality. In this sense 

therefore, the two-thirds gender principle is a means by which to move towards 

achieving a gender balance in the public sphere, which will in turn mean that more 

women will take part in legislative and policy making processes. The assumption 

is that this may contribute to the transformation of gender relations in the private 

sphere. We saw in chapter one that the prohibition of discrimination based on ‘sex’ 

was included in the constitution for the first time during the constitution drafting 

processes in 2003. Chapter one detailed how the 2010 Constitution attempts to 

redress unequal gender relations in both the public sphere (through the two-thirds 

gender principle), and in the private sphere, including establishing a framework 

of ensuring that personal (religious and customary) laws are subject to the 

constitutional equality and non-discrimination provisions. This process softens the 

public/private distinction inherent in liberalism, in a postcolonial context of legal 

pluralism. The evidence from this research suggests that if women had not made 

up a third of all constitutional drafting committees, this would probably not have 

occurred.   

The two-thirds gender principle sits within this rights-based approach to 

development and is indeed located both within the Bill of Rights (Article 27 on 

equality), and provisions relating to electoral representation. Article 27 contains 

both a formal conception of equality and non-discrimination,23 and substantive 

 
19 See https://www.unsystem.org/content/third-world-conference-women-1985, last accessed 
October 6 2020 
20available at 
https://beijing20.unwomen.org/~/media/headquarters/attachments/sections/csw/pfa_e_final
_web.pdf#page=125, last accessed September 15 2020  
21 ibid 
22 ibid 
23 See Article 27(1) to (5) Constitution of Kenya 2010 

https://www.unsystem.org/content/third-world-conference-women-1985
https://beijing20.unwomen.org/~/media/headquarters/attachments/sections/csw/pfa_e_final_web.pdf#page=125
https://beijing20.unwomen.org/~/media/headquarters/attachments/sections/csw/pfa_e_final_web.pdf#page=125
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conceptions of equality.24 The situatedness of the principle in the Bill of Rights 

containing both formal and substantive conceptions of equality, and also as a 

principle of electoral fairness has raised an enduring tension. Is the two-thirds 

gender principle a purely affirmative action measure, or a stand-alone principle 

without which the entire institutional framework in the constitution would lack 

legitimacy?  

As seen in chapter one, this debate began as early as at the national constitutional 

conference. The women’s movement viewed the principle in both these two 

different ways.25 The delegates and the general citizenry saw it solely as an 

affirmative action measure targeted for women – in other words, a women’s issue. 

The latter understanding of the principle as a women-centred affirmative action 

measure has had serious implications on the implementation of the principle.  

An understanding of the principle as an affirmative action measure leads to an 

interpretation that would require long term measures that need not be immediate 

but are geared towards gender parity as the end goal.  As discussed in chapters 

five and six, the Supreme Court opted to interpret the principle as an affirmative 

action principle only, by relying on Article 100 of the Constitution. Article 100 

concerns legislative measures to promote the representation of marginalised 

groups in Parliament, including women. The legislative measures were to be put 

in place within five years,26 which would mean by August 27, 2015. Much to the 

consternation of constitution review experts and public interest litigators as 

detailed in chapter five, the adoption of Article 100 by the Supreme Court served 

to delay the implementation of the principle for five years. 

The two-thirds gender principle is also situated within a postcolonial constitution 

that seeks to break away from a colonially imposed constitutional framework. As 

discussed in chapter two, colonially-imposed independence constitutions are 

heavily influenced by principles of modern liberal constitutionalism.27 As we saw 

in chapter two, principles of modern constitutionalism were selectively applied in 

 
24 See Article 27(6) and (7) Constitution of Kenya 2010 
25 Mutua, 'Gender Equality and Women's Solidarity Across Religious, Ethnic and Class 
Differences in the Kenyan Constitutional Review Processes'  
26 See Schedule V of the Constitution that contains a timetable of all the legislation required 
under the 2010 Constitution 
27 Baxi, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices'  
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the colonies in a less democratised and unjust manner, as the colonial ‘subjects’ 

were not regarded as ‘citizens’, in what has been referred to as ‘epistemic legal 

racism’,28 and the ‘foundational violence of law’.29 Postcolonial critical legal 

scholars have decried constitutionalism in postcolonial states as ‘Rule by Law’, 

and not ‘Rule of Law’,30 and call for subaltern perspectives of constitutionalism31 

that challenge the ‘Subject as West’ of law.32  

As we have seen in chapter two, scholarship on subaltern perspectives of 

constitutionalism challenges taken for granted substantive and procedural norms 

of liberal constitutionalism and justice. Postcolonial critical legal scholars offer 

critical perspectives to liberal constitutionalism that have served to restrict access 

to justice for colonial ‘subjects’ (not regarded as ‘subjects’ or ‘citizens’ during 

colonialism, but natives).33 One is public interest litigation (also known as social 

action litigation) that has been referred to as a decolonising jurisprudence to rules 

of legal standi (locus standi).34 Another is judicial activism that offer new 

perspectives to the principle of separation of powers and Anglo-American debates 

on how far the judiciary should go in supervising the political branch of 

government.35  

This thesis has used the concept of transformative constitutionalism to capture 

these postcolonial perspectives. Transformative constitutionalism is mostly 

associated with the South African 1993 interim and 1995 Constitution, and to 

some extent India, Brazil and Colombia (all in the Global South).36 The underlying 

theme of transformative constitutionalism is that the constitution is seen as a 

‘bridge’ to transition from an undesirable past of colonialism, apartheid, 

militarism, among other oppressions, to a society governed by the post-colonial 

 
28 Fitzpatrick, The mythology of modern law , at 13-43 
29 Derrida, 'Force of law: The "mystical foundation of authority"', at 29-67 
30 Shivji, 'The Changing State: From an Extra-Legal to an Intra-Legal State in Tanzania' 
31 Baxi, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices' , at 1185 
32 Spivak, '"Can the Subaltern Speak?"' 
33 Mutunga, The 2010 Constitution of Kenya and its Interpretation: Reflections from the Supreme 
Court , at 2; Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East 
Africa  
34 O'Loughlin, 'Decolonising jurisprudence: Public interest standing in new constitutional orders' 
35 Maldonado, Constitutionalism of the Global South: the activist tribunals of India, South Africa 
and Colombia 
36 See Vilhena, Baxi and Viljoen, Transformative constitutionalism:Comparing the apex courts of 
Brazil, India and South Africa 
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rule of law in order to achieve a truly just and equal society.37 The thesis has 

demonstrated the importance of South Africa’s project of transformative 

constitutionalism for Kenya’s constitutional project. It has shown its influence on 

the provisions in Kenya’s constitution, particularly the Bill of Rights.  

Even within transformative constitutionalism, there are still debates on whether 

transformation can be achieved within a liberal reading of a constitution38, or a 

postliberal reading.39 Theunis Roux argues that it is still possible to achieve 

transformation through positivist interpretation methods, such as Ronald 

Dworkin’s interpretivist interpretation method.40 Karl Klare and Upendra Baxi on 

the other hand see a move away from liberalism (to what they refer to as 

postliberalism) as a prerequisite to transformation. As we have seen in chapter 

two, Klare discusses three ways in which a postliberal understanding of the South 

African Constitution has the potential for transformation. First is a decolonising 

of liberal values, such as ubuntu that challenges individualist notions of liberty 

and freedom, a substantive conception of equality, and a horizontal application of 

the Bill of Rights which would blur the public-private distinction so central to 

liberalism.41 Second is the transformation of the legal culture to embrace the 

politics of (constitutional) adjudication. This presents a challenge to liberal 

positivism that sees politics as having nothing to do with judging.42 The third 

involves the transformation of legal methodologies involving a reimaging of 

common law and colonially imposed versions of customary law in order to 

achieve the transformation project of the constitution.43 

Chapter two highlighted the implications of adopting either a liberal or postliberal 

reading for a gendered transformation. It argued that feminist literature on 

gendered transformation in South Africa is centred on a liberalist paradigm that 

 
37 See Baxi, 'Preliminary Notes on Transformative Constitutionalism'   
38 Roux, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Best Interpretation of the South African 
Constitution:Distinction without a Difference' ; Roux, 'A Brief Response to Professor Baxi'  ; Klug, 
Constituting democracy: Law, globalism and South Africa's political reconstruction 
39 Klare, 'Legal Culture and transformative Constitutionalism' ; Klare and Davis, 'Transformative 
Constitutionalism and the Common and Customary Law' ; Baxi, 'Preliminary Notes on 
Transformative Constitutionalism'   
40 Dworkin, Taking rights seriosuly 
41 Klare and Davis, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Common and Customary Law'  
42 Klare, 'Legal Culture and transformative Constitutionalism'  
43 Klare and Davis, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Common and Customary Law'  
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insufficiently challenges the status quo of inequalities created and sustained by 

colonialism and apartheid.44 The reimaging of common law and customary law 

would have much more transformative potential. There have been  a number of 

cases in which the South African Constitutional Court has established a living as 

opposed to colonially-imposed static version of customary law that have achieved 

some such potential transformation.45 Cases on a reimaged common law have 

however yielded a ‘one-step forward, two-steps back’ kind of jurisprudence, as 

there has been little consistency with some decisions upholding freedom of 

contract in cases on forced evictions and product liability, among others.46  

This study has considered and assessed the Kenyan constitution from a post- 

liberal perspective.  As described in chapter four, Kenya’s constitution is a break 

away from a colonial past and post-independent state that legitimated an 

illegitimate political system.47 As a decolonial document, the 2010 Constitution is 

aimed at normative and structural transformations to achieve a people-centred 

constitutionalism. The Constitution decolonised procedural principles of common 

law that have historically served to limit access to justice.  

First of these decolonised principles of common law is legal standing. The 

Constitution has constitutionalised public interest litigation, quite distinctly from 

India where social action litigation was initiated by advocates and 

nongovernmental organisations and developed by the Supreme Court.48 Without 

public interest litigation, the vibrant and relentless litigation on the two-thirds 

gender principle would have been almost impossible. It would have meant that 

that an individual women’s rights activist would have had to prove why they are 

much more affected by the principle than all others.  

 
44 See for instance Albertyn and Goldblatt, 'Facing the Challenge of Transformation: Difficulties 
in the Development of an Indigenous Jurisprudence of Equality' ; Fredman, 'Gender and 
Transformation in the South African Constitutional Court'  ; Jagwanth and Murray, '"No Nation 
Can Be Free When Half of It Is Enslaved": Constitutional Equality for Women in South Africa'   
45 See a discussion of these cases in Ozoemena, 'Living customary law: A truly transformative tool' 
; Claassens and Budlender, 'Transformative constitutionalism and and customary law' 
46 See a discussion of this in Roederer, 'The transformation of South African private law after ten 
years of democracy: The role of torts (delict) in the consolidation of democracy' 
47 Mutunga, Kenya: a new constitution: Willy Mutunga on the culmination of almost five decades 
of struggles , at 2 
48 See section 22 Constitution of the Republic of Kenya 
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The second is judicial review. Historically, numerous procedural hurdles meant 

that it was almost impossible to bring an action against the government through 

the common law judicial review system.49  As shown in chapter four, the judicial 

review system is now so accessible and simplified that one need not seek the 

permission of the court to challenge government [in]action. It is for this reason 

that Gathii writes that courts post-2010 cannot apply a twin-system of common 

law judicial review, and the judicial review system under the constitution.50  

The two-thirds gender principle therefore sits uncomfortably within a rights-based 

space built on liberal democratic principles, and a postcolonial space seeking to 

move away from a colonially-imposed constitution based on modern liberal 

democracy. The liberal-postliberal tension has indeed manifested itself in cases 

on the two-thirds gender principle. Would a liberal (positivist) reading of the 

constitution yield the same judicial outcomes as a postliberal reading requiring a 

decolonised application of modern liberal constitutionalism? This is the crux of 

the matter for a gendered constitutionalism. The story of the two-thirds gender 

principle as told in this thesis seems to suggest that positivist liberal readings of 

the constitutional provisions of the principle have yielded disappointing results.  

They have led to a delay in implementing the principle. This adds to the argument 

that a liberal understanding of a constitution has far less potential for a 

transformative gendered constitutionalism. 

7.2.2 THE ROLE PLAYED BY THE COURTS IN IMPLEMENTING THE 

TWO-THIRDS GENDER PRINCIPLE 

The present Kenyan Constitution seeks to put in place institutional and legal 

frameworks that empower the judiciary as a people-centred institution.51 The 

Constitution has its own theory of interpretation that supports a postcolonial 

constitutionalism.52 This postcolonial theory of constitutional interpretation 

requires a purposive interpretation that promotes its purposes, values and 

principles, advances the rule of law, human rights and fundamental freedoms in 

the Bill of Rights, permits the development of the law, and contributes to good 

 
49 Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest Law and Litigation in East Africa  
50 Gathii, 'The Incomplete Transformation of Judicial Review' 
51 Ghai and others, 'Constitutional Reforms and Judicial Appointments in Kenya'   
52 See Article 259 Constitution of Kenya 
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governance.53 Again the influence of South Africa  is evident here: Article 259(1) 

is similar to South Africa’s clause on constitutional interpretation.54  

The question addressed in this thesis is the extent to which the courts have grasped 

and supported the transformative potential of the Constitution. Put another way, 

to what extent have Kenyan courts fostered a gendered people-centred 

constitutionalism? This question has been addressed in the study through 

investigating the judicial implementation of the two-thirds gender principle in 

chapters five and six.  

As revealed in these chapters, the politics of the implementation of the two-thirds 

gender principle was judicialised for two reasons. First, failure of the executive 

and parliament to implement the principle meant that the women’s organisations 

and activists had no choice but to resort to the courts for redress.  Secondly, 

enhanced constitutional provisions on public interest provided women’s rights 

organisations, activists and their allies provided the legal standing to pursue the 

implementation of the principle in the courts. The judicialisation of the principle 

triggered the supervisory jurisdiction of the courts to oversee the executive and 

parliament to enact the legislation necessary to implement the principle.  

Several themes emerged from the individual and group interviews with judges, 

public interest litigators, constitution review experts and civil society stakeholders 

(women’s rights activists). These have been discussed in detail in chapters five 

and six. Two overarching findings emerged. One is that the High Court was the 

centre of judicial activism. Second is the defiance of court orders by the executive 

and parliament. Cases on the two-thirds gender principle were all filed in the High 

Court, except Advisory Reference No. 2 of 2012, which was filed in the Supreme 

Court. The Court of Appeal entertained one appeal from the High Court.55 The 

High Court seemed to be the centre of judicial activism on the principle. To recap, 

the High Court passed a number of decisions that affirmed and reaffirmed the 

 
53 See Article 259(1) Constitution of Kenya 
54 See section 39 Constitution of South Africa, available at 
https://www.justice.gov.za/legislation/constitution/SAConstitution-web-eng.pdf, last accessed 
October 7 2020 
55Speaker of the National Assembly v Centre for Rights Education & Awareness & 7 others [2019] 
eKLR, Civil Appeal No. 148 of 2017, available at 
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/175626, last accessed August 18 2020  

https://www.justice.gov.za/legislation/constitution/SAConstitution-web-eng.pdf
http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/175626
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immediate application of the principle.56 It is also the High Court that passed two 

judgments that have had the farthest-reaching consequences on the 

implementation of the principle.  

As a result of Justice Mumbi Ngugi’s decision in Constitutional Petition No. 182 

of 201557, in which the judge ordered the Commission for the Implementation of 

the Constitution (CIC) and the Attorney General to table the necessary legislation 

to enact the principle, a few Bills were tabled before both Houses of Parliament. 

When none of these Bills were debated to completion, women’s rights activists 

and the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights went back to the High 

Court in Constitutional Petition No. 371 of 2016.58 On 29th May 2017, Justice 

John Mativo ordered Parliament to debate and enact the Bills in 60 days, failure 

to which anyone can petition the Chief Justice to advise the President to dissolve 

Parliament. This court order had no immediate consequence on the existing 11th 

Parliament at the time, as it would stand dissolved anyway in five months to give 

way to the 2017 general elections. After the 2017 general elections however, a 

number of petitions were served on the Chief Justice to pressure him to advise the 

President to dissolve the existing 12th Parliament. The Chief Justice finally 

advised the President to dissolve Parliament on 21st September 2020. 

The High Court has also been the centre of judicial activism in cases on socio-

economic rights (particularly cases on forced evictions where the High Court 

outlawed inhumane evictions from informal settlements).59 The High Court was 

well on its way to establishing a firm jurisprudence on the supervisory powers of 

the courts on the executive to provide socio-economic rights, particularly in 

 
56 See for instance Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & 7 Others vs the Attorney 
General, Constitutional Petition No. 16 of 2011; Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & 6 
Others vs the Attorney General, Constitutional Petition No. 208 of 2012 (consolidated with 207 
of 2012); Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & Another v Attorney General & Another, 
Constitutional Petition No. 182 of 2015; Marilyn Muthoni Kamuru & 2 Others vs The Attorney 
General & Another, Constitutional Petition No. 566 of 2012; Centre for Rights Education and 
Awareness & 2 Others vs The Speaker of the National Assembly & 2 Others, Constitutional 
Petition No.371 of 2016; and Katiba Institute vs Independent Electoral and Boundaries 
Commission, Constitutional Petition No. 19 of 2017. 
57Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & Another v Attorney General & Another  
58 Centre for Rights Education and Awareness & 2 Others vs The Speaker of the National Assembly 
& 2 Others 
59 For instance in Satrose Ayuma v Registered Trustees of Kenya Railway Staff Retirement 
Benefits Scheme59 and Mitubell Welfare Society v Attorney General & 2 Others.59   
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Mitubell 1.60 The High Court was achieving this through application of the 

supervisory orders developed in South Africa and India, namely structural 

interdicts.61 

Why has the High Court been the centre of judicial activism on the two-thirds 

gender principle? As we saw in chapters five and six, two reasons can be attributed 

to this. First is the jurisdictional freedom granted to the High Court under the 

Constitution as the guardian of the Constitution. The Court of Appeal and 

Supreme Court are severely limited in this area, mostly entertaining appeals, and 

a limited number of matters of public importance. The High Court has therefore 

entertained nearly all the petitions on the two-thirds gender principle. Second 

relates to the judges themselves. As the findings in chapters five and six revealed, 

public interest litigators, constitution review experts and two Supreme Court 

judges discussed activist judges of the High Court who pushed the limits of the 

Constitution to advance the Bill of Rights to the fullest. Two of these judges are 

the ones who passed the two petitions already discussed which had the farthest-

reaching consequences in terms of implementing the principle.  

The question of whether individual women judges have made a difference was 

found to be inconclusively answered in the study, as women judges in two cases 

sided with majority (male) judges to delay the application of the principle.62 In the 

High Court, both male and women judges passed decisions that affirmed the 

immediate application of the principle. This finding supports studies that argue 

that the question should be one of whether feminist judges and judging makes a 

difference,63 as opposed to the gender of the judge. This is not however to suggest 

that women’s representation in judiciaries doesn’t matter. As we saw in chapter 

four, they do matter for democratic legitimacy.64 Additionally, this is only one 

area of focus. Elsewhere, I have demonstrated that women judges have indeed 

 
60 Mitubell Welfare Society v Attorney General & 2 Others 
61 See the discussion of structural interdicts in the South African case of See a discussion of 
structural interdicts in Pheko and Others v Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality and Others (No 
3) [2016] ZACC 20 
62 In Supreme Court Advisory Reference No. 2 of 2012, and Constitutional Petition No. 201 of 
2011 in the High Court of Kenya at Nairobi. 
63 See Hunter, 'Can Feminist Judges Make a Difference?'  
64 Kenney, Gender and Jusitce: Why Women in the Judiciary Really Matter 
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made an impact on property law outcomes for women in matrimonial property 

disputes.65 

The study suggests that a particular combination between the court system and the 

individual characteristics of the judges are two factors that have impacted on 

judicial activism. The High Court had more activist judges, serving in a court with 

much more jurisdictional latitude than the other two courts. The wine glass 

analogy to describe the constitutional jurisprudence by one High Court judge is 

apposite.  It is a wine-glass jurisdiction, the widest at the top being the High Court, 

the middle thin handle as the Court of Appeal, and the slightly widening base at 

the bottom as the Supreme Court. 

 A pertinent issue that was discussed at length by both public interest litigators 

and judges is the disobedience of court orders. All court orders to Parliament to 

enact the necessary policy and legislative framework for the two-thirds gender 

principle have been disregarded. Parliament has never been dissolved for falling 

short of the gender quota. As discussed in chapters five and six, defiance of court 

orders is sometimes also accompanied by a backlash against judges and the 

judiciary more generally from those who find themselves the subject of adverse 

court orders. Judges faced verbal abuse and threats from the incumbent president 

after the Supreme Court nullified the 2017 general elections for election 

irregularities.66 As we saw in chapters five and six, the Leader of Majority of the 

National Assembly stood on the steps of Parliament and announced to the press 

that Parliament will not comply with the order to enact the necessary legislation 

for the principle, adding, ‘who do they think they are?’ The President also defied 

the court order on the composition of Cabinet.67 To date, the Cabinet has not 

complied with the principle. We also saw that judges of the High Court who 

constantly pass judgments against the government are transferred away from the 

Nairobi station to rural courts where there are no cases against the State. Defiance 

of court orders signals an evolving ‘rule by politics’, rather than rule by law. 

Postcolonial states that have undergone constitutional reforms to move away from 

 
65 See Gayoye, “The impact of women judges in property law outcomes in Kenya: The Kenyan 
Women Judges Association’, Social and Legal Studies (forthcoming) 
66 Kanyinga and Odote, 'Judicialisation of politics and Kenya's 2017 elections' 
67 This was Marilyn Muthoni Kamuru & 2 Others vs The Attorney General & Another, 
Constitutional Petition No. 566 of 2012 
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colonially-imposed constitutions have evolved from a ‘rule by law’ as 

conceptualised by Issa Shivji,68 to one of a ‘rule by politics’. This signals an 

evolving postcolonial discourse that has a significant implication in the pursuit of 

a gendered constitutionalism by women’s movements in postcolonial contexts. 

The political elite class have opposed juristocracy, that is, a much more enhanced 

role of the courts. As discussed in chapters one and four, opposition from the 

political class to an enhanced judiciary manifested itself early in the constitution 

review process. The inclusion of a Constitutional Court like that of South Africa 

and India was opposed vehemently at the National Constitutional Conference 

(NCC) in 2005 and removed from the CKRC Draft altogether. This role was 

instead assigned to two divisions of the High Court (the constitutional division, 

and the judicial review division). Politicians preferred a Supreme Court with a 

political leaning to preside over presidential election disputes and matters of 

national importance. The result of this political veto led to a weakened judiciary 

which in turn undermined a robust constitutional justice like that of South Africa.  

As a result of this political interference in the constitutional review process, there 

are bottlenecks in the court structure. The lack of a Constitutional Court means 

that the High Court has a backlog of cases. This happened in Constitutional 

Petition No. 371 of 2016. Although the matter was urgent, it took the High Court 

more than a year to dispense with it (from March 2016 to May 2017). The 

decisions of the High Court are subject to appeal in the Court of Appeal and 

Supreme Court. The Court of Appeal reversed the jurisprudence on an enhanced 

judicial review in Mitubell 2,69 on the premise that supervisory orders are not 

permitted in Kenyan law and contradict the English common law principle that 

courts do not interfere with public affairs. This disregards the use of these orders 

in South Africa and India, the first of which is heavily influenced by English 

common law, and the second is purely based on an English law inheritance. If the 

 
68 Shivji, 'The Changing State: From an Extra-Legal to an Intra-Legal State in Tanzania'; Okoth-
Ogendo, '"Constitutions Without Constitutionalism": Reflections on an African paradox'   
69 Kenya Airports Authority v Mitu-Bell Welfare Society & 2 others [2016) eKLR,  Civil Appeal No. 
218 of 2014, available at http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/123600/, last accessed 
October 17 2020 

http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/123600/
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Kenyan constitution is modelled closely on South Africa’s Bill of Rights, what 

prevents Kenya’s courts from borrowing from South Africa’s courts?  

Thus, the Court of Appeal has taken a conservative approach that has stifled the 

burgeoning jurisprudence on the supervisory powers of the courts by refusing to 

borrow from other countries with a historical record of transformative 

constitutionalism. Was this by design or by accident? One view would be that the 

political class did not support an efficient juristocracy. From this perspective it 

would be no accident.  

Another bottleneck in the court structure has been the Supreme Court’s tendency 

to restrict its own already limited jurisdiction on matters of public importance. As 

we saw in chapters five and six, the Supreme Court ruled in that only government 

entities have the right to file advisory references, and that the court will not 

entertain matters of national importance that have already been dealt with in the 

High Court.70 This was in the recent case of Kenya National Commission on 

Human Rights v Attorney General; Independent Electoral & Boundaries 

Commission & 16 others (Interested Parties).71 The issues addressed were: (i) the 

extent of the Supreme Court’s advisory opinion jurisdiction, (ii) who has locus 

standi to file a reference for an advisory opinion, and (iii) whether the Supreme 

Court can issue an advisory opinion in a matter that has been the subject of 

proceedings in a lower court, among other issues. The bench was divided on all 

three issues.  

The majority ruled for a much more restrictive interpretation of the court’s 

jurisdiction. The majority ruled that only the national government, county 

governments and state agencies have the locus standi to file a reference for an 

advisory opinion, while non-state agencies can have access to the courts only as 

interested parties and friends of the court. The matter must be one concerning 

county governments, to be determined by the court on a case-by-case basis. On 

the issue of whether the Supreme Court can entertain a matter that had been the 

subject of proceedings in a lower court, the majority ruled that they would be 

hesitant to issue an advisory opinion, unless the lower court matter had been 

 
70 in the case of Kenya National Commission on Human Rights v Attorney General; Independent 
Electoral & Boundaries Commission & 16 others (Interested Parties) 
71 Advisory Opinion Reference No. 1 of 2017, Supreme Court of Kenya 
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instituted after an advisory reference has already been filed in the Supreme Court. 

Even then, the Supreme Court would still have to be satisfied that the advisory 

opinion is necessary for the public interest.  

Two dissenting judges ruled for a much wider interpretation of the court’s 

jurisdiction.  The dissenting judges differed particularly on the latter two issues - 

where the matter had been or is still pending in a lower court. The dissenting 

judges preferred a much more lenient and discretionary access to the court, on a 

case-by-case approach if the matter is of great public importance, even if the 

matter has already been entertained by a lower court. The dissenting judges were 

more concerned than their counterparts about limiting access to the Supreme 

Court in matters of great public importance. 

A ‘rule by politics’ has also manifested itself through political interference in 

judicial appointments. Two constitution review experts spoke at length of the 

politics of appointments in the Supreme Court. These experts revealed that the 

political class ensured that appointments to the Supreme Court would have to be 

vetted and approved by Parliament (such that the independent Judicial Service 

Commission would not have the final say). The experts expressed the view that 

appointing a few progressive and activist judges such as the two Chief Justices so 

far (Willy Mutunga and David Maraga) would have no influence if majority of 

the judges are appointed to serve a political purpose that maintains the status quo. 

The political elite class have therefore ensured that it is not a case of a few rotten 

apples, but few good ones in a basketful of rotten apples. 

The outcome of this study supports recent studies on the extent to which Kenya’s 

political landscape has been changed by the post-2010 constitutional dispensation. 

These studies suggest that the implementation of the constitution is hampered by 

political elite pacts that undermine democratic legitimacy.72 In this way, formal 

rules (in the constitution) combine with informal rules (elite pacts) to exert an 

influence on the political landscape. Formal rules alone do not determine a 

[gendered] constitutionalism. Cheeseman’s et al study concluded that Kenya’s 

constitution reform project, particularly in electoral reforms is undermined by 

political elite-level pacts that seek to obtain short term goals of national 

 
72 Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?'  
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reconciliation, but that undermine long-term democratic legitimacy. Cheeseman 

et al give the example of the handshake between Uhuru Kenyatta and Raila 

Odinga that dispelled a brewing political impasse that could have plunged the 

country into post-2017 election chaos.73 The handshake did little however to 

ensure the electoral legitimacy of the incumbent President Uhuru Kenyatta, or the 

public confidence in the reformed electoral institutions and rules of electoral 

fairness.74 In this sense therefore, formal rules (such as the constitution) are 

subordinated to a less important role compared to political elite-level pacts.  

On the two-thirds gender principle specifically, constitutional reforms have not 

altered the political landscape for women to participate more effectively in 

politics. Elections are controlled by political parties who field male candidates, or 

female candidates who are not likely to win.75 Hence, political parties are bound 

more by political ‘rules of the game’ rather than the constitution or election laws. 

Women have always tended to be disadvantaged by political ‘rules of the game’ 

because they are latecomers.76 Women aspirants also face violence and 

intimidation from opponents. Thus, the principle has still not been realised a 

decade later, despite all those court orders affirming and reaffirming it.  

7.2.3 THE ROLE PLAYED BY THE WOMEN’S MOVEMENT IN 

IMPLEMENTING THE TWO-THIRDS GENDER PRINCIPLE  

Chapter one described how the women’s movements at international and national 

levels have played a key role in the development of affirmative action policies and 

in rights activism.  They have played a pivotal role in the inclusion of the two-

thirds gender principle in the Constitution, and in the efforts to implement it after 

the Constitution was promulgated in 2010. From 2011, women’s rights 

organisations and activists lobbied the Executive and Parliament to put in place 

policy and legislative frameworks to implement the principle, which were lacking 

in the Constitution. Only when this failed did women’s rights organisations and 

activists take to the courts from 2011 as a last resort. When judicial efforts failed, 

the efforts have since 2017 been concentrated on petitioning and putting pressure 

on the Chief Justice to advise the President to dissolve Parliament for failing to 

 
73 ibid at 2 
74 ibid 
75 Bouka, Berry and Kamuru, 'Women's Political Inclusion in Kenya's devolved political system' 
76 ibid 
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put in place the legislative framework. This was achieved in as the Chief Justice 

advised the President to dissolve Parliament on 21st September 2020.    

Women’s rights non-governmental organisations were at the forefront in litigation 

on the principle. Government agencies, namely the National Gender & Equality 

Commission, the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, and the 

Ombudsman (Commission on Administrative Justice) worked with these 

women’s rights NGOs on the litigation. They were joined by mainstream human 

rights organisations such as Katiba Institute. The momentum was however 

maintained by women’s rights NGOs. Women’s rights NGOs designed pre-

litigation strategies right after the promulgation of the Constitution by engaging 

with relevant governmental and nongovernmental stakeholders.  

According to civil society participants, women’s rights NGOs lobbied the 

Executive to put in place policy and legislative measures. Simultaneously from 

2011, the necessary institutional framework to implement the constitution was 

being set up through public appointments – women’s rights NGOs challenged 

public appointments that did not comply with the principle in court. The 

embedding of public interest litigation in the Constitution provided the platform 

for filing cases in the public interest in the High Court. Women’s rights NGOs 

also joined the Supreme Court Advisory Reference as friends of the court. Some 

gains were made from litigation, while some cases yielded unfavourable 

outcomes. Women’s rights NGOs also had post-litigation strategies to lobby 

Parliament to implement court orders.  

The simultaneous litigation, pre-litigation and post-litigation strategies provide a 

partial answer to existing debates on whether the reliance on law reform strategies 

such as social action litigation is effective. The simultaneous application of these 

strategies worked well to keep the momentum on the implementation of the two-

thirds gender principle going. This is important for the sustainability of social 

action litigation, as it shows that litigation must be supported by processes outside 

the court for it to have optimal impact. Pre-litigation and post-litigation lobbying 

strategies helped to forge new alliances, and to strengthen existing ones to join in 

filing suits collectively. These strategies also assisted women’s rights 

organisations to reframe issues for consideration by the courts in subsequent cases, 
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depending on the outcome of previous cases, and the developments within 

government on the issues thereafter. The success of litigation therefore is not 

confined to the outcome of a single case. A single case can cause a rippling effect 

around a particular constitutional provision through stimulating debate around it. 

Such has been the key role of women’s rights organisations. They brought 

visibility to the principle through litigation and through developing debates 

around the principle.  

The story of the two-thirds gender principle in Kenya has demonstrated that 

constitutionalising women’s rights is key to achieving a gendered 

constitutionalism in a postcolonial context. Kenya benefitted from the 2008 SADC 

Protocol on Gender and Development and other African countries like Uganda 

which had begun the journey of constitutionalising women’s rights and 

affirmative action measures in the 1990s.  

The two-thirds gender story in Kenya supports Helen Irving’s observation that for 

women to have constitutional agency, they must have a sense of belonging to the 

constitutional community in three ways: taking part in constitutional drafting to 

include gender provisions, taking claims to court to enforce those provisions, and 

the feeling that their claims will be taken seriously by the courts.77 The first two 

happened successfully in the case of the two-thirds gender principle. The women’s 

movement worked hard to include the principle and other gender provisions in the 

Constitution. Whether court claims on the principle have been taken seriously 

enough is debatable.  

The principle has been the most litigated matter in the Kenyan Constitution but 

has borne little fruit. It has taken a major national conference hosted by the Law 

Society of Kenya ten years later to put pressure on the Chief Justice to advise the 

president to dissolve Parliament for failing to comply with the principle in its 

composition, which the Chief Justice did on 21st September 2020. The resistance 

is still very much alive, as more petitions have been filed in court by Members of 

Parliament to stop the Chief Justice’s advisory to the President to dissolve 

Parliament.  

 
77 Irving, Gender and the Constitution, at 1-2 
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The story of the two-thirds gender principle has also shown that women’s 

movements and women’s rights activists are key to a gendered constitutionalism. 

As discussed in chapters four and six, decolonial perspectives on judicial activism 

such as dialogic activism (as used in Colombia particularly),78 and public interest 

litigation may offer women’s rights activists effective ways of making use of the 

courts, as they make the responsibility to realise women’s rights on not just courts, 

but the state and the society as well. There is hope for a gendered constitutionalism 

in such decolonial engagements with courts if the courts are very much part and 

parcel of this wider societal ‘dialogue’ on rights, where they are not solely 

responsible. In such circumstances it may be possible for the general citizenry (in 

this case the women’s movement) to hold the government accountable in the 

courts through strategies such as post-judgment supervisory orders.  

7.3 CONCLUSION 

The two-thirds gender principle is situated in a constitutional framework that 

embraces both liberal rights-based approaches to equality (both formal and 

substantive equality), and decolonial perspectives that seek to break away from a 

colonially imposed constitution, to one that places the courts at the heart to protect 

the rights of the citizenry and marginalised groups. Such decolonial perspectives 

rely on subaltern perspectives of constitutionalism, to which transformative 

constitutionalism as has been applied in South Africa is most applicable in the 

Kenyan context. A postliberal reading of the constitution would be the most 

suitable in such a re-envisioned constitutionalism.  

How effective is a reliance on a liberal rights-based approach in achieving gender 

equality, and indeed a gendered constitutionalism in general? The story of the two-

thirds gender principle has revealed that women’s rights organisations employed 

both paradigms – a rights-based approach and postliberal decolonised processes 

such as public interest litigation. They sought an activist role of the judiciary to 

 
78 See Gargarella, ''We the People' Outside of the Constitution: The dialogic model of 
constitutionalism and the system of checks and balances' ; Rodrỉguez-Garavito, 'Beyond the 
courtroom: The impact of judicial activism on socio-economic rights in Latin America' ; Rodrỉguez-
Garavito, 'Constitutions in action: The impact of judicial activism on socio-economic rights in Latin 
America'  ; Yamin and Parra-Verra, 'Judicial protection of the right to health in Colombia: From 
social demands to individual claims to public debates'; Gargarella, Litigating health rights: Can 
courts bring more justice to health? ; Bateup, 'The dialogic promise - Assessing the normative 
potential of theories of constitutional dialogue' 
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supervise the executive and parliament to implement the principle, and some 

dialogic activism to put pressure on the Chief Justice to dissolve Parliament for 

noncompliance. 

This study has demonstrated that Kenyan courts are still noncommittal on 

decolonised post-judgment orders such as continuous mandamus (as applied in 

India), or structural interdicts (borrowed from South Africa). Kenyan courts have 

preferred to remain within the common law principle that once a court has 

delivered its judgment, it becomes functus officio (meaning that women’s rights 

activists have had to file fresh suits every time they went back to court). This has 

considerable and undesirable implications for a gendered constitutionalism. The 

story of the two-thirds gender principle in Kenya has shown that women’s rights 

face considerable resistance in their implementation. They therefore require much 

more aggressive judicial supervisory orders (including post-judgment ones). The 

courts would also have to take the status and rights of women much more 

seriously.  

The examination of the role of the courts in implementing the two-thirds gender 

principle has shown that the High Court was the centre of judicial activism, both 

due to an activist nature of particular High Court judges, and a court structure that 

gives the High Court a wider jurisdictional latitude. The political-elite class has 

undermined an enhanced role of the courts in an understanding of juristocracy 

through its resistance to the establishment of a Constitutional Court.  

This signals a shift in postcolonial discourses on rule of law, from one of ‘rule by 

law’,79 to one of ‘rule by politics’. Studies on this ‘rule by politics’ rather than 

constitutionalism have begun to emerge in the Kenyan context, such as 

Cheeseman’s et al 2019 study.80 Thus a major threat to constitutionalism post-

2010 is the disregard of the constitution and the role of the courts as the guardian 

of the constitution by the political-elite class. Undermining constitutional reform 

processes towards juristocracy, disobedience of court orders and political elite-

level pacts are some of the ways that this study has revealed a shift from ‘rule by 

law’ to ‘rule by politics’ in postcolonial contexts with contemporary forms of 

 
79 Shivji, 'The Changing State: From an Extra-Legal to an Intra-Legal State in Tanzania' 
80 Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?'  
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constitutionalism. These pose a much bigger threat to a gendered 

constitutionalism than a gendered constitutional agency within constitutions.
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8.0 CONCLUSION 
This study explored gendered constitutionalism in the Global South. The study 

has identified that the emerging decolonial scholarship on constitutionalism in 

postcolonial contexts in the Global South has yet to include gendered narratives. 

These studies have focused on the specificities of a reimaged common law and 

customary law under transformative constitutions but have not necessarily been 

well grounded in a coherent gender narrative. At the same time, studies on gender 

equality in postcolonial contexts focus on the limitations of law in societies 

characterised by legal pluralism – where women’s lives are governed by multiple 

legal systems. Only a few of these studies1 are concerned with the ways in which 

women’s rights movements and activists are utilising constitution reform 

processes and the courts to ensure ‘constitutional agency’2 for women, and to 

implement constitutional equality provisions within the public sphere. This study 

fills these two gaps through examining the judicial implementation of the gender 

quota in Kenya’s 2010 Constitution. It used two-thirds gender principle as an 

example to investigate a gendered constitutionalism in a postcolonial context. 

The study has sought answers to the following three questions: 

1. How is the two-thirds gender principle situated within Kenya’s 2010 wider 

constitutional framework?  

2. What role have the courts played in implementing the two-thirds gender 

principle?  

3. What role has the women’s movement in Kenya played in implementing 

the two-thirds gender principle? 

In answering these questions, a constructivist grounded theory methodology was 

adopted in the study. This involved the use of an inductive thematic analysis of 

data from a triangulation of three data collection methods – interviews, focus 

group discussions and documentary analysis of reports on constitution reforms. 

Interviews were held with judges of the Supreme Court, Court of Appeal and the 

 
1 See for instance Banda, Women, law and human rights: An African perspective; Nyamu 
Musembi, 'Pulling Apart? Treatment of Pluralism in the CEDAW and the Maputo Protocol' 
2 Irving, Gender and the Constitution 
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High Court, constitution review experts, and civil society women’s rights 

activists. Focus group discussions were held with public interest litigators.  

8.1 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE 

In answering the three research questions in the study, I have contributed to two 

bodies of knowledge: feminist legal scholarship in the Global South, and emerging 

scholarship on constitutionalism in the Global South.  

This study contributes to scholarship that interrogates the relationship between 

gender and law, that is, using law (constitutionalism) to address gender justice. To 

what extent are law reform strategies useful in feminist pursuits? This study has 

shown that the efforts of the women’s movement to constitutionalise a gender 

quota (the two-thirds gender principle) did not lead to a third or more of women 

in Parliament and Cabinet. The study has shown that a decade later, the number 

of women MPs in the National Assembly falls short at 21.8%, while that of 

Cabinet falls short at 23.8%.3 This points to the limitation of the rights-based 

approach for gender justice in the Global South – that the achievement of legal 

equality (through constitutionalising) has not necessarily led to substantive 

equality for women’s lives. Why is that the case? 

The relationship between gender and the law at the heart of this study.  It has 

appeared in a number of ways. It has been seen as a ‘tool’ through which to pursue 

gender equality – most obviously through the attempts to enforce the political 

quest for gender quotas as part of policies seeking to achieve substantive equality 

rather than formal equality (within liberal understandings). The question 

addressed in this thesis is: to what extent is law a contribution to transformation 

of gender relations?  Some argue that the concept of equality within CEDAW can 

be used to support the transformation of gender relations.4 This sits within the 

wider Global South feminist critique discussed in the thesis relating to the rights 

 
3 Mitullah, 'Gender mainstreaming and the campaign for equality', at 172-173 
4 Charlesworth, Chinkin and Wright, 'Feminist approaches to international law' ; Charlesworth, 
Chaiton and Chinkin, The boundaries of international law: A feminist analysis  
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approach to development,5 and the limits of liberal feminist engagement with the 

law in the context of South Africa.6  

Critical Global South legal scholarship provides a trenchant critique of law, from 

a post- colonial perspective. This scholarship focuses on metropolitan common 

law,7 revealing from their perspectives the way in which the liberal ideology of 

rule of law has been used to legitimate oppressive and unjust political systems.8 

For instance, these scholars illuminate the effects of colonialism on constructions 

of indigenous/customary systems. Feminist legal scholars have strengthened and 

deepened understandings of the way in which legal pluralism has contributed to 

the construction of gender relationships, as seen in chapters one, four and seven.  

As we have seen in this thesis, Global South ‘constitutionalism’ has been seen as 

a way of confronting these colonial legal legacies, but perspectives differ on the 

extent to which these perspectives can be transformative. There are those who 

maintain that legally driven social change can still be achieved within liberal 

constitutionalism,9 while others maintain that a move away from liberal legalism 

is necessary in order to reimage colonially imposed legal methodologies as a 

prerequisite for transformation.10 The focus of the thesis is on the possibilities and 

limitations within such postliberal transformative constitutionalism in reimaged 

common law and customary law. Thus, this case study is set within the evolution 

of a post- colonial constitution which at least some of its architects sought to make 

transformative to provide a Global South post-colonial rule of law. 

 
5Buss and Manji (eds), International law: Modern feminist approaches; Nyamu Musembi, 'Pulling 
Apart? Treatment of Pluralism in the CEDAW and the Maputo Protocol'; Oloka-Onyango and 
Tamale, '"The Personal is Political", or Why Women's Rights are Indeed Human Rights: An African 
Perspective of International Feminism' ; Tamale, Decolonization and Afro-feminism ; Banda F, 
'Global Standards, Local Values' (2003) 17 Journal of Law, Policy and the Family 1; Banda, Women, 
law and human rights: An African perspective   
6 Fredman, 'Gender and Transformation in the South African Constitutional Court'  ; Albertyn and 
Goldblatt, 'Facing the Challenge of Transformation: Difficulties in the Development of an 
Indigenous Jurisprudence of Equality'  
7 Fitzpatrick, The mythology of modern law ; Derrida, 'Force of law: The "mystical foundation of 
authority"'; Baxi, 'Constitutionalism as a site of state formative practices'  
8 ibid 
9 Roux, 'Transformative Constitutionalism and the Best Interpretation of the South African 
Constitution:Distinction without a Difference' ; Roux, 'A Brief Response to Professor Baxi'  ; Klug, 
Constituting democracy: Law, globalism and South Africa's political reconstruction 
10 Klare, 'Legal Culture and transformative Constitutionalism' ; Klare and Davis, 'Transformative 
Constitutionalism and the Common and Customary Law'  
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The campaigns relating to the implementation of the two-thirds gender principle 

has shone a spotlight on both these global south critiques of law and the 

development of constitutionalism within Kenya. Women’s organisations/civil 

society organisations have sought to implement the principle in order to move 

towards substantive equality or more ambitiously to contribute towards a 

transformation of gender relations in the public sphere using the potential offered 

by a post-colonial constitution. As we have seen, the women’s movement has been 

able to use the courts in ways that would not have been possible in earlier times. 

Their actions have been complemented by some judges who have embraced more 

progressive jurisprudential thinking. They have also encountered the profound 

limitations in relying upon the transformative power of constitutionalism in the 

present Kenyan (political) context. Thus, the study provides an in depth 

understanding from a feminist perspective of the challenges to using the courts for 

the implementation of this quest to achieve substantive (gender) equality in public 

life.   

The study also shines a spotlight on the relationship between gender and judging 

– a topic which has become of more substantial academic study in recent times.11 

The study has not only shown that the question of the breed of judges in terms of 

orientations around judicial activism versus judicial restraint matters, but also that 

feminist judging and feminist judges matter. As existing studies have shown that 

feminist judging is different from a focus on the gender of the judge,12 this study 

has shown that a focus on the gender of the judge is not very helpful, and has 

indeed led to inconclusive findings in relation to the judicial implementation of 

the two-thirds gender principle. Rather, the focus should be on feminist judging 

to bring about feminist outcomes, such as ‘asking the woman question’, and the 

importance of context.  

The two-thirds gender principle is about redistribution of political and public 

positions, which also implicates male judges who must cede some of their 

positions to women judges, particularly in the superior courts. Male judges have 

therefore resisted this as part of the male dominated political elite class. This was 

manifested particularly in three cases. As we have seen in the Supreme Court’s 

 
11 See for instance Kenney, Gender and Jusitce: Why Women in the Judiciary Really Matter 
12 Hunter, 'Can Feminist Judges Make a Difference?'  
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Advisory Opinion No. 2 of 2012, the majority basically ‘assisted’ the Government 

to maintain the status quo. In one case in the High Court, a bench of three judges 

(two male and one-woman judge) told the litigants, a feminist collective, to ‘hold 

their feminist horses’.13 In a third case, a male High Court judge used arithmetic 

calculations to rule that two women judges out of a total of seven in the Supreme 

Court does not violate the principle, even when it clearly does fall short. The 

question that would beg an answer is, why would the courts be so bold to be the 

first court in Africa to annual an election, but fail to be firm on the question of the 

two-thirds gender principle? This is discussed further in the section of the 

summary of findings below. 

Through these contributions, I have aimed to synthesise and address existing 

feminist legal studies scholarship in the Global South with decolonised Global 

South scholarship on constitutionalism in postcolonial contexts. Currently, the 

two bodies of scholarship do not speak with each other. Feminist legal studies do 

not incorporate decolonial perspectives on constitutionalism, such as the need to 

for a reimaged common law and customary law. Conversely, Global South 

perspectives on constitutionalism are not coherent on the relationship between 

gender and law, and feminist perspectives on judging.  

8.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

8.2.1 THE SITUATEDNESS OF THE TWO-THIRDS GENDER PRINCIPLE 

First, the two-thirds gender principle is situated in the Kenyan Constitution as a 

rights-based tool that seeks to transform gender relations, both in the public 

sphere, and then in turn in the private sphere as more women are involved in 

making laws and policies that affect women’s private lives. The principle is also 

situated in a decolonial constitution that seeks to move away from a colonially-

imposed constitutional framework based on principles of liberal modern 

constitutionalism, to one that infuses additional ‘more caring and communitarian’ 

values, what has been termed as postliberalism.14 There is therefore a liberal-

postliberal tension within Kenya’s constitutional framework that includes a Bill 

 
13 Constitutional Petition No. 102 of 2011, High Court of Kenya at Nairobi 
14 See Klare, 'Legal Culture and transformative Constitutionalism' ; Baxi, 'Preliminary Notes on 
Transformative Constitutionalism'   
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of Rights typical of the liberally-based rights based approach, and postliberal 

constitutionalism.  

8.2.2 THE ROLE OF THE COURTS 

Related to the role of the courts specifically, the study has shown that the High 

Court was the centre of judicial activism around the implementation of the two-

thirds gender principle. This is for two reasons: the first was the existence of a 

group of activist judges in the High Court at the time, specifically in the 

Constitutional and Human Rights Division, and the Judicial Review Division. 

These are the two divisions within the High Court that are charged with 

constitutional interpretation, and the implementation of the Bill of Rights. The 

second relates to the court structure. The High Court has a much wider 

jurisdictional latitude to handle matters of constitutional interpretation and 

implementation of the Bill of Rights. The Court of Appeal and Supreme Court are 

structurally constrained in adjudication of constitutional matters, as their role is 

appellate, and politically inclined in the case of the Supreme Court.  

This study has argued that this structure was not an accident. The political elite 

class in Kenya resisted an enhanced role for a postcolonial judiciary (characterised 

by scholars as a juristocracy) that would supervise the other two arms of 

government.  As the study has shown, the political elite class interfered with both 

the judicial as well as government structure, so much so that even though the role 

of the judiciary is enhanced, there are still bottlenecks in the court structure. One 

such bottleneck is the absence of a Constitutional Court with the final say in 

constitutional matters. The idea of a Constitutional Court was resisted vehemently 

by politicians at the National Constitutional Conference and thrown out, thus 

relegating the role of constitutional adjudication to two divisions of the High 

Court. The result is that decisions from the High Court are subject to appeal (and 

possible reversal) in the Court of Appeal, and subsequently the Supreme Court.  

Such appeals (and reversals) have occurred in relation to the development of 

socio-economic rights where the High Court was well on its way to establishing a 

firm role of the courts in supervising the e Executive in the provision of  socio-

economic rights. This burgeoning jurisprudence was nipped in the bud by the 

Court of Appeal. Study participants expressed general disillusionment with the 

Supreme Court, as Supreme Court judges have been restricting further the already 
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limited role of the Supreme Court in adjudicating matters of national importance. 

Thus, the constitutional jurisdiction of the three superior courts in Kenya was 

likened by a High Court judge as a wine-glass jurisdiction, wide at the top 

representing the High Court, thinning out in the middle to represent a very 

conservative Court of Appeal, and a little wider at the base of the glass to represent 

the Supreme Court. 

All decisions from the courts on the two-thirds gender principle have been defied 

by both the Executive and Parliament. The 11th Parliament categorically stated 

that they will not comply with the orders to put in place a legislative framework 

to implement the principle. To date therefore, the 12th Parliament is still way 

below the minimum threshold of a third of women. Sustained pressure from the 

women’s movement and their allies in petitioning the Chief Justice to advise the 

President to dissolve the 12th Parliament has borne some fruit. The Chief Justice 

at last advised the President to dissolve the 12th Parliament on 21st September 

2020. Nonetheless, five petitions have been filed in the High Court by Members 

of Parliament to resist the Chief Justice’s advisory. The court battles therefore 

continue. The President has also defied a court order to correct the gender 

imbalance of his Cabinet that also falls below the minimum threshold. The 

Supreme Court itself is not compliant with the two-thirds gender principle, as it is 

constituted by two women judges and five male judges.  

Thus, study participants’ responses can be summed up as ‘voices of 

disillusionment’ as far as the judicial implementation of the two-thirds gender 

principle, and the general role of the courts in constitution making are concerned. 

The study has shown that defiance of court orders and of the Constitution 

generally (including by the Supreme Court) points to a wider problem of a 

‘constitution without constitutionalism’. Thus, Okoth Ogendo’s conceptualisation 

of postcolonial states as having ‘constitutions without constitutionalism’15 lives 

on. Closely related is the conceptualisation of postcolonial states as being in a 

‘state of crisis’, as they are characterised by ‘Rule by Law’ as opposed to ‘Rule of 

 
15 Okoth-Ogendo, '"Constitutions Without Constitutionalism": Reflections on an African 
paradox'   
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Law’.16 There is however an additional element for postcolonial states in 

contemporary discourses on constitutionalism: a ‘rule by politics’. The study has 

shown that the political elite class has managed to steer constitution reforms to 

their interests to suppress juristocracy, and to neutralise the much-needed reforms. 

Recent studies on the extent to which Kenya has changed have highlighted this 

‘rule by politics’, characterised by elite-level pacts that achieve short terms goals 

of hegemonic consolidation, but undermine long term democratic reforms.17 The 

findings in this study thus suggest that the status quo in postcolonial states, as 

having ‘constitutions without constitutionalism’ remains despite constitutional 

reforms, albeit ‘upgraded’ from a ‘Rule by Law’ to a ‘Rule by Politics’. 

8.2.3 THE ROLE OF THE WOMEN’S MOVEMENT 

Women’s rights activists in Kenya have utilised the liberal/postliberal tension to 

their advantage in relying on a rhetoric of rights for women’s status both during 

constitution reforms, and the implementation of constitutional equality provisions. 

They have also employed decolonised tools to judicialise the politics of the two-

thirds gender principle, namely social action litigation and judicial activism. Thus, 

the study has shown that a rhetoric of rights worked well and was indeed necessary 

to centre the discourse on the equal status of women in both the public and private 

spheres. Decolonial tools of constitutionalism made it possible for women to 

judicialise the politics of the two-thirds gender principle through social action 

litigation successfully. 

The study has revealed has shown that there was a vibrant women’s movement 

during the agitation and processes of constitution reforms from the 1990s. This 

vibrant women’s movement was instrumental in the domestication of gender 

targets in Kenya, first through ensuring that the law on constitution reform 

contained a gender target of at least a third women in all constitution reform bodies 

and committees. It is through this mechanism that women were able to influence 

all the provisions in the constitutions relating to gender equality, including the 

two-thirds gender principle. It can be safely concluded that without this active 

participation of the women’s movement in the reform movement, these provisions 

 
16 Akiba O, Constitutionalism and society in Africa (Contemporary perspectives on developing 
societies, Ashgate 2004); Shivji, 'The Changing State: From an Extra-Legal to an Intra-Legal State 
in Tanzania' 
17 See Cheeseman and others, 'Kenya's 2017 elections: winner-takes-all politics as usual?'  
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would not have made it into the constitution. The mechanisms of the 

implementation of the principle were however watered down by politicians in the 

last stages of the review processes in the various political negotiations and 

compromises. This not only suggests that law making is a political process, but 

that the political class in Kenya swayed the constitution to their favour, 

particularly in provisions that involved their political survival. The two-thirds 

gender principle was one such provision. 

It is the women’s movement again that took up the burden of searching for policy 

and legislative mechanism to implement the principle once the constitution was 

promulgated, from as early as 2011. Their efforts ranged from boycotts, alliances 

with government agencies, and lobbying of the executive and parliament. While 

the women’s movement succeeded in securing a number of bills to Parliament for 

debate, none of these bills to date have been debated to completion. 

 A direct consequence of this is that the women’s movement judicialised the 

politics of the two-thirds gender principle. All cases on the principle except one 

were filed by women’s rights organisations, women’s rights activists and allies 

from government agencies and mainstream non-governmental organisations. 

Efforts to lobby Parliament and the Executive therefore happened simultaneously 

with litigation from 2011 to 2017.  

One can thus see that the women’s movement in Kenya has been a formidable 

force in constitution making in Kenya, and still is. This study has also revealed 

however that there is not a homogenous women’s movement. While there was 

certainly a more united women’s movement during constitution reform processes, 

post-2010 it is much more splintered and operating through women’s rights 

organisations, splinter campaign groups, individual women’s rights activists and 

allies from the government. The study has also revealed that while these several 

splinter groups have a unanimous goal of implementing the two-thirds gender 

principle, their campaign messaging and strategies differ sharply sometimes. This 

has had the effect of neutralising a concerted effort for one strategy, which has 

cost the project of implementing the principle greatly. The main disagreement has 

been whether to amend the constitution to include stronger mechanisms to 
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implement the principle, or to use ‘softer’ policy and legislative approaches. This 

disagreement has split the movement nearly in half. 

This study has important lessons to offer in the use of dialogic approaches by the 

women’s movement in Kenya as they have sought  an activist role for  the courts 

to supervise the executive and parliament to implement constitutional provisions. 

While this may be at experimental stages in Kenya, this development points to the 

potential for gendered dialogic approaches of judicial activism similar in some 

respect to those in other countries such as Colombia and India, enabled by 

processes of social action litigation.18 These gendered dialogic approaches to 

litigation are worthy of further exploration and need to be embedded within 

studies of subaltern and decolonised forms of constitutionalism in the Global 

South. 

8.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This project is timely, relevant and important in wider debates on fundamental 

questions relating to critiques of Anglo-American origin of Western liberalism 

and judicial restraint from a Global South perspective. This study adds a gender 

dimension to decolonial and postcolonial perspectives on constitutionalism. 

The transformation of legal culture to embrace politics in judging is a useful 

paradigm in grounding the study within scholarship on the increasingly political 

role of the courts  – what has been termed as ‘juristocracy’19 and ‘judicialisation 

of politics’.20  ‘Juristocracy’ was first used by Keith Ewing21, while 

‘judicialization (sic) of politics’ was first used by Neal Tate and Torbỏn Vallinder 

– both terms describe the increasing empowerment of judges to deal with political 

affairs traditionally reserved for the political branch of government. The term 

‘juristocracy’ and ‘judicialisation of politics’ has also been used extensively by 

 
18 Stephenson-Abetz J, 'Everyday activism as a dialogic practice: Narratives of feminist 
daughters' (2012) 35 Women's Studies in Communication 96 
19 Ewing, 'The Bill of Rights debate: Democracy or juristocracy in Britain?'; Hirschl, Towards 
Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New Constitutionalism  
20 Hirschl, 'The Judicialization of Mega-Politics and the Rise of Political Courts' Tate and Vallinder, 
The global expansion of judicial power; Oloka-Onyango, When Courts do Politics: Public Interest 
Law and Litigation in East Africa  
21 Ewing, 'The Bill of Rights debate: Democracy or juristocracy in Britain?' 
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Ran Hirschl within the context of new constitutionalism.22 The extent of the role 

of the courts in judicial review has been a long-standing debate in American 

constitutionalism.23 This study has shown that in the Global South, judicialisation 

of politics is a necessary mechanism for the courts to exercise supervisory 

jurisdiction to implement the Bill of Rights. Emerging perspectives on 

constitutionalism in the Global South are developing to provide a challenge to 

Anglo-American notions of judicial restraint.  The focus to date has been on South 

Africa, India and Colombia.24  

Conversely, the debate has recently taken a different shape in the former colonial 

metropole. Juristocracy is treated with suspicion in British politics as a hinderance 

to parliamentary sovereignty.25 There is an ever-deepening suspicion that courts 

interfere with parliamentary sovereignty, heightened particularly by Brexit 

processes. The UK Supreme Court ruled on two important issues to do with 

Brexit: on Article 50, and the Prime Minister’s decision to prorogue Parliament in 

September 2019. The Supreme Court ruled that it was wrong of the Prime Minister 

Boris Johnson to prorogue Parliament for five weeks in the run up to the Brexit 

deadline of October 31 2019.26 There has been tension and suspicion about the 

Prime Minister’s intentions to curb the power of judicial review as part of the 

Conservative manifesto.27 An edited collection has appeared in the summer of 

2020 on Keith Ewing who had a particularly sceptical view on juristocracy in 

 
22 Hirschl R, 'The Judicialization of Mega-Politics and the Rise of Political Courts' (2008) 11 
Annual Review of Political Science 93; Hirschl R, 'The New Constitutionalism and the 
Judicialisation of Pure Politics Worldwide' (2006) 75 Fordahm Law Review 721 
23 Bickel A, The least dangerous branch: The Supreme Court at the bar of politics (Bobbs-Merrill 
1962)Ely JH, Democracy and distrust: A theory of judicial review (Harvard University Press 1980) 
24 Maldonado, Constitutionalism of the Global South: the activist tribunals of India, South Africa 
and Colombia; Vilhena, Baxi and Viljoen, Transformative constitutionalism:Comparing the apex 
courts of Brazil, India and South Africa 
25 Ewing, 'The Bill of Rights debate: Democracy or juristocracy in Britain?'; Gearty C, 'Courting 
Trouble. The role of the courts in contemporary democracy' in Blogg A and others (eds), The 
constitution of social democracy: Essays in honour of Keith Ewing (Hart Publishing 2020) 
26 See Bowcott, Owen, Mason, Rowena and Anushka, Asthna, Supreme Court rules Parliament 
must have vote to trigger Article 50, The Guardian, January 24 2017;  BBC, Supreme Court: 
Suspending Parliament was unlawful, judges rule, September 24 2019, available at 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-49810261, last accessed July 31 2020 
27 Woodcock, Andrew, “Boris Johnson planning ‘vindictive revenge’ on Supreme Court with 
plans to overhaul justice system”, Independent, December 19 2019 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-49810261
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1994.28 This may suggest a revival of the debates on judicial restraint versus 

juristocracy in the British context, although it’s still early to conclude which way 

the debate will go. 

This study also contributes to existing global studies on feminist constitutionalism 

from not only a postcolonial lens, but also a decolonial lens. Existing studies have 

a global and comparative outlook which as yet does not engage fully with  

perspectives on constitutionalism from the Global South. Such studies tend to be 

contained within edited collections which do not fully integrate with the chapters 

contributed from the Global South. This study offers some tools for interrogating 

fundamental questions of constitutional law in the implementation of 

constitutional provisions on gender equality, particularly in postcolonial legal 

pluralist settings. 

Finally, this study contributes to debates on the extent to which law reform 

strategies are effective, and whether courts can bring about (social) change. It is 

possible to suggest that there may be some potential in decolonised perspectives 

on constitutionalism that call for judicial activism. This has not been realised in 

Kenya, however. This study has shown the way in which the Kenyan context has 

been constrained by institutional factors, namely a court structure that may stifle 

a budding jurisprudence of an indigenous constitutionalism, and a ‘rule by 

politics’ involving elite-level pacts that have a pervasive influence on formal rules. 

There is also a general culture of a ‘constitutionalism without constitutionalism’ 

characterised by a general disregard of court orders and constitutional provisions, 

and an enduring effort to undermine juristocracy from the political-elite class. 

8.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This study’s focus is on legal systems with Anglo-American based common law 

traditions only.  A study of civil law traditions to offer decolonised and 

postcolonial perspectives in contradistinction with the French colonial metropole, 

or other colonially-imposed legal systems would enrich scholarship. In Africa, 

Rwanda for instance would provide an excellent study, as it is the country with 

 
28 Bogg A, Rowbottom J and Young AA, The Constitution of social democracy: Essays in honour 
of Keith Ewing (Hart Publishing 2020); Gearty, 'Courting Trouble. The role of the courts in 
contemporary democracy' 
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the highest number of women representatives in the world, operating under a 

constitutional framework promulgated in the aftermath of the 1994 genocide.  

My study is based within one country with a focus on one policy – affirmative 

action. Legal problems and legal solutions arise out of contexts that need in-depth 

attention, in the hope that the methodologies and insights in a particular study may 

be drawn and replicated in other contexts. This is the hope of this study. This 

project can also be expanded to cover other areas of social life within Kenya. A 

rich jurisprudence is emerging from the Kenyan courts on forceful evictions, 

sexual reproductive rights, property law outcomes in inheritance and matrimonial 

property divisions, the limits on multinational corporations, and sustainable 

development. There is therefore considerable potential to apply the lessons 

learned from this study.   

8.5 GENERAL CONCLUSION AND WAY FORWARD 

A general conclusion that can be drawn from the study is the political nature of 

constitution making. This study has demonstrated that constitution making is not 

only a legal process, but also a political process involving a balancing of multiple 

competing interests. All these competing interests have a bearing not only on a 

gendered constitutionalism, but also around rule of law in postcolonial contexts. 

Katrin Seidel’s study on the translation of Rule of Law to post-war torn countries 

through the enactment of permanent constitutions is useful and relevant.29 Writing 

in the context of South Sudan, Seidel’s study demonstrates how international 

actors ‘provide’ a catalogue of models and ‘products’ of Rule of Law and liberal 

democracy to post-conflict countries to be enshrined in permanent constitutions. 

Thus, constitution making in the Global South, particularly in post-conflict 

countries, are still very much influenced by Western democracies, who also 

provide funding and other logistical support to Rule of Law projects like 

constitution making.30 As demonstrated in chapter one, gender equality and 

gender mainstreaming are one such agenda, to which the international women’s 

rights and development movement has played a huge part in Kenya’s constitution 

making process. Tripp’s study on two post-conflict countries – Kenya and Somalia 

 
29 Seidel, 'The promotion of Rule of Law in translation: Technology of normative knowledge 
transfer in South Sudan's constitution making' 
30 ibid 
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- demonstrates how the women’s movement in these two countries used the post-

conflict situation to constitutionalise gender equality provisions as part of the 

healing and reconciliation processes.31 Thus, one can see a congruence of goals of 

both the international and local women’s movements to constitutionalise gender 

equality, including gender quotas. 

International actors however may have different competing interests that are 

sometimes in conflict with local interests. There are also competing interests of 

local actors. Thus, Seidel’s study on the translation of Rule of Law particularly in 

post-conflict countries in the Global South shows a hegemonic influence of the 

Rule of Law project of liberal democracy. In this project, there are diplomatic 

representations of Western democracies (through embassies and development 

agencies) that not only provide technical assistance and donor support and seek to 

influence constitution review processes in order to preserve their interests. As we 

saw in chapter one, the Committee of Experts on Constitution Review (CoE) was 

made up of two foreign experts. Also, one of the constitution review experts 

revealed the influence of embassies such as the British High Commission among 

others, particularly to the question of land – although this was ‘off-the-record’. 

There are also neoliberal institutions with their good governance agendas, such as 

the World Bank. There are studies that have demonstrated the devastating effect 

of structural adjustment programmes on social welfare, which has a direct impact 

on women.32 There are also multinational corporations keen to protect their 

capitalist interests. Concern has also been raised about a clash of goals between 

the international women’s rights movement and local nongovernmental 

organisations.33 Local political elite classes also have interests that they seek to 

consolidate by influencing constitution review processes, and court processes as 

well. Ran Hirschl refers to this phenomenon of the preservation of all these 

international and local political, economic and judicial elites’ interests as the 

 
31 Tripp, 'Women's Movements and Constitution Making after Civil Unrest and Conflict in Africa: 
The Cases of Somalia and Kenya' 
32 Mama A, 'Challenging subjects: Gender and power in African contexts' (2001) 5 African 
Sociological Review/Revue Africaine de Sociologie 63; Mama, Feminism and the State in 
Africa:  Towards an Analysis of the National Machinery for Women in Africa  
33 An-Naim A, 'State responsibility under international human rights laws to change religious and 
customary law' in Cook R (ed) Human Rights of Women: National and International Perspectives 
(University of Pennsylvania Press 1994) 
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‘hegemonic preservation thesis’, which he argues is the biggest threat to 

juristocracy.34 

Thus, attempts to decolonise constitutions as has been witnessed from the 1990s 

in the Global South are met with all these competing international and local 

interests. The story of the two-thirds gender principle has demonstrated the tension 

between using rights-based approaches within decolonial constitutional 

documents. While the international women’s rights framework has provided the 

language to use to pursue women’s constitutional agency, the interests of global 

actors may sometimes stifle that constitutional agency. As the story of the two-

thirds gender principle has shown, that constitutional agency in the public sphere 

can also be stifled by local political actors keen to challenge the redistribution of 

political power. Constitutionalising women’s rights is one thing, realising them is 

an entirely different matter. To what extent are subaltern perspectives on 

constitutionalism truly able to challenge hegemonic influences of western liberal 

democracy, and those of local pollical elites?  In other words, how can a gendered 

constitutionalism counter this hegemonic preservation? I make the humble 

suggestion that this should concern feminists keen on utilising constitutions to 

pursue aims of gender equality in the Global South.
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